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ABSTRACT
The energy transfer associated with the reacting flow of 
pyrolysis products through the char layer of a low density nylon- 
phenolic resin charring ablator was studied experimentally and 
theoretically. It was found that a non-equilibrium flow model, 
employing finite reaction rate data for the important reactions 
among the pyrolysis products, was necessary to accurately 
describe the energy transport within the char. The important 
reactions and kinetic data for a temperature range of 500® 
to 3000®F, with experimental simulation to 2300°F, were determined 
and incorporated into the mathematical model, called the TEMPRE 
System. This model, in conjunction with experimental results 
obtained in a Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator, were 
used to clearly show the shortcomings of the limiting cases of 
frozen and equilibrium flow in predicting the true behavior 
within the char layer.
A comparison of the experimental data obtained using low 
density, nylon-phenolic resin chars was made with the results 
obtained using graphite as a simulated char. The non-equilibrium 
flow model accurately predicted energy/transport in the graphite 
medium using the same important reactions and kinetic data 
developed for flow through chars. This conclusion was needed 
to justify the use of graphite for the measurement of carbon
XXV ii
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deposition from methane and phenol, and, in the catalyst 
evaluation studies.
Carbon deposition and decomposition product distributions 
were determined for methane and phenol using carbon-14 tracers. 
The product distributions were helpful in providing additional 
evidence that the chemical reactions included in the model were 
correct. The identified products of methane and phenol thermal 
decomposition were carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, methane, 
ethylene, acetylene and phenol. Carbon deposition measurements 
within the char layer were used to locate the temperature where 
chemical reactions among the pyrolysis products became signifi­
cant. In general, deposition was greatest near the front 
surface where the temperature varied between 1800 - 2300°F.
The above results were also used in the catalyst evaluation 
studies. The introduction of a catalyst into the pyrolysis 
product stream (homogeneous) or as a coating on the graphite 
(heterogeneous) was made in order to accelerate reaction rates 
and have them occur at lower temperatures. This resulted in a 
higher energy absorption by the pyrolysis products. Bromine 
(homogeneous) had an excellent activity for this by lowering 
the temperature at which reactions start from about 1900°F to 
about 1500°F . This effect was also measured by comparing the 
experimental exit gas compositions with the compositions cal­
culated by the non-equilibrium flow model using conventional
XXVlll
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non-catalytic, kinetic data. The relative difference in these 
values was a good measure of the extent of chemical reaction 
resulting from the addition of the catalyst into the system.
Molybdenum and tungsten co-catalysts (heterogeneous) 
had essentially no effect in accelerating chemical reactions 
within the char. The slightly different carbon deposition 
profiles obtained were not within experimental accuracy to 
conclusively indicate a beneficial increase in the rate of 
chemical reactions. Platinum catalyst was also tested but it 
showed no activity for accelerating the chemical reactions.
It is known that platinum is poisoned by carbon monoxide, 
and this is present in the pyrolysis products.
In addition to the above, the air oxidation of nylon- 
phenolic resin chars was studied to determine the rate of 
oxidation of the char with distance from the front surface.
The maximum rate was obtained with air flowing from the 
heated front surface through the char and leaving the rear 
surface. There was no flow of pyrolysis products. With a 
front surface temperature of 2047°F and an air mass flux of 
0.035 Ib/ft^sec an 81% conversion of oxygen was obtained.
The gas leaving the back surface contained 4.0% 0^. This 
indicated that oxidation was taking place at all depths 
within the char, and this was confirmed with a non-equilibrium 
flow calculation.
XXIX
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Nature of Aerodynamic Heating During Planetary Reentry
One of the most serious problems encountered when space
vehicles reenter a planetary atmosphere is aerodynamic heating.
Typical reentry velocities for various Earth orbital missions are
listed in Table 1-1. Before a manned spacecraft can land safely,
these speeds must be reduced to conventional aircraft speeds.
This can be accomplished by applying a reverse thrust or by taking
advantage of the frictional resistance of the atmosphere. Since
the return velocity is of the same magnitude as the launch velocity,
the reverse thrust method requires the same quantity of fuel for the
reentry phase. This doubles the fuel requirement for the mission
and makes the added weight to the system prohibitive. Hence, it is
more efficient to use the aerodynamic braking method to reduce the
vehicle speed to a safe level (1,2,3).
A high speed orbiting vehicle possesses a large amount of
1 2
kinetic energy (K.E. = j mV ). In aerodynamic braking, this energy 
is converted to heat as the body descends through the resisting 
atmosphere. In Table 1-1 the kinetic energy (per unit weight) 
possessed by a vehicle at various orbital altitudes above the Earth 
is also listed. For example, a 5000 pound vehicle having an
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Table 1-1. Initial Reentry Velocity and Kinetic Energy for Space
Altitudes Above the Earth (1,2)
Vehicles at Various
Orbital Altitude Velocity Kinetic Energy
Nautical Miles Ft/Sec BTU/Lb
300 26,000 13,500
1 0 0 0 27,000 14,600
2 0 0 0 0 33,800 22,800
Circumlunar 36,000 26,000
Venus or Mars 37,200 27,600
■DCD
C/)C/)
initial reentry velocity of 26,000 feet per second must convert 
67,500,000 BTU of kinetic energy to heat. Consider a vehicle 
that is constructed of structural steel having a specific heat 
of 0.117 BTU per pound per degree Fahrenheit. If a temperature 
increase of 1150°F is attained, the maximum amount of heat 
that is absorbed is 675,000 BTU, or one percent of the total 
heat generated. It is evident from this example that only a 
small fraction of the thermal energy can be permitted to reach 
the vehicle without causing destructive effects. The remaining 
large fraction (99 percent) must be transferred to the surrounding 
atmosphere by the proper selection of the vehicle shape and 
materials of construction (1,3).
There are two general classifications of body configura­
tion used in ballistic reentry design (3,4,5,6 ): the slender
body and blunt body configurations. The slender body shape 
causes a minimum aerodynamic drag condition with only slight 
disturbance of the air flow. A typical low drag, high speed 
shape is shown in Figure 1-1 with the associated flow field 
that results. This shape produces a weak, attached shock wave 
with a large percentage of the heat generated being absorbed 
by the body. The use of slender body configurations is best 
suited to ballistic missile and supersonic flow applications 
where low heating loads are experienced for short periods of 
time.
Since reentry of space vehicles requires a maximum amount
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of energy transfer to the atmosphere, the blunt or high drag 
configuration is more applicable. In Figure 1-2 the typical 
flow field characteristics for the blunt body is shown. An 
extremely strong, detached shock wave extends well beyond the 
body. A major portion of the energy is absorbed by the air 
flowing between the shock wave and vehicle surface and is 
carried away in the wake behind the craft. The shock layer 
becomes progressively hotter during the course of reentry 
causing dissociation and ionization of the air. This results 
in heat transfer by conduction, convection and radiation to 
the surface of the vehicle. Although the heat absorbed is a 
small portion of the heat generated, the relative amount is 
sufficient to produce surface temperatures in excess of 6000°F. 
Therefore, a thermal protection system must be employed to 
protect the vehicle from these high temperatures and heat fluxes.
One possible solution is to provide enough structural mass 
to safely absorb the heat (3,7). However, since most metals 
are poor heat sinks, this method would result in extreme weight 
penalties.
Transpiration cooling is a second method (8). This tech­
nique protects the vehicle by injecting a fluid through open­
ings at the body surface into the boundary layer. The injected 
fluid blocks heat transfer into the material and maintains 
a safe temperature at the space cabin wall. This method
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likewise requires additional weight such as equipment to pump 
and regulate the flow of coolant; and as a result, it is 
prohibitive in manned reentry applications.
Other methods of heat protection exist (i.e. convective, 
film and radiation cooling) but the most successful technique 
has been ablative cooling (7,9).
Ablative Thermal Protection of Planetary Reentry Vehicles
Ablative cooling is similar to heat sink and transpiration 
cooling in method, but it is drastically different in the 
mechanisms used to achieve the desired results. Ablation 
sacrifices structural stability to preserve thermal resisti­
vity by melting, vaporizing and/or subliming relatively thin 
layers of the material at the surface. Although absorption 
of heat by phase change is the distinguishing feature of the 
process, energy dissipation by radiation, conduction, convection, 
transpiration and chemical reaction is likewise achieved (7,10).
Ideally, an ablative material must possess a low thermal 
conductivity, high heat capacity and large heat of degradation 
to effectively restrict the extreme temperatures to the surface 
of the vehicle. Success has been achieved employing compositions 
of nylon, phenolic resin, silicon elastomers and others. A 
partial list of the many different materials tested for use 
as ablative heat shields is presented in Table 1-2 (5,9,14).
There are two kinds of ablative protection systems. One
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Table 1-2, List of Materials Tested for Heat Protection of Reentry Vehicles (14)
Plastics : Ceramics : Reinforced Systems :
Glass Fiber-reinforced Phenolics 
Metal Fiber-reinforced Ceramics 
Organic Resin-filled Porous Ceramics
Polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon) Fused Silica 
Polyethylene Zirconia
Polyamides Magnesia
Phenolics Foamed Ceramics Ceramic-filled Metal Honeycombs
Modified Epoxies 
Foamed Resins 
Carbonized Resins
Inorganic Particle-filled Refractory
(/)(/)
iâ non-charring, and the other is charring. A non-charring 
ablator is one in which the material vaporizes into gases and 
enters the boundary layer counter to the heat flow. This counter 
flow of mass effectively blocks heat transfer into the material 
and protects the vehicle. Teflon (polytetrafluoroethylene) is 
one such non-charring compound which undergoes chain shortening 
steps to form small polymer units that eventually vaporize. 
Extensive research with Teflon and other non-charring ablative 
materials have been reported over a wide range of applications 
(11, 12).
The charring ablator, on the otherhand, has proven to be 
one of the most successful heat shields for reentry heat pro­
tection. Being a combination of plastics that decompose to a 
char of porous carbon and low molecular weight gases, it 
protects the vehicle by conduction, convection, plastic 
decomposition, transpiration, endothermie chemical reactions 
of the pyrolysis gases, reradiation from the char surface, and 
thickening of the boundary layer. The charring ablator is 
conveniently divided into three separate zones which include the 
plastic decomposition zone, the char zone or layer, and the 
boundary layer as shown in Figure 1-3.
In the decomposition zone the virgin plastic degrades to 
char and low molecular weight gases. These gases flow through 
the char zone and undergo chemical reactions such as cracking, 
free radical formation and ionization. A very large quantity
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u^ - velocity of the flow field
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e
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w
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W - mass flux of pyrolysis gases leaving char surface 
q - convective heat transfer to the char surface
Figure 1-3. Schematic Diagram of the Various Zones Developed
During Reentry of a Capsule 
Protected by an Ablative Heat Shield.
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of heat is absorbed by these predominantly endothermie reactions 
as the gas temperature increases from the decomposition zone to 
the char surface. These hot gases are then injected into the 
boundary layer with additional absorption of heat due to expansion 
and further chemical reactions (13,14,15).
Energy Transfer in the Char Zone of a Charring Ablator
Each of the above regions has been the subject of a sizeable 
research effort, and various types of mathematical models to 
describe the charring ablator process have been developed, 
previous work on these regions is discussed in the susequent 
section on the State of the Art. In this dissertation an effort 
is made to obtain a better description of the phenomena taking 
place in the char zone. An accurate description is needed of the 
energy transfer in the char layer and the species compositions 
and fluxes entering the boundary layer. At present these 
variables are evaluated by considering the flow to be either 
frozen (no reaction) or in chemical equilibrium.
For frozen flow the lower limit on the energy transfer is 
computed since the energy absorbed by the pyrolysis products is 
just the change in sensible heat as these gases flow through the 
porous char. This is the simplest case to evaluate mathemati­
cally, and the classical transpiration cooling solution to the 
energy equation is applicable (16).
For equilibrium flow in the char zone the upper limit on
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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the energy transfer is obtained since chemical reaction rates
I-
are infinitely fast, and the composition of the pyrolysis 
products only vary with the temperature as predicted by ther­
modynamic equilibrium. This approximation gives the maximum 
amount of heat that can be absorbed since the reactions 
occurring are predominantly endothermie. The mathematical 
description of this case is more detailed than for frozen flow 
since an additional term for heat absorption by chemical reac­
tion must be included in the energy equation. Many investiga­
tors feel this model would more accurately describe the actual 
behavior in the char zone since the reaction rates should 
be very fast at the high temperatures encountered.
For a more accurate description of the reacting flow in 
the char zone the kinetics of the chemical reactions must be 
included in solving the energy equation. The solution is more 
complex than the limiting cases because compositions of the 
pyrolysis products must be calculated from the reaction rate 
expressions which are differential equations. Of all the 
possible reactions that could occur in the char zone within the 
temperature range encountered, the ones that actually occur 
must be selected and included in the analysis.
In addition, experiments must be conducted to assure the 
theoretical model accurately predicts the energy transfer in 
the char zone. This can be accomplished by flowing a mixture 
of compounds typical of the actual pyrolysis gases through chars
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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formed in arc-jet heaters. The chars can be radiantly heated 
to simulate the surface heating during reentry. Gases entering 
and leaving the char zone can be analyzed to determine the extent 
of the reactions taking place in the char. Thus the accuracy 
of the mathematical computations can be assessed.
Furthermore, the results of the analysis, referred to as 
the non-equilibrium model, can be compared with the limiting 
cases. In this way the limitations incurred by assuming equi­
librium or frozen flow are evaluated. A detailed investigation 
into the types of reactions occurring, the amount of carbon 
deposition taking place in the char layer, and ways to make 
the ablation of char forming materials more efficient is 
determined.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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Ij[. STATUS OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON FLOW m  TIŒ CHAR ZONE
Research and development of ablative heat shields for space 
vehicles can be placed into two broad catagories. The first 
involves detailed investigation of various isolated processes 
within the ablation mechanism. These studies include the flow 
of pyrolysis gases through porous media (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10), 
plastic decomposition chemistry (11,12,13,14), boundary layer 
interaction with the char surface (15,16), and many others 
(17,18,19,20,21). The second category covers the analysis of 
the transient response during reentry of the combined heat and 
mass transfer mechanisms occurring between the. heat shield and 
the flow field (15,16,23). Research in both areas is essential 
in the development of effective thermal protection systems.
The former category improves the accuracy of the transient 
response calculations, while the latter allows for more efficient 
and economic design of the ablative heat shields.
This research describes the transport phenomena resulting from 
the flow of pyrolysis gas products through the char zone of a 
charring ablator. In particular, the pyrolysis products are 
those formed by the thermal degradation of nylon-phenolic 
resin composites. The nature and extent of chemical reaction
16
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between the pyrolysis products and the char zone, along with the 
energy absorbed by the flow in this zone, are of major interest. 
Likewise, knowledge of the extent of carbon deposition resulting 
from the various hydrocarbon cracking reactions that take place 
is important in developing a realistic model to predict ablator 
performance.
The following sections will discuss some of the typical 
transient response analyses briefly, and related work to flow 
in the char zone in detail. In particular, the transient analysis 
of Kratsch, e_t. £l. (21), Kendall, £t. al^ . (15) and Swann, eit. al. 
(16) will be reviewed with emphasis on the analysis of the char 
zone. Subsequently, a detailed review of work pertinent to flow 
in porous media with and without chemical reactions is presented. 
These include the studies of Koh and del Casal (1,2,3) for 
transpiration cooling, of Clark (4) for high temperature 
experimental studies using methane flow through porous carbon 
and graphite, and of Weger, e^. a^. (5,6) for carbon deposition 
studies resulting from thermal cracking of hydrocarbon gases 
as they pass through heated char specimens.
Transient Models for the Analyses of Thermal Protection Systems
The need for accurate transient analyses of thermal protection 
systems of space vehicles is required to insure the safe return 
of the space craft and its occupants. The interaction of the 
shock heated gas and the ablative heat shield is extremely complex.
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There is no single ground test facility where experiments can 
simulate the reentry of a space vehicle. Wind tunnel tests are 
used to study flow field characteristics, while radiant, induc­
tion and resistance heating facilities are used to simulate the 
thermal environment encountered during ablation. Therefore, an 
accurate mathematical model is essential to effectively predict 
the behavior of these thermal protection systems during reentry.
Almost all of the major aerospace firms and governmental 
organizations interested in reentry have modeled the transient 
response of ablative heat shields. It is impossible to discuss 
all of these various transient analyses; however, a brief his­
tory and a few typical models, namely those of Kratsch, e_t. al. 
(21), Kendall, e_t. al. (15) and Swann, et. ai. (16) will be 
discussed. The weaknesses in these analyses will be pointed 
out, and it will be shown how this work will permit an improve­
ment to present transient models.
One of the earliest theoretical studies of the ablation of 
a char forming plastic by Scala (17) "attempted to define the 
key physicochemical aspects of the problem and included a 
discussion of the importance and function of the char layer 
during the ablation process" (18). In a later study with 
Gilbert (18), they recognized the existance "of a complex 
mixture of low and high molecular weight gaseous species that 
interact chemically with the char and the gases in the boundary 
layer near the surface" (18). Although the complexity of
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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chemical reactions within the char zone was discussed, the model 
of Scala and Gilbert (18) was for a gas mixture containing carbon 
monoxide, methane, hydrogen and ammonia which remained frozen as 
It transpired through the char. Similarly, the models of 
Barrlault and Yos (19) and Meyers and Harmon (20) considered the 
flow to be frozen In the char zone.
The analysis of Kratsch (21) was a one dimensional,
transient analysis that coupled the energy and mass transfer In 
char-forming ablative heat shields. Depolymerization kinetics of 
the ablative plastic was handled by an Arrhenlus-type expression 
based on thermogravimetrlc analysis data. Chemical erroslon of 
the carbonaceous medium by reactions occurlng within and 
at the surface of the char were Included. The receding surface 
boundary condition and aero-convectlve and gas-radlatlon heating 
boundary condition were specified Input functions to the computer 
calculations.
The In-depth analysis of the char layer considered the 
pyrolysis gas products to be In thermodynamic equilibrium as 
they passed through the zone. Only gas phase reactions were 
Included. This resulted In an overpredictIon of the carbon In 
the condensed phase as observed In experimental char analyses and 
was attributed to a shift In gas phase controlled reactions to 
gas-solid phase controlled reactions within the char. No provi­
sions to Include such chemical Interactions of the pyrolysis 
gases with the solid carbon was made; however, an empirical
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adjustment based on experimental data was incorporated to correct 
for the overprediction of solid carbon.
This work was the first attempt to describe a rather 
complex system with a model that was not restricted by the over­
simplification of frozen flow, constant physical properties, 
or omitted heat absorption terms.
The analysis of Kendall, (15) coupled a laminar,
equilibrium boundary layer solution with a one dimensional, 
transient response of the ablative composite. The boundary layer 
solution was related to the shock layer by specifying edge 
boundary conditions. Similarly, the boundary layer solution was 
related to the transient response of the ablative composite by 
surface conditions. Four options were available to couple the 
ablating surface with the boundary layer. These included 
specifying (a) wall enthalpy, (b) pyrolysis gas species mass 
fluxes, (c) wall component mass flux with surface equilibrium 
or (d) coupled mass and energy balance at the wall as provided 
by a transient charring conduction solution.
The one dimensional, in-depth analysis considered the virgin 
plastic to pyrolyse to char and gaseous products and assumed 
thermal equilibrium and zero residence time of the pyrolysis 
products within the char layer. Char deposition and/or 
depletion was not considered in the analysis. A modified form 
of Darcy's law was used to calculate the pressure distribution 
after a temperature profile had been established.
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The analysis of Swann, e^. (16) was a one-dimensional,
numerical analysis of the transient response of an ablative com­
posite. The thermal protection system could contain as many as 
three layers of different materials and the first two could 
have moving boundaries. The material response was coupled to 
the flow field by an energy balance at the char surface where 
the convective heating rate was computed using either a 
linear or a quadratic approximation to the blocking effective­
ness for a laminar boundary layer. The cold-wall convective 
heating rate and the radiant heating rate incident on the surface 
were specified functions of time. These values appeared as 
inputs to the computer solution. The surface was removed by 
vaporization at the sublimation temperature and by diffusion 
controlled chemical reactions of oxygen at the surface.
The energy equation applied to the char zone which was used 
by Swann, ^  (16) can be put in the following form:
■ I; (“ i )  [('^) %  + ] “o Ü  i  <2-1)
o\ax/
where W is the mass flux of pyrolysis products at x and is 
the mass flux of the pyrolysis products entering the char zone. 
The term in brackets is referred to as an effective reacting 
gas heat capacity which is computed considering the flow to be 
frozen (gl^R^ = 0) or in thermodynamic equilibrium (gH^R^ 0).
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The results of this research will permit the calculation of 
the non-equilibrium reacting gas heat capacity, i.e. the term 
in brackets of equation (2-1). The computation of the energy 
absorbed by chemical reactions for non-equilibrium flow will be 
discussed in the next chapter. This will permit the calculation 
of the non-equilibrium reacting gas heat capacity to be used 
with a simultaneous solution of the transient energy equation 
(2-1). With these results the transient response of a charring 
ablator can be predicted for non-equilibrium flow in the char zone.
Analysis of the Char Zone of a Charring Ablator
The analysis of the char zone of a charring ablator is in
essence a study of flow through porous media accompanied by 
chemical reactions in the fluid and between the fluid and the 
medium. The porous medium is carbon, and the fluid is the 
pyrolysis products resulting from thermal degradation of the 
ablative composite.
Although there has been extensive work by the petroleum 
industry on flow through porous media for improving well perfor­
mance (2 2 ), there has been little work describing the complex, 
non-equilibrium flow encountered in the char zone during ablation.
However, there has been a significant amount of research in the
aerospace field on transpiration cooling.
To describe flow in the char zone there have been two 
types of analyses. The first involves flow of fluids having
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constant physical properties with the gas and solid phases 
at different temperatures (thermal non-equilibrium). The 
second involves flow in porous media with variable physical 
properties but with thermal equilibrium between the solid and 
gas.
The studies of Koh and del Casal (1,2,3) were most directly 
related to this work and illustrate both analyses. In particular, 
the first paper presented analytical solutions to the one­
dimensional energy equation for (a) constant physical properties 
with thermal non-equilibrium and (b) variable physical properties 
with thermal equilibrium between phases. The second study was 
for chemical non-equilibrium flow through porous matrices with 
thermal equilibrium. The third paper gave a summary of an 
experimental study used to verify the models proposed in the 
analytical studies.
Clark (4) extended the transpiration cooling analysis of 
Koh and del Casal (2) to simulated ablative chars. In this 
study methane-helium mixtures were passed through resistance 
heated porous carbon and graphite specimens in a temperature 
range from 2000° to 3500°F.
Weger, et. a]^ . (4,5) used a chemical non-equilibrium analysis 
of gas flow through chars and carbon specimens to study the 
extent of carbon deposition resulting from hydrocarbon cracking 
reactions. The effect of carbon densification on the char and 
flow properties were analysed. An induction furnace was used to
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achieve uniformly high temperatures across the char specimens.
Transpiration Cooling Studies by Koh and del Casal; The works of 
Koh and del Casal (1,2,3) summarized the approach taken in both 
types of transpiration analyses described above. In their first 
paper analytical solutions to the one dimensional energy equation 
were presented. These included the special cases of (a) constant 
properties with thermal non-equilibrium between the gas and solid 
phases, and (b) variable properties with thermal equilibrium 
between the two phases. The equations used by the authors for a 
non-reacting (frozen), transpiration cooling analysis were (1):
k 5
m dx
Tf
j WCpdT^ (2 -2 )
Tfi
Equation (2-2) is an overall energy balance for a fluid flowing 
in the porous matrix and equates the energy transfer by matrix 
conduction at the point x to the change in fluid enthalpy 
between an initial temperature, T^ , and the temperature at 
point X, Tg.
dT.
WC_ —  = h (T^ - T p  (2-3)
P dx
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Equation (2-3) is an energy balance for the coolant phase and 
equates the energy transfer from the coolant by convection to 
the energy transfer from the coolant to the solid phase.
The energy transfer by gas conduction was omitted from the 
equation as insignificant with respect to the gas convection. 
Equations (2-2) and (2-3) were used to couple the coolant and 
solid phases of the system for the thermal non-equilibrium 
condition.
The pressure distribution within the matrix was determined 
using Darcy's Law as given below which neglects inertial effects.
^  _ m  (2-4)
dx Yp
The one-dimensional, steady state continuity equation was used 
and is ;
W = pv = constant (2-5)
The equation of state for the coolant phase was the following;
p = P/ZRTj (2 -6 )
The boundary conditions used to solve these equations were 
the pressure and matrix temperature at the rear (x=0 ) and front 
(x=L) surfaces of the matrix.
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P = P
at X = 0 (2 -7 )
T = T 
m n*o
p = ?L
at X = L (2-8)
T = T 
m TttL
The results for the analysis were presented for two cases. 
The first considered the heat transfer coefficient and the 
physical and thermodynamic properties as constants, while 
the second was a variable properties solution.
In the solution for the first case, the equations were non­
dimens ionalized and an analytical solution was obtained.
The approach used by the authors follows. Rewriting equations 
(2-2) and (2-3) in dimensionless form gave:
d0 WC L 
Em
and
where
dTl "f f
d8 ^
df = It  <0m - 0f^  =  ^(®m - Gf) (2-10)
P
?m-Tf.
®m = r i r  (2 -1 1 )
n>L fi
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Tf-Tfl
8 f ^ T -T, (2-12)
mL f1
'P
A = ^  (2-13)
WC L
B = (2-14)
m
T1 = x/L (2-15)
The boundary conditions in dimensionless form were:
9_ = 0_ at T1 = 0 (2-16)m m«
9^ = 1 at T) = 1 (2-17)
Differentiation of equation (2-9) with respect to T) and sub­
stituting the expressions for 0 ^ and d0 /^dT) into equation (2 -1 0 )
gave a second order differential equation in terms of 0 :
m
de
The general solution of this equation was:
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= C^Exp(rj^T)) + CgExpCrg^) (2-19)
where
ri = I [-1 + (1 + 4B/A)l/2] (2-20)
and
r£ = I  ^ -1 - (1 + 4B/A)1/2J (2-21)
Using the dimensionless boundary conditions to evaluate and 
in equation (2-19) resulted in the following dimensionless 
temperature distributions for the matrix (0^) and coolant 
(0^) as functions of the dimensionless matrix thickness (T)):
-1 -1
® LExp(r^)-Exp(r2)— Exp(r2%)
( 2- 22)
1-0 Exp(rg) 1-0^ Exp(r^)
■ KWr,)-E^ )] 'f"'l'')-LpJ^).Exp(r2)J
(2-23)
Results of the above analysis were presented in the form of 
graphs and will be discussed following the review of the 
variable properties analysis.
The variable properties analysis of Koh and del Casal (1) 
was made for the case of thermal equilibrium between the coolant 
and solid phases. A reduction in the complexity of the previous
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analysis resulted which permitted physical property data in the 
form of polynomial expressions to be incorporated into the 
equations obtained for the thermal equilibrium analysis. A 
summary of the approach used by the authors follows.
Once again the energy equation (2-2) was rewritten in 
dimensionless form as:
where :
m
0 = T/T* (2-25)
0cp = ?p/Cp (2-26)
\  = V C  (2- 27)
The thermal conductivity and heat capacity of the coolant were 
calculated by the usual polynomials where a and b were coeffi­
cients in the expressions:
\  = .S a,0  ^ (2-28)
1=0 1
0c„-.S b 4^ (2-29)
P j=0 J
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Substitution of equations (2-28) and (2-29) into equation (2-24) 
followed by integration gave:
BTI = I ---------   d0 = 1(A),0) (2-30)
' •■*1.
The transformed boundary condition described by equation (2-7) 
was used to obtain (2-30), and this is:
0 — 0^ at T | — 0 (2-31)
The inlet and outlet surface temperatures were related to B
using the second transformed boundary condition (2 -8 ) which was:
0 = 0j^ at T) = 1 (2-32)
The resulting equation, applying these boundary conditions, was:
1=0
0i
d0 = 1(00,0l) (2-33)
The solution of Darcy's Equation for coolant flow was like­
wise given in dimensionless form as:
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2 2  
f, - Pi lo
where the viscosity was evaluated using a polynomial expression.
0 = S c,*- (2-35)
JJ- i=o
The constant and variable properties models of Koh and 
del Casal (1) were compared with the experimental data of 
Turnacliff (23) in which one half inch diameter spheres were 
used as the flow medium. The fluids studied were air and 
helium.
Results of the comparison of the constant properties, 
thermal non-equilibrium solution (equations 2-19 and 2-23) 
with the experimental data were presented as dimensionless 
plots of temperature (matrix and fluid) as a function of 
matrix thickness for values of matrix porosity between 0.259 
and 0.477 and fluid Reynolds number between 62 and 862.
The physical properties of the fluid were evaluated at a mean 
temperature of 110°F at the back and front surfaces. These 
plots are reproduced in Figures 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3. As can be 
seen a very good agreement between the analytical and experi­
mental results was obtained.
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1
1.0
23.8
1.38
95.5Re
0.1
9.20
6.85
475Re
Matrix Coolant
.01
0.40.2
T\
Figure 2-1. Comparison of Calculated and Measured 
Temperature Distributions, Porosity = 0.259.
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Figure 2-2. Comparison of Calculated and Measured 
Temperature Distributions, Porosity = 0.395.
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Figure 2-3. Comparison of Calculated and Measured 
Temperature Distributions, Porosity = 0.477.
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Three important conclusions were drawn from the constant 
properties, thermal non-equilibrium analysis. First, a 
decrease in the Reynolds number at fixed porosity values 
decreased the difference between the matrix and fluid 
temperatures. The Reynolds number can be decreased by decreas­
ing the fluid velocity, or, by decreasing the pore diameter 
of the matrix. In either case the mass flux of coolant to the 
matrix is reduced causing longer holdup of the fluid phase 
within the matrix. This additional holdup time favors thermal 
equilibrium between the solid and fluid phases. Secondly, 
a decrease in the Reynolds number at fixed porosity values 
increased the difference between the fluid reservoir tempera­
ture (the temperature of the fluid prior to entry into the 
matrix at the back surface) and the matrix back surface 
temperature for a constant front surface temperature. This 
is caused by reducing the net capacity of the fluid to absorb 
heat transferred to the back surface from the heated front 
surface. Thirdly, the results of Turnacliff can be extrapolated 
to transpiration cooling, where a matrix pore diameter is 
used that is several orders of magnitude smaller (for the same 
values of fluid velocity) than that used by Turnacliff (23).
This showed that thermal equilibrium between the solid and 
fluid was a reasonable approximation for transpiration cooling.
For the variable properties, thermal equilibrium solution
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(equation 2-33), Koh and del Casal analysed air and helium 
flow through Nickel Foametal matrices having porosity values 
between 0.42 and 0.735. The inlet temperature of the coolant 
was 540®R and the matrix front surface temperature was 2700°R. 
The results, presented again as a dimensionless plot of tempe­
rature as a function of matrix thickness, are reproduced in 
Figure 2-4. Also shown were temperature profiles for the 
constant properties solution. A close approximation to the 
variable properties solution was obtained at a matrix porosity 
value of 0.42. However, as the porosity was increased 
(to 0.53 and 0.735), departure of the constant properties 
temperature distributions from those of the variable properties 
analysis was observed. This indicated the importance of a 
variable physical properties analysis in any realistic model 
of flow through media having moderate to high (>0.50) porosity.
In the above analyses, simplifying assumptions were made to 
obtain analytical solutions. Important modes of energy absorp­
tion, such as fluid conduction and chemical reaction, were 
omitted from the models. This greatly restricted the appli­
cation of the models to a small class of problems (i.e., flow 
of an inert coolant through a porous medium in transpiration 
cooling). In order to extend their analyses to a broader area 
of application, Koh and del Casal in a second paper (2) 
proposed dissociation of the coolant within the porous matrix.
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Figure 2-4. Temperature Distributions for Air 
and Helium Flows Through Nickel Foametal.
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The dissociation of coolant to various products was represented 
by the general chemical reaction below.
S s,S, + s„S„ + ... + s.S. (2-36)
O 1 1  Z Z 1 1
The energy absorbed by chemical dissociation of the coolant 
within the matrix was incorporated into the thermal equilibrium, 
energy balance equation (2 -2 ) as;
\ S ■
In equation (2-37), the term on the right hand side represented
the local enthalpy flux resulting fronj the dissociation of the
coolant to species. The summation in equation (2-37) was
made over species to include additional species (S^^^ to
S ) that enter into the matrix from the fluid adjacent to the 
n
front surface by counter diffusion. The local enthalpy flux 
was equated to the energy absorbed by matrix conduction to 
complete the energy balance. Once again energy absorption 
by coolant conduction was omitted from the analysis.
In order to evaluate the local enthalpy flux needed 
in the energy equation (2-37), the following equations were 
solved simultaneously with the energy equation; the conti­
nuity equation (2-5) and the momentum equation (2-4). In
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addition the rate equation (2-38), which specified the rate 
of dissociation of the coolant, and the species continuity 
equation (2-39), were used.
dC
- ^  = - KF (2-38)
= «"i - (2-39)
The change in the molar concentration of species iwas equated 
to the rate of chemical dissociation of the coolant by a 
differential material balance and is:
ÔX 3t (2-40)
Rewriting equation (2-39) for the specific reaction (2-36) 
excluding the species (S^^^ to S^) introduced into the matrix 
by diffusion from the boundary layer gave:
■ (""l)» + "i [(“"„>« ■ * (M«). (2-41)
where the first term on the right hand side of the equation 
represented the mole flux of specie i at the reservoir, and 
the second term was the increase of mole flux of i due to the 
dissociation of "o" species. Substituting for into the
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energy equation (2-37) gave:
\  + SiE - •*„]] <“ > 1 “i -
(2-42)
Rearranging equation (2-42), with substitution for h. by Its
Tf
defining equation (h^ = J dT + h^), and, normalizing
^fl ^
the parameters T and x using equations (2-12) and (2-15), 
gave the following dimensionless, first order, differential 
equation:
Si
(2-43)
where B was defined In equation (2-14), Mj. was the ratio of 
the molecular weights of species 1 to the molecular weight of 
the reservoir fluid, and h^ was the standard heat of formation 
of species 1. The subscript oo referred to conditions at the 
reservoir.
To facilitate the solution of equation (2-43), the 
parameter was defined as a dimensionless mole flux of 
species "o" using equations (2-39) and (2-40). A detailed 
derivation was presented In the original work (2 ) by the 
authors. The results of that derivation are presented below
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as equations (2-44) and (2-45):
n  1 VI. i dw
R . (2-44)
o 1 + bw
and
dR
dV' “ • f   ^ (2-45)00
These are two, first order, differential equations for the 
solution of and w, the mole fraction of species "o". The 
boundary conditions for the above equations were the initial 
mole flux of species "o" in the reservoir.
R = w at Tl = 0 (2-46)O 00 '
and the final concentration of species "o" at the front surface,
w = w^ at q = 1 (2-47)
The value of w^ was specified by an analysis of the boundary
layer flow. Also, since the reaction rate parameters, F and
K, were functions of temperature, the above equations (2-44)
and (2-45) were solved simultaneously with the energy equation 
(2-37).
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The pressure distribution was calculated from the 
momentum equation (2-4) using the gas equation of state given 
by equation (2-6). The resulting equation for the pressure 
drop at any point within the matrix was:
p ^ r’’ f T
*  ^ 'ITI (2-48)
2%*R T* L
where y was the matrix permeability, R was the universal gas 
constant and the viscosity.
The solution of equations (2-43), (2-44), (2-45), and 
(2-48) for the dissociation of air and ammonia within the 
porous matrices was obtained. The results were presented as 
plots of the dimensionless temperature as a function of 
matrix thickness for various values of the dissociation con­
stant, K. These solutions are reproduced in Figures 2-5 and 
2-6. The results showed the effect of the extent of dissocia­
tion on the value of the coolant temperature and energy 
absorbed within the matrix. For highly endothermie, disso­
ciation reactions within the matrix, the local temperature 
was decreased due to the increased energy absorption by che­
mical reaction. This effect was illustrated in Figures 2-5 
and 2-6 by the curves which fell below the K=0 (no chemical 
reaction) curve. As noted, in some cases, the non-equili­
brium analyses (K?^ 0) produced results which indicated increased
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Figure 2-5. Temperature Distributions for NH3 Flow 
Through a Porous Matrix as a Function of the 
Reaction Constant and Surface Emissivity.
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Figure 2-6. Temperature Distributions for NH„ Flow 
Through a Porous Matrix as a Function of the 
Reaction Constant and Surface Emissivity.
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temperature within the matrix. This resulted from the net 
decrease in the mass flux parameter, B, of equation (2-43) 
which was caused by the dissociation of the coolant. The 
dual effect of the rate of dissociation of the coolant on 
the mass and energy transfer within the matrix resulted 
in the intersection of the various curves in Figures 2-5 
and 2 -6 .
The important conclusion drawn from this non-equilibrium 
flow analysis was that endothermie chemical (dissociation) 
reactions within the matrix reduced the total quantity of 
coolant required to maintain the surface temperature at a 
specified value.
The first and second papers by Koh and del Casal (1,2) 
neglected the effect of gas conduction on the energy transfer 
associated with flow through porous matrices for transpira­
tion cooling. This was a valid assumption for high mass
2
flux values (.^0 . 1  lb./ft -sec) or for relatively small 
temperature gradients across the matrix (3000°R). However, 
at either low flow rates and/or high temperature gradients, 
as encountered in transpiration and ablative cooling applica­
tions, the effect of coolant conduction must be considered.
In order to develop a more generalized transpiration flow 
model Koh and del Casal (3) included coolant conduction in 
the non-equilibrium, constant properties model discussed 
previously (1). Also, an experimental study was conducted
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to test the reliability of this analytical model for predict­
ing the temperature gradient and energy absorption within the 
porous matrix. Before the comparison is made, however, a 
brief discussion of the development of the governing equations 
of change and the analytical solutions will be made.
Once again the continuity (2-5), momentum (2-4) and 
equation of state (2-6) considered in Koh and del Casal's 
first paper (1) was used in this analysis. However, when 
energy absorption by coolant conduction was considered, the 
energy equation (2 -2 ) relating the heat transfer by conduction 
from each phase and the increase in the fluid enthalpy from 
the reservoir temperature (T^^) to a local temperature (T^) 
was modified as follows:
_  dT _ _  dT -, /
L^f-dïï] = J V f  (2-49)
f “ Tfi
Likewise, the energy balance relating the energy absorption 
by matrix conduction to the convective heat transfer from the 
matrix to the fluid at any cross-section within the matrix was:
, dT
For constant properties, equation (2-50) reduced to:
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d^T
kn, - i  = h(T^ - T^) (2-51)
dx
Rearranging equations (2-49) and (2-51) after normaliza­
tion using the definitions of the dimensionless parameters 
in equations (2-11), (2-12), (2-13), (2-14), and (2-15), gave:
and
-d?[ + = B0^ (2-52)
d 0
 I = AB ( 8 - 0 ) (2-53)
d f
where C is the ratio of the fluid to matrix thermal conduct­
ivity:
^f
C = ^  (2-54)
m
In order to solve the above equations for the dimensionless 
temperature distributions, 0^ and 0 ,^ three boundary condi­
tions were required. These included, in normalized form, 
the back surface temperature of the matrix (x=0 ),
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= 0„ at Tl = 0 (2-55)in TOq
the front surface temperature of the matrix,
0 = 1  at 71 = 1 (2-56)
m '
and, a local energy balance on the fluid phase at the back 
surface (x=0 ) relating the net increase in fluid enthalpy 
to the heat transfer by fluid conduction. In dimensionless 
form this was :
Combining equations (2-52) and (2-53) gave a third order 
differential equation in
d7] d7] I
A general solution to (2-58) was:
0^ = C^Exp|Ti7i]+ CgExpCr^n] + C^Exp[r^71] (2-59)
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where r^, F2 > and were the roots of the following auxiliary 
equation:
2
-  I -  AB (1 + i) r + ^  = o (2-eo)
Substitution of 0 after differentiation into equation (2-52) 
m
resulted in a solution for the fluid temperature distribution, 
0 j-, as a function of T].
Ti^
8f = (1 - c^ExpCr^T]] + (1 - “Xb> CgExpCrz^]
r /
+ (1 - -%s) CgExpCr^^]
(2-61)
where
(1 -  -À ») +  (= * '^ 3  -  « 'r r p  J
(2-62)
Cl
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(1 - ÂB-) + (SxPfl - 0fj
(2-63)
ce Expr, - D ( i  - r r - )  +  (i - e „  Ex pr ,)
3 Û,L mo 1 AB ' "mo
2
( 1  - ^ )  + (ekpFj - ekpFj) e j
(2-64)
and
A2 = (ExpPg - Exprj^)(l - ^ ^ )  + (ExpPg -  ExpPg)
r /
( 1 - -Âs) + (Gxpfl ■ “ "ÂB^
(2-65)
For the special case of thermal equilibrium between the fluid 
and matrix (T = = T^), the temperature distribution was:
T - T
fi -WC L
' [  k--+-k: ( 1 - I?] (2 -6 6 )
■ ^fi »- ‘m ■ *'f
Also a detailed development for flow of coolants through porous 
matrices with internal heat generation was presented. This
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topic will be discussed in a subsequent section which describes 
the research of Clark (4) in the area of ablative cooling.
In addition to the analytical development of the modified 
coolant conduction model, equation (2-61), Koh and del Casal 
presented experimental results to test the feasibility of the 
model under typical transpiration cooling conditions. These 
are summarized in Table 2-1. The fluids studied were water, 
air, carbon dioxide and methyl methacrylate. Metal matrices 
constructed of tungsten, poroloy, stainless steel and nickel 
were used. Porosity values varied from 0.20 to 0.75 for these 
media.
A radiant heat source was used to heat the front surface 
of the matrix to temperatures between 1820°F to 3200°F . 
Twenty-five infrared quartz lamps, staggered in two rows 
parallel to the front surface of the matrix, were used.
The coolant flow passed through the matrix from the back to 
the front surface. The exit flow rate was measured with a 
pitot tube.
It is of interest to indicate the similarity in design 
of the apparatus of Koh and del Casal, et. al. (3) with the 
apparatus used in this study. Each was constructed without 
knowledge of the other, yet many of the major features 
(i.e., quartz heating lamps, specimen holder, etc.) were 
similar.
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Table 2-1. Summary of Experimental Results for the Flow of Air, CO2 , H2O, and Methyl
Methacrylate Through Porous Matrices.
Coolant
Fluid
Number 
of Tests
Temperature 
Range 
( °F)
Pressure
(System)
(psia)
Mass Flux (W) 
Coolant 
(Ib^/ftZ-sec)
Pressure Drop 
per Unit Mass Flux 
(Units)*
Air 15 70-2000*F 14.7 - 27.9 0 - 0 . 1 1 (1.74 - 5.0)xl0^
CO2 4 70-2000°F 14.7 - 15.0 0 - 7.7x10“^ Unsatisfactory Data
HgO 1 0 70-1820°F 14.7 - 26.7 0 - 2.7x10’^ (0.8 - 3.8)xl0^
Methyl
Methacrylate 15
70-3200°F 14.7 - 25.7 0 - 2.9x10"^ (0.07 - 4.3)xl0^
* Gas: Pressure Drop per Unit Mass Flux
P - Pt
= ° w  ' r®ec/lb„)
J- .2
0 T 2 2 
Liquid: Pressure Drop per Unit Mass Flux = ---^--- (Ib^-sec/lb^-ft )
Ln
ro
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The experimental results obtained with the radiant heating 
apparatus by Koh and del Casal were compared to the results 
predicted by the constant property, thermal equilibrium 
solution including energy absorption by coolant conduction 
(equation 2-66). These comparisons were reproduced from the 
original paper and are presented as plots of dimensionless 
temperature as a function of matrix thickness in Figures 2-7, 
2-8, and 2-9. As seen, very good agreement was obtained for 
all coolant species (water, air, carbon dioxide and methyl 
methacrylate) at matrix distances less than 0.5. However, 
in Figures 2-7 and 2-8, the results for air and carbon dioxide 
at matrix distance values greater than 0.5, differed from 
the predicted distributions as shown. This was caused, 
in part, by the experimental error; and, probably in part 
to the approximate solution obtained by considering the 
physical properties constant. It is reasonable to expect 
a better agreement near the back surface of the matrix where 
the coolant properties are not greatly influenced by the 
moderate temperature encountered (500°E - 1000°R). However, 
as the coolant approaches the front surface where temperatures 
increase rapidly from 700°R to 2200°R, the change in physical 
properties could certainly cause a poor correlation with the 
observed results. Once again, the importance of a variable 
properties analysis when temperature gradients greater than
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Coolant: Air
A  W = 6.9x10 lb/ft -sec
O W  = 1,3x10' lb/ft -sec
500°F < < 880°F
0.01
0.0 0.4
Figure 2-7. Temperature Distributions for Air 
Flow Through a Porous Matrix.
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A  W = 1.5x10 lb/ft -sec
O W = 7.7x10“ Ib/ft^'-sec
1700°F <TL < 1740°F
0.01
0.40.0
Figure 2-8. Temperature Distributions for COz 
Flow Through a Porous Matrix.
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6
Methyl
MethacrylateCoolant:
W = 8.5x10"^ lb/ft -sec
O  W = 2 .8x1 0 - 2  lb/ft -sec 
600°F < T, < 1060*F
0.01
0.60.4
Figure 2-9. Temperature Distributions for Methyl 
Methacrylate Flow Through a Porous Matrix.
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1000°R are encountered is illustrated for the accurate predic­
tion of the actual behavior. No experimental results were 
presented for the chemical non-equilibrium analysis (2) of 
flow through porous matrices. However, carbon deposition 
was noted during the methyl methacrylate experiments 
resulting in serious plugging problems within the matrix.
The carbon deposit was attributed to the thermal cracking 
of various hydrocarbons obtained as products from the 
depolymerization reactions of the methyl methacrylate.
The material in the three papers by Koh and del Casal
(1,2,3) is summarized as follows. First, the simultaneous 
solutions of the continuity equation (2-5) and the momen­
tum equation (2-4) with various forms of the energy equation 
were presented. The equations were for the flow of coolant 
through a one-dimensional porous matrix with:
(1) constant physical properties and thermal non­
equilibrium between the coolant and solid phases,
(2) variable physical properties and thermal equili­
brium between the coolant and the porous matrix,
(3) variable physical properties with thermal equili­
brium between the phases accompanied by dissocia­
tion of the coolant within the matrix,
(4) constant properties with thermal non-equilibrium 
between the coolant and matrix and energy transfer 
by solid and matrix conduction, and.
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(5) constant properties, thermal equilibrium flow 
with energy absorption by coolant and solid 
conduction.
In cases (1) and (5) experimental results by Turnacliff 
(23) and Koh and del Casal (3), respectively, were used to 
establish the accuracy of the solutions obtained; and, in 
general, the models predicted the observed results within 
experimental error. However, for the remaining cases, no 
experimental data were presentee’ to establish the accuracy 
of the analytical results.
The contributions by the authors defining the effects 
of gas conduction, chemical reactions and internal heat 
generation on the fluid flow and heat transfer character­
istics in high temperature porous matrices for transpiration 
cooling were indeed significant.
Quite naturally the results of Koh and del Casal
(1,2,3) for transpiration cooling can be extended to ablation 
cooling for protection of space vehicles. The ablative 
cooling problem is more complex due to:
(1) the multicomponent nature of the pyrolysis gas
phase,
(2 ) the chemical reactions of these gases with the
carbonaceous layer formed during ablation, and,
(3) the extremely large temperature gradients existing 
between the back and front surfaces of the char
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which require a variable physical properties 
solution to the equations of change.
However, the basic method of describing the energy and mass 
transfer for flow of fluids through porous media with chemical 
reaction is the same. In the next two sections the research 
of Clark (4) and Weger, et." £i." (5>6 ) will be presented.
They described the phenomena occurring in the char zone of 
a char forming ablator.
Clark (4) presented an analytical model for flow of 
methane and helium-methane mixtures through carbon and 
graphite matrices. The importance of thermal equilibrium 
between the gas and matrix was determined and the location 
and temperature within the porous specimens where methane 
underwent thermal decomposition to carbon and hydrogen 
was measured.
Weger, e_t. al^ . (5,6) formulated a kinetic model for 
predicting the physical property changes of the carbon layer 
resulting from carbon deposition. In particular, the effect 
of carbon densification on char porosity, and permeability, 
was discussed. Weger, e_t. al. (6 ) also postulated the 
reactions that contributed to carbon deposition and those 
that resulted in carbon depletion. The results were 
supported by an experimental program in which methane, 
aceylene, hydrogen, carbon monoxide and water were passed 
through carbon and graphite specimens individually and in
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mixtures.
Ablative Cooling Study by Clark; The research of Clark (4) 
extended, in part, the work of Koh and del Casal (3) to 
describe ablative cooling. Like Koh and del Casal (1),
Clark studied the thermal non-equilibrium between a porous 
matrix and the gas flowing through the medium. More impor­
tantly, however, Clark investigated the thermal decomposition 
of methane as it passed through the carbon and graphite 
specimens and pinpointed the location and temperature where 
the decomposition occurred.
The analysis by Clark was for one-dimensional, methane 
and helium-methane mixtures flowing through porous carbon 
and graphite specimens. A heat generation term was included 
in the energy equation to describe the experimental results 
obtained using a resistance heated apparatus. The energy 
balance over the solid phase was:
d^T
k  j + q"' = h (T_ - T.) (2-67)
ID ■ M ul Idx
where solid conduction and heat generation terms were equated 
to the convective heat transfer from the solid to the gas 
phase*
The energy balance relating the energy absorbed by gas
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convection to the convective heat transfer from the gas to 
the solid phase was:
dT
“S  -ST = ” C m  ■ C - 6 8 )
The continuity (2-5) and momentum equations (2-4) were 
in the form previously discussed. Heat conduction by the 
gas phase was considered small compared with gas convection 
and was omitted. Heat absorption by chemical reaction was, 
likewise, deleted from the energy equation.
The following summarizes the development of Clark to 
obtain a solution to the above equations. Combining 
equations (2-67) and (2 -6 8 ) followed by integration resulted 
in equation (2-69) :
dT
k — ^  + q X - WC Tr + C_ = 0 (2-69)
m dx p f 3
dT
Substitution for —^  obtained by differentiating equation 
(2 -6 8) and rearranging gave a second order, non-homoge- 
neous, linear, differential equation in T^:
d^Tf . dT. , ,
 9"' + C3 = 0
dx WC “ WC kp p m
(2-70)
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The characteristic solution, of equation (2-70) was given as:
= A^Exp[Yx] + B^Exp[Çx] (2-71)
where
' ■ I « r  (2-72)
and
p p
The particular solution of equation (2-70) was;
k q’” k C,
The general solution was the sum of equations (2-71) and 
(2-74):
o'" k C
T = A Exp[YX] + B Exp[gx] + V  + ^  ,2-751
WC (WC ) ^ ^
p p
Substituting for T^ into equation (2-69) followed by 
integration and rearrangement gave the temperature of the 
carbon matrix as a function of distance, x:
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WC g WC Y
  A Exp[Yx] ^  B Exp[|x]
Boundary conditions were required to evaluate the constants 
of integration, A, B, and C in equations (2-75) and (2-76). 
The gas temperature, radiative heat transfer and conductive 
heat transfer at the back surface were specified as:
•’r = « 0
dT
\  (-df) X = 0 (2-77)
and, the radiative and conductive heat transfer at the front 
surface were also specified:
^r =
dT
%  " ' \  at X = L (2-78)
The final equations for T^ and T obtained after sub-
I m
stitution for the integration constants are given in Figure (2-10).
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A computer program was written to calculate the heat transfer 
coefficient, h, and the matrix and fluid temperatures, and 
Tg, shown in equations (2-79) and (2-80).
The experimental data were used to measure the extent 
of thermal non-equilibrium between the gas and carbon phases.
The experiments were also designed to determine whether helium- 
methane mixtures flowing in the carbon matrix were frozen, 
in chemical equilibrium or not in chemical equilibrium.
Carbon deposition resulting from the cracking of methane was 
likewise measured.
A resistance heated apparatus was used by Clark to 
simulate the high temperatures (.^0 0 0 °R) encountered during 
reentry flights. The test specimens were constructed of carbon 
or graphite with the facility to attach high voltage leads 
at either end. The center or test section of the material 
necked down to increase the current density and heating at 
that point. Flow tubes were mounted on either side of the 
test section with Saureisan cement. Methane and helium- 
methane mixtures were used to simulate the pyrolysis products 
formed by the thermal degradation of the plastic heat shield.
Exit gas samples were obtained using a pitot tube and were 
analysed by gas chromatography to determine the extent of methane 
decomposition as the feed gas passed through the heated test 
section. Surface temperatures and gas stream temperatures were
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measured with a total radiation pyrometer and thermocouples. A 
pressure transducer was used to measure the pressure drop across 
the test section. Post-experimental investigations of the test 
section included density profile measurements using a mercury 
intrusion porosimeter and photomicrographic analyses to detect 
carbon deposition within the porous specimens.
The results, shown in Table 2-2 for pure methane flow, 
compare the solid and gas phase temperatures as a function of 
dimensionless thickness, T], over a range of mass fluxes and 
back surface temperatures. As seen, the greater the tempera­
ture gradient between the gas and solid at the inlet or back 
surface, the larger the temperature differences within the 
matrix. This is especially illustrated by comparing the 
values of the last column, the fractional reduction in the 
temperature difference from the initial condition (AT^/AT^)- 
An increase in the mass flux from 0.003 to 0.03 lb/ft sec had 
little effect in reducing the temperature gradient compared 
with the effect noted for a back surface temperature decrease 
from 3000°R to 2000“R. In this particular investigation 
thermal non-equilibrium between the gas and solid is primarily 
caused by the resistance heating method for achieving tempera­
ture between 3000°R and 4000°R. In ablative heat protection 
applications the gas flowing from the pyrolysis zone into the 
char layer is at the local char temperature, and the abnormally
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Table 2-2. Comparison of the Temperature Difference Between the Gas and Solid Phases 
for the Flow of Methane Gas Through Porous Matrices Having a 
Thickness of 0.025 to 0.033 Feet and a Porosity of 0.5.
Mass 
Flux
lb/ft^-sec
0.039
0.037
0.003
Back Surface 
Temperature
°R
2 1 0 0
3200
3200
Inlet Gas 
Temperature
•■r
500
Temperature Difference, °R 
ATq = T, - Tg
71=0
1600
500 2700
500 2700
0.25
450
1 2 0 0
1300
0.50
250
600
800
0.75
1 0 0
300
350
1 . 0 0
- 50
- 1 0 0
- 1 0 0
Fractional Reduction in the 
Temperature Difference 
AT^/ATo
T|=0
1 . 0
1 . 0
1 . 0
0.25
0.28
0.44
0.48
0.50
0.16
0.22
0.30
0.75
0.06
0 . 1 1
0.13
1 . 0 0
-0.03
-0.04
-0.04
■D
CD
(/)(/)
Note: Tg = Solid Phase or Matrix Temperature 
Tg = Gas Phase or Fluid Temperature
- "g>n
AT- = (T, -
ON
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large temperature difference characteristic of the resistance 
heating apparatus is non-existent. Therefore, the assumption 
of thermal equilibrium between the gas and char in ablative 
cooling should be a very good approximation to the real 
behavior.
Clark also used this apparatus to determine whether methane
thermally degraded within the heated carbonaceous specimen. The
results shown as plots of methane conversion as a function of
local temperature in Figures 2-11 and 2-12 indicated that
frozen and equilibrium flow conditions existed at the low and
high temperature ranges, respectively. The existence of a
transition region between the above limiting conditions also
occurred. This chemical non-equilibrium zone was found to
occur between 2500°R and 3200°R for methane and helium-methane
2
gas flow over a wide range of mass flux (0.018-0.07 lb/ft sec), 
char thickness (0.021-0.033 ft), and initial methane composition 
(12-lOOmole %) values. The following reactions were considered 
to take place within the carbon matrix.
-* CgHg + (2-81)
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Figure 2-11. Frozen, Transition and Equilibrium Regions for the Thermal 
Decomposition of Methane to Carbon and Hydrogen in a Porous Carbon Matrix.
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Figure 2-12. Frozen, Transition and Equilibrium Regions for the Thermal 
Decomposition of Methane to Carbon and Hydrogen in a Porous Carbon Matrix o
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Comparison of the results for two grades of carbon were presented. 
These results were compared with gas chromatographic analyses 
of the exit gases as a function of temperature, and are pre­
sented in Figures 2-11 and 2-12. Some differences between 
the experimental and calculated results were attributed to 
differences in the internal pore structure which, according 
to the author, changed the thermal conductivity of the 
specimens.
The internal pore structure may certainly change from 
specimen to specimen. However, more importantly, were the 
changes resulting from carbon deposition. The densification 
effect resulted from the degradation of methane to hydrogen 
and carbon within the carbon and graphite specimens. This 
fact was also noted by pressure drop measurements and in 
post-experimental investigations of the specimens by photo­
micrographic analysis.
In order to summarize the research of Clark (4) presented 
in the foregoing sections, three important conclusions are stated.
(1) There was a noted temperature lag between the gas and 
solid phases within the porous, resistance heated matrices. 
These large differences were primarily a result of the 
high initial temperature gradient (2000-3000°R) at the 
back surface produced by the resistance heating technique 
to achieve high temperatures (3000-4000®R) within the
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matrix. When using a radiant heating device where the 
initial temperature gradient is significantly smaller 
(gas = 600°R, back surface = 1200°R), the assumption of 
thermal equilibrium should be a very good approximation 
to the actual behavior for a one dimensional gas flow 
through a porous char.
(2) Although the choice of methane gas as a typical 
hydrocarbon pyrolysis product was an over simplification, 
the identification of a transition region within the 
porous matrix was very relevant. This region, defined 
when methane gas flow in the porous specimen changes 
from a frozen to a chemical equilibrium flow, occurred 
between 2500°R - 3200°R. Since ablative heat shields
on reentering spacecraft experience temperatures between 
1500°R and 5000°R across the char layer, this non­
equilibrium, transition region could be an important 
mode of energy absorption.
(3) Carbon deposition in the pores of the various speci­
mens was caused by the thermal cracking of methane to 
carbon and hydrogen. A noted increase in the amount of 
carbon deposited was observed for increases in tempera­
ture since the pyrolysis of methane became more pronounced 
at the higher temperatures. This latter conclusion 
supported the results of Weger, et. al. (5,6) discussed
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in the following section.
Carbon Deposition Studies by Weger, et. al. (5,6); The basic 
objectives of Weger, £t. a]^ . (5,6) were to obtain reliable 
experimental data necessary for developing analytical models 
for predicting changes in the physical properties of the char 
zone during reentry. Emphasis was placed on the chemical reac­
tions taking place between the pyrolysis gas products and the 
char resulting in either carbon deposition or depletion.
This change in carbon density within the char produced 
variations in such properties as porosity, permeability and 
tortuosity.
In the first of two reports, Weger, £t. al. (5) studied 
the flow of methane and nitrogen-methane mixtures within 
chars, and carbon or graphite specimens having porosities 
between 0.20 - 0.35. In the second report, (6 ), the inves­
tigations were extended to include such gases as acetylene, 
hydrogen, carbon monoxide, water, methane and mixtures of 
these to better simulate the pyrolysis products from nylon- 
phenolic resin composites.
In both studies an induction furnace was used to heat 
the porous specimens. The gas flow was passed radially through 
the cylindrical chars which were heated to temperatures 
between 2500°F and 4000°F. The exit gas stream was analysed 
by gas chromatography and, in the case of methane (5), compared
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with values calculated using reaction rate data. Photomicro­
graphs and pressure drop measurements on the specimen were 
also made.
In order to describe the flow of gases through porous
media, a modified form of Darcy's Law was used. This form
included a term that accounted for inertial effects resulting
2
from the relatively large mass flux values (0.01-0.04 lb/ft sec) 
studied. This equation is:
^  + PpVy^ (2-82)
where a and p were the viscous and inertial coefficients and 
p and v^ were the viscosity, density, and radial component 
of the gas velocity. Integration of equation (2-82) over the 
specimen wall thickness resulted in an expression for the 
pressure distribution.
 ^ - 3 ,  4  “  < - 3 ,
In addition to the pressure distribution, Weger, et. al. 
developed an equation relating the change in permeability of 
the specimen as a function of experimental time. This value, 
called the mobility, was defined as the ratio of the permea­
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bility at any instant during the experiment to the permea­
bility of the material prior to gas flow through the pores 
(y/y^)• It was a measure of the resistance to flow caused 
by carbon deposition and was derived for the first order 
decomposition of methane gas to carbon and hydrogen. In
differential form, the mobility equation is:
P „y (^ity)
C^M(— )Exp[Cj^ ----   dy]
ac|y
1 +
(2-84)
where r^, is the radius of the inside wall and the subscript 
1 indicated evaluation of the parameter at the inside wall 
surface. A detailed derivation can be found in the original 
work by Weger, et," £i* (5)« No mobility calculations were 
presented in the second report (6 ) for the non-equilibrium 
flow of the other gases that were studied. However, a quali­
tative discussion of the various reactions and associated 
reaction rate expressions was presented.
In order to solve equations (2-83) and (2-84) for the 
pressure and mobility distributions within the specimen, the 
value of the total volumetric flow rate, Q, must be specified. 
This value was calculated for methane assuming the ideal gas 
equation of state:
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Q ■ f  C(V o  + <"ch4>o ■ -CH, ]
where n represented the total number of moles present and the 
subscript, o, indicated initial values.
The instantaneous value of the methane concentration was 
determined by:
The constants and in the above equations were evaluated 
from methane decomposition data as:
P, (MW),
< = 1 --------------
and
Cg = -2k°Exp [-^] (2-88)
where k° was the frequency factor in the reaction rate equation, 
E was the activation energy, (M^)^ was the molecular weight of 
the carbonaceous deposit and was the density of the deposited 
carbon. The subscripts 1 and 2 referred to the inside and 
outside surfaces of the specimen in the above equations.
The simultaneous solution of equations (2-83), (2-84), 
(2-85) and (2-86) resulted in the desired values for the
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mobility, M; the flow rate, Q; the pressure, P; and the methane 
concentration, n^^^, as a function of experimental time. The 
comparison of the calculated mobility, and the experimental 
values are shown in Figure 2-13. As seen, very good agreement 
was obtained between the calculated values based on reaction 
kinetics data for methane and the experimental data.
Similar curves were presented for the other gases studied 
in the second part (6 ) of the investigation. With reference 
to Figures 2-13 and 2-14, methane and acetylene decomposition 
resulted in decreased values of mobility with time. This was 
due to carbon deposition as indicated by the following reactions:
™4(g) =  + 2M2(g) (2-89)
% ( g )  =  + “2 (g)
The much sharper decrease in the mobility for acetylene was 
attributed to the formation of twice the amount of solid carbon 
per mole of gas as indicated in reactions (2-89) and (2-90).
Carbon monoxide and hydrogen flow did not effect a 
permeability change indicating no carbon deposition or deple­
tion over the 2500°F - 4000°F temperature range studied.
These results were supported by various literature sources
( 5 , 6 )  which indicated equations (2-91) and (2-92) to be
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significant only above 4500“R.
“ “(g) = “ 2(g) + “(,)
“ 2(g) + “(s) = “ 4(g)
Water, as steam, reacted with the porous specimen to 
deplete carbon. This fact was supported by a sharp increase 
in the mobility with time shown in Figure 2-15. The net 
reaction occurring was written as:
V ( 8) + “(f) = “ (g) + "2(g)
where was defined as a free active site on the specimen
surface. A mechanism was presented relating the transition 
of interior carbon atoms to carbon at an active location.
The water-gas shift reaction was also indicated to occur 
explaining the presence of carbon dioxide.
“ (g) + "2°(g) = “ 2(g) + «2(g)
Results were also presented for various mixtures of the 
gases studied shown in Figures 2-16, 2-17 and 2-18. The 
most significant conclusion was that above 2200“F hydrogen
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did not affect the decomposition of methane. Below this tempera­
ture a noted decrease in the decomposition rate of methane 
was observed.
In summary, the research of Weger, e^. al. was not only 
important in defining the types of reactions contributing to 
carbon deposition and depletion, but equally valuable in 
establishing a relationship between the non-equilibrium 
decomposition reactions (for methane) and the physical 
property changes within thn char. In experiments where no 
carbon deposition or depletion resulted, the permeability 
of the porous materials was constant. However, sharp changes 
were measured when deposition or depletion of carbon occurred.
The materials studied were low porosity specimens (0.20 - 
0.35), and the effect of these changes in higher porosity chars 
(>0.5) was not determined. It was also found that the 
modified form of Darcy's law including inertial and viscous 
terms predicted the pressure drop across the porous specimens 
more accurately than the form neglecting inertial effects.
Summary of Previous Research on Flow in the Char Zone : ' • '
In the foregoing sections^'several methods for'analysing’thermal 
and chemical non-equilibrium flow of fluids through porous 
media were reviewed. A considerable amount of information 
pertaining to the problems associated with the formulation 
of an accurate mathematical model for predicting energy
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transfer in the char layer was presented. These results are 
especially useful in evaluating the magnitude of the terms 
in the equations of change to develop a model of the energy 
transfer in the char zone. The important conclusions 
obtained from the discussed works by Koh and del Casal 
(1,2,3), Clark (4) and Weger, et. al. (5,6) are presented 
below with this idea in mind.
Thermal Equilibrium Between the Gas and Char; The existence 
of thermal equilibrium between the gas and solid phases 
greatly reduces the complexity of the equations of change 
required to describe the system (1). A slight difference in 
the local gas and solid temperatures is likely to exist; 
however, the effect on energy transfer within the char is 
small.
Clark (4) reported differences of 200°R to 800°R at the
midpoint of 0.021 - 0.033 foot thick graphite and carbon
matrices over a wide range of mass flux values, 0.018 to 
2
0,07 lb/ft sec. These large differences were a result of the 
initial gradient (2000-3000°R) between the gas and solid 
at the matrix back surface. This abnormally large gradient 
is produced by the resistance heating apparatus used to simu­
late high temperature reentry (^4000°R), and is not repre­
sentative of the condition at the back surface of the char.
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Instead, the pyrolysis gas and char back surface temperatures 
are approximately equal to the plastic decomposition tempera­
ture (^1500°R). Since no large initial gradient between the 
gas and solid phases exist, and, since the trend within the 
char layer is toward thermal equilibrium, this assumption 
should be valid.
Variable Physical Properties ; The assumption of constant 
physical properties is only valid over a relatively small 
temperature range. However, in ablative cooling applications 
where the temperature gradient between the front and back 
surfaces exceeds 3000°R, changes in physical properties must 
be expected.
Koh and del Casal (1) noted a large difference in the 
results obtained between the constant and variable fluid 
physical properties models when considering solid matrices 
with porosities greater than 0.5. This was apparently 
attributed to the increasing importance of gas convective heat 
transfer in the high porosity materials. The only modes of 
energy transfer accounted for were gas convection and solid 
conduction. In ablative cooling using nylon-phenolic resin 
chars with porosities between 0.7 - 0.8, the gas convection 
term will be significant and hence properties must be consid­
ered variable over the large temperature range.
With regard to the solid or char properties, Weger, e^. al.
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(5,6) found that char porosity and permeability changed mea- 
sureably when carbon deposition and/or depletion occurred 
within the region. However, these results were limited to 
methane flow through low porosity materials (0.2 - 0.35).
The effect of these changes on the pressure drop and energy 
transfer for high porosity materials (0.7 - 0.8) was not 
determined. Until more pertinent data are obtained such 
that the permeability and porosity changes can be incorporated 
into the model, these values are taken as constant in high 
porosity chars. This is a very good approximation in any 
porous material if carbon deposition and/or depletion is 
negligible.
Modified Form of Darcy's Law; The momentum equation for flow
through porous media takes the form of Darcy's empirical
equation. This equation relates the fluid velocity to the
pressure drop within the porous media. Weger, e^. £l. (5,6)
found that a better prediction of the pressure drop across
the porous specimens tested was obtained when a modified form
of Darcy's Law including inertial effects was used. Inertial
effects become significant for mass flux values exceeding 
2
(0.01 lb/ft sec). Since in ablative cooling applications,
2
mass flux values as large as 0.05 lb/ft sec are encountered, 
the modified form of Darcy's Law should be used.
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Various Modes of Energy Absorption ; In all of the papers 
reviewed dealing with the prediction of temperature distri­
butions within porous media, gas convection and solid conduction 
were included as the major modes of heat transfer. Heat 
transfer by gas conduction was usually neglected as small in 
comparison with the above mentioned modes.
Koh and del Casal (3) presented results which defined 
clearly when gas conduction could be neglected. This occurred
at either high gas flow rates or small temperature gradients
2
across the porous material. At low flow rates (<0.01 lb/ft sec) 
or large temperature gradients (>2500°R), energy absorption 
by gas conduction becomes important. Both of these conditions 
are evident in ablation cooling applications. Therefore, any 
realistic model should include gas heat conduction in the 
derived energy equation. Energy absorption by chemical 
reaction is also important and will be discussed in the 
following section.
Chemical Non-Equilibrium Flow; Koh and del Casal (2), Clark (4) 
and Weger, e^. al. (5,6) recognized the importance of chemical 
reactions of the flowing gas phase within the porous medium.
Koh and del Casal (2) and Clark (4) considered chemical reactions 
an important mode of energy absorption, while Weger, £t. al.
(5,6) used them to explain changes in physical properties of 
the porous specimens by deposition or depletion of carbon.
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The identification of a non-equilibrium or transition 
region for methane gas flow in carbon (or graphite) specimens 
was made by Clark (4). This transition region occurred between 
2500-3200®R which is well within the range of temperatures 
experienced during ablation (1500-5000°R). It is very 
likely that the more complex pyrolysis products obtained during 
reentry would undergo similar transitions from a frozen, 
through non-equilibrium to equilibrium flow over a wide range 
of temperatures. Therefore a non-equilibrium flow analysis 
is required to accurately predict the energy absorption within 
the char layer.
This fact was likewise reported by Weger, e^. a^. (6) 
who identified a variety of reactions among the gases thought 
to be a part of the pyrolysis gas stream. The existence of 
a chemical non-equilibrium reaction for methane was proven 
by experimental measurement of carbon deposition within the 
porous specimens.
Accurate Description of the Pyrolysis Products ; In order to 
simulate the flow of gases resulting from the thermal decom­
position of a nylon-phenolic resin composite, an accurate 
description of the various components must be available. In 
all of the previous research to date, simplified gases 
(helium, methane, etc.) or gas mixtures (methane, carbon monoxide.
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carbon dioxide, hydrogen, etc.) were used. While these 
constitute a portion of the decomposition products expected, 
they do not represent the entire pyrolysis product composition. 
Concurrent with this research is work being done by Nelson (11) 
and Sykes (12) at N.A.S.A.'s Langley Research Center to 
identify the products of pyrolysis. These and other results 
have been used continually through this study to achieve 
an accurate description of the pyrolysis product stream 
entering the back surface. A discussion of the methods of 
selecting the species composition in the pyrolysis gas 
entering the char zone is presented in Appendix Q .
Proper Chemical Reactions and Associated Reaction Kinetic Data; 
Also essential to a correct prediction of the energy transfer 
in a char layer is the selection of the proper chemical reactions 
for describing the non-equilibrium flow of the gases. A 
continuous search and screening technique has been used 
during this study to update the reactions included in the 
model. Each reaction chosen for the model must be based on 
the pyrolysis products initially present and those gases 
leaving the char at the front surface. The temperature 
gradient across the char is also an important parameter.
More difficult than finding specific chemical reactions 
is the task of locating accurate kinetic data for those
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reactions considered. This problem covers the range of not 
finding any data to finding several sources of data which are 
contradictory in nature. In each case, a difficult solution 
to the problem results. Much of the technique used to screen 
this data is presented in Chapter III.
The above summary of previous research has illustrated 
some of the important considerations that must be included 
in any realistic model used for predicting the energy transfer 
in the char zone of a charring ablator. These results, 
along with other fundamental knowledge regarding the ablative 
cooling process, form a basis on which an accurate mathe­
matical model can be formulated. This is the primary 
objective of this research.
In the following chapters, the equations of change will 
be developed subject to the restrictions defined by the 
previous research discussed in this chapter. Solutions of 
these equations for frozen, chemical equilibrium, and chemical 
non-equilibrium flow will be obtained using numerical methods 
of computation. Finally, these analytical results will be 
compared with each other and with experimental data to deter­
mine the reliability of the formulated flow model.
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III. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS FOR
REACTING FLOW IN CHAR ZONE OF A CHARRING ABLATOR
Introduction
The momentum, energy and mass transfer associated with 
the flow of the pyrolysis products through the char layer of 
a char-forming ablative plastic is considered. The pyrolysis 
products, formed by the thermal degradation of the plastic 
heat shield, enter the char layer at the decomposition tem­
perature of the plastic. The products experience a temperature 
increase as they flow through the char and undergo thermal 
cracking to lower molecular weight species which react with 
each other and with the carbonaceous char layer. These 
predominantly endothermie reactions are important modes of 
energy absorption and must be included in any realistic analysis 
of the energy transfer in the char layer.
One of the main objectives of this research is to develop 
an accurate and realistic mathematical model that describes the 
transport phenomena in the char zone. The description of the 
momentum, energy and mass transfer within the char will be 
obtained by reducing the general equations of change (continunity, 
momentum and energy) to forms applicable to non-equilibrium 
flow in the char. The resulting equations will also be simplified 
for the cases of frozen and equilibrium flow. Lastly, typical
98
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boundary conditions will be specified, followed by a discussion 
of the numerical solution of the equations.
Statement of the Problem
The mathematical model describing the transport phenomena 
taking place when pyrolysis products pass through the char 
zone of a charring ablator has the form of a one dimensional 
and steady flow. A schematic diagram showing the pyrolysis 
gas flowing through the porous char layer is depicted in 
Figure 3-1. As indicated, the pyrolysis products enter the 
char at the decomposition temperature, T^, and exit at a 
higher front surface temperature, T^. Changes in the mass 
flux of the various species within the char occur as a 
result of chemical reactions at finite reaction rates, . A 
pressure drop (P^ - P^) across the char is also experienced.
The particular restrictions and assumptions made in the 
formulation of the model will be presented and justified 
in the following paragraphs. The use of these restrictions 
to simplify the general equations of change will follow.
The solution of the resulting equations for frozen, equili­
brium and non-equilibrium flow within the char zone will 
complete the chapter.
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Figure 3-1. Schematic Diagram of the Char Zone.
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Restrictions to the General Equations of Change for Flow in 
the Char Zone
To solve any realistic problem, certain simplifying 
assumptions and/or restrictions must be applied which reduce 
the complexity of the general equations of change. In the 
following sections, Lne various restrictions which apply to 
this particular problem are presented and justified.
One Dimensional, Steady Flow of Pyrolysis Products in the 
Char Zone; The flow of pyrolysis gases within the char zone 
is a steady state process since the char thickness is constant 
with respect to time after an initial short, transient period. 
During this short period the char layer builds up due to 
unequal rates of ablation and surface removal. The data of 
Peters and Wadlin (1) in Figure 3-2 for a 50:50 weight ratio 
nylon-phenolic resin ablative composite formed in a subsonic 
electric air arc jet shows this graphically. Also the 
residence time of a particle of pyrolysis gas fluid is very 
short compared to the rate of change of the char surfaces.
In addition to the above, the radius of curvature of 
reentering capsules (eg.. Mercury, Gemini and Apollo spacecraft), 
is small in comparison with the char thickness such that flow 
is one dimensional and normal to the front surface. This 
restriction does not apply at the edge where flow in the radial
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Figure 3-2. Thickness of the char and virgin plastic 
as a function of time (1 ).
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direction becomes significant. However, this region is small 
in comparison with the stagnation region where the maximum 
heating occurs. Therefore the edge region can be neglected 
without serious error.
Ideal Pyrolysis Gas Mixtures: The pyrolysis gases are
assumed to behave as an ideal gas mixture within the char 
layer. This is reasonable when considering the high 
temperatures (1500 - 5000°F) and low pressures 1 atm.) 
encountered during reentry.
Gas and Char Physical Properties: Because of the large
temperature gradient across the char, gas physical properties 
(heat capacity, thermal conductivity and viscosity) are 
considered variable with temperature. Variations with 
temperature in the char properties are not accounted for 
based largely on the absence of experimental data for low 
density nylon-phenolic resin chars. Weger, et.al. (2) 
reported variations in the permeability of low porosity 
(0.2 - 0.35) char specimens when significant amounts of 
carbon deposition and/or depletion occured at high temperatures 
(3000 - 4000°F). However, for the temperature range considered 
in this research (1500 - 3000°F), carbon deposition and/or 
depletion was small, and thus the permeability could be 
considered constant. Similarly, the char porosity was consid­
ered uniform and equal to 0.8 for low density nylon-phenolic 
resin chars (3) and 0.5 for graphite (4).
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The variation of the char thermal conductivity with 
temperature was accounted for by fitting empirical curves to 
data reported by the Southern Research Institute (5) and 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (6 ) of the California Institute 
of Technology. These data are presented in Appendix C.
Thermal Equilibrium Between the Pyrolysis Products and the 
Char: The temperatures of the pyrolysis products and the char
at any section normal to the flow were assumed equal. There 
is a difference between the gas and the char, but it is 
generally small. This is supported by data presented by 
Koh and del Casal (7) in which a maximum temperature difference 
of 300°F was determined for the flow of air and helium through 
packed beds of spheres. The maximum temperature of the matrix 
was 2700°F and the range of Reynold's Numbers and porosities 
were 62-862 and 0.2-0.35, respectively.
Clark (4) also investigated thermal equilibrium for methane 
and methane-helium flow through porous graphite. This work had 
very large temperature gradients (1600 - 2700°F) between the 
phases at the inlet surface, and showed a rapid approach to 
thermal equilibrium within the porous graphite. For example, a 
difference of 3200°R at the back surface was reduced to 600°R half 
way through the char and to 300°R at the three-quarters point.
Momentum Transfer in the Char Zone ; The modified form 
of Darcy's Law was used to model the momentum transfer within 
the char zone. This was based on the research of Weger,
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et.al. (2). It was shown in this work that the modified form, 
including an inertial term, gave a more accurate prediction of 
the experimental data for mass flux values of the order of 
0.05 Ib/ft^-sec.
PV Work and Viscous Dissipation; The pressure drop across 
a one-quarter inch thick, low density, nylon-phenolic resin
2
char was experimentally measured to be approximately 15 lb/ft
2
for a pyrolysis gas mass flux of 0.05 lb/ft -sec. and a front 
surface temperature of 2000°F . The PV work contribution to
3
the energy transport is 1.2 BTU/ft -sec. The convective 
energy term in the energy equation evaluated at the back 
surface where the temperature gradient is smallest, (about
3
40,000°F/ft) is 1000 BTU/ft -sec for an average gas heat capacity 
of 0.5 BTU/10°F. From this comparison energy dissipation by 
PV work can be omitted from the analysis without error.
Furthermore, since the velocity (.,^ 5 ft/sec) and the 
viscosity (~0.05cp) of the gas mixture are small, energy 
generated by viscous dissipation is omitted from the energy 
equation.
Diffusional Transport : Energy or mass transport by
diffusion is negligibly small in comparison with the bulk
fluid transport. The average residence time of a gas particle
in a one-quarter inch thick char layer is 0 . 0 1  seconds for a
2
mass flux value of 0.05 lb/ft -sec.
Work Against Gravity: For horizontal flow of pyrolysis
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gases through the porous char, work against gravity is zero.
The application of the above restrictions to the general 
equations of change for flow of pyrolysis gases within the 
char zone of a charring ablator is discussed in the next 
section of th:'.s chapter.
Derivation of the Equations of Change for Flow in the Char Zone 
Species Continuity Equation: With reference to Figure 3-1,
the continuity equation for species i of a gas mixture flowing 
through a porous medium is (8 ):
DPi
= -Pj^(VtV) - ( V ' j J  + (3-1)
where is the concentration, j^, the mass flux, R^, the
rate of production by chemical reaction of species i and v is the
velocity of the pyrolysis products within the pores.
For the one-dimensional, steady flow of pyrolysis gases 
through the char zone, neglecting mass transport by diffusion, 
equation (3-1) reduces to:
Sf-(piv) - R, (3-2)
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Summing the species continuity equations over all the 
gas species in the mixture gives the overall continuity 
equation;
d (pv) = 0 (3-3)dz
which assumes no mass loss or increase due to formation or 
depletion of the solid phase.
Integration between the back surface, z = 0, and any point, 
z, within the char results in equation (3-4):
r 1j d(pv) = I (pv)^ - (pv) I = 0 (3-4)
(pv)n
This equation, defining the gas mass flux as the product 
of the gas density and velocity, is equivalent to the statement 
that the gas mass flux is constant through the char;
Wp = pv = constant (3-5)
where W is the mass flux based on the cross sectional area of 
P
2
voids in the char (units of lb./ft ^oids"^^^)' mass flux
based on the total area is given by the following equation:
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W = cWp (3-6)
2
where W has the units lb/ft  ^  ^ .-sec.
total
In the above formulation the change in pyrolysis gas mass 
flux is considered small resulting from deposition and/or 
depletion by chemical reactions. In the event there is a 
significant change in the pyrolysis gas mass flux due to 
chemical reactions the appropriate form of the species conti­
nuity equations must be incorporated into the analysis as will 
be discussed subsequently.
Momentum Equation: The momentum equation for flow through
porous media was formulated by H. P. G. Darcy in 1856 (7).
Darcy observed during experiments with a one-dimensional 
packed bed that gas velocity at any point in the bed was 
directly proportional and in the same direction as the 
pressure gradient at that point. In vector notation, including 
the effect of body forces when considering a vertical flow 
direction, Darcy's Law is:
^ (3-7)
Applying this equation to a one-dimensional, horizontal flow 
through a porous char layer and solving for the pressure 
gradient gives:
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■ df = 0  (3-8)
This equation is valid at low gas velocities within the porous 
medium. However, at high gas velocities the addition of a 
term to account for inertial effects is included. This additional 
term leads to a modified form of Darcy's law.
dp U 9
= ( ÿ (vg) + Pp(vc) (3-9)
Multiplying both sides of equation (3-9) by the gas density, p, 
followed by substitution of the ideal gas equation of state 
(p = ~^^^) on the left hand side of the equation results in 
equation (3-10):
r^^w^^ ” 1 dp n 2 2
- [ i r  = p (y)(^() + pp (vf) (3-10)
Substitution for the mass flux, W, with rearrangement gives:
- PdP = (^) |^(^(W) + p(W)2j (3-11)
Integration of equation (3-11) between the front surface 
pressure (P = P^ at z = L), and any point within the char layer,
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(p at z), results in an Integral equation for the pressure 
distribution over the char.
P  =  +  Z R L j  A  ( W )  d z  +  J  p ( ^ ) ( W ) ^ d z ] } ^ ' ' ^
Z ' w *'z w
(3-12)
In this equation all parameters that vary with temperature 
(hence, char distance) are left under the integral signs.
These variations are calculated by polynomials in temperature 
and from the simultaneous solution coupled from the energy
2
equation since the pressure changes are small 15 Ib^/ft )
2
compared to the total pressure (~ 2 0 0 0 Ib^/ft ).
Energy Equation: The form of the general energy equation
for a gas mixture containing K species is (8 ):
" DT — — — “ — —
oC —  = - (V . q) - (T : V v) + s (j . g )
P UL 1 I
+ S  + , | " l  [< j l>  - " i ]  (3-13)
i ^
The above equation is applied to one dimensional, steady flow 
of gases in the char zone. Neglecting energy by viscous 
dissipation, work against gravity and energy transfer by 
diffusion, the result is:
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Furthermore, for an ideal gas = 1, and neglecting the
P,x.
work by pressure forces across a high porosity char, equation 
(3-14) simplifies to:
1= 1
where is given by Fourier's Law of heat conduction:
q = - k ^  (3-16)
z g dz
Substitution for the mass flux, W, from equation (3-6) 
and multiplication of each side by the porosity, g, to obtain 
the gas phase contribution to the total energy transfer in the 
char zone gives:
Similarly, for the solid porous medium, neglecting heat 
transfer by convection, the general energy equation reduces 
to the following form for one dimensional heat conduction with
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chemical reaction.
(1 - () âÈ ("c i> - (1 - () w  = » (3-18)
The addition of equations (3-17) and (3-18) gives the equation 
for the total energy transfer in the char:
where represents an effective thermal conductivity defined as;
kg = gk + (1 - f) kg (3-20)
K+1 _ K
and E H.R. = c S H.R. + (1 - <) H R (3-21)
i=l 1 1 i=l 1 1  ^c
represents the energy absorption by chemical reactions based 
on the total volume of char. The solution of equation (3-19) 
will give the temperature distribution in the char layer.
In addition to the equations of change just developed, one 
additional equation is considered. This is the equation for 
the net heat absorption within the char zone.
Heat Flux Equation: The heat flux equation determines the
net heat transfer within the char layer of a charring ablator.
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It is defined as the difference in the heat flux value at the 
back and front surfaces of the char.
(3-22)
dTSolving for (k^ from the energy equation (3-19) by integration 
between the front and back surface temperatures gives the 
equation needed to evaluate the net heat flux within the char.
K K+1
'L - I,'= (9t  ^ Ot P Pi  ^ i=l «Jt ^  ^
o O
(3-23)
In equation (3-23), the first term represents heat absorbed 
by sensible enthalpy change and the second term accounts for 
heat absorption by chemical reaction.
In summary, the important differential equations for 
describing the flow of pyrolysis products in the char layer 
are shown in Table 3-1. The next sections will discuss these 
equations in terms of the various models used to describe 
the flow within the char (i.e., frozen, equilibrium, and 
non-equilibrium flow). Typical boundary conditions will be 
discussed for the solution of the equations. The development 
of the numerical solution techniques will complete the theo-
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Table 3-1. Summary of the Importaint Equations Related to the Flow of Pyrolysis Products
in the Char Zone.
/
Species Continuity Equation: £(PiV) = \ (3-2)
Momentum Equation (Darcy's Law); P = C p i + Z R f j V x w x - ^ )  dz
Z Y w
+ T 3(J )(W) 2  dzgi/z 
z w
(3-12)
Energy Equation: 'Vp E - EC'efl - SÎ«1 h (3-19)
Heat Flux Equation:
K
= (^L-So) = iil J ^WpCp.x^ dX
K+1
+ ill S Hi Hi d?
^o
(3-23)
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retical discussion.
Boundary Conditions for the Flow of Pyrolysis Products Through 
the Char Zone
There are two important sets of boundary conditions that 
can be specified to obtain solutions to the equations of 
change. The first set specifies the pressure and temperature 
at the front surface, and, the temperature and pyrolysis gas 
composition entering the back surface of the char. These 
are shown in statements (3-24) and (3-25).
T = T^
P = P^ at z = L (3-24)
and
T = T
o
~ (i - 1,2,3,..., K) at z = 0
o
These conditions for mass flux, W, as a parameter make the 
solution of the energy equation a two point boundary yalue 
problem. This requires an itérâtiye solution. Because PV 
work was negligible in the energy equation, the momentum
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equation (modified Darcy's law) can be used to compute the 
pressure distribution after a solution of the energy equation 
is obtained using an average pressure in the char. The heat flux 
at the char front surface is also calculated using equation 
(3-23). The computer program used for these solutions is 
called the Iterative TEMPRE System (IT) and is discussed in 
Appendix A.
The second set of boundary conditions specifies the 
temperature, initial pyrolysis gas composition and the sum 
of the heat of pyrolysis and the heat conducted in the 
virgin plastic at the back surface of the char, q^.
T = To
x^ = ; (i = 1,2,3,..., K)
o
dT
%  = - (^e at z = 0 (3-26)
For mass flux, W, and q^ as parameters, the solution of the 
energy equation as an initial value problem can be obtained. 
This does not require an iterative solution as did the first 
case. To be useful, however, a parametric study of the mass 
flux and q^ is needed over the range of values expected during 
reentry.
In order to calculate the pressure distribution within 
the char, the front surface pressure is again specified.
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P = at z = L (3-27)
The heat flux and pressure distribution calculations are the 
same as those made in the Iterative TEMPRE System. The computer 
program for this method of solution is called the Non-Iterative 
TEMPRE System (NIT).
Both systems are discussed in detail in Appendices A 
and B where a complete block flow diagram and program listing 
are presneted. The particular application of the equations 
of change and the above boundary conditions to frozen, 
equilibrium and non-equilibrium flow of pyrolysis gases 
within the char layer will be developed in the next section.
Application of the Transport Equations to Frozen, Equilibrium 
and Non-Equilibrium Flow in the Char
As mentioned in the Introduction, there are two limiting 
cases currently used to simplify the analysis of the flow of 
pyrolysis gases through the char zone. These.are to consider 
the flow to be either frozen or in thermodynamic equilibrium. 
This research deals with the development of a third model, 
one for non-equilibrium flow, which will predict more accurately 
the actual behavior within the char layer. In this section 
the equations of continuity, momentum, energy and surface 
heat transfer will be applied to develop each of the three
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flow models. In a subsequent chapter, the solutions of the 
particular equations for each model will be compared with 
each other and with experimental data. In this way the accuracy 
of the analysis for non-equilibrium flow in the char zone 
can be evaluated and the extent to which the two limiting 
cases predict the behavior can be determined.
Frozen Flow: The frozen flow model is an idealization
in which the pyrolysis products entering the char zone do not 
change in composition as they pass through the medium. There­
fore, any benefit from the energy absorbed by the predominently 
endothermie chemical reactions which occur between the gases 
and char is not obtained. It specifies a lower limit on 
the amount of energy absorbed in the char zone. Of the three 
cases it is the simplest because the chemical reaction terms 
in the energy and heat flux equations are zero:
K+1
S H.R. = 0
i=l  ^ 1
Applying this to the equations of change developed 
previously results in the following simplifications for 
frozen flow in the char layer.
Continuity Equation W = = constant (3-6)
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r 2 l-l; T
Momentum Equation P = + 2RT (—)(W) (— )dz +
L L Y \
J g(^)(W) (3-12)
Z “w
Heat Flux Equation
K T,
o
(3-28)
Energy Equation ^  ^  [k^ (3-29)
The numerical solution of these equations will be discussed 
in a later section. Typical results for constant and variable 
physical properties are presented in Appendix A.
Equilibrium Flow; The equilibrium flow in the char zone 
gives an upper limit on the amount of heat that can be 
absorbed within the char zone. The reason is that the reactions 
occuring within the char are predominately endothermie.
The set of equations used to describe flow for this case is 
the same as the equations developed previously: continuity 
(3-6), momentum (3-12), energy (3-19), and heat flux (3-23).
The distinguishing feature lies in the method used to calculate 
the energy absorption by chemical reactions:
K+1
S H.R. f 0 
i=l  ^^
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Rewriting the species continuity equation, (3-2), in terms of 
the mole flux of species i gives:
^ i = §  (3-30)
K+1
Therefore, in order to evaluate the term, g H.R., the mass
i=l  ^ ^
flux, W, and the mass fraction, x^, of the species in the gas 
and solid phases must be known as a function of temperature.
The species composition and molal ratio of gases to carbon 
are a function of temperature, pressure and elemental compo­
sition of the virgin plastic and can be calculated by one of the 
many approaches in the literature (10,11). In this study, 
the free energy minimization technique was used. The following 
section outlines the important points of this method.
Equilibrium Compositions by Free Energy Minimization: When
several reactions occur between a number of species, the 
composition resulting at equilibrium depends on the simul­
taneous equilibrium for all separate reactions. The criteria 
for this equilibrium in a chemically reacting system at constant 
temperature and pressure is that the free energy change is 
zero or that the total free energy of the mixture is a 
minimum. The free energy change for a reaction is considered 
a driving force which makes the reaction approach equilibrium.
It is also a measure of the departure of the reacting system
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from an equilibrium state.
Consider a mixture containing q chemical species (K 
gaseous species and K + 1 to q condensed species) formed from 
m chemical elements. The free energy function at constant 
temperature and pressure of species i (assuming ideal behavior) 
can be expressed as:
n.
f,. = n (Fi/RT) + InP + ln(-:r) : 1 ^ i ^ K (3-31)
■Ljgclo J. i 1 ^
K
where n = g n. (3-32)
i=l ^
and n^ is the moles of species i present and n is the total 
moles present in the reacting mixture. Assuming the activity 
coefficient of the pure condensed species is one, the free 
energy expressions for these become:
h,condensed = ^ + 1 ^ i s: , (3-33)
The total free energy of the mixture is obtained by summing 
(3-31) and (3-33) and is:
q
condensed (3-34)
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The mixture contains fixed amounts of each of the m 
elements, b^; and the free energy equation is constrained 
by mass conservation equations of the form:
K q
b. = S a n. + S a n ; j = l,2,...,m (3-35)
J i=l ^ i=K+l ^
The a. represents the formula number giving the amount of 
gram atoms of the j element in species i. For example, for 
CH^, a^ is one for carbon, and four for hydrogen.
At a given temperature and pressure it is necessary to
determine the amount of each chemical species present; n^, 
that minimizes the free energy (3-34). This is subject to 
the specification of the total amount, b^, of each element. 
Following the method of White, et.al. (12) the usual Lagrangian 
multiplier procedure of equating the partial derivatives with 
respect to the n^'s of the augmented function to zero and 
solving gives a complicated set of equations with the amount of
each species, n^, expressed implicitly. To obtain a simpler,
but an iterative solution, a quadratic approximation to the 
free energy function is formed by a Taylor's series expansion 
about a point y (yj^ ,y2 > • •-Yj^ ) > and a neighboring point n 
(n^,n2 ,...n^). This is:
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Q(n) = F(y) + 2 [(Fi/RT). + InP + ln(-r)l A.
i=lL  ^  ^ y -J
K K 1, q
+ 1/2 S S - %) A.A. + S (Fi/RT) A. (3-36) 
1=1 k=l ?! y 1 k 1=K+1  ^  ^ ’■
To minimize Q(n) subject to the mass balance constraints, the 
augmented function employing Lagrange multipliers, ffy is formed.
m K q
G(n) = Q(n) + 2 n.(b - 2 a. n - 2 a. n ) (3-37)
j=l J J i=l ’■j  ^ i=K+l j
At this point the usual procedure would be to set partial 
derivatives of G(n) with respect to the independent variables 
(n^,n2 ,...,nq) and the Lagrangian multipliers 
equal to zero and solve simultaneously the resulting set of 
m + q equations for the minimum of the constrained quadratic 
approximation. Then the procedure would be repeated employing 
a convergence criteria to approach the point of minimum free 
energy. However, it is more convenient to use a different 
procedure which requires that only m + 1 + s equations (where 
s is the total number of solid or condensed phases present) 
be solved simultaneously rather than m + K + s equations.
Since a quadratic approximation is used, the linear equations 
resulting from taking the partial derivatives with respect 
to the n^'s can be solved directly. Equating the partial
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derivatives with respect to the n^'s to zero for i = 1 ,2 ,...,K 
results in the following set of equations.
y _ m
"i.gas - -fi.gas'y) +
 ^  ^ (3-38)
This gives K explicit equations for the moles of the gases 
in terms of the m + 1 unknowns, w^'s and n. Equation (3-38) 
permits the elimination of n^ from the material balance 
equations (3-35). Note that in doing this, equation (3-35) 
is in terms of y^'s, which are the initial guesses used to 
start the iteration. Substituting equation (3-38) into 
equation (3-35) and defining:
K
r . = E (a. )(a. )y. ; j,k = 1,2,...,m (3-39)
1 = 1 \  1
After some manipulations the following result is obtained.
m _ q K
Z r. W. + c u -f 2  a n = b + % a f (y) ; k=l,2 ,...,m 
j=l ^k J ^ i=K+l k k 1%
(3-40)
where:
K
%  = S a  y (3-41)
i=l ^k ^
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and: u = n/y (3-42)
Equation (3-40) represents m equations in m + 1 unknowns, 
the ffj'® and u, which apply to gases only. An additional equation 
is obtained by summing the K equations given by equation (3-38).
m K
Z b m = S f,(y) (3-43)
j=l J J i=l 1
The additional s equations needed to compute the amount 
of condensed phases present are obtained by equating the partial 
derivative of G(n) with respect to the moles of the condensed 
species, n., to zero which gives:
m
(Fl/RT) = S a ,r. ; K + 1 ^ i ^ q (3-44)
1  ^ j=l J
These equations, which are to be solved simultaneously, are 
given in matrix form in Table 3-2. When the matrix is solved, 
values for the moles of condensed species are obtained directly. 
Also the values ffj's and u are obtained. These values are 
substituted in equation (3-38) to calculate the moles of the 
gas species, n^. These calculated values, after appropriate 
adjustment to insure rapid convergence, are used as a starting 
value for the next iteration. This process is repeated until
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.1^^+ r.aT^ + •
«■s. + W u  + + •
r,.n, + bju + +
+ b^u + + .
+ b„'u + + .
® n + a  » 1  ^  ^ n + a  > m
+ \ . 2"» + • • • + % , . %
. + a X
q.i q
K
= b + Z a,,f.(Y)
1 i=l 
K
il 1 '
*q,2*q
. + a X
q.3 q
+ a , X
q,4 q
+  a X 
q,ni q
= b g + S a  f(Y) 
1=1
K
= ba + S a f (Y) 
1=1 
K
= \  + T. a f (Y) 
1=1
1=1
K
S f,(Y)
1=1
= (F°/RT)
= (F°/RT)
= (F°/RT)
K+1
K+2
* Note that equations have been written for more than a condensed phase.
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the minimum free energy is reached.
Convergence Procedure; Normally in the iterative procedure, 
the amount of each species, n_ , which is calculated at the 
minimum of the constrained quadratic approximation, is used as 
the next estimate. To insure that oscillations and over­
corrections will not occur, the following convergence scheme, 
similar to that of White (12), is used. The values of 
the moles of the gas species, for the next iteration
are obtained using the following expression:
where
h  ‘ \  - yi(old) 0-46)
and X is the parameter of the line through n^ and 
Substituting equation (3-45) into (3-34) and taking the 
derivative with respect to \ gives the following:
= Z A,{c. + ln[(y + XA.)/(Ÿ + XÂ)]} + I A. (Fl/RT) 
ax i=l iL 1  ^  ^ J i=K+l  ^  ^ 1
(3-47)
where :
c^ = (F°/RT)^ + InP (3-48)
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and:
K
Â = SA. (3-49)
i=l ^
The value of dF/d\ must remain negative to insure conver­
gence to the minimum free energy. Sometimes it becomes necessary 
to meet this requirement by reducing % to a value less than 
one. Once this value is found, equation (3-45) is used to 
obtain the numerical value of each y^ for the next iteration.
It turns out that as the minimum is approached large changes 
in \ are necessary which causes the value of dF/d\ to become 
smaller. This allows for a controlled path of descent and 
convergence to the minimum free energy is obtained.
A typical free energy minimization solution giving the 
composition of the major components as a function of temperature 
at atmospheric pressure is shown in Figure 3-3. From this 
solution the species continuity equation (3-30) can be solved 
for R^, and, the energy absorption by chemical reactions 
K+1
( Z H.R.) can be calculated. 
i=l  ^ ’■
In non-equilibrium flow, the form of the energy equation 
remains the same as that for equilibrium flow. The difference 
in the two lies in the manner in which the energy absorption by 
chemical reaction must be calculated.
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Figure 3-3. Equilibrium Composition of the Simulated 
Pyrolysis Products In Equilibrium with Solid Carbon 
(1:1 Ratio by weight of Phenolic Resln-Nylon Char).
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Non-Equilibrium Flow: The equations of change for non­
equilibrium flow are the same as those developed for equilibrium 
flow. The evaluation of the energy absorption by chemical 
reaction, however, is dependent on the finite reaction rates 
of each reaction occurring within the char zone. Therefore, 
in addition to temperature and pressure, the reaction rate,
R^, is also a function of the mass flux and composition entering 
the char layer. This requires a knowledge of the specific 
reactions taking place within the char and the associated kinetic 
data; i.e., frequency factor and activation energy. The following 
paragraphs will present a method for determining the important 
reactions and the technique for using the kinetic data to predict 
the actual behavior within the char zone.
Reaction Rate and Rate Constant Equation: In general, a
chemical reaction can be written in the following form:
q q
S r A ^ S p A ; j = 1,2,3,...,m (3-50)
1 = 1 ] i=l ^
For this j-th chemical reaction, r. and p. are the stoichiome- 
trie coefficients of the reactants and products respectively for 
species A^. There are a total of q chemical species and m chemical 
reactions in the system.
The rate of reaction of the i-th species, R^, is given by 
the following equation for the m chemical reactions:
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r q r' q p' -,
i ' "  J  ;
R. =
i = 1,2,3,...,q (3-51)
where c is the concentration of component i and rî . and p'. .
1 ij ij
represent the power on the concentrations. It is not necessary
for these to be equal to r.. and p... The forward and reverse
ij iJ
reaction rate constants are k_, and k .. This is the equation
fj rj
for that is used in the computer implemented numerical solution 
of the transport equations. Equation (3-51) is a very convenient 
and general formulation for the reaction rate of the j-th 
species in m simultaneous chemical reactions. The stoichio­
metric coefficients and the powers on the concentrations are 
each conveniently represented as a matrix.
In addition to the above, the reaction rate constants are 
also required. A general form for the rate constant of the 
i-th chemical reaction is:
k^ = AjT^ÎExp (-Ej/RT) ; j = 1,2,3,...,m (3-52)
where is the frequency factor and E^, the energy of acti­
vation.
With these mathematical generalizations the analysis is 
resolved to one of selecting the important chemical reactions
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taking place in the char zone along with precise values of the 
rate constants. These equations and associated rate constants 
can then be used in equation (3-48) to calculate the reaction 
rate, R^, which is needed to solve the transport equations.
The non-equilibrium flow model is an order of magnitude 
more complex than the chemical equilibrium computations. The 
latter case involves the solution of a set of algebraic equations 
with the energy and momentum equations. The former requires 
the solution of a set of non-linear, ordinary differential 
equations (species continuity equations) simultaneously with 
the energy equation. There is also the additional difficulty 
of determining all of the important chemical reactions that take 
place in the system and the initial composition of pyrolysis 
products entering the char zone. For equilibrium flow, only 
the elemental composition is required. Finally, there is the 
laborious task of collecting and evaluating reaction kinetic 
data appearing in the literature.
Chemical Reactions in the Char Layer : The general nature
of the reactions occurring in the char zone of a charring ablator 
has been qualitatively established (13). Between 500°F and 
3000°F, the primary reactions occurring are hydrocarbon cracking 
reactions of high molecular weight species to lower molecular 
weight species (ultimately H^, COg, CO, HgO, etc.). From 
3000°F to about 6000°F, free radical and recombination reactions 
take place, with ionization reactions beginning to appear at
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the upper end of this temperature region. This study is concerned 
with the reactions occurring below 3000°F; i.e., hydrocarbon 
cracking reactions, primarily. Free radical, recombination 
and ionization reactions are not considered as they do not 
take place. Fortunately, this greatly simplifies the already 
complex system of reactions that could occur. Establishing 
the fact that reacting flow in the char zone can be accurately 
described in the temperature range from 500° to 3000°F establishes 
the basis for extending the investigation to temperatures in the 
3000°F to 6000°F range.
Pike (14), in an effort to condense the large assortment 
of reaction kinetic data available in the literature, has 
compiled a detailed listing of reactions and the corresponding 
kinetic data for the C-H-O-N system. In a subsequent report 
(15) this and other kinetic data were analysed. The calculation 
of the isothermal conversion for each reaction possible in the 
char zone over a wide range of temperatures was included. This 
formed one method for determining the important reactions taking 
place in the char zone as discussed below.
Criterion for Reaction Selection: The rate of a chemical
reaction increases with temperature. For a particular reaction, 
if a significant conversion of reactants to products is obtained 
with the char at a uniform and specified temperature, then it 
can be assumed that there may be a significant conversion when
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a temperature gradient exists in the char layer with the front 
surface at this specified temperature. Thus, this reaction is 
considered important. An example of this behavior is the reaction 
illustrated in Figure 3-4 as a plot of conversion versus tempera­
ture. For another reaction if there is no conversion in the 
char at a uniform higher temperature (3000°F), there will be 
no conversion when there is a temperature gradient in the char. 
Therefore, this reaction can be omitted when there is a tempera­
ture gradient in the char with a front surface temperature of 
3000°F. However, the products formed by the reaction may indeed 
be included as important components subject to further reactions. 
This logic forms the basis of the isothermal analysis of reaction 
kinetics data in the literature (15).
Although the reactions postulated to take place over a 
given temperature range (500°F to 3000°F) could occur, they 
are also restricted by the components initially present in the 
pyrolysis gas stream. For example, the reaction of butane and 
oxygen forming carbon dioxide and water is a likely candidate 
between 500°F and 3000°F; however, the absence of either butane 
or oxygen eliminates the reaction from consideration. A 
considerable amount of caution must be exercised to make certain 
that the components are not formed at some time within the char, 
making the reaction an important part of the system.
Composition of Pyrolysis Products : As discussed above, the
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Figure 3-4. Isothermal Conversion of Methane to Hydrogen 
and Ethane Between 500 and 3000°F.
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pyrolysis product composition at the back surface of the char is 
important in reducing the total possible reactions likely to 
occur within a specified temperature range. First attempts 
to study the non-equilibrium flow of pyrolysis products through 
a porous char layer relied on two separate sources for estimating 
the gas composition entering the char at the back surface.
The first method which served as an order of magnitude analysis 
was the equilibrium compositions calculated by the free energy 
minimization method (10). The second was analyses of the 
degradation products of low density nylon-phenolic resin compo­
sites by pyrolysis gas chromatography (16,17). Table 3-3 
lists the compositions obtained by each method. As noted, the 
unavailability of accurate analytical procedures and thermo­
physical data for the high molecular weight pyrolysis products 
(i.e., phenol, cresol, toluene, etc.) left a region of definite 
uncertainty. As a result, the major components of the pyrolysis 
products were identified as methane, hydrogen, carbon dioxide, 
carbon monoxide and nitrogen by many (18,19) with unknown 
quantities of water and high molecular weight residues completing 
the analysis.
Subsequent research by Sykes (20) confirmed the presence of 
phenol-based materials as primary constituents in the high 
molecular weight residues. Table 3-4 represents a more precise 
pyrolysis gas composition obtained in this work. Very good
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Table 3-3. Pyrolysis Products Resulting From the Thermal Decomposition of a Nylon-Phenolic 
Resin Composite Excluding the High Molecular Weight Species.
Component
Computed Equilibrium Compositions 
Mole %
Experimentally Determined Compositions 
Mole %
Kratsch (19) del Valle (10) Freidman (24) Shulman (25] Beecher & Rosenweig (26)
540° F 1540°F 2540°F 440° F 980°F 1290 °F 1470°F 2190 °F
Garb. Monoxide 23.8 31.6 20.4 0 . 0 1.9 11.5 4.0 1 2 . 0
Garb. Dioxide 4.5 0 . 0 0 . 0 1.5 3.4 2.3 0.3 0 . 0
Nitrogen 7.0 6.3 2.3 8 . 1 6.3 0 . 1 0 . 0 0 . 0
Hydrogen 0 . 0 5.6 47.4 1.5 43.2 25.2 13.0 54.0
Hydrogen Cyanide 0.0 1 . 0 4.1 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 30.0 0 . 0
Methane 57.4 45.4 3.0 56.4 26.2 4.3 1.5 1 2 . 0
Ammonia 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 4.3 13.0 0 . 0
Water 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 32.5 19.0 16.1 38.0 1 2 . 0
Diacetylene 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
Acetone 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.7 0 . 0 0 . 0
Acetylene 0 . 0 1 . 1 2 2 . 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 11.5 0 . 0 0 . 0
Cresol 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.9 2.5
Phenol 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 2.5
Ethane 0 . 6 0 . 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 2 0 . 0 —  -
Ethylene 0 . 0 4.4 0 . 6 0 . 0 0 . 0 14.7 0 . 0
Benzene 6.7 4.4 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 . 0 0 . 0
Toluene 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.5 0 . 0 5.0
Xylene 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.3 0 . 0
Propane 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 1.4 0 . 0
Isopropanol 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 . 6 0 . 0
Totals 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0
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Table 3-4. Pyrolysis Products Resulting From the Thermal Decomposition of Nylon-Phenolic 
Resin Composites Including the High Molecular Weight Species.
Sykes (20) Mole% (Nylon-Phenolic Resin) Sykes (17) Mble%
Component By Flash Pyrolysis at 
800 °C
By Pyrolysis at 50°C 
Increments to 800-900°C (Phenolic Resin Only)
Phenol 8 . 0 7.6 6.7
Methylphenol 4.0 4.0 2 . 1
DimethyIpheno1 2 . 8 3.2 0 . 0
Trimethylphenol 2.4 2.7 0 . 0
Benzene 0.4 0.4 0 . 2
Toluene 0 . 0 0 . 2 0.4
Cyclopentanone 1 . 2 2.5 0 . 0
Hydrogen 30.2 32.2 47.1
Methane 3.8 4.0 9.4
Carbon Monoxide 5.3 3.6 5.2
Carbon Dioxide 1 2 . 1 6 . 8 1.5
Water 2 0 . 1 23.3 2 2 . 0
Ammonia 0 . 8 0.4 0 . 0
Unidentified 9.2 1 0 . 1 5.2
Totals 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0
W
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agreement was obtained by comparing the reported experimental 
results with an overall energy balance technique using heats of 
formation and heats of combustion data for the virgin plastic 
and the experimentally determined pyrolysis product composition. 
Typical composition data of the simulated pyrolysis products 
used in this research are presented in Table 4-3 of Chapter IV.
The remaining portion of this chapter shall discuss the 
pertinent physical and thermodynamic property relationships 
and the numerical techniques used to obtain a solution to the 
equations of change.
Physical and Thermodynamic Properties: In any real problem
where the temperature gradient varies over a wide range (>1000°K), 
changes in the physical and thermodynamic properties as a function 
of temperature occur. For the multicomponent flow of a reacting 
gas within a porous char, composition change by chemical reaction 
is also important. The equations used in this research for 
calculating the variations in physical and thermodynamic pro­
perties with temperature will be discussed in two parts; the 
gas phase properties and the char or solid phase properties.
Gas Phase Physical Properties: The gas phase physical and
thermodynamic properties required for the solution of the equa­
tions of change are the thermal conductivity, viscosity and heat 
capacity. The physical property equations are those presented 
by Sherwood and Reid (21) and the thermodynamic equations were 
obtained from McBride, et.al. (22).
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The thermal conductivity of a pure gas is calculated
using the equation shown below:
-5 T ^
2.6693 X 10  ^ ) (C^ + 4.47)
w i
 -------------  (3-53)
®i
V
For an ideal gas the heat capacity at constant volume is C . - R
pi
and the collision diameter, a, and collision integral, 
are tabulated for the individual gas components. The 
thermal conductivity of the gas mixture is calculated as:
K K
k = S n.k / E n. (3-54)
® i=l  ^Si i=l ^
The viscosity of a pure gas is given by a similar equation:
2.6693 X 10"3 [(M^ )T]2 
^   2-   (3-55)
V
The viscosity of the gas mixture is calculated by an equation 
approximating the Chapman-Enskog Theory:
-  ^ r ^n = S p, 1 + S 0 . (n./n.) (3-56)
i=l ^  i=l 
jfi
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where the parameter, 0 . , is calculated by equation (3-57).
0, - [l + /M„ )‘J  ^ ( l  + (M„ /M ) ^ ]  '
J 1 J 1 3 -*
(3-57)
The thermodynamic properties are calculated by empirical 
curve fitting equations (23). These equations are:
(1) For the heat capacity,
C /R = a,. + b.T + c .T^ + d.T^ + e.T^ (3-58)
p^ 1 1 1 1 1
(2) For the free energy, and
F°T b c d
—  - a .d - loSioO - -  T - f  I
®i 4
2Ô T + -F - 8i (3-59)
(3) For the enthalpy.
“t . b c. d. _ e. , f.
W  = "i + T  " + f  ^ ^ ^ + T
(3-60)
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The empirical constants for the above equations, along with 
typical data for the gas components studied in this research 
are presented in Appendix C.
Char Physical Properties (Thermal Conductivity, Porosity and 
Permeability): The char porosity and permeability values were
assumed constant in this study. This assumption is valid when 
the temperature range is restricted to values where little 
carbon deposition or depletion is obtained. The porosity value 
was assumed equal to the average effective porosity of the 
materials; i.e., char porosity = 0.8 (3), graphite porosity =
0.5 (4). The permeability values were average values obtained 
by analysis of a variety of experimental data reported in Appendix 
C. A Carmen-Kozeny plot of the data was used to estimate the 
permeability coefficients,oc and p, which were needed in the 
differential momentum equation (3-12).
Char thermal conductivity values were obtained from experi­
mental data shown in Appendix C. The variation with temperature 
was determined by a linear least squares fit of the data. For 
the particular data used, the experimental conductivities were 
reported for an inert gas (nitrogen or argon) within the pores. 
These values are, therefore, more representative of an effective 
conductivity since the conductivity of the inert gases is approx­
imately equal to the pyrolysis gas conductivity.
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k = k . .X (3-61)
e c (experimental)
Provisions are made in the TEMPRE System for calculating the 
effective conductivity when char conductivities are measured 
with the pores evacuated. In this instance equation (3-62) 
must be used.
k = ck + (1 - c)k (3-62)
e g  c
The use of the above physical and thermodynamics property 
equations in conjunction with the numerical integration methods 
gives the variable properties solutions to the equations of 
change.
Numerical Solution of the Equations of Change
Prior to the selection of a numerical method, the accuracy 
of the numerical solution desired must be specified. This 
determines the interval size needed in the analysis which effects 
the round-off errors associated with the calculation of the 
solution. If a relatively small interval size is used, the 
round-off errors may be intolerable. On the other hand, a very 
large interval size could produce large truncation errors which 
results in a solution that does not approach the true solution. 
One technique used to determine if a specific interval size is
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a reasonable choice involves the computation of the solution 
for the particular interval selected, and interval sizes reduced 
by a factor of one half of each preceeding value. Comparison 
of the solutions for each interval chosen should reveal when 
the approximate solution approaches the true solution or when 
round-off errors make the calculated solution invalid.
In general, increased accuracy requires increased complexity 
in (or order of) the numerical method used. Therefore, there 
is an optimum decision to be made between the nearness of the 
approximate solution to the real solution and the computational 
time required to obtain the solution. The best approach is 
obviously the one that minimizes truncation and round-off 
errors.
Numerical Solution of the Differential Energy Equation:
The energy equation describing the flow of pyrolysis gases 
through the char zone of a charring ablator is a second order, 
non-linear differential equation with variable coefficients.
In order to obtain a solution to this equation, a numerical 
integration technique must be used. This requires the equation 
to be transformed into a finite difference form which can be 
integrated stepwise on a digital computer. Of the various 
methods available, all require the specification of the order 
and stepsize to achieve the desired solution. Two general types 
of numerical integration schemes are commonly used; the self- 
starting methods, ranging from the Euler equation to the Runge-
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Kutta series, and, the predictor-corrector methods which require 
the specification or calculation of several initial points to 
start the procedure. The number of points is proportional to 
the order of the particular equation used. Because of the 
accuracy and relatively straight forward nature of the self- 
starting methods, a fourth order Runge-Kutta formula was selected.
The general formulae, and the formulae as they apply to 
the differential energy equation are presented in Table 3-5.
The truncation error is of the order O(h^) where h is the step 
size (23). The parameters A^, A^, A^, and A^ in equation (3-68) 
correspond to the Runge-Kutta constants generated by the numerical 
integration of the energy equation.
Therefore, in the non-equilibrium flow analysis, the solution 
of the energy and continuity equations are calculated simul­
taneously because of the interdependence of the temperature 
and the mole flux (composition).
Numerical Solution of the Species Continuity Equation;
In the non-equilibrium flow analysis, the species continuity 
equation expressing the mole (or mass) flux of each species as 
a function of temperature must be solved simultaneously with the 
differential energy equation. Rewriting equation (3-30) in 
terms of the mole flux, N^, of species i gives:
dN R.
"dr" ^ )(dT/dz) (3-69)
Wi
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Table 3-5. Fourth Order Runge-Kutta Formulae for Solving the Differential Energy Equation
for Flow of Pyrolysis Gases Through the Char Zone.
8
3
c5' General Formulae
3
CD
^M+ 1 = h [y^ + (A^ + + A3 ) ] + 0 (h^> (3-63)
(3-64)
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Table 3-5. Fourth Order Runge-Kutta Formulae for Solving the Differential Energy Equation 
for Flow of Pyrolysis Gases Through the Char Zone (Continued).
Formulae for the Flow of Pyrolysis Gases Through Chars
N^+1 6^ *1 2^ '*■ A3)]
T'
N+1 ^ + 2A^ + A^)
(3-66)
(3-67)
A, = h(T')
pCp€ dke/dT
A, = h(T'-H^A^) I
(TA) +kg • k
C_€ dkg/dT . EH.R
'(TA + iAi) + - J U :
A3 = h(T^-t^A2 )
A4  = h(T^ + A3 )
r«p'
L  k ]
dkg/dT
,(t;+A3 ) + —
SMjRi]
■P''-J
(3-68)
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where the temperature gradient, dT/dz, is calculated in the 
energy equation solution. Substitution for from equation 
(3-51) results in the final form of the equation used to cal­
culate the species mole flux, N^, in the TEMPRE system.
( ■ I  i
i = 1,2,3,..., K + 1 (3-7Q)
The solution of the K+1 first order differential equations for 
the mole flux, N^, is obtained by numerical integration using 
a fourth order Runge-Kutta formula (23).
where
®i,l ^^0 ’ ^ 1 ,0 ’ ^2 ,0 ’ *^3,0........ \+l, 0 ^
®i , 2 ( ^ 0 2 ^ 0 "*■ 8*i' ^i , 0 ^^2 ,1 ’ ^1+ 1 , 0 ^\+l,l^
®i,3 2 ^0 ^ 8 ^2* ^1,0 ^®1,2’ ^2,0 ^®2,2’
•••’ \ + l , 0 ^®K+1 ,2 ^
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®i,4 (^0 2 ^3’ ^i,0 ®1,3’ ^2,0 '"' ®2,3’
•••’ &+l,0 ®K+1,3^ (3-72)
and M is a location within the char layer. The interdependence
of the energy and species continuity equations can be seen by
noting the presence of the values in the above equations (3-72).
These values are the Runge-Kutta parameters calculated for the
energy equation solution at the same position within the char.
A one-to-one correspondence between the A. and B. . values must
J i,J
exist to obtain a non-equilibrium flow solution. To start the 
integration, the initial composition, temperature and temperature 
gradient at the back surface are used to calculate the first 
intermediate temperature and Runge-Kutta parameter, A^. These 
values are then used to estimate the mole flux of each species 
at the same intermediate position within the char zone. The 
intermediate flux values are then substituted into the energy 
equation for the calculation of the next intermediate temperature. 
This procedure is continued until the four (for a fourth order 
analysis) constants associated with each differential equation 
(continuity and energy) are calculated. At this point the 
temperature and concentration at a position advanced one interval 
unit into the char are calculated using equations (3-66) and (3-70), 
This technique is repeated to the second boundary of the
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problem. If a non-iterative set of boundary conditions is 
specified (i.e., one boundary completely specified), the solution 
to the energy equation is obtained in one cycle and the calcula­
tion of the pressure and heat flux distributions can be started.
If, however, a two point boundary value problem is being solved, 
a guessed value of the gradient must be used to start the solution. 
When the temperature at the front surface is calculated, it must 
be compared with the specified value. A calculated value which 
is too high or low requires an adjustment of the initial 
gradient and repetition of the entire procedure. Therefore, 
in addition to the Runge-Kutta logic, a convergence procedure 
to approach the known front surface temperature is also required.
Convergence Techniques for the Iterative Runge-Kutta Analysis; 
The specific convergence scheme used in the Iterative TEMPRE System 
is subdivided into three main parts. These include: (1) a 
gross correction procedure, (2) a fine correction procedure, 
and, (3) a limit or check procedure. Each method uses a 
simplified formula which bases the corrected adjustment on 
the relative overshoot or undershoot of the front surface 
temperature.
Gross Correction Procedure: This method is used when the
absolute value of the difference in the calculated and true 
front surface temperature exceeds a specified tolerance limit 
(usually s 5% of the specified front surface temperature). When
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this condition is met, adjustment of the initial slope is made 
using the following equation:
Tl ■ \
I' = Tl (1 + X [- « u e  . calculated (3 .7 3 )
new "old
true
where X is an adjustable parameter from 0 to 1.
Fine Correction Procedure: This method is employed when
the calculated front surface temperature falls between tolerance 
limits of 0.05 > 1 - T/T^ > 0.01 of the specified value or 
when two complete cycles have been calculated. In this case 
a more precise adjustment is used taking advantage of the pre­
vious calculations to rapidly approach the specified front tem­
perature and to prevent oscillations around that point. The 
specific equation used to adjust the initial gradient for the 
next iteration is:
T. T_
T' = T' ■ ^
0new
I + r  true calc, this cycle 1
old LTl _ \  J
calc, this cycle calc, last cycle 
[  ®last cycle ^this cyclej
Very good convergence is obtained with these simple equations
over a range of front surface temperatures between 1500 - 3000°F
2
and mass flux values between 0.00003 - 0,1 lb/ft -sec. Three
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iterations are required to obtain a solution within the stated 
tolerance range.
Limit or Check Procedure: A limit corresponding to a
2 0 % overshoot of the front surface temperature is used to 
terminate the calculations at any point within the char where 
this condition is violated, A reduction in the initial 
gradient is made according to equation (3-73) and the procedure 
is restarted.
In addition to the above, several checks are included in 
the Runge-Kutta analysis to insure the calculated and/or 
adjusted values of the gradient remain non-negative and non­
zero. The program logic includes an adjustment calculation 
similar to equation (3-73) which, on repeated violations, 
instructs the system to print pertinent information for diag­
nosis of the problem. With these simple adjustment equations, 
the iterative solution is obtained very quickly and with suffi­
cient accuracy to insure a good approximation to the real 
solution.
A comparison of the temperature profiles obtained for the 
frozen flow energy equation (3-29) at various interval sizes 
is presented in Table 3-6. Based on the presented results, an 
interval size of one hundred units (or 1/400 ths of an inch for 
a one-quarter thick char) was used.
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Table 3-6. Comparison of Various Runge-Kutta Increment Sizes
Variable Properties Model.
for the Frozen Flow
Dimensionless 
Char Distance
Temperature (°F) 
Runge-Kutta Increment Sizes (A)
(z/L) 10 50 1 0 0 400
0 . 0 500.0000 500.0000 500.0000 500.0000
0 . 2 631.4212 625.6282 625.4788 625.4202
0.4 824.2823 819.5501 819.4515 819.3908
0 . 6 1106.1787 1102.8111 1102.7770 1102.7141
0 . 8 1494.5636 1492.8853 1492.8260 1492.7604
1 . 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0
Conditions: W = 0.05 Ib/ft^-sec L = 0.0208 ft C = 0 . 8
Gas Composition: (Mole/Mole Gas)
CO = 0 .245 , CO^ = 0.046 , Ng = 0 .073, CH^ = 0. 570, CgHg = 0.068
Ln
w
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Numerical Solutions of the Heat Flux and Momentum Equations 
The heat flux and momentum equations are solved after a 
valid temperature profile is calculated. Both heat flux and 
pressure are uncoupled from the energy equation by considering 
the energy dissapation by PV work small in comparison with other 
modes of energy transfer in the system. The equations for the 
heat flux and pressure are first order differential equations 
with variable coefficients.
K T K+1
q = E r €W C X. dT + S H.R.dT (3-23)
i=l T P Pi  ^ i=l 1 1
P = {p^ + 2R (|^)(W)(^)dz + p(^)(W)^dz} (3-12)
' w w
A Simpson's Rule integration technique is used to obtain solutions 
for the integral terms in these equations. The general for­
mula for the Simpson's Rule analysis is (23):
1 / ”“ " ' 3 + 4 (fi + ^3 + + ^2n-l>
+ 2 (f, + + ...+ V 2 ) + £2„ ] -
nh^ f(4)
90
(3-75)
where ^  represents the truncation error.
In terms of the heat flux and pressure equations, the
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Simpson's Rule functions are:
'1 - T
ff dz = JP(^)(W) dz (3-77)
2 w
. ;«WXpXjdT (3-78)
Jfb d: = (3-79)
Once again the step-size is an important parameter that 
must be specified. A similar procedure as that described for 
the Runge-Kutta analysis to obtain the optimum value of the 
interval size was used. This minimizes the errors and maximizes 
the accuracy of the approximate solution. A comparison of the 
solutions for various step sizes as presented in Table 3-7. An 
interval size of twenty steps was used in this analysis. 
Calculation of the pressure profile within the char is made 
from the front surface where P = to the rear surface 
pressure. Results are reported as a pressure distribution and 
a surface heat flux which correspond to the total heat transferred 
within the char zone.
Summary of the Theoretical Development of the Equations of Change 
for Flow in the Char Zone
The equations of change (continuity, momentum, and energy)
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Table 3-7. Comparison of Various Simpson's Rule Increment Sizes for the Frozen
Flow, Variable Properties Model.
Dimensionless 
Char Distance
2
Pressure (lb/ft ) 
Simpson's Rule Increment Sizes
(z/L) 2 0 50 100 2 0 0
0 . 0 0 2175.5921 2175.5918 2175.5913 2175.5912
0.33 2173.4147 2173.4144 2173.4139 2173.4138
0.67 2168.7373 2168.7368 2168.7364 2173.7364
1 . 0 0 2160.0000 2160.0000 2160.0000 2160.0000
Conditions: W = 0.05 Ib/ft^-sec L = 0.0208 ft € = 0 . 8
Gas Composition: (Mole/Mole Gas)
CO = 0.245, COg = 0.046, CH^ = 0.570, Ng = 0.073, C.H, = 0.068 
6 6
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were developed for modeling the reacting flow of pyrolysis gases 
through the char zone of a charring ablator. The particular 
application to frozen, equilibrium, and non-equilibrium flow 
were discussed along with methods for determining the heat 
absorption by chemical reaction for the latter two models.
A free energy minimization technique was employed for calculating 
the composition and heat absorption resulting from chemical 
reactions assumed to occur at equilibrium.
For the non-equilibrium flow, a discussion of the importance 
of the particular reactions considered in the model, associated 
kinetic data and initial pyrolysis gas composition entering 
the char was presented.
Typical boundary conditions were presented which led to 
two separate solutions to the differential energy equation.
These were:
(1) The iterative solution which resulted by specifying 
the front and back surface temperatures with the gradient 
unknown at either location, and,
(2 ) the non-iterative solution obtained by specifying the 
temperature and temperature gradient (heat of pyrolysis) at the 
rear surface of the char. A fourth order Runge-Kutta numerical 
integration method was used to achieve the solution as a 
temperature distribution across the char.
Similarly, the momentum and heat flux equations were 
integrated using Simpson's Rule. The solutions were presented
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as a pressure distribution across the char and a heat flux at 
the char front surface. A fourth order Runge-Kutta integration 
of the species continuity equation, coupled with the energy 
equation, produced concentration gradients for each pyrolysis 
gas species as a function of the char distance.
Specific values of the solutions will be presented and 
compared with experimental data obtained on the Char Zone Thermal 
Environment Simulator in Chapter VI. A detailed presentation 
of the experimental apparatus and procedure follows in Chapters 
IV and V, respectively.
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CHAR ZONE THERMAL ENVIRONMENT SIMULATOR
Introduction
The experimental data presented in this study were 
obtained using an apparatus that simulated the flow of pyro­
lysis gases through the char layer of a charring ablator during 
reentry. Low density nylon-phenolic resin chars, graphite 
and carbon were obtained from the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration's Entry Structures Branch at the Langley 
Research Center. These specimens were placed in a metal 
holder with the front surface exposed to a bank of infrared 
quartz lamps used to simulate the high temperatures experi­
enced by a reentering vehicle. Simulated pyrolysis gases 
were passed through the char from the rear surface to the 
heated front surface. The exit gases were sampled and analyzed 
for comparison with the inlet gas composition to determine 
whether chemical reactions had occurred within the char. These 
results were also compared with the calculated exit gas 
compositions for frozen, equilibrium and non-equilibrium 
flow conditions in the TEMPRE system. This was the method 
used to determine the accuracy of the non-equilibrium model 
for predicting the heat transfer for the flow of reacting 
pyrolysis products in the char zone.
A schematic diagram of the Char Zone Thermal Environment 
Simulator is shown in Figure 4-1. For convenience, the system
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has been divided into five sections. These are:
(1) The Char Holder
(2) The Radiant Heating System
(3) The Pyrolysis Gas Feed and Sampling System
(4) The Analytical and Measuring Equipment
(5) The Radioactive Tracer System
Each of the above will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
Char Holder
The most important part of the experimental apparatus is 
the char holder. It was constructed to permit the heating of 
one surface to produce the temperature gradient experienced 
during reentry, an<i to flow simulated pyrolysis gases through 
the char with collection of the exit gases for chemical 
analysis. Comparison of the exit gas composition with the 
inlet values determined whether chemical reactions occurred 
within the char layer. Rapid cooling of the exit gases to 
prevent further thermal decomposition was another important 
feature of the design.
A sectional diagram of the holder is shown in Figure 4-2.
It was constructed of two steel pipes arranged in a concentric 
pattern. The outer section was six inches in diameter (O.D.) 
and five inches long. A five and three-eighths inch diameter 
by one-eighths inch thick quartz glass cover plate was attached 
to the front surface by a flange plate and two asbestos gaskets.
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The quartz glass plate sealed the holder on that face and 
was transparent to the radiant energy from the Infrared 
lamps. A rear plate eight Inches square was welded to the 
outer pipe. There was a four inch diameter (O.D.) slot cut 
in the center of this flange for mounting the inner pipe. 
Insertion of the inner section sealed the holder at the rear.
The outside portion of the larger pipe was coiled with 
one-quarter inch copper tubing and covered with Thermon T-63 
high temperature cement for maximum heat exchange. Water 
was used as the coolant. Also two one-quarter inch lines 
were located at the base of the larger pipe for the pyrolysis 
gases to flow from the annular to the sampling system.
The inner pipe was four inches in diameter (O.D.) and 
four and three-quarters inches long. The front surface was 
machined to hold a two inch diameter char specimen which 
was cemented in place with Mullite No. 67-751 or Sauereisan 
No. 29 cement. The rear surface had a one quarter inch 
machined lip used to seal the inner and outer sections of the 
holder. A rectangular plate was used to hold the inner section 
firmly in place. Two one-quarter inch lines were located in 
the rear flange of the inner pipe sections for entry of the 
simulated pyrolysis gas flow and back surface temperature 
measurement.
The char specimens were made from low density nylon-phe­
nolic resin composites which had been formed in the high
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voltage arc image furnaces at the Langley Research Center.
They were about two and one-half inches in diameter by one- 
quarter inch thick. These specimens were cut to give a 
cross sectional area of 0.5 to 1.5 square inches, and were 
mounted in a two inch diameter mold using Mullite or Sauereisan 
cement. The cement was inert and very stable at the elevated 
temperatures experienced during experimentation. In Figure 4-3 
the various steps in the molding procedure are illustrated.
High density nylon-phenolic resin composite chars, graphite 
and carbon specimens were mounted in the same manner. Â 
list of the various materials used is shown in Table 4-1.
Radiant Heating System
The radiant heating system was composed of several 
infrared, quartz heating elements (Figure 4-4) connected in 
delta on a three phase terminal block. A 220 volt (100 amp 
maximum current) power source was used to illuminate the 
lamps. The quantity, type and location of the elements from 
the specimen surface are listed in Table 4-2 for various ranges 
of front surface temperatures. The lamps were arranged in 
two staggered rows parallel to the specimen front surface.
The terminal blocks were constructed of nylon and, along with 
the metal lamp tips, were cooled by forcing dry air across 
these areas from a Le Koi, Model RXl, two stage compressor.
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Table 4-1. Identification and Properties of the Char and Graphite Specimens Tested in the
Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator.
POROUS MEDIUM
High Density 
Nylon-Phenolic 
Resin Char
Low Density 
Nylon-Phenolic 
Resin Char
High Pore 
Graphite - 
Grade 25
Low Pore 
Graphite - 
Grade 45
CODE IDENTIFICATION
LRC-HD-(xxx-xxxx)
LRC-LD-(xxx-xxxx)
LRC-HP-GR(y)-25
LRC-LP-GR(y)-45
AVERAGE
POROSITY
0.75
0.86
0.47
0.47
DENSITY, Ib/ff
APPARENT TRUE
22.4
13.1
91.7
92.9
64.4
65.0
PORE 
DIAMETER, |im
24
119
58
THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY 
AT 70°F 
BTU/ft-sec-°ï
0.5
0.4
1.0
1.0
Notes: (1) LRC indicates the supplier of the char and graphite specimens (Langley Research
Center -NASA).
(2) HD = High Density, LD = Low Density, HP = High Pore, LP = Low Pore, GR = Graphite.
(3) The notation in (xxx-xxxx) is additional LRC identification; e.g. C9-S102.
(4) The notation (y) is a code for the catalyst(s) used in a particular test run; 
a = Tungsten and Molybdenum Catalysts coated on the graphite specimen,
b = Bromine (Homogeneous) Catalyst fed with the pyrolysis gas mixture, 
c = Platinum Catalyst coated on the graphite specimen.
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Table 4-2. Heating Lamp Requirements and Description for Maintaining the Char Front
Temperature at a Specific Value.
LAMP TYPE
1000T3/CL
500T3/CL
1200T3/CL
DESIGN
VOLTAGE
240
120
144
OPERATING
VOLTAGE
204
204
204
FILAMENT
Tungsten
Tungsten
Tungsten
LENGTH, inches
OVERALL FILAMENT
13.81
8.81
8.81
10.0
5.0
6.0
LIFE
hr
QUANTITY
USED
15
15
TEMPERATURE 
RANGE,°F
1350-1750
1550-1800
1800-2300
INDEX 
TO RUNS
I-XII
XIII-XV
XVI-XXXII
Notes: (1) 500T3/CL lamps operated at double the rated voltage.
(2) 1200T3/CL lamps operated at one and one half the rated voltage.
(3) Temperature range is also a function of the air coolant flow rate. The above 
values are for an air flow rate that maintained the lamp terminals below 400°F.
(/)(/)
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Type THW 600 volt copper wire was used to connect the terminal 
leads to the main power supply switch. Figure 4-5 shows a 
complete electrical circuit diagram for the radiant heating 
system.
A reflector constructed of gold-plated aluminum was mounted 
on the rear, sides, top and bottom to concentrate the radiant 
energy on the specimen. The rear, top, and bottom sections 
were water cooled using three-eighths inch copper tubing with 
a Thermon T-63 cement coating for maximum heat exchange.
A one half inch hole was located in the rear reflector for the 
purpose of measuring the front surface temperature with an 
optical pyrometer. A complete sectional diagram of the 
radiant heating system is shown in Figure 4-6.
Pyrolysis Gas Feed and Sampling System
The compositions of the simulated pyrolysis gas used 
in the experiments are listed in Table 4-3. Several of the 
earlier experimental runs reported were made with a simulated 
pyrolysis gas composed of methane, hydrogen, carbon monoxide, 
carbon dioxide and nitrogen (1,2). Later experiments 
included water and phenol in addition to the above mentioned 
gas species (3,4,5). This last mixture required the construc­
tion of a two phase feed system (liquid water and phenol at
room temperature) with subsequent vaporization of the liquid
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Table 4-3. Simulated Pyrolysis Gas Mixtures Used in Experiments on the Char Zone Thermal
Environment Simulator.
Notes: (a) These gases were used to calibrate the gas chromatograph for analysis as products 
in the exit stream from the Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator.
(b) This feed mix was purchased from the Matheson Company as a pre-mix (gases only) 
containing 250 |j,c of carbon-14 labeled methane (6p,c per lb mole).
IDENTIFICATION SIMULATED PYROLYSIS GAS COMPOSITIONS (Mole %)
COMPONENT SUPPLIER GRADE FEED MIX 1 FEED MIX 2 FEED MIX 3 FEED MIX 4 FEED MIX 5^^^
CH4 Matheson 99.97c 32.5 43.6 46.3 6.7 6.7
-, Matheson 99.95% 37.2 35.0 31.7 33.4 33.4
CO Matheson 99.57, 8 . 2 4.9 5.5 3.7 3.7
CO Matheson 99.5% 6 . 6 2.9 2.5 1 . 1 1 . 1
Airco 99.7% 15.5 13.6 14.0 0 . 0 0 . 0
Matheson 99.0% - - - - -
Matheson 99.0% - - - - -
Airco 99.6% - - - - -
W
Merck Reagent 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 6 . 2 6 . 2
“2°
Distilled (COg free) 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 48.9 48.9
INDEX OF EXPERIMENTS I-IV V-XII XIII-XVIII XIX-XXVI XXVII-XXXII
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components prior to their entry into the char holder.
The gaseous portion of the pyrolysis products were pre­
mixed and stored in a two and one-half cubic foot gas cylinder 
at a pressure of 250-500 psig. The gas was pressure fed 
through a one-quarter inch copper tube to a rotameter located 
on the instrument board. The liquid components were likewise 
pressure fed from individually calibrated feed vessels. The 
liquid and gaseous streams entered the inner section of the 
char holder at a junction near the back of the apparatus. The 
temperature of the line and the holder were maintained above 
the boiling point of the liquid components.
The pyrolysis products flowed through the char and exited 
through the annular space. They then passed through an ice 
water-cooled gas-liquid separator where condensation of the 
unreacted water and phenol, as well as any liquid products, 
were collected and analyzed. The gaseous portion continued 
to a gas sampling manifold. This section was composed of 
a series of one hundred cubic centimeter pyrex sampling bombs 
mounted in parallel on the instrument board. A by-pass T 
line was used to divert the exit gas flow around the sampling 
bombs, such that these containers could be removed during an 
experiment and replaced with empty bombs. A wet test meter 
was used to measure the volumetric flow rate of the exit 
gas stream. Figure 4-7 is a photograph of the feed, exit
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gas and sampling sections of the apparatus.
The char holder and radiant heating systems were totally 
enclosed In a transite (sides, top and bottom) and plexiglass 
(doors) box which was connected to the laboratory hood with 
a four Inch diameter flexible pipe.
Analytical and Measuring Equipment
Temperature ; There were several locations In the system 
where temperature measurements were made during an experiment. 
These are Indicated In Figure 4-1. In all locations except 
the front char surface, Iron-constantan thermocouples were 
used. The front surface char temperature was measured with 
a Leeds and Northrup Model 8891c Rayotube total radiation 
pyrometer. The pyrometer focused on a one-quarter Inch 
diameter section of the front char surface at a distance of 
ten Inches from the sighting element. A one-half Inch hole 
was cut In the back section of the reflector plate to allow 
focusing on the char surface. A Leeds and Northrup Speedomax 
H recorder was used to monitor the front surface temperature.
A Leeds and Northrup Model 1549172 Galvonometer was used to 
measure the temperature of the other locations. The accuracy 
of the thermocouple measurements were checked to + 2%, and 
the optical pyrometer to + 1% at a maximum temperature of 
2500°F. Calibration of the temperature measuring equipment 
was made at various Intervals prior to experimental runs.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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Pressure; The pressure drop across Che char was measured 
with a U-tube manometer. Water was used as a manometer fluid 
and readings of + 0.05 inches (of water) were obtainable. 
Pressure gauges were located at the top of the liquid feed 
vessels and in the process feed line to make certain the 
pressure gradient was sufficient to maintain flow from the 
vessels. Figure 4-1 indicates the location of the various 
pressure measuring devices used.
Metering: The flow rate of the gaseous portion of the
pyrolysis products was measured using one of two rotameters.
A Fischer-Porter Model FP 1/2-21-G-10/83 (2.55 scfm air) 
rotameter tube was used for high flow conditions and a 
Schutte-Koernig Model SK 1/8-15-C-5 (0.5 scfm air) rotameter 
tube was used in low flow applications. Calibration of these 
meters were made with air and helium flow using an American
0.1 cubic foot per hour wet test meter. The rotameter 
values were readable to + 2% of scale.
Liquid flow was metered using calibrated twelve inches long 
by one quarter inch diameter (I.D.) Fischer-Porter glass 
cylinders. These tubes were calibrated with water and were 
readable to + 1% of scale. These vessels were rated at a 
30 psig working pressure.
A 0.1 cubic foot per hour wet test meter was used to 
measure the volumetric flow rate of the gas portion of the
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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total product stream. This was done to obtain a material 
balance on the system. Material balances for the experimental 
runs were within 95-102% unless otherwise indicated on the 
experimental data sheets in Appendix D .
Gas Analysis ; The collected exit gases from the char 
layer were analyzed on a Packard Model 7800 gas chromatograph 
equipped with a Model 871 proportional temperature controller 
and a Model 836 power supply. A Model 802 dual column oven was 
also included in the chromatographic system. Figure 4-8 is a 
photograph of the analytical equipment.
Two columns were used to determine the composition of 
the sampled gases. A nine foot by one quarter inch diameter 
column packed with Hewlett-Packard BPL-20 activated charcoal 
was used to determine hydrogen, carbon monoxide and methane 
compositions. A typical scan of the various gas species is 
shown in Figure 4-9. Approximately fourteen minutes were 
required to obtain a complete scan.
The second column was a six foot by one quarter inch glass 
column packed with Porapak S manufactured by Waters Associates, 
Incorporated. This column separated methane, carbon dioxide, 
ethylene, acetylene and ethane. A typical scan for these 
species is shown in Figure 4-10. Approximately seventeen 
minutes were required to complete this analysis.
Duplicate and triplicate samples were used to obtain an
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average composition. Normalization of the results from the 
two columns was made using methane gas as a reference. A 
Honeywell Electronik 16 recorder was used to record the peaks 
from the gas chromatographic system.
The accuracy of the gas chromatographic analysis was 
reported as the standard deviation at a ninety-five per cent 
confidence limit. Two different deviations are listed in 
Table 4-4. These are the analytical deviation which determines 
the accuracy of the gas chromatographic analysis and the 
sampling plus analytical deviation which defines the overall 
accuracy of the system. The closeness of the two deviations 
indicates the reproduceability of the sampling procedure.
Liquid Analysis; The separated liquid phase from the exit 
stream was analysed for phenol content by a two-step titrametric 
analysis. This procedure, outlined in ASTM Bulletin D 2145 (6 ), 
involved the reaction of the aqueous phenol solution with 
excess bromine to form tribromophenol according to the following 
reaction:
O 0H Excess
OH
Br (4-1)
The excess bromine was then mixed with potassium iodide forming 
free iodine.
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Table 4-4. Standard Deviation of the Gas Chromatographic Analyses.
RANGE OF COMPOSITIONS STANDARD DEVIATION AT A 95%VjAo UUMrVM CM i ANALYZED (Mole %) CONFIDENCE LIMIT
SAMPLING PLUS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ONLY
Hydrogen 34 - 71 + 1.64 + 1.31
Methane 12 - 45 + 1.34 + 1.33
Carbon Monoxide 3 - 1 7 t 1.14 + 0.92
Carbon Dioxide 2 - 9 + 0.82 + 0.58
Ethylene 0 . 2  - 1 . 1 + 0 . 2 0 -
Acetylene 0.2 - 1.5 + 0.18 -
Nitrogen 1 2 - 16 - + 1.08
Overall Analysis - + 1 . 0 2 + 0.97
00
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2KBr + I2 (4-2)
The free iodine was then titrated with a standard sodium 
thiosulfate solution to a starch indicator end point. The 
amount of bromine substitution to the phenol ring determined 
the phenol concentration in solution. Any polymerized or 
oxidized phenols were assumed to be present in small concentration 
and were accounted for as equivalent phenol. Results were 
accurate to + 0.7 per cent at a 95% confidence limit for a 
range of concentrations from 2% to 70%.
Radioactive Tracer Analyses
In addition to the above analytical procedures, radioactive 
tracer analyses of the exit stream were made to determine:
(1) the gas and/or liquid products formed from the 
degradation of a certain carbon-14 labeled species in the 
simulated pyrolysis gas (i.e., methane and phenol), and,
(2 ) the extent of carbon deposition within the 
porous char. These analyses determined the degree of thermal 
decomposition of methane and/or phenol to carbon and lower 
molecular weight gases.
A Packard Instrument Company Model 2002 liquid scintillation 
spectrometer with a Model 280A precision ratemeter was used in
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the analysis, A Model 325Trl-Carb combustion furnace was used 
to combust the separated gas components as they exited the gas 
chromatographic column to carbon dioxide and water. Facilities 
for counting carbon-14 (labeled COg combustion products) 
and tritium (labeled obtained by reducing H^O with iron at 
elevated temperatures) were available in this system. The 
equipment is shown in Figure 4-11.
Radioactivity of the Separated Gas Chromato graph ic 
Effluent Stream: The purpose of this analysis was to determine
which gas products were formed from the thermal degradation of 
carbon-14 labeled methane and/or phenol contained in a simulated 
pyrolysis gas stream. The analysis involved the combustion of 
each separated gas component to carbon dioxide and water. 
Complete combustion was achieved by passing the gases over 
copper oxide pellets at a controlled temperature of 750°F.
Water was removed by absorption in a six inch by one-quarter 
inch diameter tube packed with Aquasoro^. The dry carbon 
dioxide was then bubbled through three cubic centimeters of 
1 molar hyamine hydroxide (in methanol) solution for absorption 
and eventual analysis in the liquid scintillation spectrometer.
A static counting procedure was used for periods of twenty 
minutes or greater. Comparison of the radioactivity of each 
collected sample corresponding to a gas chromatographic peak 
produced the desired data identifying which species were 
formed from the labeled pyrolysis gas component. The relative
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□
(D Combustion Oven Q  Rate Meter Q  Scintillator 
©  Sample Compartment Recorder
Figure 4-11. Photograph of the Liquid Scintillation 
Spectrometer.
Photo by J. R, Langley
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intensity of the radioactive level of each sample gave a 
qualitative indication of its concentration with respect to 
the total concentration measured by the gas chromatographic 
analysis. Figure 4-12 is a typical radioactive analysis plot 
of the separated gas species.
Radioactivitv of Solid Carbon and Liquid Products; It was 
also important in this research to determine the extent of 
carbon deposition within the char layer. One method to obtain 
this information involved the use of carbon-14 labeled methane 
and/or phenol which deposited radioactive carbon within the 
char as a result of thermal degradation of the simulated 
pyrolysis products. Analysis of the char specimen for 
radioactivity determined the extent of deposition.
Combustion of the char specimen in a muffle combustion fur­
nace with dry air at 1400 - 1600°F produced carbon dioxide which 
was absorbed in a one molar hyamine hydroxide (in a methanol) 
solution. A diagram of the equipment is shown in Figure 4-13. 
Sectioning of the char prior to combustion was used as a means 
of determining deposition as a function of char depth. This 
information was used to locate the position (and thus temperature) 
where carbon deposition became significant. This also indicated 
the position where chemical reactions occur. A typical profile 
is shown in Figure 4-14.
Liquid product (or unreacted liquid pyrolysis components)
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samples were also analysed for radioactivity to determine the 
extent of chemical reaction (conversion of the labeled pyrolysis 
component) within the char. Injection of the liquid sample into 
the inlet side of the Tri-Carb combustion furnace, with water 
absorption and COg collection for radioactive monitoring was 
the technique used. In this way the effects of color and 
water quenching were eliminated (7).
Accuracy of the Radioactive Analyses: The accuracy of the
liquid scintillation spectrometer is measured as a standard 
deviation and is approximately equal to the square root of 
the number of counts above background at a 6 8% confidence 
limit.
a .  N'/Z (4-3)
The percent error is calculated as the standard deviation 
divided by the number of counts times one hundred.
% error = 100 ('4-4)
The percent error is thus reduced by increasing the number of 
counts per sample. In the case of this research where a large 
system dilution was experienced, counting times up to 1 0 0  
minutes were made to increase the counts, and thus reduced the
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error. The background count of the scintillation fluor solution 
used in the radioactive tracer analysis varied between 15-20 cpm. 
The background count for each vial was calculated as the 
average of six replicate measurements for a period of 1 0 0  
minutes each. The smallest counts above background were 
approximately 2 0 cpm courted for 1 0 0 minutes giving 2 0 0 0  
counts. The percent error for this case would be:
% error = )lOO =   x 1 0 0 = 2 .2%
(4-5)
which is an unusually large value. However, these levels were 
encountered only in gas samples which had been collected after 
being separated by gas chromatographic analysis. For the 
purpose of indicating which products were produced from certain 
simulated pyrolysis products, the calculated error did not 
significantly affect the outcome of the analysis. This is 
indicated in Figure 4-12 in which the measured radioactivity 
of each separated species is plotted vs. retention time. The 
dotted lines indicate the standard deviation of the measured 
values.
For the case of solid and liquid samples, the counts 
obtained per sample were always in excess of 1 0 , 0 0 0  counts.
The percent error at 10,000 counts is 1.0% and the standard 
deviation at the 6 8% confidence limit is + 1 0 0 counts.
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A more detailed discussion of the random error associated 
with materials undergoing radioactive decay can be found in 
the work of Wang and Willis (8 ).
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V. OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR THE CHAR ZONE 
THERMAL ENVIRONMENT SIMULATOR
The procedure used for all experiments with the Char 
Zone Thermal Environment Simulator considered safety as the 
prime requisite. The recommendations for safe handling of 
hazardous materials outlined in Dangerous Properties of 
Industrial Materials by N. I. Sax (1) and "Chemical Safety 
Data Sheets" by the Manufacturing Chemists' Association (2,3,4) 
were used as guides. Proper ventilation of the laboratory 
and various safety devices including exhaust hoods, eye wash 
basin, safety shower, fire extinguisher and self-contained 
breathing equipment were available and employed.
The experimental procedure for the operation of the Char 
Zone Thermal Environment Simulator is divided into five main 
portions for convenience. These are:
(1) Pre-startup phase
(2) Startup phase
(3) Experimental phase
(4) Shutdown phase
(5) Analytical phase
These will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
Pre-startup Phase
The pre-startup phase involved a one hour check period of
199
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the apparatus and auxiliary equipment. During this time the 
following items were checked:
(1) Insertion of the char holder section was made with 
proper allignment,
(2) Pressure and leak testing of all process lines, feed 
vessels and sampling containers were made.
(3) All recorders and other measuring devices were 
properly installed and tested.
(4) Coolant air and water lines were checked for proper 
operation and sufficient volumes.
(5) Vent system and safety equipment were operative. 
After these items were satisfactorily checked, the second 
phase of the procedure was started.
Startup Phase
This phase of the procedure dealt with the final adjust­
ments to the system prior to the experimental phase. During 
this period the equipment was subjected to full power with 
on-line checking of the recorders and process supply lines.
The following items were checked during this phase:
(1) Helium (or Argon) gas at the experimental flow rate 
level was started.
(2) Temperature recorders and other measuring devices 
were turned on.
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(3) Water flow to the reflector (and outer char holder 
section when needed) was turned on.
(4) Air flow to the terminal block cooling system was 
turned on.
(5) Sample bombs were evacuated and inserted into the 
sampling manifold.
(6 ) Hood vent system was adjusted to pull directly 
from the apparatus hood section with total exhaust 
through the vent stack.
(7) Heating lamps were turned on.
At this point a final check was made to make certain the 
pyrometer was focused on the char surface and the temperature 
was recording properly. Several on-line checks of the pressure 
drop, terminal block temperatures and flow rates were made 
to make certain that operation was normal. This phase of 
the procedure continued until the front and back surface 
temperatures were constant. At this point the experimental 
phase started.
Experimental Phase
The experimental phase began when simulated pyrolysis 
gas and liquid species were substituted for the helium (or 
Argon) flow in the system. An additional check period was 
made for temperatures to return to steady state (about 5-7
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minutes). Data were recorded and sampling of the exit gases 
and liquids were made at three to five minute intervals during 
the run. The total time for a normal experimental run was 
from fifteen to twenty minutes in length.
Additional runs were made by changing conditions and 
allowing sufficient time for the system to again reach steady 
state. During this waiting period the exit gases were by­
passed around the sampling manifold and the gas sampling 
containers from the previous run were exchanged with empty 
bombs. This procedure was continued for a maximum of one 
hour and thirty minutes total run time. This maximum was 
set to decrease the possibility of severe damage to the heating 
system and the char holder.
Shutdown Phase
The termination of the experimental phase was made by 
following the outlined procedure listed below:
(1) The pyrolysis gas flow was stopped and helium (or
argon) flow was begun.
(2) The exit gas was by-passed around the sampling 
manifold.
(3) The lamps were turned off.
(4) All flows were left on until a temperature of
200°F or less was attained by the char holder.
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(5) All recorders and other measuring devices were 
turned off.
(6) All flows were stopped.
(7) The hood system was placed in the normal operating 
condition with the apparatus hood isolated from 
the system.
(8) Equipment and recorder pens were cleaned and stored 
for the next experiment.
(9) The char holder, lamps and reflector were inspected 
for damage after removing and labeling the char 
specimens for char density analysis.
The entire experimental procedure required between three 
and four hours of preparation and run time, excluding the 
analytical phase of the operation. This part was done 
separately and usually required a one to two day period 
for a one hour experiment.
Analytical Phase
The analytical procedures are subdivided into four areas. 
These are the gas analysis, the liquid analysis, the char 
analysis and the radioactive analyses. Each procedure will 
be discussed separately in the following paragraphs.
Gas Analyses; In order to obtain accurate analyses of the 
gas collected from the Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator,
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the gas chromatograph must be calibrated for the type and 
concentration of each gas component contained in the sample. 
Reagent grade gases (see Table 4-3) were used for this purpose 
and calibration by the peak area technique was employed.
Calibration Procedure ; The equipment used to calibrate 
the gas chromatograph is shown in Figure 5-1. The method involved 
the introduction of a pure gas sample into the gas sampling 
valve of the chromatograph through valve A with all other valves 
closed. After a sufficient flow of gas was noted exiting the 
system through the water "bubbler", valve A was closed and valves 
B and C opened. A vacuum pump was used to evacuate the system 
to a specific pressure measured with the manometer. At that 
point the manometer reading was recorded and the sample injected. 
The mole percent of the pure gas in the sampling loop was 
calculated as:
Mole % = /Barometer - .^ Manqm ^ ery^Q (5-1)
Barometer
A plot of the peak area as a function of the mole percent pure 
gas injected into the chromatograph gave the calibration 
curve desired. An example calibration curve for methane is 
shown in Figure 5-2. In order to cover the entire range of 
concentrations obtained during the experimental program, it 
was necessary, in some cases, to calibrate for the sample gas
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Methane Calibration: 
Sensitivity 50 mv
Column Poropac S
Total Pressure 30.2 in Hg 
Flow Rate 21.5 cc/min 
Colm. Temp. 150°F
Inlet Temp. 165°F
Outlet Temp. 180°F
Detector Temp. 165°F
Bridge Current 175 ma
Carrier Gas Argon
Calibration Date:
O  12/25/68 
O  1/5/69
j 1---1---L
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Mole % Methane
100
Figure 5-2. Typical Calibration Curve for Methane on the
Poropac S Column.
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component at various chromatograph sensitivities. Once these 
curves had been prepared, however, it was a simple procedure 
to calculate the composition of gas samples accurately and 
quickly.
Determination of Reproducibilitv: The gas analyses were
regularly checked for reproducibility. One of two techniques
were used. First, injection of a pure gas used to calibrate 
the instrument was made and the peak area vs. concentration was 
compared with the calibration curve. Agreement within the 
accuracy limitations of the system constituted a reproducible 
analysis.
Secondly, a standard sample, (i.e., one which contained 
all gas components at or near the expected concentrations in 
typical exit gas samples), was injected into the chromatograph 
with comparison against the actual composition of the mixture. 
Again, an analysis within the tolerable limits constituted a 
reproducible analysis.
Each of the above methods were used frequently to insure 
the proper and accurate operation of the instrument. Recali­
bration of the system was repeated when either of the above 
tests failed to reproduce the standard analyses.
Samp1ing Technique; In addition to errors caused by changes 
in the system, quite often changes in sampling technique 
produced non-reproducible analyses. The particular chromatographic
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system was equipped to minimize the error associated with 
varying sample size by using two one cubic centimeter sampling 
loops. These loops where connected by a Carle Sampling Valve, 
Model No. 2014, which alternately filled one loop with a gas 
sample while sweeping the other loop with carrier gas to the 
detector of the gas chromatograph for analysis.
Gas samples were introduced into the loops by forcing 
mercury into the containers from the bottom. This compressed 
the gases in the container such that flow into the sampling 
valve was obtained by opening the top stopcock. This method 
proved far superior to the gas bladder method of injection 
with regard to leaks and ease of handling. The operating 
procedure for the gas chromatograph is standard information 
and reference is made to Figures 4-9 and 4-10 for the 
operating conditions used in this research.
Liquid Analysis; The method for determining phenol in 
aqueous solutions is reported in ASTM Bulletin D 2145 (5).
A summary of that procedure follows.
Preparation of Standard Solutions; The following standard 
solutions are required in the analysis for phenol in aqueous 
solutions.
1. Bromide-Bromate solution is made by dissolving 
10.2 grams of KBr and 2.8 grams of KBrO^ in water with dilution 
to one liter.
2. Hydrochloric acid solution is made by mixing an
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equal volume of concentrated HCl (sp. gr. 1.19) with water.
3. Potassium Iodide solution is made by dissolving 
150 grams of KI in water with dilution to 1 liter.
4. Sodium Thiosulfate standard solution is made 
by dissolving 25.0 grams of NSgSgOg • SHgO in boiling water.
Add 0.1 gram of Na^CO^ to the cooled solution to stabilize 
and dilute to one liter. Standardize at frequent intervals to 
insure an accurate normality.
5. Starch solution is made by titrating 5 grams of 
soluble starch and five to ten milligrams of Hgig with three 
to five milliliters of water. Add the suspension to one liter 
of boiling water and boil for five to ten minutes. Decant the 
clear supernatant after cooling.
Analytical Procedure: The analytical procedure for phenol
determination follows:
1. Accurately weigh 0,5 - 0.6 grams of the aqueous 
phenol solution into a five hundred milliliter volumeters
flask. (Take larger samples if the concentration is less
than 85%).
2. Mark two 250 ml. iodine flasks as "blank" and 
two as samples. Plpet 50 ml. of the sample solution into each 
flask marked "blank". Pipet 50 ml. of bromide-bromate solution
into each flask. Measure 10 ml. of the HCl solution with a small
graduate. Add the contents to one of the flasks all at once and 
stopper quickly sealing the top by pouring 5 mis. of KI solution
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into the neck surrounding the glass stopper. Swirl vigorously 
for thirty seconds. Repeat for the remaining three flasks.
3. Allow each flask to stand undisturbed for ten 
minutes. Cool in an ice bath for one minute. Loosen the stopper 
and allow the first solution to flow into the flask. Shake for 
thirty seconds. Add KI in the neck, recool, allow the second to 
enter the flask and shake again for thirty seconds. Repeat once 
more. (A brown color in the vapor space of the flask after
each treatment indicates free bromine. The addition of KI 
until the bromine color is no longer visible indicates successful 
reaction with KI.)
4. Rinse the stopper and flask walls with water. 
Titrate the solution with NSgSgOg. When the color changes 
to pale yellow, add five ml. of starch solution. Continue 
titrating to a clear (from blue) end point.
5. The phenol concentration in the original sample 
is calculated using the following equation:
Phenol a
[(Normality of NagSgOg) x 1.569 grams of original sample -* (5 -2 )
The standard deviation was calculated as 0.7% at a 95% confidence 
limit over a phenol concentration range of 2 - 70%.
Char Analysis : In order to analyze the char specimens
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removed from the Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator for
radioactivity, combustion to water and COg followed by
14absorption of the labeled (C ) CO^ was required. To do this,
a muffler combustion furnace was used. Char specimens were
placed in the combustion tube at 1500°F and dry air was passed
over the carbon for 2 to 3 hours. The exit gas was passed
through a water absorber and then a COg absorber for subsequent
radioactive monitoring.
In this study, the carbon deposition as a function of
char depth was desired. To accomplish this experimentally,
thin slices of the specimen were removed by lightly passing
them over emery paper. The collected "fines" were placed
in the combustion tube after recording the weight loss of the
original char. This procedure was repeated for up to seven
14
to ten sections with collection of the CO^ (C labeled) exit 
gas after combustion of each section. The samples were then 
prepared for radioactive analysis.
Radioactive Analysis: All radioactive analyses were made
using gases combusted in either the Tri-Carb Furnace (gas 
chromatographic systems) or the muffler combustion furnace 
(chars) for higher counting efficiencies (6). Samples were 
collected in 1 molar hyamine hydroxide (in methanol) solution 
with subsequent dilution in standard scintillation fluor. The 
following procedures were used for each analysis.
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Préparât ion of the Scintillation Fluor; The concentrated 
liquid scintillation solution was made by dissolving 125 
grams of 2,5-diphenyloxozole (PPO) and 2,5 grams of 1,4- 
bis-2(4-methyl-5-Phenyloxozolyl)-benzene in pure toluene 
diluted to one liter. Both compounds were obtained from the 
Packard Instrument Company.
The scintillation fluor used in the radioactive analysis 
was made by adding 1 ml. of the concentrated solution to 
twenty-four milliliters of toluene.
Radioactive Gas Analyses: The effluent stream from the
gas chromatograph was monitored for radioactivity to ascertain
the products and quantities of materials formed from the original 
14
C labeled species in the simulated pyrolysis gas. The effluent 
gas was passed through test tubes containing about 3 cc of 
1 molar hyamine hydroxide (in methanol) solution. At 1/2 and/or 
1 minute intervals, the test tubes were changed, thus producing 
a discrete sampling pattern of the effluent gas. This was 
continued for the entire length of the gas chromatogram. The 
contents of the test tube were emptied into the scintillation 
fluor solution for radioactive counting. Comparison of the 
radioactivity in each test tube with the gas chromatogram, 
produced the necessary identification of the components formed 
from reactions of the labeled species in the simulated pyrolysis 
gas. Repeated injection of the same gas sample was often done
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to concentrate the radioactive level in the separate test tubes. 
Approximately thirty minutes between injections were required 
to reduce the radioactivity in the system to a non-contamination 
level. Counting for 100 minutes was made to decrease the error 
of the analysis.
Radinactive Liquid and Char Analyses; The liquid and char 
radioactive analyses were identical to the gas analyses. The 
only exceptions were:
(1) the liquid sample was injected by syringe (1-10^1) 
into the gas chromatographic column instead of entering through 
the sampling loop,
(2) the entire combusted effluent stream from the 
liquid and char combustions were collected in only one container 
for radioactive counting,
(3) for the char samples, the muffler combustion 
furnace was used instead of the Tri-Carb furnace to combust 
the solid carbon or graphite.
Disposal of Radioactive Samples: All samples containing
radioactive carbon in the gaseous state were disposed through 
the laboratory hood designed specifically for that purpose 
according to Handbook 53 of the U.S. Department of Commerce and 
approved by the university's health physicist. Liquid samples 
and samples in scintillator fluor were collected in a special 
container for disposal by the L.S.U. Nuclear Science Center. No 
solid samples were retained in that state. All char specimens were
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combusted to CO^ and H^O with complete absorption of the labeled 
carbon dioxide in 1 molar hyamine hydroxide (in methanol) solution.
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VI. RESULTS OF THE NON-EQUILIBRIUM ANALYSIS OF PYROLYSIS 
GAS FLOW IN THE CHAR ZONE
Introduction
The results of the non-equilibrium analysis for pyrolysis 
gas flow in the char zone are presented in this chapter. In 
order to obtain solutions to the equations of change, the 
important chemical reactions occurring within the char; and, 
the pyrolysis gas composition entering at the back surface must 
be specified. The first part of this discussion is, therefore, 
devoted to the methods of selecting the correct initial compo­
sition and important chemical reactions for non-equilibrium flow.
This is followed by the solutions of the energy, momentum, 
heat flux and species continuity equations with comparisons to 
the experimental data obtained in the Char Zone Thermal Enviorn- 
ment Simulator. Low density nylon-phenolic resin chars formed 
under simulated reentry conditions in arc jets at the Langley 
Research Center were used in this phase of the research. In 
this way the accuracy of the non-equilibrium model for predicting 
the real behavior is determined. Further comparisons with the 
two limiting models of frozen and equilibrium flow are made to 
determine the relative accuracy of each model in predicting the 
energy transfer in the char layer. This is followed by a 
detailed parametric study in which the three flow models are
215
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compared over a wide range of mass flux, heat of pyrolysis and 
front surface temperature values.
In subsequent sections, the reacting flow of the simulated 
pyrolysis gases through porous graphite will be compared with 
data obtained using chars formed from low density nylon- 
phenolic resin composites. The ability of the non-equilibrium 
flow model to accurately predict the behavior in each medium 
will justify the study of carbon deposition and pyrolysis gas 
decomposition using radioactive tracer technology with the more 
readily available and workable simulated char specimens.
The effect of homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysts 
on the chemical reaction rates and product distributions will 
also be determined and compared with the non-catalytic data.
In this way the feasibility of adding small quantities of compounds 
that catalytically affect the heat absorption at lower tempera­
tures can be determined.
Finally, a study of the effect of air injection at the front 
char surface is discussed. This work was aimed at determining 
the extent of combustion of the porous media at temperatures 
between 1500 - 2000°F.
Non-Equilibrium Flow of Pyrolysis Gases in the Char Zone
The non-equilibrium flow analysis describes the actual 
behavior within the char zone in which pyrolysis gases and char
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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react chemically at finite reaction rates. In order to accurately 
predict this behavior, the pyrolysis gas composition entering 
the char layer and the important chemical reactions and corres­
ponding rate data must be available. The following sections 
discuss the development of this essential information.
Pyrolysis Products Entering the Char Zone: In order to
simulate analytically and experimentally the char zone during 
ablation, a very accurate description of the pyrolysis products 
resulting from the thermal degradation of low density, nylon- 
phenolic resins must be known. Although this has been the topic 
of a great deal of research (1 ,2 ,3,4,5), the inability to deter­
mine the chemical composition of varying quantities of liquid 
residues prevented an accurate description needed in a non­
equilibrium flow analysis. The gas species (near room tempe­
rature) were identified, however, and these formed the basis 
of early experimental and analytical studies of the char layer 
phenomena (6,7,8,9,10). Some typical analyses are shown in 
Table 6-1 for these studies.
Notable advances were made by Nelson (1) and Sykes (2,3) 
in which a large portion of the unidentified liquid residue was 
analysed. Their methods included pyrolysis gas chromatography, 
differential thermal analysis and thermogravimetric analysis of 
nylon-phenolic resin, silicone elastomers, and composites of 
these polymers. Typical analyses are presented in Table 6-2.
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Table 6-1. Pyrolysis Product Composition Resulting From the Thermal Degradation of Nylon- 
Phenolic Resin Composites Excluding High Molecular Weight Species.
Computed Equilibrium Composition Experimentally Determined Composition
Mole % Mole %
Component Kratsch (6) del Valle (10) Freidman (7) Shulman (5) Beecher and Rosenweig (9)
540°F 1540°F 2540°I 440°I 980°F 1290 °F 1470 2190 °F
Carbon Monoxide 23.8 31.6 20.4 0 . 0 1.9 11.5 4.0 1 2 . 0
Carbon Dioxide 4.5 0 . 0 0 . 0 1.5 3.4 2.3 0.3 0 . 0
Nitrogen 7.0 6.3 2.3 8 . 1 6.3 0 . 1 0 . 0 0 . 0
Hydrogen 0 . 0 5.6 47.4 1.5 43.2 25.2 13.0 54.0
Hydrogen Cyanide 0 . 0 1 . 0 4.1 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 30.0 0 . 0
Methane 57.4 45.4 3.0 56.4 26.2 4.3 1.5 1 2 . 0
Ammonia 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 4.3 13.0 0 . 0
Water 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 32.5 19.0 16.1 38.0 1 2 . 0
Diacetylene 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
Acetone 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.7 0 . 0 0 . 0
Acetylene 0 . 0 1 . 1 2 2 . 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 11.5 0 . 0 0 . 0
Cresol 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.9 2.5
Phenol 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 2.5
Ethane 0 . 6 0 . 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 2 0 . 0
Ethylene 0 . 0 4.4 0 . 6 0 . 0 0 . 0 14.7 0 . 0
Benzene 6.7 4.4 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 . 0 0 . 0
Toluene 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.5 0 . 0 5.0
Xylene 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.3 0 . 0
Propane 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 1.4 0 . 0
Isopropanol 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 . 6 0 . 0 -
Totals 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0
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Table 6-2. Pyrolysis Products Resulting From the Thermal Degradation of Nylon-Phenolic 
Resins Including the Identified High Molecular Weight Species.
Component ^
Sykes (3) Mole % (Nylon-Phenolic Resin) Sykes (2) Mole 7. 
(Phenolic Resin Only)
y Flash Pyrolysis at 
800° C
By Pyrolysis at 50°C 
Increments to 800-900 °C
Phenol 8 . 0 7.6 6.7
Methylphenol 4.0 4.0 2 . 1
Dimethylphenol 2 . 8 3.2 0 . 0
Trimethylphenol 2.4 2.7 0 . 0
Benzene 0.4 0.4 0 . 2
Toluene 0 . 0 0.3 0.4
Cyclopentanone 1 . 2 2.4 0 . 0
Hydrogen 30.2 32.2 47.1
Methane 3.8 4.0 9.4
Carbon Monoxide 5.3 3.6 5.2
Carbon Dioxide 1 2 . 1 6 . 8 1.5
Water 2 0 . 1 23.3 2 2 . 0
Ammonia 0 . 8 0.4 0 . 0
Unidentified 9.2 1 0 . 1 5.2
Totals 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0
C/)
C/)
ro
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The identification of these previously unknown species (i.e., 
phenol, cresol, xylene, etc.) was valuable information in the 
formulation of an accurate non-equilibrium flow analysis for 
flow in the char zone.
In this research, the analyses of Sykes (2) were used with 
one modification. The identified cyclic compounds, e.g. cresol, 
xylene, which were 3% by weight of the total, were considered 
to be phenol. This was done to reduce the experimental 
difficulties encountered with the metering of liquid phases 
in the Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator, and, to keep 
the total number of species in the system to a small, but repre­
sentative size. In so doing, the composition was adjusted to 
the values listed in Table 6-3.
To determine whether this simulated gas represented the 
actual pysolysis products at the back surface, an energy balance 
was made using experimental heats of pyrolysis (1 ,2 ) and com­
bustion (1 0 ) data for the virgin plastic materials, and the 
heats of formation of the simulated gas species (12). The 
results, presented in Table 6-4 and discussed in detail in 
Appendix G, indicate the reliability of the simulation. A 
calculated value of the heat of pyrolysis of 213 BTU/lb was 
within the experminetal accuracy of the reported value ( 2 0 0 +
20 BTU/bl) as shown in Table 6-4. The various simulated 
pyrolysis product compositions used in the experimental studies
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Table 6-3. Composition of the Simulated Pyrolysis Products as Compared with the Analyses 
of Sykes(2) for the Thermal Degradation of Low Density Nylon-Phenolic Resins.
Component
Composition (Mole 7^
Analysis of Sykes (2) Simulated Pyrolysis Products 
(This Research)
Dimethylphenol 1 . 2 -]
Phenol 4.7 6 . 2
Benzene 0 . 1
Toluene 0 . 2 —  —
Water 48.9 48.9
Carbon Dioxide 1 . 1 1 . 1
Carbon Monoxide 3.7 3.7
Methane 6.7 6.7
Hydrogen 33.4 33.4
Totals 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0
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Table 6-4. Comparison of the Experimental Heat of Pyrolysis with Calculated Values Based 
on Heats of Formation of the Reported Pyrolysis Gas Components. (3).
Component
Name
Weight Fraction by: Average Weight 
Fraction, x^
Xi^^Hfpi
BTU/lb
^Pmean ^  ^  
BTU/lbFlash 50° Inc.
Phenol 0.124 0 . 1 1 2 0.118 - 49 34
Methylphenol 0.067 0.061 0.063 - 33 18
Dimethylphenol 0.049 0.052 0.051 - 29 14
Trimethylphenol 0.040 0.042 0.041 - 25 12
Benzene 0.004 0 . 0 0 1 0.003 2 2
Toluene 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 1 1 1
Cyclopentanone 0.019 0.039 0.029 - 18 9
Hydrogen 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 34
Methane 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 - 2 0 1 0
Carbon Monoxide 0.025 0.016 0 . 0 2 1 - 18 6
Carbon Dioxide 0.087 0.047 0.067 - 36 5
Water 0.059 0.066 0.062 -258 23
Ammonia 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 2 - 2 2
Unidentified* 0.173 0.173 0.173 - 72 51
Carbon Residue - 0.340 133 99
1 . 0 0 0 -742 320
Reactants
Nylon 
Phenolic Resin
Weight 
Fraction, xj
0.4
0.6
1.0
BTU/lb
-384
-501
-885
XjCpmean
BTU/lb
250
250
A h (Calculated) = 213 BTU/lb pyr'
A h (Experimental) = 200 t 20
BTU/lb
^Unidentified materials considered phenol in calculations of' Hpy^.
N>roho
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are summarized in Table 6-5.
Important Chemical Reactions: The basis for selecting or
omitting chemical reactions in the non-equilibrium flow 
model is the isothermal analysis discussed in Chapter III and 
developed in Appendix F. For the pyrolysis products listed 
in Table 6-5 over a temperature range of 500 - 3000°F., the 
reactions and corresponding kinetic data describing the non­
equilibrium flow in the char zone are presented in Table 6 -6 .
The numbers underlined in the reference column represent the 
more reliable sources of information with specific application 
to this research. The contribution and importance of each 
reaction is discussed in the following paragraphs:
(1) Light Hydrocarbon Cracking Reactions! The first order 
thermal decomposition of methane, ethane, ethylene and acetylene 
represented in reactions 6-1 through 6-4 in Table 6 - 6  is a very 
important and necessary set of reactions if non-equilibrium flow 
is to be accurately described. Although methane is the only 
major light hydrocarbon in the pyrolysis product stream entering 
the char, reactions of ethane, ethylene, and acetylene must 
be included to account for their formation and subsequent reac­
tion within the char. This was observed experimentally in the 
Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator in which small quantities 
(0.1 - 1.5 mole %) of ethylene and acetylene were identified in 
the exit gas stream. No noticeable quantities ( < 0.1 mole %)
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Table 6-5, Simulated Pyrolysis Gas Mixtures Used in Experiments on the Char Zone
Thermal Environment Simulator.
Component Simulated Pyrolysis Gas Composition,Mole%
Feed Mix 1 Feed Mix 2 Feed Mix 3 Feed Mix 4 and 5
Methane 32.5 43.6 46.3 6.7
Hydrogen 37.2 35.0 31.7 33.4
Carbon Monoxide 8 . 2 4.9 5.5 3.7
Carbon Dioxide 6 . 6 2.9 2.5 1 . 1
Nitrogen 15.5 13,6 14.0 0 . 0
Phenol 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 6 . 2
Water 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 48.9
Index of Experiments I-IV V-XII XIII-XVIII XIX-XXXII
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Table 6 - 6 Important Reactions and Associated Kinetic Data for the Pyrolysis Product
Species in the Char Zone Between 500-3000°F.
General Form of the Reactions: aA + bB + ... 4- = rR + sS + ,.. +
General Rate Constant Equation: k = k°T-s Exp(-E/RT)
Reaction
Number
Reaction Rate Law Activation Energy 
E, Kcal/gm-mole)
Frequency
Factor
s References
(6 -1) CH^ = 1 / 2  Hg + 1 / 2  C2H6 kfA 95.0
14
7.6x10 * 0 14,15,16,17
14
3.1x10 *
18,19
(6 -2) ^2 ^ 6 ~ ^2^4 ^ ^ 2 kfA 70.0 0 14,20,16,17
2 .6x1 0® *
18,21
(6-3) C2H4 = CgHg + H, kfA 40.0 0 14, 16
(6-4) CgHg = 2C + k^A^ 1 0 . 0 2 .1x1 0^° ** 0 JA,22,28
(6-5) C + ZHg = CH^ kf 17.0 2 .0x1 0  ^*** 0 30,31,23,24
2 .0x1 0 ^® *
25,26,32
(6 -6) + « 2 = «2° + CgH 5 ^f^ 45.0 0
(6-7) CgHg = 3 kfA 35.0 1.4x10* * 0 33
(6 -8) C + H2O = CO + Hg kfAB 82.0 1 .2x1 0 ^ 2 ** - 1 42,47,35,36
38,39,40,43
(6-9) CO + HgO = Hg + COg kfAB 30.0 1 .0x1 0 ^ 2 ** 0 41,35,36,36
39,40,43,44
(6-10) C + CO2 = 2 CO kfA-k^R^ 50.0 1 .0x1 0® * - 1 45,46,35,36
61.0 1.0x10-9 ** 0 38,39,40,44
* 1st crder (sec"l) ** 2nc Order (cm3/gm-mole-sec) *** 1 Order (gm-■mole/cm^-sec)
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of ethane were found even at relatively high methane conversion. 
The reaction of carbon with hydrogen (reaction 6-5) forming 
methane was also important over the tempreature range from 
500°F to 3000°F.
(a) Methane Decomposition: The reaction rate
constant for the thermal decomposition of methane to ethane
and hydrogen was based on the reported research of Palmer
and Hirt (13) and Kozlov and Knorre (14). The activation energy
14 - 1
of 95 Kcal/mole and the frequency factor of 7.6 x 10 sec
used in the non-equilibrium flow model agreed closely with the
values reported by Kozlov and Knorre (14) who correlated the
results of several investigators. Their values were
-13 -191 Kcal/mole and 4.5 x 10 sec . The range of activation 
energies in the literature varied from a low value of 73 Kcal/ 
mole to 103 Kcal/mole (15, 16, 17, 18, 19). Values between 
4.5 X 10^^ and. 1.0 x lO^^sec  ^were also reported for the 
frequency factor.
(b) Decomposition of Ethane: The ethane formed by 
reaction (6-1 ) reacts completely forming ethylene as observed 
by its total absence in the exit stream from the Char Zone 
Thermal Environment Simulator. This indicated a somewhat 
faster reaction rate than that for the decomposition of methane 
and required the combination of a low activation energy and/or 
a high frequency factor. Steacie and Shane (27) and Kozlov
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and Knorre (14) reported values of 69 Kcal/mole and 1 x 10^^
— 2.
sec for the activation energy and frequency factor, respec­
tively. The values used in the non-equilibrium flow analysis 
were 70 Kcal/mole and 3.1 x 10^^ sec  ^and are in good agreement 
with the literature data. The range of activation energies and 
frequency factors reported (14,20,27) were 64-78 Kcal/mole 
and lO^^-S _ gg^
(c) Decomposition of Ethylene; The thermal degradation 
of ethylene to acetylene and hydrogen is given by reaction 
(6-3). Values of 40 Kcal/mole and 2.6 x 10^ sec  ^were used
in the non-equilibrium flow model as the activation energy and 
frequency factor. These were the values reported by Kozlov and 
Knorre (14) who correlated data from several sources. Ethylene 
in small concentrations were observed in the exit porduct stream 
from the Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator.
(d) Acetylene Decomposition: Like ethylene, acetylene
was identified in small concentrations (but to a larger extent 
than ethylene) in the exit product stream. The reaction rate 
should be comparable to the rate for ethylene reaction or perhaps 
slightly faster due to formation of acetylene by benzene decom­
position (reaction 6-7). An activation energy of 10 Kcal/mole 
and a frequency factor of 5.1 x 10^^ sec  ^mole  ^cm^ were
used in the second order rate equation in the TEMPRE System.
The range in the energy of activation reported in the literature
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varied from 7 - 5 0  Kcal/mole (14,22,28,29). A frequency factor
10 -1 -1 3of 5.1 X 10 sec mole cm was reported by Rappel and
Kramer (28). Reaction (6-4) is the only major reaction of
acetylene of importance in this system, due to the absence of
the acetylene polymerization products, benzene, diacetylene
and triacetylene, in the exit stream.
(e) Methane Formation from the Reaction of Hydrogen
and Carbon: In addition to the above reactions involving the
light hydrocarbon products, reaction (6-5) in Table 6 - 6  is
also important. Breisacher and Marx (30) and Corney and
Thomas (31) observed an inflection point in the rate of
methane production when hydrogen was passed over graphite. This
inflection occurred near 1200 - 1300°F and resulted in a
reduction in the activation energy from 70 to 12 Kcal/mole.
The order of the reaction varied between zero and one half as
the temperature increased to 2000°F. The reaction kinetics
data for hydrogen atoms with carbon films by King and Wise (32)
indicate a zeroth order reaction and an activation energy of
7-9 Kcal/mole at 440°F. A value of 17 Kcal/mole for the
9
activation energy and a frequency factor of 2 x 10 gm mole/
3
cm -sec for the zeroth order reaction were used in the non­
equilibrium flow model. The value of the frequency factor was 
estimated from the kinetic theory (57 ) since none was reported 
in the literature.
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(2) Reactions of Aromatic Hydrocarbons; The presence of 
aromatic hydrocarbons in the pyrolysis products is a result of 
the basic phenolic resin structure of the virgin plastic heat 
shield. Sykes (2) reported such aromatic compounds as benzene, 
toluene, xylene, cresol and phenol in varying quantities when 
phenolic resin underwent thermal decomposition. Of these, 
phenol and the phenol-based materials form the major portion 
of the aromatic compounds with benzene and toluene contributing 
less than 1 mole percent to the total pyrolysis gas composition.
In order to account for the chemical interaction of these 
compounds, two reactions are included in the non-equilibrium 
flow analysis. These are the phenol hydrogenation reaction (6 -6 ) 
and the benzene decomposition reaction (6-7). The absence of 
benzene in the exit product stream from the Char Zone Thermal 
Environment Simulator makes the important products formed by 
these reactions water, hydrogen and carbon; the latter two 
resulting from acetylene decomposition by reaction (6-4).
(a) Phenol Hydrogenation: The catalytic and non-
catalytic hydrogenation of phenol has been studied extensively 
as early as the 1920’s by many investigators (50,51,52,53,54). 
However, no kinetic data has been reported for this data. The 
products of low pressure, gas phase hydrogenation (50) are 
benzene and cyclohexanol in varying quantities. Liquid phase 
hydrogenation at high pressures produce cyclohexanol and in
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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some cases cyclohexanone (50,51,52). The yield of cyclohexanol
is enhanced when a Raney Nickel catalyst is used in the liquid
or vapor phase hydrogenation.
In order to determine the activation energy for this reaction,
a comparison with the heats of hydrogenation (49) for compounds
related to phenol were examined. These included ethyl benzene
(48.9 Kcal/mole), o-xylene (47.3 Kcal/mole), mesitylene
(47.6 Kcal/mole) and hydrindol (45.8 Kcal/mole). Tlae activation
energy used in the non-equilibrium flow analysis was 45 Kcal/mole
which agreed with the values reported in the literature for
similar compounds. The frequency factor was calculated from
13 3the kinetic theory (55) to be 2 x 10 cm /mole sec.
(b) Benzene Decomposition: The decomposition of
benzene to acetylene,diacetylene, hydrogen and biphenyl at
2000 - 2400°F was reported by Slysh and Kinney (34) to be
first order. Hou and Palmer (33) described a more complex
behavior made up of a mixed first and second order rate equation.
The first order behavior was used to describe acetylene formation
and resulted in an activation energy of 52 Kcal/mole with a
9.2 -1
frequency factor of 10 sec . The second order contribution
described biphenyl formation with an activation energy of
14 -1 -1 340 Kcal/mole and a frequency factor of 10 mole sec cm .
A first order rate expression with an activation energy of
9 " 135 Kcal/mole and a frequency factor of 2 x 10 sec were used
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in the non-equilibrium flow analysis.
(3) Water-Gas Reactions; The water gas reactions are a 
very complex set of reactions which are critically dependent 
on the experimental conditions at which they are studied.
These reactions include the carbon-steam reaction (6 -8 ), 
the water-gas shift reaction (6-9) and the carbon-carbon 
dioxide reaction (6 -1 0 ).
The general rules of behavior for this system of reactions 
are summarized below (36,37,38):
(i) Increases in the water concentration increases 
the carbon consumption rate,
(ii) Increases in the hydrogen concentration decreases 
or retards carbon consumption, and
(iii) A fixed ratio exists between carbon dioxide and 
carbon monoxide.
The water gas shift reaction is considered by many (35, 
39,40) to be at equilibrium and unaffected by concentration 
changes, temperature and pressure changes at reasonably low 
pressures (~1 ATM) and moderate temperature (1000 - 1500°F). 
Walker (41), on the otherhand, reported definite deviations 
from this supposed equilibrium below 2300°F. A detailed 
discussion of the water gas reactions is presented in reference 
(42). The reaction kinetic data used in the TEMPRE System for 
each of the above reactions are compared with the literature
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in the following sections.
(a) Carbon-Steam Reaction; The carbon-steam reaction
has been extensively studied by many investigators (35,36,38,39,
40,43,44). The reaction is first order and activation energies
have been reported over a wide range of values (26-90 Kcal/mole)
The more applicable data for graphite-steam reaction (42)
indicated an activation energy of 80 Kcal/mole. This is in
agreement with the value of 83 Kcal/mole (47), and 82 Kcal/mole
was used in the non-equilibrium flow analysis of this research.
12 -1
A frequency factor of 1 x 10 sec was employed in the non­
equilibrium flow calculations (55).
(b) Water-Gas Shift Reaction: The water-gas shift
reaction below 2300°F was considered to be governed by a finite
reaction rate in the TEMPRE System. A value of 30 Kcal/mole
12 -1
activation energy and 1 x 10 sec frequency factor was
used to describe the reaction of water with carbon monoxide.
The deviation from equilibrium below 2300°F is reported by 
Walker (41) and attributed, in part, to a diffusion controlled 
mechanism.
(c) Carbon-Carbon Dioxide Reaction: The reaction of
carbon with carbon dioxide is best described by a rate equation 
which is first order and reversible. Values of the forward
and reverse activation energies were reported as 50 Kcal/mole
and 60.6 Kcal/mole by Austin and Walker (45) and Glovina (46).
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6 " 1 "* 9 "1The frequency factors were 1 x 16 sec and 1 x 10 sec
for the forward and reverse reactions, respectively. These 
reported values were used in the non-equilibrium flow analysis.
Experimental Simulation of the Flow of Reacting Pyrolysis Products
in the Char Zone
The purpose of the experimental program was to obtain
sufficient data for comparison with the calculated results
of the non-equilibrium flow model. Simulated pyrolysis products
were passed through radiant heated chars maintained at a front
surface temperature of 1600 - 2300°F. Mass flux rates were
2
varied between 0 . 0 0 0 1  - 0 . 1 0  lb/ft -sec, and the back surface 
temperature was measured as a function of the particular front 
surface temperature and mass flux rate studied. The back 
surface temperature range was from 500 to 1200°F. These 
values, along with the porosity, thickness and cross section 
area of the char were input parameters to the non-equilibrium 
flow model. The composition of the exit product stream was 
calculated using the kinetic data for the important reactions 
listed in Table 6 - 6  and compared with the experimentally 
determined compositions. The relative closeness of the two 
compositions determined the accuracy of the model in predicting 
the flow of pyrolysis products within the char over a tempera­
ture range from 500 - 2300°F and mass flux rates between 0.0001 -
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2
0.10 lb/ft sec. The following paragraphs discuss the results 
of these comparisons. A detailed summary of results for all 
experimental tests is presented in Appendix D.
Comparison of the Non-Equilibrium Flow Results with Experi­
mental Data Using Chars; The basis for evaluating the non­
equilibrium flow model as an accurate analysis of energy 
transfer in the char zone of a charring ablator is by comparison 
of the experimentally determined exit product composition from 
the Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator to the calculated 
composition in the non-equilibrium flow analysis. This is 
done in Table 6-7 in which the non-equilibrium exit product 
composition, calculated using the chemical reactions and corres­
ponding kinetic data in Table 6 -6 , is compared with experi­
mental data for mass flux rates between 0.0013 and 0.108
2
lb/ft -sec and front surface temperatures of 1680°F to 
2300°F . The simulated pyrolysis gas composition entering the 
char zone is also shown (frozen), along with the compositions 
predicted by the equilibrium flow model. This set of experiments 
was conducted with chars formed from nylon-phenolic resin compo­
sites under simulated reentry conditions in the electric air 
arc jets at the Langley Research Center (N.A.S.A.). As 
seen in Table 6-7, the experimental and calculated composition 
predicted by the non-equilibrium flow model agreed within the 
experimental accuracy of the methods used. A summary of all low
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Table 6-7. Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Exit Gas Compositions from the Char Zone 
Thermal Environment Simulator for Mass Flux Rates Between 0.00133 and 0.108 Ib/ft^-sec 
and Front Surface Temperatures Between 1680° and 2300°F.
RUN NUMBER 
MASS FLUX 
FRONT TEMP 
BACK TEMP
FLOW
MODEL
« 2
MOLE
%
%
MOLE
%
CO
MOLE
%
CO2
MOLE
%
^ 2
MOLE
7o
HgO
MOLE
%
96^60
MOLE
7o
S « 4
MOLE
7o
C2H2
MOLE
7o
MODEL
AP 9cz
XVIII-56 FROZEN 28.9 6.4 3.3 0 . 8 0 . 0 53.3 6.9 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.4 0.93
0.00208 EQUILIBRIUM 59.7 3.3 26.7 4.0 0 . 0 6.3 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.4 15.93
1690°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 23.0 1 1 . 1 2 . 8 2 . 1 0 . 0 53.8 7.1 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.4 0.99
1030°F EXPERIMENTAL 24.8 10.3 3.4 1.3 0 . 0 53.7 6.5 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 8 -
XVIII-57 FROZEN 30.6 6 . 1 3.5 0.9 0 . 0 52.1 6 . 8 0 . 0 0 . 0 2 . 0 4.92
0 . 0 1 0 1 EQUILIBRIUM 60.2 3.2 27.1 3.7 0 . 0 5.9 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 . 8 55.43
1690°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 29.1 7.2 3.4 1 . 1 0 . 0 52.3 6.9 0 . 0 0 . 0 2 . 0 4.97
975°F EXPERIMENTAL 28.7 7.5 3.4 1 . 2 0 . 0 51.7 7.5 0 . 0 0 . 0 2 . 6 -
XVIII-58 FROZEN 30.6 6 . 2 3.5 1 . 0 0 . 0 51.9 6 . 8 0 . 0 0 . 0 2 2 . 0 69.80
0.1080 EQUILIBRIUM 59.5 3.5 26.0 4.4 0 . 0 6.5 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 18.8 735.2
1680°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 30.6 6 . 2 3.5 1 . 0 0 . 0 51.9 6 . 8 0 . 0 0 . 0 2 2 . 0 69.81
690°F EXPERIMENTAL 30.8 6 . 1 3.4 1 . 1 0 . 0 50.8 5.8 0 . 0 0 . 0 17.5 _
XIX-60 FROZEN 29.3 6 . 0 3.3 0.9 0 . 0 53.7 6 . 8 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.7 1.17
0.00248 EQUILIBRIUM 62.7 0 . 8 35.2 1.5 0 . 0 0.9 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 6 13,0
2030°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 38.2 17.2 25.2 8 . 8 0 . 0 4.9 5.1 0 . 0 0.5 0 . 6 2.42
1375°F EXPERIMENTAL 41.3 18.2 23.4 7.6 0 . 0 5.0 4.6 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.7 -
XIX-61 FROZEN 28.7 5.4 3.4 1 . 0 0 . 0 53.9 7.6 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.5 1.61
0 . 0 0 2 2 0 EQUILIBRIUM 63.1 0.5 35.7 0 . 2 0 . 0 0.5 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.5 27.3
2140°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 36.6 18.3 31.2 7.3 0 . 0 0 . 6 5.2 0 . 0 0.7 0.4 2.94
1100°F EXPERIMENTAL 36.4 18.4 31.2 7.0 0 . 0 2 . 1 4.9 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.9 -
XX-63 FROZEN 28.6 5.5 3.4 1 . 0 0 . 0 53.8 7.7 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 6 1.79
0.00224 EQUILIBRIUM 63.1 0.3 36.4 0 . 1 0 . 0 0 . 2 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.5 51.37
2290°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 30.7 21.4 38.6 3.4 0 . 0 0 . 0 4.6 0.3 1 . 0 0.5 3.18
1180°F EXPERIMENTAL 30.4 19.8 38.0 5.7 0 . 0 0 . 0 5.0 0.5 0 . 6 0 . 6 _
XX-64 FROZEN 28.4 5.4 3.4 1 . 0 0 . 0 46.0 15.8 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 2 1.05
0.00103 EQUILIBRIUM 65.9 0.3 33.6 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 2 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.3 32.45
2300°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 25.2 25.6 38.5 0.9 0 . 0 0 . 0 7.9 0.5 1.3 0 . 2 1.18
1190°F EXPERIMENTAL 26.7 26.4 40.3 0 . 6 0 . 0 0 . 0 7.1 0.4 1 . 0 0 . 2 -
ro
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density nylon-phenolic resin char experiments are presented 
in Appendix D. The results in Table 6-7 will be discussed 
in detail in the following paragraphs.
The maximum temperature attainable in the Char Zone 
Thermal Environment Simulator was 2300°F. This restriction 
to the temperature was caused by the limited power supply 
(70 KVA) to the radiant heating system, and by material and 
economic factors governing the design of high temperature equip­
ment .
At temperatures between 1600 - 2300°F, mass flux rates 
2
of 0 . 0 1  lb/ft -sec or greater did not allow sufficient
residence time of the pyrolysis products in the char layer.
Therefore, the extent of chemical reactions was less than
1% and the flow was essentially frozen. This frozen behavior
of the pyrolysis gases is illustrated in Table 6 - 8  for mass
2
flux rates of 0 . 0 1 0 1  and 0.1080 lb/ft -sec at a front surface 
temperature of 1600°F. The exit gas composition calculated 
in the non-equilibrium flow model and the experimentally 
determined values are compared with the inlet composition 
(frozen) and the composition predicted by the equilibrium 
flow model.
Although the frozen flow condition was accurately des­
cribed by the non-equilibrium flow model, the ability to predict 
energy transfer when chemical reactions occur remained untested.
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Table 6 -8 . Pyrolysis Gas Flow Through Low Density Nylon-Phenolic Resin Chars.
Frozen Flow Behavior at Mass Flux Rates Below 0.01 Ib/ft^ -sec.
RUN NUMBER 
MASS FLUX FLOW « 2 CH4
CO CO2 « 2 HgO ^6*6° C2H4 CzH, MODEL
FRONT TEMP 
BACK TEMP
MODEL MOLE
%
MOLE
7o
MOLE
%
MOLE
7=
MOLE
%
MOLE
%
MOLE
7o
MOLE
7o
MOLE
%
AP 9cz
XVIII-57 FROZEN 30.6 6 . 1 3.5 0.9 0 . 0 52.1 6 . 8 0 . 0 0 . 0 2 . 0 4.92
0 . 0 1 0 1 EQUILIBRIUM 60.2 3.2 27.1 3.7 0 . 0 5.9 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 . 8 55.43
1690°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 29.1 7.2 3.4 1 . 1 0 . 0 52.3 6.9 0 . 0 0 . 0 2 . 0 4.97
975°F EXPERIMENTAL 28.7 7.5 3.4 1 . 2 0 . 0 51.7 7.5 0 . 0 0 . 0 2 . 6
XVIII-58 FROZEN 30.6 6 . 2 3.5 1 . 0 0 . 0 51.9 6 . 8 0 . 0 0 . 0 2 2 .C 69.80
0.1080 EQUILIBRIUM 59.5 3.5 26.0 4.4 0 . 0 6.5 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 18.8 735.2
1680°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 30.6 6 . 2 3.5 1 . 0 0 . 0 51.9 6 . 8 0 . 0 0 . 0 2 2 .C 69.81
690°F EXPERIMENTAL 30.8 6 . 1 3.4 1 . 1 0 . 0 50.8 5.8 0 . 0 0 . 0 17.5
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Therefore, in order to acheive conditions where chemical reactions
would become an important mode of energy absorption, and, the
non-equilibrium model could be tested, the residence time of
gases within the char was increased by decreasing the mass
flux. The effect of changing the mass flux rate at a constant
temperature of 1690°F is shown in Table 6-9. At a mass flux 
2
of 0.108 lb/ft -sec, the exit composition is the same as the
composition of the simulated pyrolysis products entering the
2
char. Decreasing the mass flux to 0.00208 lb/ft -sec causes
a small, but detectable composition change, particularly in
hydrogen and methane resulting from chemical reactions between
the species in the char layer. It should be pointed out that the
reported changes in composition of the exit product stream
are predicted by the non-equilibrium flow model within the
accuracy of the experimental data. While the frozen flow model
predicts the actual behavior at the higher mass flux rates,
the equilibrium flow model does not accurately describe the
energy transfer over these mass flux rates. It erroneously
predicts large changes in composition of all of the species
even at the high mass flux value of run XVIII-58 of 0.108 
2
lb/ft -sec as shown in Table 6-9.
The changes in composition resulting from chemical 
reactions occurring in the char layer are better illustrated 
by increasing the front surface temperature. In Table 6-10
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Table 6-9. Flow of Pyrolysis Gases Through Low Density Nylon-Phenolic Resin Chars. 
Effect of Decreasing the Mass Flow Rate at a Temperature of 1690°F.
RUN NUMBER 
MASS FLUX 
FRONT TEMP 
BACK TEMP
FLOW
MODEL
« 2
MOLE
%
CH4
MOLE
%
CO
MOLE
%
CO2
MOLE
7o
^ 2
MOLE
%
HgO
MOLE
%
C6*6°
MOLE
7o
C2H4
MOLE
7o
C2H 2
MOLE
%
MODEL
ÙP 9cz
XVIII-56 FROZEN 28.9 6.4 3.3 0 . 8 0 . 0 53.3 6.9 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.4 0.93
0.00208 EQUILIBRIUM 59.7 3.3 26.7 4.0 0 . 0 6.3 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.4 15.93
1690°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 23.0 1 1 . 1 2 . 8 2 . 1 0 . 0 53.8 7.1 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.4 0.99
1030°F EXPERIMENTAL 24.8 10.3 3.4 1.3 0 . 0 53.7 6.5 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 8
XVIII-58 FROZEN 30.6 6 . 2 3.5 1 . 0 0 . 0 51.9 6 . 8 0 . 0 0 . 0 2 . 0 )9.80
0.1080 EQUILIBRIUM 59.5 3.5 26.0 4.4 0 . 0 6.5 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 18.8 735.2
1680°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 30.6 6 . 2 3.5 1 . 0 0 . 0 51.9 6 . 8 0 . 0 0 . 0 2 . 0 59.80
690°F EXPERIMENTAL 30.8 6 . 1 3.4 1 . 1 0 . 0 50.8 5.8 0 . 0 0 . 0 17.5
■
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a comparison of the exit gas composition is given for a front
surface temperature range of 1690 - 2300®F at an average mass
2
flux rate of ~0.002 lb/ft -sec. The transition from a frozen 
or non-reactive state to a state where chemical reactions 
become significant is clearly indicated by the change in product 
concentrations leaving the Char Zone Thermal Environment 
Simulator. Again the experimental exit product compositions 
agree with those predicted by the non-equilibrium flow 
analysis within the accuracy of the experimental data. Again 
the equilibrium flow analysis erroneously predicted the extent 
of reactions to be much greater than occurred.
In most of the above discussion, the initial pyrolysis 
product composition entering the char varied over a small range, 
rather than being constant. These variations were a result 
of variations in feeding the gas (CH^, CO, CO^ and H^) and 
liquid (phenol and HgO) phases at the low mass flux rates 
required to get chemical reactions among the species. Also, 
in some cases the composition was varied purposely to test the 
ability of the non-equilibrium flow model in predicting the 
energy transfer in the char zone for a wide variety of tempe­
ratures, mass flux rates and simulated pyrolysis product 
compositions.
These compositions were reported in Table 6-5, and it 
shows how simulated product compositions were varied in the
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Table 6-10. Flow of Pyrolysis Gases Through Low Density Nylon-Phenolic Resin Chars, 
Effect of Increasing the Front Surface Temperature at a Mass Flux
Rate of 0.002 Ib/ft^-sec.
RUN NUMBER 
MASS FLUX 
FRONT TEMP 
BACK TEMP
FLOW
MODEL
«2
MOLE
%
CH4
MOLE
%
CO
MOLE
%
CO2
MOLE
7o
^2
MOLE
7o
«2°
MOLE
%
^6^6°
MOLE
7o
S«4
MOLE
7o
CgHg
MOLE
7o
MODEL
AP 9cz
XVIII-56 FROZEN 28.9 6.4 3.3 0.8 0.0 53.8 6.9 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.93
0.00208 EQUILIBRIUM 59.7 3.3 26.7 4.0 0.0 6.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 15.93
1690°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 23.0 11.1 2.8 2.1 0.0 53.8 7.1 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.99
I030°F EXPERIMENTAL 24.8 10.3 3.4 1.3 0.0 53.7 6.5 0.0 0.0 0.8 -
XIX-60 FROZEN 29.3 6.0 3.3 0.9 0.0 53.7 6.8 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.17
0.00248 EQUILIBRIUM 62.7 0.8 35.2 1.5 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 13.0
2030°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 38.2 17.2 25.2 8.8 0.0 4.9 5.1 0.0 0.5 0.6 2.42
I375°F EXPERIMENTAL 41,3 18.2 23.4 7.6 0.0 5.0 4.5 0.0 0.0 0.7 -
XIX-61 FROZEN 28.7 5.4 3.4 1.0 0.0 53.9 7.6 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.61
0.00220 EQUILIBRIUM 63.1 0.5 35.7 0.2 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 27.3
2140°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 36.6 18.3 31.2 7.3 0.0 0.6 5.3 0.0 0.7 0.4 2.94
1100°F EXPERIMENTAL 36.4 18.4 31.2 7.0 0.0 2.1 4.9 0.0 0.0 0.9 -
XX-63 FROZEN 28.6 5.5 3.4 1.0 0.0 53.8 7.7 0.0 0.0 0.6 1.79
0.00224 EQUILIBRIUM 63.1 0.3 36.4 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 51.37
2290°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 30.7 21.4 38.6 3.4 0.0 0.0 4.6 0.3 1.0 0.5 3.18
1180°F EXPERIMENTAL 30.4 19.8 38.0 5.7 0.0 0.0 5.0 0.5 0.6 0.6 -
N>
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kind and amount of each species present. The phenol-water free 
compositions (feed mix 1 , 2 and 3) were based on early studies 
of plastic decomposition in which the chemical analyses were 
limited to species that were gases at a particular (usually 
near ambient) temperature (4,5,6). The phenol-water-gas 
composition, which more accurately represented the composition 
entering the char, was obtained after this research was started 
(1,2,3). However, as will be discussed, the same conclusions 
regarding the phenol-water free systems apply to the latter 
systems.
In Table 6-11 the effect of changing temperature (1575 -
2
2300°F) at a constant mass flux rate (~ 0.001 lb/ft -sec)
is shown, while Table 6-12 shows the effect of changing
2
mass flux (0.00003 - 0.0170 lb/ft -sec) at a front surface
temperature of ~  2000°F. for the various simulated pyrolysis
product compositions studied. In each table, the transition
from frozen flow to non-equilibrium flow is clearly shown, as
is the very excellent agreement between the predicted exit
gas compositions of the non-equilibrium flow analysis with the
2
experimental results. At high mass flux rates (> 0.01 lb/ft -sec) 
or low front surface temperatures (< 1800°F), the flow in the 
char zone is accurately described by the frozen flow model. 
Furthermore, as seen in Table 6-12 for experiment XVI-48, 
the equilibrium flow model is only applicable when the mass flux
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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2
rates are very small (< 0.00003 lb/ft -sec) corresponding to 
very large residence times within the char layer.
In summary, results have been presented for the flow of 
simulated pyrolysis products through actual low density nylon- 
phenolic resin chars under conditions approximating the reentry 
of ablative heat shields. Using the non-equilibrium flow model 
comparison of the calculated and experimentally determined 
exit gas composition was made. In all cases, except those 
listed in Table D-1 of Appendix D in which unusual or erratic 
behavior was rated, the predicted values of the exit gas com­
position by the non-equilibrium flow analysis were within the 
experimental accuracy of the measured values. These results
were reported for front surface temperatures between 1350 -
2
2300°F, mass flux rates of 0.00003 - 0.1080 lb/ft -sec and
values of the simulated pyrolysis products entering the char
zone shown in Table 6-5.
The non-equilibrium flow model is, therefore, a very
accurate and useful analysis of the energy transfer in the
char zone of a char-forming ablator. In cases for high mass
2
flux values of the order of 0 . 0 1  lb/ft -sec the frozen flow model
accurately described the energy transfer in the char zone. Only
2
at extremely low mass flux values of the order of 0.00003 lb/ft -sec 
did the equilibrium flow model approximate the changes in composi­
tion of the pyrolysis products as they pass through the char zone.
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Comparison of the Non-Equilibrium Flow Results with the Results of 
the Frozen and Equilibrium Flow Analyses
As discussed in Chapter III, the frozen and equilibrium 
flow models bracket the non-equilibrium case. Frozen flow 
corresponds to a system in which no chemical reactions occur, 
while equilibrium flow refers to a system of species under­
going chemical reactions which are at equilibrium (a function of 
temperature and pressure only). Since the non-equilibrium flow 
model predicts the actual behavior, comparison of the exit 
gas compositions, temperature and pressure distributions, and 
surface heat flux for each model will determine the accuracy 
of the two limited flow analyses in predicting the energy 
transfer within the char layer.
These results are presented in Figure 6-1 and Table 6-13
2
for a mass flux rate of 0.05 lb/ft -sec, a front surface tem­
perature of 1500°F and a back surface temperature of 500°F.
The char porosity is 0.8 and the char thickness is 0.25 inches.
As seen the temperature profile of the non-equilibrium flow 
analysis is identical to the frozen flow temperature profile.
The relative closeness of these two models is likewise seen by 
comparing the exit gas composition, pressure drop across the 
char and surface heat flux in Table 6-13. Therefore, at the 
above conditions there is little evidence of chemical reactions
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Figure 6-1. Temperature Profile for the Frozen, Equilibrium, 
and Non-Equilibrium Flow of Pyrolysis Gases Through the 
Char Zone of a Nylon-Phenolic Resin Ablator.
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Table 6-13. Results of the Analyses of Frozen, Equilibrium and Non-Equilibrium Flow of 
Pyrolysis Gas Products Through a One-Quarter Inch Thick Low Density Nylon- 
Phenolic Resin Ablative Heat Shield Char at 1500°F.
Conditions: W = 0.05 Ib/iEt^-sec € = 0.8 Tg= 500°F L = 0.0208 ft Feed Mix 4
Char Distance Inlet At z/L = 0.5 At z/L = 1.0
Flow Model(s) (All) FF EF NEF FF EF NEF
2
Mass Flux (lb/ft yoidg'sec) 0.0625 0.0625 0.0626 0.0625 0.0625 0.0632 0.0625
Temperature (°F) 500.0 667.0 649.9 667.0 1500.0 1500.0 1500.0
Composition (Mole%):
Hydrogen
Methane
Phenol
Water
Carbon Monoxide 
Carbon Dioxide
33.4
6.7 
6 . 2
48.9
3.7 
1 . 1
33.4
6.7 
6 . 2
48.9
3.7 
1 . 1
2.9 
35.4 
0 . 0  
54.8 
0 . 0  
■ 6.9
33.4
6.7 
6 . 2
48.9
3.7 
1 . 1
33.4
6.7 
6 . 2
48.9
3.7 
1 . 1
9.2
33.3 
0 . 0
48.4 
0 . 1  
8.9
33.4
6.7 
6 . 2
48.9
3.7 
1 . 1
Model
Pressure Drop.Across Char 
Ib/ft^
Heat Flux at Surface 
BTU/ft^-sec
Frozen Flow
Non-Equilibrium Flow
Equilibrium Flow
6.9
6.9 
6 . 1
32.56
32.59
38.85
N3
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in the char and the energy transfer is closely predicted by the 
frozen flow model.
In Figure 6-2 and Table 6-14 the same results are presented 
for a front surface temperature of 2000°F. Although the reported 
non-equilibrium values are again very nearly equal to the frozen 
flow results, a noticeable change, especially in the concentra­
tion profile and surface heat flux is observed. This indicates 
chemical reactions among the species within the char layer.
A continuation of the analysis for a front surface tempera­
ture of 2500°F and 3000°F in Figures 6-3 and 6-4 and Tables 6-15 
and 6-16, respectively, shows a more dramatic change which is 
reflected by a downward shift of the temperature profile toward 
the equilibrium curve and corresponding rapid changes in the 
concentration profile. Chemical reactions are obviously a very 
important mode of energy contribution under these last two sets 
of conditions.
It is not possible to extend the analysis to temperatures 
above 3000°F since the chemical behavior within the char will 
not be predicted by the chemical reactions of Table 6 -6 . In 
this event additional reactions must be included to accurately 
describe the energy transfer within the char zone. This ex­
tension is discussed by del Valle, et.al. (55).
In addition to the above comparisons, the temperature
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2000
W = 0.05 lb/ft -sec 
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T = 500°F
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Figure 6-2. Temperature Profile for the Frozen, Equilibrium, 
and Non-Equilibrium Flow of Pyrolysis Gases Through the 
Char Zone of a Nylon-Phenolic Resin Ablator.
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Table 6-14. Results of the Analyses of Frozen, Equilibrium and Non-Equilibrium Flow of 
Pyrolysis Gas Products Through a One-Quarter Inch Thick Low Density Nylon- 
Phenolic Resin Ablative Heat Shield Char at 2000°F.
Conditions: W = 0.05 Ib/ft^-sec € = 0.8 T^ = 500°F L = 0.0208 ft Feed Mix 4
Char Distance Inlet At z/L = 0.5 At z/L = 1.0
Flow Model(s) (All) FF EF NEF FF EF NEF
2
Mass Flux (lb/ft 0.0625 0.0625 0.0627 0.0625 0.0625 0.0628 0.0628
Temperature (°F) 500.0 794,4 720,7 794,0 2 0 0 0 . 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 2 0 0 0 . 0
Composition (Mole%):
Hydrogen
Methane
Phenol
Water
Carbon Monoxide 
Carbon Dioxide
33.4
6.7 
6 . 2
48.9
3.7 
1 . 1
33.4
6.7 
6 . 2
48.9
3.7 
1 . 1
3.2
35.3
0 . 0
54.6
0 . 0
6.9
33.4
6.7 
6 . 2
48.9
3.7 
1 . 1
33.4
6.7 
6 . 2
48.9
3.7 
1 . 1
18.2
28.8
0 . 0
42.5
0.3
1 0 . 1
33.5
6 . 8
6 . 2
48.3
4.1
1 . 2
Model
Pressure Drop Across Char 
lb/ft2
Heat Flux at Char Surface 
BTU/ft^-sec
Frozen Flow
Non-Equilibrium Flow
Equilibrium Flow
8.3
8 . 2
6.9
51.12
51.53
71.64
ro
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W = 0.05 lb/ft -sec 
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Figure 6-3. Temperature Profile for the Frozen, Equilibrium, 
and Non-Equilibrium Flow of Pyrolysis Gases Through the 
Char Zone of a Nylon-Phenolic Resin Ablator.
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Table 6-15. Results of the Analyses of Frozen, Equilibrium and Non-Equilibrium Flow of 
Pyrolysis Gas Products Through a One-Quarter Inch Thick Low Density Nylon- 
Phenolic Resin Ablative Heat Shield Char at 2500°F.
Conditions: W = 0.05 Ib/ft^-sec ç = 0.8 T„ = 500°F L = 0.0208 ft Feed Mix 4
Char Distance Inlet At z/L = 0.5 At z/L = 1.0
Flow Model(s) (All) FF EF NEF FF EF NEF
2
Mass Flux (lb/ft ^oids"®®^^ 0.0625 0.0625 0.0628 0.0625 0.0625 0.0614 0.0771
Temperature (°F) 500.0 958.2 795.3 896.2 2500.0 2500.0 2500.0
Composition (Mole 7»):
Hydrogen
Methane
Phenol
Water
Carbon Monoxide 
Carbon Dioxide
33.4
6.7 
6 . 2
48.9
3.7 
1 . 1
33.4
6.7 
6 . 2
48.9
3.7 
1 . 1
3.3
35.4
0 . 0
54.1
0 . 0
7.1
33.4
6.7 
6 . 2
48.9
3.7 
1 . 1
33.4
6.7 
6 . 2
48.9
3.7 
1 . 1
36.5
18.8
0 . 0
31.4 
1.9
11.5
51.1
5.3 
4.5
8.3 
29.4
1 . 2
Model
Pressure Drop Across Char 
lb/ft2
Heat Flux at Char Surface 
BTU/ft -sec
Frozen Flow 
Non-Equilibrium Flow 
Equilibrium Flow
9.8 
9.1
7.9
71.50
87.39
126.29
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Figure 6-4. Temperature Profile for the Frozen, Equilibrium, 
and Non-Equilibrium Flow of Pyrolysis Gases Through the 
Char Zone of a Nylon-Phenolic Resin Ablator.
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Table 6->16. Results of the Analyses of Frozen, Equilibrium and Non-Equilibrium Flow of 
Pyrolysis Gas Products Through A One-Quarter Inch Thick Low Density Nylon- 
Phenolic Resin Ablative Heat Shield Char at 3000°F.
Conditions: W 0.05 Ib/ft^-sec e = 0.8 T^ = 500°F L = 0.0208 ft Feed Mix 4
Char Distance Inlet At z/L = 0.5 At z/L = 1.0
Flow Model(s) (All) FF EF NEF FF EF NEF
2
Mass Flux (lb/ft voijg-sec) 0.0625 0.0625 0.0628 0.0625 0.0625 0.0714 0.1096
Temperature (°F) 500.0 1150.0 843.3 990.8 3000.0 3000.0 3000.0
Composition (Mole %):
Hydrogen
Methane
Phenol
Water
Carbon Monoxide 
Carbon Dioxide
33.4
6.7 
6 . 2
48.9
3.7 
1 . 1
33.4
6.7 
6 . 2
48.9
3.7 
1 . 1
3.5
35.4
0 . 0
53.9
0 . 0
7.2
33.4
6.7 
6 . 2
48.9
3.7 
1 . 1
33.4
6.7 
6 . 2
48.9
3.7 
1 . 1
63.9
1 . 1
0 . 0
2 . 2
31.2
1 . 6
o.o(*)
54.0
2.4
0 . 0
28.9
17.4
Model
Pressure Drop Across Char 
lb/ft2
Heat Flux at Char Surface 
BTU/ft^-sec
Frozen Flow 
Non-Equilibrium Flow 
Equilibrium Flow
11.7
10.4
8 . 6
94.47
149.26
230.37
Note: (a) Non-Equilibrium Flow Model Requires Additional Important Reactions and Associated 
Kinetics Data to Accurately Describe the Energy Transfer Near 3000°F.
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profile, surface heat flux and pressure drop across the char 
are compared in Figures 6-3 and 6-5 for two pyrolysis product 
compositions. The results for the first simulated pyrolysis 
product composition, which was based on experimentally measured 
and computed equilibrium compositions excluding the high 
molecular weight cyclic compounds, is shown in Figure 6-5.
The results in Figure 6-3 are for the more accurate composition
based on pyrolysis gas chromatographic analyses of Sykes (2).
2
A mass flux rate of 0.05 lb/ft -sec, front and back surface 
temperature of 2500°F and 500°F, respectively, and a one-quarter 
inch thick low density nylon-phenolic resin char (€ = 0 .8 ) 
were the conditions for each case presented.
Comparison of the temperature profiles for frozen and 
non-equilibrium flow show the same overall behavior; i.e., 
a downward shift by the non-equilibrium curves indicating a 
higher energy absorption due to chemical reactions between the 
pyrolysis products. On the otherhand, a noticeable difference 
in the equilibrium curves is observed. For the more accurate 
pyrolysis gas composition (Figure 6-3), the characteristically 
sharp downward shift of the equilibrium curve observed in Figure 
6-5 does not occur.
The explanation for this difference will point out the 
inadequacy of the equilibrium flow model in predicting the true 
behavior within the char zone. Because the results of Figure 6-5
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Figure 6-5. Temperature Profile, Pressure Drop and Surface 
Heat Flux for the Flow of Pyrolysis Gases Through 
A One-Quarter Inch Thick Nylon-Phenolic Char.
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were calculated for a pyrolysis product composition largely 
based on equilibrium calculated values, the inlet gas compo­
sition to the char were very nearly equal to the values calcu­
lated using the equilibrium flow model. As a result, very little 
energy absorption was omitted from the analysis due to the very 
small change in the inlet compositions which were already
approximated as an equilibrium composition. This resulted in
the relatively flat curve over nearly three quarters of the 
total char thickness.
On the otherhand, the more accurate pyrolysis product 
composition estimated from experimental data and dependent on 
finite reaction rates governing plastic decomposition, is far 
removed from the equilibrium calculated compositions. However, 
as these concentrations of gases are introduced into the equi­
librium flow analysis, an abrupt adjustment to the equilibrium 
compositions calculated by minimizing the free energy is 
experienced. This is especially noted for phenol and methane
which have initial compositions of 6.2 mole % and 6.7 mole %,
respectively, but are immediately changed to 0 . 0  mole % and 
35.3 mole % at the back surface temperature of 500°F. This 
erroneous adjustment results in the loss of energy absorption 
which results from phenol decomposition at finite reaction rates 
and causes the curve to more closely approach the frozen and 
non-equilibrium curves.
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These same conclusions regarding the inability of the 
equilibrium flow model to accurately predict the true behavior 
is further shown in Table 6-17. Here, the surface heat flux 
values are compared for each model and for each simulated pyro­
lysis product composition. In comparing the relative values,
i.e., the ratio of the heat flux of any model to the actual 
or non-equilibrium flow heat flux, the characteristic under- 
predictive nature of the frozen flow model (ratio = 0.818) 
and the extremely overpredictive behavior of the equilibrium 
flow model (ratio = 1.445 ) are shown. It further illustrates 
that although the frozen flow model can accurately describe the 
true behavior in some cases (low temperatures or high mass 
flux rates), the equilibrium flow model is totally inadequate
over the temperature (500 - 3000°F) and mass flux (0.00003 - 
2
0.10 lb/ft -sec) values studied in this research. Therefore, in 
order to obtain an accurate prediction of the energy transfer, 
a non-equilibrium flow model must be used within the transition 
region. This is only possible by considering chemical reactions 
between the species to occur at finite reaction rates as described 
by reliable kinetic data. Again the importance and application 
of the non-equilibrium flow model has been demonstrated and 
the limitations of the two ideal models shown. This discussion 
forms the basis for extending this research to higher temperatures 
involving more complex reactions and increased number of species.
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Table 6-17. Comparison of the Surface Heat Flux Values for Each Flow Model and Two 
Pyrolysis Gas Compositions at a Front Surface Temperature of 2500°F.
Pyrolysis Gas Composition Mole% Flow Model Surface Heat Flux BTU/ft2-sec
Relative Heat 
Flux, 0g
Hydrogen
Methane
Carbon Monoxide
Carbon Dioxide
Nitrogen
Water
Phenol
31.7
46.3
5.5
2.5 
14.0
0 . 0
0 , 0
Frozen
Non-Equilibri
Equilibrium
52.20 
im 107.64 
271.25
0.485
1 . 0 0 0
2.520
Hydrogen
Methane
Carbon Monoxide
Carbon Dioxide
Nitrogen
Water
Phenol
33.4
6.7
3.7 
1 . 1  
0 . 0
48,9
6 . 2
Frozen
Non-Equilibrii
Equilibrium
71.50 
Jm 87.39 
126.29
0.818
1 . 0 0 0
1.445
Note; The relative heat flux is defined as the ratio of the heat flux calculated by any 
model to the heat flux calculated by the non-equilibrium flow model. The relative 
closeness of this value, 0 g, to 1 determines the closeness with which the model 
(frozen or equilibrium) predicts the actual behavior. Values less than one show an 
underprediction, while values above one indicate an overprediction of the true state.
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Parametric Study of the Flow of Pyrolysis Gases in the Char Zone 
A comparison of the non-equilibrium flow results with the 
experimental data was important in determining the accuracy of 
the flow model. However, very little quantitative information, 
beyond the discrete sets of data for each experiment, was assembled 
regarding the effect of changing mass flux and/or temperature.
As a result, a parametric study was undertaken to accurately 
relate the changes in these variables with variations in energy 
absorption within the char. To do this the non-iterative 
TEMPRE System (NIT) was used in which the back surface tempera­
ture and temperature gradient were specified as boundary conditions 
for various values of the mass flux. The results of the calcu­
lation were in the form of the net heat transfer at the surface, 
called the approximate aerodynamic heating, which was the sum 
of the surface heat flux and radiant heat flux resulting from 
the calculated front surface temperature:
" ^ 1  (6 -1 1 )
z=L
where a value of 0.95 was used for the emissivity. This 
information is shown in Figure 6 - 6  in which the mass flux 
is plotted against the aerodynamic heating for various heats 
of pyrolysis, q^, (function of the temperature and gradient
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Figure 6 -6. Aerodynamic Heating vs. 
the Mass Flux of Pyrolysis Gases 
in the Char Zone of a Charring 
Ablative Heat Shield (Low Density 
Nylon-Phenolic Resin Composite).
Pyrolysis Gas Composition (Mole%)
Phenol 6.2
Water 48.9
Carb. Dioxide 1.1 
Carb. Monoxide 3.7 
Methane 6.7
Hydrogen 33.4
100.0
0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05
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at the back surface):
S  ' -ke (G-1 2 )
z= 0
where q is the sum of the energy absorbed by the decomposition 
P
of the polymer and the energy conducted through the virgin plas­
tic. Results for the frozen, equilibrium and non-equilibrium 
flow models are presented. This form of presenting the results 
is a very convenient and informative method as will be seen.
In a reentry problem one of the important questions asked 
is what is the required heat shield weight for protection for 
a certain mission. Specification of the type of heat shield 
material to be used (e.g., nylon-phenolic resin) brackets 
the heat of pyrolysis value, while the trajectory calculations 
determine the amount of aerodynamic heating that can be expected.
For example, an approximate aerodynamic heating rate of 500 BTU/
2
ft -sec and a heat of pyrolysis of 400 BTU/lb locates three 
distinctive points on Figure 6 -6 ; one for each of the frozen, 
equilibrium and non-equilibrium flow models. This corresponds
2
to three distinctive values of the mass flux rate; 0.017 lb/ft -sec
2 2 
for frozen, 0.002 lb/ft -sec for equilibrium and 0.009 lb/ft -sec
for non-equilibrium. The non-equilibrium flow model accurately
predicted the behavior and would specify the exact heat shield
weight (function of the mass flux) required. The frozen flow
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model shows an over-prediction because important endothermie
reactions were omitted, and the equilibrium flow model shows an
under-prediction, because reactions were assumed to occur at
a greater extent than the actual behavior.
The results presented in Figure 6 - 6 also provide a way of
determining at what point the non-equilibrium flow model
changes from the frozen flow behavior to a truly non-equilibrium
2
flow condition governed by finite reaction rates (50 BTU/ft -sec). 
This figure very graphically illustrates the differences in each 
model and permits the presentation of a large volume of informa­
tion in, a clear and readily accessible manner.
Calculation of the Reacting Gas Heat Capacity
In addition to the above information, the reacting gas 
heat capacity for the non-equilibrium flow of pyrolysis products 
through the char has been determined also. This term is very 
useful in the calculation of the one-dimensional, transient 
response of an ablative composite. The energy equation for 
the transient case can be put in the following form (56) for 
the char zone.
K+ 1
+ [ ( f )  %  + ^ 7 ^  ]  "o If = -0% If
o &z'
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where W is the mass, flux of pyrolysis products at z and
is the mass flux of pyrolysis products entering the char.
The term in brackets is referred to as the effective reacting
gas heat capacity. Hence, the flow within the char zone can
be considered frozen f 0 ) by introducing the reacting
gas heat capacity as an input function to the transient
calculations. In Figure 6-7 a plot of the reacting gas heat
capacity as a function of temperature is shown for frozen,
equilibrium and non-equilibrium flow within the char layer
up to 3000°F. These curves were calculated for a mass flux 
2
of 0.05 lb/ft -sec, a back surface temperature of 500°F, and, 
char porosity and thickness of 0.8 and 0.25 inches, respectively. 
The differences in the manner used to calculate the energy 
transfer by chemical reaction (SH^R^) for equilibrium and non- 
equilibrium flow causes the curves to separate as shown.
Flow of Pyrolysis Products Through Porous Graphite
There are two important reasons for using porous graphite 
to simulate low density, nylon-phenolic resin chars used in 
ablative heat shield applications. These are availability 
and machinability of the graphite.
Nylon-phenolic resin chars were obtained from the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration's Langley Research Center 
for use in the Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator.
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Electric air arc jets were used to char the nylon-phenolic resins, 
and this represented a considerable effort in supplying just 
a few specimens for use in this research. Although two sections 
of char were usually obtained from each specimen, the demand 
for additional chars could not be met. In addition to the 
problem of obtaining the samples, the brittle nature of the 
chars caused serious problems in mounting on the char holder 
section. These complications led to the testing and use of 
graphite, especially, for use in radioactive tracer and catalyst 
evaluation studies. However, for the successful substitution 
of graphite for the chars to be complete, the chemical behavior 
of the two must be essentially the same. This is to say that 
the same reactions and kinetic data important in predicting 
the energy transport within porous chars, must also do the same 
for energy transport in porous graphite. This will be shown 
in the following sections by comparing the exit gas compositions 
from the Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator with the 
composition predicted by the non-equilibrium flow model, and, 
by direct comparison of char and graphite experimental results 
over a range of mass flux rates and front surface temperature 
common to both systems.
Comparison of Reacting Flow Through Chars and Graphite: Other
than the differences in the structural properties of chars and 
graphite, the one most important consideration that must be
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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accounted for is the change in mass flux rates caused by
differences in material porosity. Therefore, to put the
materials on a common basis for discussion, the mass flux
rates previously discussed in terms of the total area 
2
(Ib/ft^Q^^^-sec) must be divided by the porosity to obtain
2
rates within the pores (Ib/ft^^^^^-sec). Even though the 
superficial mass flux rates are different for each porous 
medium, the mass flux rate within the pores will be the same. 
Again, the porosity of the chars and graphite were 0.8 and 0.5, 
respectively.
The foregoing discussion is not intended to mean that 
chemical reactions will not be influenced by other structural 
properties beside the porosity (e.g., crystallidity, permea­
bility, etc.). However, it emphasizes that the mass flux within 
the pore spaces must be equivalent for a valid comparison. 
Differences in the chemical reaction rates resulting from 
differences in structural makeup could eliminate graphite as 
a suitable substitute. However, this could only be determined 
by a comparison of experiments conducted over the range of 
conditions for which the proposed flow model is valid.
In Table 6-18 the exit gas composition from the Char Zone 
Thermal Environment Simulator for the flow of pyrolysis products
through graphite are presented for mass flux rates of 0.0034 
2
to 0.0059 lb/ft -sec at a front surface temperature of approxi-
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Table 6-18. Flow of Pyrolysis Gases Through Graphite. Effect of Changing Mass 
Flux Rates at a Front Surface Temperature of 1950°F.
RUN NUMBER 
MASS FLUX 
FRONT TEMP 
BACK TEMP
FLOW
MODEL
« 2
MOLE
%
CH.
4
MOLE
%
CO
MOLE
%
CO2
MOLE
%
« 2
MOLE
7 o
HgO
MOLE
%
MOLE
%
S » 4
MOLE
7 o
C g H g
MOLE
7 o
MODEL
AP ^cz
XXVIII-93 
0.0034 
1950°F 
1 1 1 0 ° F '
FROZEN
EQUILIBRIUM
NON-EQUILIBRIUM
EXPERIMENTAL
25.8
62.7
32.8 
32.2
7.2
1.3 
1 0 . 0  
1 1 . 2
4.3
3 3 . 5
1 1 . 8
9.2
1.3
0 . 8
4.1
4.0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
50.1 
1.7
32.6
33.2
11.3
0 . 0
1 0 . 2
9.8
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 2
0 . 0
0 , 0
0.3
0 . 2
0 . 2
0 . 2
0 . 2
0.3
1.92
28.4
2.33
XXVIII-92
0.0044
1920°F
1100°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
27.5
62.5 
29.3 
30.0
5.3
1 . 2
7.7
8.7
3.1
33.9
8 . 0
8 . 0
1 . 0
0 . 8
2.5
3.4
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
52.5
1 . 6
42.2
39.9
1 0 . 6
0 . 0
1 0 . 1
9.6
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 2
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 2
0 . 2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4
2.44
J5.48
2.75
XXIX-95
0.0059
1935°F
930°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
21.7
61.1
22.9
21.9
4.6 
1.4 
5.1
6 . 6
2 . 8
34.0
4.7
5.4
0 . 8
1.3
1 . 2
2 . 1
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
57.1 
2 . 2
53.1 
52.0
13.1
0 . 0
12.9
11.3
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0.3
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 1
0.4
0.5
0.3
0.5
0.4
7.34
25.8
7.65
N5o\
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mately 1950°F. As in the case with chars, there is a signi­
ficant amount of chemical reactions occurring in the porous
2
medium for the lower mass flux rates (< 0 . 0 1  lb/ft -sec).
More importantly, however, is the agreement within experi­
ment error between the measured exit gas compositions and the 
predicted values by the non-equilibrium flow model using the 
same kinetic data employed for the char experiments.
A similar comparison is presented in Table 6-19 for an
2
average mass flux rate of 0.0035 lb/ft -sec and front 
surface temperatures of 1950 and 2065°F. Again, excellent 
agreement within the experimental accuracy of the analyses 
was obtained between the non-equilibrium flow model compo­
sitions and the experimental values. However, a closer 
inspection of the graphite experiments in Table D-3 of Appendix D 
shows that the non-equilibrium predicted compositions do not 
agree in some cases with the experimental data. This is 
especially true for experiments XXI-6 6 , XXIII-72, XXIII-73, 
and XXIV-76. These differences were a result of experimental 
difficulties associated with maintaining a steady liquid 
(water and phenol) feed rate as indicated in the experimental 
summary sheets of Table D-1; and, therefore, should not be 
interpreted as a failure of the model to predict the flow 
behavior in porous graphite.
In addition to these irregularities in the water-phenol-
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Table 6-19, Flow of Pyrolysis Gases Through Graphite. Effect of Changing the 
Front Surface Temperature at a Mass Flux Rate of 0.0032 Ib/ft^-sec.
RUN NUMBER 
MASS FLUX 
FRONT TEMP 
BACK TEMP
FLOW
MODEL
^ 2
MOLE
7„
CH.4
MOLE
7o
CO
MOLE
7o
CO2
MOLE
7o
%2
MOLE
%
HgO
MOLE
7o
C6 » 6 0
MOLE
%
S « 4
MOLE
7o
C2H2
MOLE
7.
MODEL
AP 9cz
XXV1II~93 FROZEN 25.8 7.2 4.3 1.3 0 . 0 50.1 11.3 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 2 1.92
0,0034 EQUILIBRIUM 62.7 1.3 33.5 0 . 8 0 . 0 1.7 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 2 28.4
1950°F NON'EQUILIBRIUM 30 . 8 1 0 . 0 1 1 . 8 4.1 0 . 0 32.6 1 0 . 2 0 . 0 0.3 0 . 2 2.33
1 1 1 0 °F EXPERIMENTAL 32.2 1 1 . 2 9.2 4.0 0 . 0 33.2 7 . 8 0 . 2 0 . 2 0.3
XXIIl-71 FROZEN 25.8 4.9 2.9 0.9 0 . 0 54.7 1 0 . 8 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 2 2 . 0 2
0.0031 EQUILIBRIUM 62.6 0.7 35.8 0.3 0 . 0 0.7 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 2 31.85
2065°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 41.4 8.4 23.9 5.1 0 . 0 12.5 8 . 2 0 . 0 0 .6 0 . 2 3.23
1108°F EXPERIMENm L 39.3 8 . 8 27.2 5.9 0 . 0 1 1 . 2 7.6 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.7
ro
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gas experiments, similar disagreement was also observed in 
several water-phenol free pyrolysis product investigations.
In experiments IX and XI shown in Table 6-20, increased in 
methane and corresponding decreases in hydrogen concentrations 
clearly deviated from the predicted frozen flow behavior.
These observations were attributed to problems associated 
with the fabrication of the graphite specimens. In the 
earlier experiments, the dust-like graphite "fines" which 
resulted from the milling process were not removed from the 
pore spaces within the plug. These "fines" provided addi­
tional surface area which made them highly susceptible to reac­
tion with hydrogen to form methane. After complete reaction of 
the "fines" (about five to ten minutes), the hydrogen and methane 
concentrations in the exit stream returned to their initial 
compositions indicating frozen flow behavior. This is illus­
trated graphically in Figure 6 - 8 in which hydrogen and methane 
concentrations (in mole precent) are plotted against experi­
mental run time (in minutes) for experiment IX.
Methane production of this kind was eliminated in subsequent 
experiments (XII, XIII, and XV in Table 6-21) by first passing 
nitrogen or helium through the graphite plugs prior to mounting 
in the char holder. This removed the "fines" from the pore 
spaces and eliminated the sharp increase in methane observed 
in Figure 6 - 8  . The contrasting concentration profiles as a
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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Figure 6-8. Typical Methane-Hydrogen Concentration Profile in the Exit Gas Stream 
from the Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator for the Inclusion of 
Graphite "Fines" in the Pore Spaces.
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Table 6-21. Flow of Pyrolysis Gases Through Porous Graphite. Exit Gas Compositions 
Resulting From Experiments In Which The "Fines" Were Cleared From The 
Pore Spaces By Passing Helium Through the Specimens.
RUN NUMBER 
MASS FLUX 
FRONT TEMP 
BACK TEMP
FLOW
MODEL
«2
MOLE
%
CH4
MOLE
%
CO
MOLE
%
COg
MOLE
%
«2
MOLE
%
HgO
MOLE
%
MOLE
%
%
MOLE
%
%
MOLE
%
MODEL
AP ^cz
XII-36 FROZEN 35.0 43.6 4.9 2.9 13.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.1 1.36
0.00390 EQUILIBRIUM 76.9 5.5 5.8 0.2 9.9 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 14.62
1350°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 35.0 43.6 4.9 2.9 13.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.1 1.36
920°F EXPERIMENTAL 36.1 42.9 4.8 3.3 12.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.3
XIII-38 FROZEN 31.7 46.3 5.5 2.5 14.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.41
0.0009 EQUILIBRIUM 82.3 1.1 7.0 0.0 9.5 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 3.17
1690°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 31.7 46.3 5.5 2.5 14.0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.41
1210°F EXPERIMENTAL 32.6 41.3 8.9 5.2 14.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 -
XIII-39 FROZEN 31.7 46.3 5.5 2.5 14.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.9 1.74
0.0039 EQUILIBRIUM 82.4 1.0 7.0 0.0 9.5 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.2 13.01
1725°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 31.7 46.3 5.5 2.5 14.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.9 1.75
1220°F EXPERIMENTAL 30.8 45.8 6.0 4.4 14.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.2 _
XIII-40 FROZEN 31.7 46.3 5.5 2.5 14.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.43
0.0009 EQUILIBRIUM 82.3 1.0 7.1 0.0 9.5 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 3.01
1750°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 31.7 46.3 5.5 2.5 14.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.42
1200°F EXPERIMENTAL 30.8 45.7 5.9 3.6 14.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 -
XV-45 FROZEN 31.7 46.3 5.5 2.5 14.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.47
0.0009 EQUILIBRIUM 82.3 1.1 7.0 0.0 9.5 0.1 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.9 5.26
1710°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 31.7 46.3 5.5 2.5 14.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.47
1125°F EXPERIMENTAL 31.7 46.8 4.5 3.0 14.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.2
XV-46 FROZEN 31.7 46.3 5.5 2.5 14.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.03
0.0001 EQUILIBRIUM 82.5 0.9 7.0 0.0 9.5 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.49
1755°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 31.7 46.3 5.6 2.4 14.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.03
1185°F EXPERIMENTAL 32.5 43.7 6.2 4.6 13.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 -
ro
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function of run time are shown in Figure 6-9 for experiment XIII.
As a final comparison, several char and graphite experiments 
are examined in Table 6-22. To accomplish this the mass flux 
rates based on the void area were calculated and are shown in 
brackets. The listing in Table 6-22 is, also, made in order of 
increasing chemical reactions; i.e., low temperatures and 
high mass flux rates appear first. As seen, the char and 
graphite experiments are indeed compatible and behave, 
from the overall chemical viewpoint, as one material.
This permits the use of the more easily workable graphite 
materials in experiments designed to study carbon deposition 
and product distribution using Carbon-14 tracers, and, to inves­
tigate the effect of catalysts in accelerating the rates of 
chemical reactions within the char layer. Details of the results 
from these additional experimental investigations follow.
Radioactive Tracer Studies Using Porous Graphite
Radioactive methane and phenol were used in separate 
experiments to determine the specific products of decomposition 
from each labeled species. Also, the amount and location of 
carbon deposition in the char due to the thermal cracking of 
each species was determined.
The method used involved the sampling of the exit gas 
stream followed by gas chromatographic analysis. The frac-
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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tlonated gas chromatographic effluent stream was then passed 
through a combustion furnace forming carbon dioxide and water. 
After trapping the water, the carbon dioxide was absorbed in a 
one molar hydroxide of hyamine (in methanol) solution. Collecting 
the carbon dioxide over small intervals (one half to one minute) 
produced radioactive concentrations corresponding to the 
separated gases indicated on the gas chromatogram. By comparing 
the two curves for identical retention times, the relative 
amount of each carbon-containing species formed from the thermal 
degradation of the labeled pyrolysis product entering the char 
was determined.
Typical results for Carbon-14 labeled methane are shown 
in Figure 6-10, in which the gas chromatogram(s) and corres­
ponding radioactivity curve are presented. The particular 
results are for experiment XXIX in which the front surface
2
temperature was 1935°F and the gas mass flux was 0.00591b/ft -sec. 
By comparing the two curves, the products of methane decomposition 
were found to be unreacted methane, carbon monoxide, carbon 
dioxide, ethylene and acetylene. These results for methane 
are very important in the light of predicting the manner in 
which energy can be absorbed by chemical reaction. Ethylene 
and acetylene, for example, are indirect products of methane 
decomposition predicted by reactions (6 -1 ) through (6-4) in 
Table 6-7, while carbon monoxide and dioxide are formed by
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the reaction of steam with deposited carbon in reactions (6 -8 ) 
through (6-10). This information established that the chemical 
reactions used to predict the phenomena occurring in any system 
are correct.
A similar discussion is presented for labeled phenol.
These results are likewise shown in Figure 6-10. Conditions
for the presented data were a front surface temperature of
2
1960°F and a mass flux rate of 0.0034 lb/ft -sec. The exit gas 
products for phenol degradation are methane, carbon monoxide, 
carbon dioxide, ethylene and acetylene, as well as unreacted 
phenol analysed in the liquid phase. Once again insight into 
the kind of reactions necessary to produce the products was 
obtained. The formation of hydrogen and carbon by reaction 
(6 -6 ) and (6-7) is probable by the observed carbon deposition 
within the graphite. Hydrogenation of carbon by reaction 
(6-5) to form methane, followed by the steam-gas reactions 
(6 -8 , 6-9, 6-10) and the hydrocarbon cracking reactions (6-1,
6-2, 6-3, 6-4) accounts for each radioactive species observed.
In both methane and phenol degradation, thermal decompo­
sition of the major species in the simulated pyrolysis product 
stream was described and accounted for by the reactions considered 
important between 500 - 3000“F.
In addition to the product distribution resulting from the 
thermal degradation of methane and phenol, deposited carbon was
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also observed to occur. The location of the carbon deposition 
within the char layer is important in defining the temperature 
at which reactions become significant. This topic is discussed 
in detail in the next section.
Carbon Deposition Studies by Radioactive Tracer Methods
The location and extent of carbon deposition resulting 
from methane and phenol decomposition was determined using 
Carbon-14 labeled methane and phenol. In the specific cases 
studied, labeled methane and phenol were fed separately as 
components in the simulated pyrolysis product stream entering 
the char. The char was removed after each experiment and 
sectioned by removing thin layers using emery paper. These 
layers varied between one and ten percent (by weight) of the 
total char and were combusted separately with collection 
of the carbon dioxide in one molar hydroxide hyamine (in 
methanol) solution. The radioactivity of each thin layer 
was determined and plotted as a function of char depth. In 
Figure 6-11 such a curve is shown for the thermal degradation 
of phenol and Figure 6-12 is a similar curve for the decom­
position of radioactive labeled methane. The hashed-in 
rectangular blocks represent the total percent radioactivity 
of the thickness of the individual slices analysed, while the 
dotted curve represents the percent radioactivity per unit thick-
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ness at a particular char depth. The results in Figure 6-11
are for phenol decomposition at a mass flux rate of 0.0059
2
lb/ft -sec and a front surface temperature of 1960°F. Depo­
sition of carbon appears to start at a char depth of 0.38 
corresponding to a temperature of 1300 "F, and continues 
uniformly to 0.925 where the temperature is 1925°F. At this 
point a rapid decrease is noted indicating either no further 
carbon deposition or disappearance of carbon by chemical reaction.
Similar results are observed for carbon deposition by 
methane decomposition in Figure 6-12. Since carbon deposition 
by methane and/or phenol degradation is an increasing function 
of temperature, and, since a substantial amount of phenol and 
methane is present in the exit gas stream, it is unlikely 
that carbon deposition reactions have terminated. Instead, 
the reaction of the deposited carbon with steam (or carbon 
dioxide) is a more probable explanation of the decline noted 
in Figure 6-12. This is also substantiated by the rapid decrease 
in water concentration at the same temperature where carbon 
deposition declines. Additionally, carbon was observed on the 
quartz cover plate and inside surfaces of the outer char 
holder section which indicated that the carbon deposition 
reactions were continuing after the gases had left the char 
surface. Therefore, a very comprehensive picture of carbon 
deposition with regard to its location, the causes for its
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appearance and disappearance, and its effect on the exit gas 
product distribution was obtained. This was one additional, 
important use of an accurate mathematical model in predicting 
phenomena very difficult and often impossible to determine with 
expérimental techniques only.
The combination of the radioactive tracer techniques and the 
non-equilibrium flow analysis will be applied in evaluating 
various catalysts for accelerating the chemical reactions and, 
thereby, increasing the energy absorbed within the char zone.
The effectiveness of each catalyst will be determined in the 
following section by comparing the results with data from 
non-catalytic experiments.
Catalytic Reactions of the Pyrolysis Products in the Char Zone 
The discussion thus far has shown that chemical reactions 
within the char layer are very important modes of energy ab­
sorption. It was also pointed out that chemical non-equilibrium
becomes important between 2000 - 2500 °F for a mass flux rate 
2
of 0.05 lb/ft -sec (Tables 6-13 through 6-16). Below this range, 
the flow of pyrolysis products through the char is essentially 
frozen, while above 2000 °F, the flow is best described by 
finite reaction rates for the important chemical reactions 
taking place within the char between the pyrolysis products.
In reentry applications where the temperature gradient
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across the ablator may vary from 500 - 5000°F, the frozen
state (less than 2000 “F) can extend over nearly one third 
the entire thickness. Within this region heat absorption by 
conduction and convection are the only important modes of 
energy transfer. In order to increase the capacity of this 
region to absorb heat, and thus proportionately reduce the total 
heat shield weight requirement, the introduction of a catalyst 
to initiate chemical reactions in the lower temperature range 
(< 2000 °F) was evaluated.
There are two types of catalyst systems; homogeneous and 
heterogeneous. The first involves the introduction of a 
chemical compound which is in the same phase as the pyrolysis 
product stream. The homogeneous catalyst effectively reduces 
the energy of activation by interacting with the various species 
present. To illustrate this interaction the catalytic chlorination 
of nitrous oxide in the presence of bromine is used as an 
example (58) of the action of a homogeneous catalyst. The 
direct chlorination occurs by reaction (6-14):
2N0 + Clg - 2N0C1 (6-14)
Introducing bromine results in a two reaction sequence as 
follows:
2N0 + Br^ - 2N0Br (6-15)
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2N 0Br +  C lg  2N0C1 +  B r^  ( 6 - 1 6 )
The reaction with the greatest activation energy between (6-15) 
and (6-16) is the rate determining step for the sequence.
Bromine is considered a catalyst if, and only if, the energy 
of activation of the rate determining step is smaller than the 
energy of activation of reaction (6-14). Such is the case for 
this example. Other homogeneous catalysts are iodine, hydrogen 
bromide, hydrogen fluoride, nitric oxide, chlorine and mercury 
(59,60,61,62,63).
In the case of the halogens, incorporation of an organic 
halide into the composite which thermal degrades at or near the 
temperature for the nylon-phenolic resin could be used to intro­
duce the catalyst into the pyrolysis product stream. One example 
for bromine is tribromobutane which vaporizes at 225°C or 540°F 
(nylon-phenolic resin at 250°C ) and forms HBr and cracked 
products of an olefin.
The second kind of catalyst system with application to flow 
of hydrocarbon products through porous media are the hetero­
geneous catalysts. These consist of a thin dispersion of an 
active metal on a porous solid, called a catalyst support.
Gases are thus absorbed on the metal surfaces as they flow 
through the porous solid, undergo chemical reactions, and
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resorbed into thé gas stream. Thé kind of solid supports used 
vary from clays and alumina to porous carbon.
Heterogeneous catalysts are widely used in the petroleum 
and chemical industries for accelerating hydrogenation and 
dehydrogenation reactions, hydrocracking reactions and hydro­
forming reactions. Some typical active metals used in these 
applications are platinum, tungsten, molybdenum, palladium, etc. 
(64). One example involves the catalytic hydrogenation of 
benzene to cyclohexane at room temperature with platinum on 
porous carbon supports (64). Cyclohexane is then cracked 
to lower molecular weight compounds at 840°F (65). Details 
for the catalytic cracking of numerous organic compounds 
are presented by Vogh (6 6 ).
In many cases the use of heterogeneous catalysts is restricted 
to applications which do not contain compounds that deactivate 
the metal surfaces. Some of these so called poisons are 
carbon monoxide, sulfur and deposits of carbon or coke. Although 
there is no sulfur in the pyrolysis product stream, carbon 
monoxide and deposited carbon are present requiring additional 
screening of the heterogeneous catalyst considered. The activity 
and selectivity of the catalyst chosen for this application is 
discussed in a subsequent section.
Because the heterogeneous catalyst exists in a different 
state, the solid phase, than the pyrolysis products, introduc­
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tion into the system requires more detailed planning. There 
are two possible techniques that permit the placement of a 
finely dispersed metal catalyst on the char of a charring 
ablator. The first takes advantage of a nylon-platinum 
catalyst used to hydrogenate benzene to cyclohexane (67).
The inclusion of this platinum impregnated nylon with nylon 
and phenolic resin during the molding process could be made. 
During ablation, the nylon would degrade and release the metal 
catalyst which would be distributed on the surface of the formed 
char layer. The presence of water and hydrogen at the lower 
temperatures ( <900°F) would prevent coking, leaving the metal 
sites exposed to promote the pyrolysis reactions.
The second method is similar to the method used for intro­
ducing a homogeneous catalyst into the pyrolysis product stream. 
In this case an organo-metallic compound such as nickel stearate 
(6 8 ) could be included which would vaporize in the decomposition 
zone with deposition of nickel on the char surface. This action 
is commonly observed in vapor phase cracking processes (68,69) 
in which increased activity of the cracking catalyst results 
in excessive carbon and hydrogen formation. Other similar 
compounds are the carbonyl compounds of nickel, iron and cobalt 
(70). The combination of both catalysts systems may also be 
possible by using compounds containing both metal and halogen 
atoms, such as platinum iodide. The advantage of this type of
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co-catalyst would exist only if both groups were found to 
accelerate chemical reactions within the char layer.
The following sections will describe the results obtained 
in tests using the Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator. Each 
catalyst system will be compared with non-catalytic data to 
determine the extent of chemical reaction due to the addition 
of the catalyst. The preparation of each catalyst and the 
procedure for introducing it into the experimental simulation 
will also be discussed.
Homogeneous Catalysis of the Pyrolysis Products; Unlike the 
heterogeneous catalysis systems, very little information regard­
ing the activity of various homogeneous catalyst systems is 
contained in the literature. One source, however, reported 
the relative activity of several organic halides and halogen 
catalysts for the catalytic degradation of hydrocarbons to 
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and organic acids, aldehydes 
and ketones. (71). A list of the relative activities of these 
catalysts are presented in Table 6-23 with iodine as a reference 
(relative activity of 100). No relative activities of nitrous 
oxide or mercury were found. Also hydrogen fluoride was omitted 
from the above list of relative activities.
Although the above may indeed be excellent homogeneous 
catalysts, certain aspects of the ablative process prohibit 
their use. For example, nitrous oxide, while exhibiting excellent
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catalytic activity for the thermal degradation of certain hydrocarbons 
requires a concentration too great to be practically included 
in the composite (59). Similarly, hydrogen fluoride and mercury 
are almost exclusively used as liquid phase catalysts (72,73).
As a result, attention in this research was given to the halides 
which were not only reported as good catalysts in hydrocarbon 
decomposition and oxidation reactions (74), but also required 
in small enough concentrations to be conviently and 
economically feasible for ablative heat shield applications.
Experimental Results for Homogeneous Catalysis of the 
Pyrolysis Product Reactions with Bromine: As a matter of con­
venience in the experimental simulation apparatus, bromine was 
selected as a representative halide catalyst. It was convenient 
to dissolve bromine in the water and feed the resulting solution 
to the char holder with phenol and the gaseous pyrolysis products.
The concentration of bromine in the water solution was varied 
from 1 . 0  to 4.0% by weight.
The selection of bromine as a suitable and typical catalyst 
was based on evidence of strong aromatic ring attack, such as 
with phenol, to form tribromophenol at ambient conditions.
In addition it has excellent oxidative properties in decomposing 
hydrocarbons such as propane to carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide 
and other organic species such as organic acids, aldehydes and 
ketones (74). Furthermore, the formation of HBr from hydrogen
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and bromine occurs at moderate temperatures (200 - 300°C) 
by the following mechanism (75). This gives the additional 
catalytic benefit of HBr being present.
Brg - Br ■f Br
Br + Hg —* HBr + H
H + Br^ HBr + Br
H + HBr Hg + Br
Br + Br -
*
B^2
*
Br^ -* Br + Br
(6-17)
Also it established a reference to the remaining halide catalysts 
contained in Table 6-23 and thus makes an exhaustive investi­
gation unnecessary if significant promotion of chemical reaction 
rates are found. The above mechanism is favored by low pressure 
and large surface area, both of which exist in the char zone 
during reentry.
Results of several experiments are shown in Table 6-24.
The experimental exit gas compositions are no longer predicted 
by the non-equilibrium flow model within the experimental accuracy 
as observed for the non-catalytic experiments. Also the reactions 
are not at equilibrium as seen from the table.
The effect of bromine as a catalyst is better illustrated 
by comparing experiment XXVIII-92, in which the mass flux was
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Table 6-24. Flow of Pyrolysis Gases Through Graphite.
the Exit Gas Compositions.
Effect of Bromine Catalyst on
RUN NUMBER 
MASS FLUX 
FRONT TEMP 
BACK TEMP
FLOW
MODEL
«2
MOLE
7o
CH.4
MOLE
%
CO
MOLE
%
COg
MOLE
%
*2
MOLE
7o
HgO
MOLE
%
MOLE
7o
S«4
MOLE
%
S«2
MOLE
7o
CATALYSTS
XXV-82 FROZEN 36.9 7.2 4.2 1.3 0.0 42.3 8.1 0.0 0.0 Bromine
0.0065 EQUILIBRIUM 66.2 0.8 32.1 0.2 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 in Water
2050°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 40.6 9.7 14.1 2.7 0.0 25.2 7.3 0.0 0.0 47o
1105°F EXPERIMENTAL 41,6 11.8 18.9 3.4 0.0 16.4 7.1 0.3 0.5 (by weight)
XXVII-87 FROZEN 2.3 3.4 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 93.8 0.0 0.0 Bromine
0.00320 EQUILIBRIUM 73.7 1.5 24.1 0.3 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 in Water
1980°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 2.8 3.6 0.5 0.1 0.0 0.0 91.3 0.0 0.6 1%
1060°F EXPERIMENTAL 4.8 2.7 0.8 0.1 0.0 0.0 90.2 0.1 0.3 (by weight)
XXVII-89 FROZEN 2,1 3.2 0.4 0.1 0.0 94.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 Bromine
0.00508 EQUILIBRIUM 51.1 0.6 46.7 0.7 0.0 1.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 in Water
2010°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 18.3 2.8 13.3 2.0 0.0 63.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 17c
1070° F EXPERIMENTAL 28.2 3.4 21.5 6.0 0,0 40.8 0.0 0.4 0.5 (by weight)
XXVI-84 FROZEN 34.3 6.6 3.9 1.1 0.0 45.4 8.7 0.0 0.0 Bromine
0.0013 EQUILIBRIUM 65.0 1.0 32.5 0.4 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 in Water
2020°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 39.5 10.7 16.6 3.8 0.0 21.5 7.5 0,0 0.4 27o
908°F EXPERIMENTAL 37.8 15.3 1 21.0 4.8 0.0 14.2 6.3 0.2 0.4 (by weight)
C/)
C/)
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0.0044 Ib/ftg-sec, the front surface temperature of 1920°F
and no bromine, with experiment XXV-81 (mass flux of 0.0038 
2
lb/ft -sec, a front surface temperature of 1995°F and 4%(wt) 
bromine catalyst) in Table 6-25. The conditions are almost the 
same, and the extent of reaction is greater for the experiment 
with bromine present. The addition of bromine accelerated the 
chemical reactions as seen by the facts that significantly 
more of the water (17.6% rather than 25.4%) and phenol 
(7 .2% rather than 9.5%) had been consumed than would have been 
if bromine had not been present. This is also seen by direct 
comparison of the experimental exit gas compositions from each 
of the similar experiments. A measured decrease in the water 
and phenol concentrations, with corresponding increases in 
methane, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, ethylene and acetylene 
are obtained in the bromine catalysed experiment. These same 
trends are observed in all investigations with bromine and are 
independent of the catalyst concentrations used(1.0 to 4.0% 
by weight).
The effect of the bromine catalysis is also seen by
inspecting the carbon deposition profiles for the thermal
decomposition of phenol in the simulated pyrolysis product stream.
This is presented in Figures 6-13 and 6-14. The carbon deposition
profile for the non-catalytic experiment is shown in Figure 6-13
2
for a mass flux of 0.0059 lb/ft -sec and 1935°F. Deposition
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Table 6-25. Flow of Pyrolysis Gases Through Graphite. Comparison of Bromine Catalyzed 
and Non-Catalytic Exit Gas Compositions.
RUN NUMBER 
MASS FLUX 
FRONT TEMP 
BACK TEMP
FLOW
MODEL
« 2
MOLE
%
CH4
MOLE
7o
CO
MOLE
%
CO2
MOLE
7o
« 2
MOLE
%
HgO
MOLE
%
MOLE
%
C2H4
MOLE
%
^2 * 2
MOLE
%
COMMENTS
XXV-81
0.0038
1995°F
1170°F
FROZEN
EQUILIBRIUM
NON-EQUILIBRIUM
EXPERIMENTAL
31.5
64.7
36.4
40.2
6 . 1
0.9
9.9
11.9
3.5
33.2
14.6
15.1
1 . 1
0.4
3.7
7.0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
47.1
0.9
25.4
17.6
1 0 . 8
0 . 0
9.5
7.2
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0.3
0 . 0
0 . 0
0.4
0.7
Bromine 
in Water 
4%
(by weight)
XXVIII-92
0.0044
1920°F
1100°F
FROZEN
EQUILIBRIUM
NON-EQUILIBRIUM
EXPERIMENTAL
27.5
62.5 
29.3 
30.0
5.3
1 . 2
7.7
8.7
3.1
33.9
8 . 6
8 . 0
1 . 0
0 . 8
2.5
3.4
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
52.5
1 . 6
42.2
39.9
1 0 . 6
0 . 0
1 0 . 1
9.6
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 2
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 2
0 . 2
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Bromine
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begins at a distance of 0.38 in the char where the temperature
is 1310 °F with a uniform increase to a maximum value at 0,925
or 1915°F. At this point the profile decreases. In contrast
to this curve, Figure 6-14 represents the carbon deposition
profile for the bromine catalysed experiment in which the
2
mass flux was 0.0075 lb/ft -sec and 1900°F. There is a definite 
shift in the carbon deposition curve with the maximum value 
moving from 0.925 to 0.71 or from a temperature of 1915°F 
to 1630°F. Deposition again starts at a distance of 0.38 (1300°F). 
Also additional carbon deposition was noted near the front surface 
at a temperature of about 1925°F.
Similar profiles are shown in Figure 6-15 and 6-16 for 
carbon-14 labelled methane decomposition. Although the results 
are not as pronounced as the phenol data, a detectable shift 
in the carbon deposition pattern is again observed. Deposition 
begins at 0.48 (1555°F) for the non-catalytic experiment 
compared with 0.42 (1500°F) for the bromine catalyzed case.
The point of maximum deposition is shifted away from the front 
surface to a position corresponding to 1893°F or 0.85. The 
peak for the bromine-free experiment is located at 0.98 (1930®F).
In summary these results show that bromine is an active 
catalyst for the catalytic cracking of phenol in the presence 
of hydrogen (hydrocracking) and to a lesser extent for the 
hydrocracking of methane. A similar discussion regarding the
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cracking of the pyrolysis products using heterogeneous catalyst 
is presented in the following section.
Heterogeneous Catalysis of the Pyrolysis Product Reactions 
Using a Tungsten-Molybdenum Co-Catalyst; A great deal of 
research into heterogeneous catalysts, their applications and 
activities has been reported in the literature (64,65,66,67). 
These catalyst are excellent hydrogenation accelerators for 
a number of hydrocarbons common to the petroleum and chemical 
industries. However, they are also susceptible to deactivation 
by reaction, adsorption or coating by several poisons. The 
two poisons which are present in the pyrolysis gases are carbon 
monoxide and coke (or carbon) formation. These two poisons are 
present in the char zone and must be considered when selecting 
possible heterogeneous catalysts. These poisons rule out the 
use of platinum, paladium, rhodium, nickel and selenium 
since these are all poisoned by carbon monoxide. In light of 
this discussion, tungsten, because of its relatively good 
activity in systems containing carbon monoxide, and molybdenum, 
because of its high selectivity in the thermal degradation of 
hydrocarbons, were selected as co-catalysts.
The method used to disperse these metals on the graphite 
specimens was the standard procedure to prepair heterogeneous 
catalysts and is as follows. First, the metals were obtained 
as metal acids (anhydrous) and added to hot (80°C) sulfuric acid.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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Molybdenum was completely dissolved while tungsten formed a 
saturated solution. The graphite specimens were placed in the 
hot solution and stirred vigorously for thirty minutes. The 
second phase of the procedure involved the passing of carbon 
disulfide vapors through the graphite to convert the metal 
oxides to sulfides which increases the catalytic activity of 
the metals. The specimens were then dried at 110°F and re­
weighed to determine the weight of catalyst dispersed within 
the pores. The catalyst concentration varied from 5 to 6 
percent (by weight) of the co-catalyst (50:50). This is 
typical of the dispersed (metal) phase composition of hete­
rogeneous catalysts.
The effect of this catalyst on the reactions of the pyro­
lysis products in the char zone is shown in Table 6-26. Although 
there are noticeable differences between the experimentally 
measured exit gas compositions and the computed values for the 
uncatalyzed case, they are not as pronounced as the results for 
bromine. This is better indicated by comparing the results of 
non-catalytic experiments (XXVIII-92 and XXIX-94) with the vaines 
obtained in the heterogeneous co-catalyst systems (XXXII-99
and XXXI-98). The exit gas compositions are shown in Table 6-27
2
for an average mass flux rate of 0.0048 lb/ft -sec and a front 
surface temperature range of 1860° to 1945°F. No detectible 
difference between the four experiments is determined. Similarly,
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Table 6-26. Flow of Pyrolysis Gases Through Graphite. Effect of Molybdenum-Tungs 
Co-catalyst on the Exit Gas Composition.
ten
"O
RUN NUMBER
c q ' MASS FLUX FLOW ^ 2
CH^ LU CO2 ” 2 HgU ^6^6° ^2^4 2 2 CATALYST
o FRONT TEMP MODEL MOLE MOLE MOLE MOLE MOLE MOLE MOLE MOLE MOLE
$3
CD
BACK TEMP % % % % % % % % %
I!lolyb(ienuni
"n XXXI-97 FROZEN 2 0 . 0 4.2 2 . 1 0 . 6 0 . 0 62.1 1 1 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 & Tungstenc
3. 0.0064 EQUILIBRIUM 59.4 1.7 33.7 2 . 0 0 . 0 3.1 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 5-h
3"
CD 1875°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 20.4 4.6 3.0 0.9 0 . 0 60.1 10.9 0 . 0 0 . 0 by weight
850° F EXPERIMENTAL 2 1 . 6 5.6 4.1 1.3 0 . 0 58.0 9.0 0 . 2 0.3 as sulfides
o
Q . XXXI-98 FROZEN 26.2 5.5 2.9 0 . 8 0 . 0 52.7 11.9 0 . 0 0 . 0
a 0.0048 EQUILIBRIUM 62.6 1.4 33.1 1 . 0 0 . 0 1.9 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 as
o 1945°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 28.4 6.5 6.9 1.5 0 . 0 45.2 11.4 0 . 0 0 . 2 above
T3
O
950°F EXPERIMENTAL 29.2 1 1 . 1 8.7 3.6 0 . 0 38.0 8 . 8 0.3 0.3
3"
g XXXII-99 FROZEN 25.4 5.4 2 . 8 0 . 8 0 . 0 53.9 11.7 0 . 0 0 . 0
(D
Q . 0.0049 EQUILIBRIUM 62.6 1.4 33.1 1 . 0 0 . 0 1.9 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 as
g 1860°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 26.3 6.3 5.0 1.4 0 . 0 49.6 11.5 0 . 0 0 . 1 above
3 "
O
840° F EXPERIMENTAL 27.6 7.2 6 . 6 2 . 6 0 . 0 45.2 1 0 . 2 0 . 2 0.4
T3 XXXII-100 FROZEN 14.0 2.3 1.5 0.4 0 . 0 69.4 12.4 0 . 0 0 . 0
3 0.0098 EQUILIBRIUM 62.6 1.4 33.1 1 . 0 0 . 0 1.9 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 as
w
1920°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 15.2 2.4 2 . 8 0 . 6 0 . 0 6 6 . 8 1 2 . 2 0 . 0 0 . 0 above
5'
3
900°F EXPERIMENTAL 16.6 3.2 3.7 0 . 8 0 . 0 64.0 1 0 . 8 0.4 0.5
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Table 6-27. Flow of Pyrolysis Products Through Porous Graphite. Comparison of the Exit Gas 
Composition for Molybdenum-Tungsten Catalysed and Non-Catalyst Experiments.
RUN NUMBER 
MASS FLUX 
FRONT TEMP 
BACK TEMP
FLOW
MODEL
« 2
MOLE
%
CH4
MOLE
%
CO
MOLE
%
CO2
MOLE
%
N2
MOLE
%
H2 0
MOLE
%
C6 « 6 0
MOLE
%
C2H4
MOLE
%
C2H2
MOLE
%
CATALYST
XXVIII-92
0.0044
1920°F
1100°F
FROZEN
EQUILIBRIUM
NON-EQUILIBRIUM
EXPERIMENTAL
27.5
62.5 
29.3 
30.0
5.3
1 . 2
7.7
8.7
3.1
33.9
8 . 0
8 . 0
1 . 0
0 . 8
2.5
3.4
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
52.5
1 . 6
42.2
37.9
1 0 . 6
0 . 0
1 0 . 1
1 1 . 6
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 2
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 2
0 . 2
no
catalyst
XXIX-94
0.0050
1925°F
920°F
FROZEN
EQUILIBRIUM
NON-EQUILIBRIUM
EXPERIMENTAL
25.6
61.8
28.1
25.5
4.1
1 . 1
5.8
5.8
2.9
34.9
7.8
10.5
0 . 8
0.7
2 . 1
2.7
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
55.2
1.5
45.1
42.7
11.5
0 . 0
10.9
1 2 . 2
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 2
0 . 0
0 . 0
0.3
0 . 2
no
catalyst
XXXI-98
0.0048
1945°F
950°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
26.2
62.6
28.4
29.2
5.5
1.4
6.5 
1 1 . 1
2.9 
33.1
6.9 
8.7
0 . 8
1 . 0
1.5
3.6
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
52.7
1.9
45.2
38.0
11.9
0 . 0
11.4
8 . 8
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0.3
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 2
0.3
Molybdenum 
Tungsten 
5-6% (wt) 
as sulfide
XXXII-99
0.0049
1860°F
840°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
25.5
62.6
26.3
27.6
5.3
1.4 
6.3 
7.2
2 . 8  
33.1 
5.0 
6 .6
0 . 8
1 . 0
1.4
2 . 6
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
53.9
1.9
49.6
45.2
11.7
0 . 0
11.5
1 0 . 2
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 2
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 1
0.4
Molybdenum 
Tungsten 
5-6% (wt) 
as sulfide
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a comparison of the carbon deposition profiles for carbon-14 
labeled phenol (XXVIII and XXXII) and methane (XXIX and XXXI) 
show no substantial shift in the position of the maximum 
deposition or the location where carbon deposition begins.
These are shown in Figures 6-17 through 6-20. A slight difference 
in behavior near the front surface is observed. However, 
this represents no substantial change from the non-catalytic 
behavior.
A series of experiments with a platinum catalyst dispersed 
on the graphite specimens was also conducted using phenol- 
water free pyrolysis gases having a relatively low carbon monoxide 
concentration. These studies showed no catalytic activity over 
a temperature range of 1370° to 1755°F. The results of these 
tests are summarized in Table 6-28. The flow remained frozen in 
each experiment studied.
Summary of the Catalytic Studies to Increase Reactions in the 
Char Zone
Results for adding bromine to the pyrolysis product stream 
as a homogeneous catalyst indicated increased chemical reactions 
within the char zone. This acceleration was shown by comparison 
of the exit gas composition from non-catalytic and catalytic 
experiments with the calculated exit gas composition based on 
the non-equilibrium (non-catalysed) flow model. Furthermore,
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Table 6-28. Flow of Pyrolysis Products Through Porous Graphite. Exit Gas Compositions
of Platinum Catalysed Experiments.
RUN NUMBER 
MASS FLUX 
FRONT TEMP 
BACK TEMP
FLOW
MODEL
« 2
MOLE
%
CH4
MOLE
%
CO
MOLE
%
COg
MOLE
%
^ 2
MOLE
%
HgO
MOLE
%
C6"6°
MOLE
%
C2H4
MOLE
%
S » 2
MOLE
%
CATALYST
XIII-38
0.0009
1690°F
1210°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
31.7 
82.3
31.7 
32.6
46.3 
1 . 1
46.3
41.3
5.5 
7.0
5.5 
8.9
2.5 
0 . 0
2.5 
5.2
14.0 
9.5
14.0
14.0
0 . 0
0 . 2
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
Platinun 
5% (wt)
XIII-39 
0.0039 
1725°F 
1220°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
31.7 
82.4
31.7
30.8
46.3 
1 . 0
46.3 
45.8
5.5
7.0
5.5
6 . 0
2.5 
0 . 0
2.5 
4.4
14.0 
9.5
14.0
14.0
0 . 0
0 . 1
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
Platinum 
5% (wt)
VIII-22 
0.0038 
1470°F 
739°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
35.0 
79.8
35.0 
36.2
43.7 
3.0
43.7 
41.4
4.9 
6.7
4.9 
5.2
2.9 
0 . 1
2.9 
4.2
13.6 
9.6
13.6 
13.0
0 . 0
0.7
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
Platinum 
57o (wt)
to »—• 
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carbon deposition profiles were used to locate the position and 
temperature where deposition resulting from methane and phenol 
thermal degradation occurred.
The use of bromine (or HBr) as a representative homogeneous 
catalyst made a detailed investigation unnecessary because of 
the relative activity of various halides to hydrogen bromide 
in Table 6-23. By comparison, iodine and organic iodides 
should have a greater influence on the pyrolysis product reactions, 
while chlorine or the organic chlorides should have a lesser 
influence.
No detectable change in the exit product composition, and, 
therefore, in the rates of chemical reaction of the pyrolysis 
products, were observed for tungsten and molybdenum co-catalysts 
and platinum over a temperature range of 1845° to 2300°F.
Oxidative Degradation of Low Density NyIon-Phenolic Resin Chars 
in an Air Stream at Elevated Temperatures
The oxidative degradation of low density nylon-phenolic 
resin chars is important in reentry applications as a result 
of the hot, shock heated air streams flowing adjacent to the 
char front surface. It is believed that a portion of this air 
stream penetrates the char front surface forming large cavities 
and irregular shaped, erroded areas on the surface of the heat 
shield during reentry or in models tested in arc jets.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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In order to determine the extent of air oxidation, experiments 
were made in the Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator in 
which air, at rates corresponding to reentry values, was 
injected into the char at the front surface. These experi­
ments simulated a maximum air mass flux, because there is pyro­
lysis gas flow counter to the air during ablation.
To determine whether air reacted at the surface or in 
depth, samples of the exit gas stream were taken at short 
intervals to determine the oxygen conversion within the char.
The result of these analyses for two separate experiments
are shown in Figure 6-21. At an air mass flux of 0.0057 
2
lb/ft -sec and a front surface temperature of 1485°F. The
maximum conversion of oxygen at the back surface was 53%
corresponding to an oxygen concentration of 10 mole percent
leaving the back surface. A back surface temperature of 747°F
was measured for the 1/8 inch thick char. Increasing the air
2
flow rate to 0.035 lb/ft -sec and a front surface temperature 
of 2047°F, increased the maximum conversion at the rear surface 
to 81% or a concentration of four percent leaving the char 
back surface. The back surface temperature was measured at 
304°F. The char thickness was 1/4 inch. The relatively low 
back surface temperatures indicate that the highly exothermic re­
action probably occurs near the front surface. Although oxygen 
conversion at the back surface was never complete indicating the
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presence of oxygen within the pores at all char depths, the
extent of oxidation in depth appears small in comparison to
the surface oxidation. A photograph of the front surface
after 11 minutes exposure to an air mass flux of 0.035 Ib/ft^-sec
and a temperature of 2047°F (Experiment XVII) is shown in
Figure 6-22. The three large erroded areas indicate strong
surface attack. The rounded edges near the errosions further
support the concept that oxidation occurs where there is the
least resistance to flow. The time for these holes to be formed
can be estimated by comparing the length of time necessary to
obtain near zero oxygen conversion at the back surface in Figure 6-21.
In addition to the experimental data, a modification to 
the isothermal analysis (Appendix F) was made by considering 
temperatures within the char to vary linearly with char dist­
ance. This approximation premits the calculation of the oxygen 
conversion for a given char depth (residence time) and front 
surface temperature. A comparison of the calculated and measured 
maximum conversions is shown in Table 6-29. The conversion of 
oxygen with char depth is also presented in Figure 6-23 for the 
linear approximation of the temperature and also the isothermal 
evaluations at the front and back surface temperatures. The 
data used to describe the air oxidation of graphite is presented 
in Table 6-29. Agreement of the calculated and experiment con­
versions at the back surface is within the experimental
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Table 6-29. Air Oxidation of Low Density Nylon-Phenolic Resin Chars. A Detailed 
Comparison of the Calculated and Measured Oxygen Conversion at 
the Char Back Surface (Exit Surface).
Experiment Number: X-29 XVII-54
Conditions:
Mass Flux, Ib/ft^-sec 0.0057 0.0350
Front Temperature, °F 1485°F 2047°F
Back Temperature, °F 747°F 304°F
Char Thickness, ft 0.0104 0.0208
Experiment Run Time, Min. 35 25
Measured Maximum Conversion: (%) 43 83
Calculated Maximum Conversion:
(1) at the Front Temperature 96 1 0 0
(2) at the Back Temperature 8 2 2
(3) at a Temperature which varied 45 86
linearly with char depth
(4) at the Average Temperature 41 81
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Figure 6-23. Conversion of Oxygen for the Flow of Air Through a 
Low Density Nylon-Phenolic Resin Char at a Mass Flux of
0.035 Ib/ft^-sec and a Temperature of 1485°F .
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accuracy of the analyses. Values of SOKcal/tnole for the activa­
tion energy and 1 x 1 0 ^^ sec  ^were used for the first order
air oxidation of carbon. Energies of activation between 8
16 18and 43 Kcal/tnole, frequency factor between 10 and 10 and 
reaction orders of zero, one half and one are reported in the 
literature (42).
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the experimental and theoretical results of this 
research the following conclusions are drawn:
Reacting Flow of Pyrolysis Products in the Char Zone
1. The reacting flow of pyrolysis products from nylon-phe­
nolic resin composites in the char zone is accurately described 
by a non-equilibrium model employing reaction kinetic data of
the important reactions occurring in the system. For the simulated
pyrolysis product compositions in Table 6-5, mass flux values
2
between 0.00003 - 0.10 lb/ft -sec and a front surface temperature 
range of 1350 - 2300°F, the reactions and associated kinetic data 
in Table 6 - 6  accurately describe the energy transfer in the 
char zone. These reactions are valid up to 3000°F. Above this 
temperature, additional reactions must be considered to accu­
rately describe the reacting flow system.
2
2. Under conditions of high mass fluxes (> 0.01 lb/ft -sec) 
and/or low temperatures ( •■' 2000°F), the flow of pyrolysis products 
is essentially frozen. These conditions define the upper 
limitation of the frozen flow model.
3. The equilibrium flow model erroneously predicts the
behavior in the char for all conditions except those in which
2
the mass flux rate is smaller than 0.0001 lb/ft -sec. Mass 
flux rates greater than this value require the use of a non­
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equilibrium flow analysis to describe reactions occurring at 
finite rates.
Reacting Flow of Pyrolysis Products Through Porous Graphite
1. The same results are obtained for the reacting flow 
of pyrolysis products in porous graphite. The same important 
reactions and kinetic data that applied to the low density 
nylon-phenolic resin chars, likewise apply to the graphite 
between 1350 - 2300°F and 0.00003 - 0.10 Ib/ft^-sec. This 
permits the substitution of graphite for the brittle chars in 
studies requiring post-experimental analyses of the porous 
media; i.e., carbon deposition studies.
2. In order to compare the results from char and graphite 
experiments, the mass flux in the pores must be identical.
This corrects for differences in the porosity of each material.
3. The inclusion of graphite "fines" in the pore spaces, 
during the fabrication procedure, results in reactions with 
hydrogen forming methane. Purging the graphite with helium
or nitrogen prior to an experiment is sufficient to remove these 
dust-like particles from the pore spaces and eliminate the 
methane formed from this more reactive form of graphite.
Carbon Deposition Studies
1. The use of radioactive tracers is a very effective
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method of determining the extent of carbon deposition within 
the char from the cracking of the pyrolysis gases, A plot of 
the percent radioactivity as a function of char depth very 
graphically determines the position where deposition starts, 
ends and is maximum.
2. Carbon is deposited as a result of the thermal degra­
dation of methane .and phenol. Deposition starts near the middle
of the char (z/L = 0.5) where the temperature is 1400°F and increases 
uniformly to a maximum value near the front surface at a 
temperature of 1900 °F«
Degradation Product Distribution
1. The products of methane degradation were determined
by comparing radioactive tracer concentration profiles with the 
gas chromatograms of the exit gases leaving the Char Zone 
Thermal Environment Simulator. The species identified were 
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, ethylene, acetylene and 
unreacted methane.
2. Similarly, the products of phenol degradation were 
determined. The species were identified as methane, carbon 
monoxide, carbon dioxide and unreacted phenol.
3. The above methods provided excellent supporting 
evidence that the reactions considered important in the mathe­
matical model were correct.
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Catalysts Evaluation Studies
1. The effect of adding homogeneous catalysts (such as 
bromine) to the pyrolysis product stream to accelerate chemical 
reactions and, therefore, the heat absorption in the system 
was determined. Bromine (and the organic halides and other 
halogens) produced a catalytic effect which reduced the tempera­
ture at which carbon deposition starts from 1400°F to 1200°F.
The position of maximum deposition was likewise shifted 300°F.
A sharp décliné in the carbon deposition probably indicated 
rapid depletion of carbon by reactions with water and/or carbon 
dioxide.
The product concentrations of the exit gas stream 
is likewise different from the non-catalytic experiments and 
not predicted by the non-catalytic kinetic data.
2. Molybdenum and tungsten heterogeneous catalysts did 
not affect a measurable change in the behavior of the system.
A slight shift in the carbon deposition profiles were observed; 
however, the results were outside the experimental accuracy of 
the analytical equipment. Platinum was used in earlier studies 
and, likewise, failed to produce a change.
Air Oxidation Studies
The effect of injecting air into low density nylon-phenolic 
resin chars at the front surface is rapid errosion near the
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edge regions of the chars. These experiments were conducted 
by passing air into the char from the front surface with no 
counter flow of pyrolysis products from the rear. The 
experimental results were bracketed by the isothermal analysis 
and values calculated using a linear description of the tempera­
ture profile within the char.
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Symbol Description Units
area
species identification in a general expres­
sion for a reaction none
Runge-Kutta parameter in the energy equa- T
tion numerical solution method
ratio of system parameter defined in 
equation (2-13)
formula number for chemical compounds
none
none
B
coefficients in the polynomial 
defined in equation (2-28)
Runge-Kutta parameter in the species 
continuity numerical solution method
none
M/L^t
ratio of system parameter defined in 
equation (2-14)
mass of a chemical element
none
M
coefficients in the polynomial defined 
in equation (2-29) none
ratio of the fluid to matrix thermal 
conductivity
molar concentration defined in 
equation (2-38)
none
mole/L^
heat capacity of a pure component at 
constant pressure L /^t^ T
heat capacity of a mixture at constant 
pressure
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Symbol Description Units
total number of atoms of a chemical 
element in the system defined by 
equation (3-41)
coefficients in the polynomial defined 
in equation (2-35)
none
none
F
F°
substantial derivative 
mass diffusivity 
energy of activation
free energy
free energy at a standard state of 298°K 
and 1 atom
none
L^ /t
ML^/t^-
mole
ML^/t^
H
free energy function defined in 
equations (3-31) and (3-33)
any mathematical function
augmented function of the quadratic 
approximation to the free energy 
function defined in equation (3-37)
force of gravity
enthalpy
enthalpy at a standard state of 
298“K and 1 atom
none
ML^/t^
L/t^
Mlf/t^
heat transfer coefficient in equation 
(2-3) M/t^t
numerical integration increment sizes none
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Symbol Description Units
J
j
K
k
k"
L
M
Mw
m
N
n
n
P
P
molar flux 
mass flux
total number of gas species in the system
thermal conductivity
reaction rate constant
frequency factor
char thickness
mobility of a porous matrix defined in 
equation (2-84)
molecular weight
total number of chemical reactions in 
the system
molar flux of species in the char zone
moles of species
mole fraction of species
pressure
stoichiometric coefficient of the 
products in a chemical reaction
power on the concentration terms for 
products in a chemical reaction
volumetric flow rate
quadratic approximation of the free 
energy function (3-36)
heat generation by chemical reaction
moles/tL
M/tL^
none
ML/t^T
*function 
of reaction 
order.
none 
M/moles
none
2
mole/tL
moles
none
M/Lt^
none
none
L^ /t
M/f
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Symbol Description Units
R
number of gas plus solid (condensed) 
phases in the system
energy transfer by conduction, 
convection or radiation
ideal gas constant
chemical reaction rate
none
M/t^
2 2 
mole
3
mole/tL
R
T
T'
t
effective chemical reaction rate for gas 
and solid species defined in equation (3-21)
Reynold's number
dimensionless mole flux defined in 
equation (2-43)
V
stoichiometric coefficient of the 
reactants in a chemical reaction
radius of a cylindrical graphite test 
section included in equation (2-83)
power on the concentration terms for 
reactants in a chemical reaction
power on the temperature in the rate 
equation (3-52)
temperature
temperature gradient
time
ratio of the actual to estimated mole 
fraction in the free energy minimization 
calculation (3-42)
volume
mole/tL
none
none
chemical reaction rate of a chemical species mole/tL
none
none
none
T
T/L
t
none
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Symbol Description Units
V velocity L/t
W mass flux based on the superficial _
velocity M/L t
W mass flux based on the velocity in the ^
P pores spaces of chars and graphite M/L t
X mass fraction of the species none
distance in the axial direction
(Chapter II) L
y distance in the radial direction (2-82) L
estimated moles of species in the free
energy minimization calculation none
y estimated mole fraction in the free energy
minimization calculation no le
z distance in the axial direction
(Chapter II and III) L
Greek
compressibility factor none
O' ratio of the mass flux to the mass ,
diffusivity used in equation ( 2-44 ) M/L
O' viscous coefficient in the modified
Darcy's law equation (2-82) L
P inertial coefficient in the modified
Darcy's law equation (2-82) L
2
Y permeability of a porous medium L
6 Kronecher Delta none
à a difference between two parameters none
V del operator none
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Symbol Description Units
X
M*
T
p
a
a
T
0
n
n
Subscripts
c
d
e
f
porosity of a porous medium
emissivity of a porous medium
dimensionless char distance defined in 
equation (2-15)
dimensionless temperatures defined in 
equations (2 -1 1 ) and (2 -1 2 )
parameter of a straight line (0 -1 )
viscosity
3.1416
density
Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
collision diameter 
shear stress
dimensionless parameters defined 
in equations (2-25), (2-26) and (2-27)
parameter used to calculate the viscosity 
of a gas mixture in equation (3-57)
collision integral
Lagrangian multipliers in equation (3-37)
convection or conduction 
carbonaceous deposit 
effective or overall value 
fluid or gas phase
none
none
none
none
none
M/Lt
none
M/L^
M/t^T^
M/t^L
none
none
none
none
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Symbol Description
g gas phase
L front surface of a char
m matrix or solid phase
0 initial or inlet condition
P pressure
pyrolysis 
pores 
r radiation
s solid phase
T temperature
total
y distance in the radial direction
z distance measured from the char back surface
free stream condition
1 inside surface of a cylindrical tube
2 outside surface of a cylindrical tube 
Superscripts
* a standard or reference condition
® a standard or reference state
' derivative
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A. INTEGRITY OF THE CALCULATIONS IN T ^  TEMPRE SYSTEM 
Introduction
The TEMPRE System is a general analysis implemented in 
FORTRAN IV for studying the energy transfer in the char zone 
of a charring ablator. Three separate flow models and two 
boundary condition options are contained in the system.
The Iterative TEMPRE System solves the two point boundary 
value problem obtained by specifying the back and front char 
surface temperatures. An iterative solution for the correct 
initial (or final) temperature gradient required to match the 
known front (or back) surface temperature is necessary.
The Non-Iterative TEMPRE System solves the energy equation 
with back surface temperature and heat of pyrolysis of the 
virgin plastic (and therefore the temperature gradient) specified. 
Since any front surface temperature is acceptable, a parametric 
study is necessary to investigate the wide range of back and 
front surface conditions on the system.
In both of the above options the type of flow can be 
specified as frozen, equilibrium, or non-equilibrium. These 
three models give the upper (equilibrium) and lower (frozen) 
limits on the system and the degree with which the actual 
(non-equilibrium) behavior differs from the two ideal cases.
A block flow diagram of the TEMPRE System is given in
343
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Figure A-1. As indicated, the system is composed of one primary 
section and eight secondary sections. The function of each 
portion will be analyzed in detail in the following pages.
Each section represents an independently tested unit of the 
entire system forming the basis for the overall integrity 
of the TEMPRE System.
Frozen Flow Model
The frozen flow model is the simplest and forms the basic 
structure of the TEMPRE System. A fourth order Runge-Kutta 
numerical integration scheme was used to solve the energy equation 
and is the important part of the primary section.
Solutions of the Energy Equation by a Fourth Order Runge- 
Kutta Analysis; The standard form for the solution of a second 
order differential equation using a fourth order Runge-Kutta 
analysis if shown below (1). The values of the next temperature 
and temperature gradient are given by equations (A-1) and (A-2).
V l  ’ T. + h + i (Al + *2 + A])] (A-1)
and
^n+ 1
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Figure A-1. Block Flow Diagram of the TEMPRE System.
READ INPUT 
VALUES
INITIALIZE 
To AND (dT/dz)
(Equilibrium) (Non-Equilibrium)
[ODEL?
MOLFRA; FIND THE EQ. 
COMPOSITION AS f(T).
KINET; FIND THE NON- 
EQ. COMP. AS A f(T).
ENOUT; READ THE 
(INETIC DATA .
HATINV: INVERT 
HOLFRA MATRIX.
ENTALl; FIND T H ^ ^  
ENTHALPY AS f ( T)P
ENTALl r?IND THE
FMTHAT.PV AS
PROPT; CALCULATE 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
OMEGA; INTERPO­
LATE FOR (Qv).
CHAR L. FIND-CHAR 
CONDUCTIVITY.
RUNGE-KUTTA ANALYSIS 
FIND THE NEXT TEMPERATURES
No
=L? HINCREMENT z '
Yes
No
'=T-
ADJUST (dT/dz)
Yes
CALCULATE PRESSURE PROFILE 
AND SURFACE HEAT FLUK---
PRINT INPUT AND OUTPUT VALUES
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The values of (i = 1,2,3,4) are obtained by the following
set of equations:
\ - h(T;;|[W C € dk /dx SH.R.1- V — k— ^ (A-3)c e e J  To
[W C € dk /dX■V — 1 ~  + 4*i>e e
SH.R.l
+ - ^ 1  (A-4)
[W C € dk /dX- V — 1 ~
. ^ 1  (A-5,
W C € dk /dx 
e e
‘]
SH.R. ^
+ (A-6 )
J  X +hX'-f^A„ 
o o 2 3
Therefore, to begin the numerical solution, values of the 
temperature (X^)and the temperature gradient (X^) must be 
specified at one surface of the char. This reduces the 
problem to a second order initial (or final) value problem.
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In the Iterative TEMPRE System the temperature gradient at 
the surface must be guessed such that the temperature conditions 
at the back and front surfaces are satisfied. This requires 
an iterative solution accompanied by a suitable convergence 
scheme to insure effiecient and accurate approaches to the real 
solution. The Non-Iterative TEMPRE System is an initial 
(or final) value problem and requires no iterative scheme, 
and, therefore, no convergence logic.
Convergence Technique: The convergence technique in the
TEMPRE System is purposely simple because of the rather 
complicated problem already existent with the numerical 
solution. It is composed of three main parts. The first 
or check portion limits the calculations made in the numerical 
analysis to values which are non-zero, non-negative and below 
an arbitrary ceiling on the desired (specified) front surface 
temperature. If either of the conditions mentioned above are 
violated, the temperature and gradient are printed for reference, 
the gradient is adjusted to correct the situation, and the 
analysis is restarted at the initial point.
The second type of logic within the convergence scheme is 
a gross correction to the gradient made when the final calculated 
temperature is greater than an arbitrary increment (100°F, 
for example) plus the desired final temperature. This involves 
taking the ratio of the actual to calculated final temperature 
and defining the new gradient as the product of this ratio and
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the old gradient value.
The third type involves a finer convergence scheme and is 
used when the final calculated temperature is within the 
arbitrary increment specified (100°F) or when two or more 
iterations have been made. This scheme involved the adjust­
ment of the gradient by a linear interpolation using the final 
temperature ratio (actual to calculated), the ratio of the 
calculated temperatures for the last and next to last iteration, 
and the ratio of the gradients (initial) of the last and next 
to last iterations. This method converges in three to five 
iterations (30 seconds computer time) for frozen flow.
Although there are many elaborate convergence techniques avail­
able to insure efficient and accurate approaches to the desired 
condition, no real incentive beyond the above simple scheme 
was justified in the Tempre System.
Overall Runge-Kutta Stability and Accuracy: A comprehensive
investigation into the stability and accuracy of the Runge-Kutta 
analysis is essential to any program where that method is used 
to give numerical solutions to differential equations. Beyond 
the discussions by Ames (2) and Collatz (3) regarding the 
mathematical development of the Runge-Kutta equations, the most 
important question which must be answered is what increment size 
is necessary and sufficient to insure a stable, yet accurate 
solution. Results of an increment study made in the Frozen
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Flow TEMPRE System for Constant Physical Properties and Variable 
Physical Properties are presented in Tables A-1 and A-2, A 
very large increment size is sufficient for the Constant 
Physical Properties case; however, a very critical decision 
arises for the Variable Physical Properties case. A value of 
1 0 0 appears to be the point above which no real accuracy is 
gained for the investment of computer time. This value seems 
reasonable over the entire system, including the equilibrium and 
non-equilibrium flow cases.
Frozen Flow, Constant Physical Properties Analysis; For 
the case where gas and char physical properties are assumed 
independent of temperature, an analytical solution of the energy 
equation is obtained (4). This solution outlined in Table A-3 
forms a basis for testing the accuracy and reliability of the 
numerical method. Since no subroutines are required to generate 
physical property data, a direct comparison of the Runge-Kutta 
analysis to the analytical solution is obtained. Table A-4 
contains the values of the temperature for various dimensionless 
char depth values (z/L) for the analytical solution and two 
numerical solutions (step sizes of 10 and 100). Excellent 
agreement is noted at the smaller increment size as well as 
the larger.
Frozen Flow. Variable Physical Properties Analysis: In
order to handle the variable physical properties (with tempe­
rature) option, three subroutines are added to the TEMPRE
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Table A-1. Comparison of Various Runge-Kutta Increment Sizes for
Constant Physical Properties Model
the Frozen Flow
Dimensionless 
Char Distance 
(z/L) 1 0
Temperature (°F) 
Runge-Kutta Increment Size 
50 100 400
0 . 0 500.0000 500.0000 500.0000 500.0000
0 . 2 609.4615 609.4597 609.4597 609.4597
0.4 775.9448 775.9413 775.9413 775.9414
0 . 6 1029.1543 1029.1497 1029.1497 1029.1498
0 . 8 1414.2683 1414.2642 1414.2643 1414.2643
1 . 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0  2 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0
Conditions : W = 0.05 Ib/ft^-sec L = 0.0208 ft C = 0.7
P
BTU/lb-°F
k = e
1.0 BTU/ft-hr-° F c = 0.8
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Table A-2. Comparison of Various Runge-Kutta Increment Sizes for the Frozen Flow
Variable Physical Properties Model
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Dimens ionless Temperature (*F)
Char Distance 
(z/L) 10
Runge-Kutta
50
Increment Size 
1 0 0 400
0 . 0 500.0000 500.0000 500.0000 500.0000
0 . 2 631.4212 625.6282 625.4788 625.4202
0.4 824.2823 819.5501 819.4515 819.3908
0 . 6 1106.1787 1102.8111 1102.7770 1102.7141
0 . 8 1494.5636 1492.8853 1492.8260 1492.7604
1 . 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0
Conditions : W = 0.05 Ib/ft^-sec L = 0.0208 ft f = 0 . 8
Gas Composition (Mole/Mole Gas):
CO = 0.245, 00%= 0.046, N^= 0.073 , CH^= 0.570 , CgHg= 0.068
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Table A-3. Analytical Solution of the Energy Equation (3-29) for Constant Physical
Properties
Form of the 
Energy Equation:
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Form of the 
Solution:
T - fl - exp(Nz/L)~[
X - T°  ^ ^ L  ^ J
For the specific solution presented In Table A-4, the values of the parameters are;
2
W = 0.05 lb/ft -sec
L = 0.0208 ft
T = 500.0 “F 
o
T^= 2000.0 °F
C = 0.7 BTU/lb-°F 
P
k = 1.0 BTU/ft-hr-“F e
€ =  0.8
The analytical and numerical solutions are compared In Table A ^4 .
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Table A-4. Comparison of the Analytical Solution of the Frozen 
Properties Model with the Runge-Kutta Solution for
Flow, Constant Physical 
Two Increment Sizes
Dimensionless 
Char Distance 
(z/L)
Analytical
Solution
Temperature (°F)
Numerical Solutions 
10 Increments 100 Increments.
0 . 0 500.0000 500.0000 500.0000
0 . 2 609.4597 609.4615 609.4597
0.4 775.9413 * 775.9448 775.9413
0 . 6 1029.1497 1029.1543 1029.1497
0 . 8 1414.2642 1414.2683 1414.2643
1 . 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0
Conditions : W = 0.05 Ib/ft^-sec L = 0.0208 ft C =
P
0.7 BTU/lb-°F
k = e
1.0 BTU/ft-hr-°F (dT/dz)^ = 21180 °F/ft € = 0 . 8
W
Ln
W
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System. These are called PROPT, which calculates the physical 
properties of the gas mixture, the overall thermal conductivity 
and the conductivity gradient for specific values of temperature; 
CHAR, a curve fitting program used to estimate the char 
thermal conductivity from tabulated data; and OMEGA, a general 
Lagrangian interpolation program. Each will be discussed in 
detail in the following paragraphs.
In addition to the checks made on each individual sub­
routine, the overall Frozen Flow Variable Physical Properties 
Model is compared with solutions obtained in MIMIC (5), an 
analog-digital s .nulator. These techniques essentially represent 
two distinctive paths to the same solution and add confidence 
to the calculations made in the system. Table A-5 compares the 
temperature at various dimensionless char depths for the various 
numerical solutions. Copies of the MIMIC programs and solutions 
are given in Appendix H,
PROPT; The calculation of the gas and char physical proper­
ties are made in subroutine PROPT with assistance from OMEGA 
and CHAR. For a given temperature supplied from the main program, 
the heat capacity, thermal conductivity and viscosity of the 
pure gases and gas mixture are calculated. The equations used 
are described in Chapter III.
From subroutine CHAR, the thermal conductivity of the char 
is obtained and the effective conductivity (Equation 3-20) 
is calculated. The thermal conductivity gradient is likewise
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Table A-5. Comparison of the Runge-Kutta Solution for the Frozen Flow, Variable 
Physical Properties with Two Solutions Obtained Using MIMIC 
(Analog-Digital Simulator)
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is ionless 
Distance 
z/L)
MIMIC (a) 
Solution
Temperature (°F) 
MIMIC (b) 
Solution
Runge-Kutta
Solution
0 . 0 500.00 500.00 500.00
0 . 2 626.52 627.11 625.48
0.4 821.89 821.95 819.45
0 . 6 1105.76 1104.90 1102.78
0 . 8 1492.95 1494.89 1492.83
1 . 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 0
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Conditions: W = 0.05 Ib/ft^-sec L = 0.0208 ft ç = 0.8 (dT/dz)^ = 24172 °F/ft
Gas Composition (Mole/Mole Gas):
CO = 0.245, COg = 0.046, = 0.073, CH^ = 0.570, C^H^ = 0.068
(a) Solution of Equation (H-1 ) (b) Solution of Equation (H-2 )
(jO
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calculated in PROPT for use in the general energy equation. 
Subroutine OMEGA supplies the collision integral as a function 
of temperature for calculating the viscosity and conductivity 
of the pure gases. Figure A-2 is a comparison of the calculated 
values of the various physical properties and experimental 
values reported in the literature (6,7). Excellent agreement 
was found for a variety of gases over a wide range of 
temperatures.
OMEGA; The interpolation of input and calculated data 
is essential in the TEMPRE System. In the frozen flow analysis, 
interpolation for the collision integral as a function of 
temperature is performed for use in calculating the pure gas 
viscosity and conductivity. A standard Lagrangian interpolation 
formula is used. The degree of the formula and the size of the 
array are required input parameters. These may be varied over 
a wide range of values; however, the best combination must be 
determined for an accurate and efficient analysis.
In subsequent discussions, OMEGA is used to interpolate 
values of char distance as well as mass flux, molecular weight 
of the gas mixture, heat of reaction and concentration values 
as functions of temperature. Reliable values are obtained over 
a wide range of parameter values of large and small magnitude.
CHAR: This analysis can be any general curve fitting
technique that best describes the available thermal conductivity
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Figure A-2. Comparison of Calculated Physical Property Values with Experimental Values
in the Literature. Part (a): Viscosity (Centipoise x 100)
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Figure A-2. Comparison of Calculated Physical Property Values with Experimental Values 
in the Literature. Part (b): Heat Capacity (Cal/gmmole-®K)
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Figure A-2. Comparison of Calculated Physical Property Values with Experimental Values 
in the Literature. Part (c): Thermal Conductivity (Cal/cm-sec-°K)
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data of the char material. In the present analysis a linear 
least squares fit is used. Values of the correlation coeffi­
cient and standard deviation are 0.97169 and 0.000234 (at an 
average value of 0.0044) units respectively, indicating a very 
good fit of the data (8 ). A plot of the available char 
conductivity data vs. temperature (9) is shown in Figure A-3 
with the corresponding least squares curve.
As more data becomes available at higher temperatures it 
is anticipated that higher order regression analyses might be 
necessary. Such changes are easily made by substituting the 
appropriate curve fitting technique as subroutine CHAR. From 
the slope and intercept (and other pertinent information for a 
multiple regression analysis) the conductivity and gradient 
are obtained for use in PROPT to calculate effective conductivity 
values.
Equilibrium Flow Model
The primary difference between the frozen flow and equi­
librium flow models is the change in species concentrations with 
temperature in the later case. These changes, as calculated 
by a free energy minimization technique (1 0 ), are only a function 
of temperature and pressure and all pertinent results can be 
tabulated outside of the Runge-Kutta numerical procedure.
In addition to the subprograms required in the frozen flow
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Figure A-3, Char Thermal Conductivity Data and the Associated Least Squares Curve.
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analysis (i.e., PROPT, CHAR, OMEGA) three additional operations 
must be added. MOLFRA performs the free energy minimization 
calculations and tabulates pertinent values to be transferred, 
as needed by the Runge-Kutta analysis, using OMEGA. ENTALl 
and MATINV are used to generate enthalpy data as a function of 
temperature and for matrix inversion, respectively. Once again 
each additional method will be discussed individually with 
emphasis on the accuracy and reliability of the calculations.
MOLFRA; The analysis contained in this subroutine uses 
the free energy minimization technique to predict the equili­
brium composition of a reacting gas-solid mixture. It employs 
a search technique to compute the number of moles of each chemical 
species required to give the minimum free energy of the mixture.
A detailed description is presented by del Valle (11).
To verify the calculations made by this program, several 
literature examples were used for comparison. Table A - 6  
indicates the reproducibility and accuracy with which the equi­
librium model reproduced experimental and other numerical 
solutions. Once again reference to the work by del Valle (11) 
is made for detailed discussions of the results.
MATINV: This subroutine is a standard method for finding
the inverse of a non-singular n x n matrix. The IBM Share 
Library is the source for this particular program (12). The 
inversion is performed iteratively by reducing the original 
matrix to an identity matrix by a series of row operations.
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Table A-6 . Comparison of the Equilibrium Composition of Ammonia and Unsymmetrical Dimethyl 
Hydrazine (UDNH) - Red Fuming Nitric Acid (RFNA) Propellant at 10 atm. Pressure.
Ammonia Equilibrium at 10 atm. Calculated by: UDNH-RFNA Equilibrium at 3000°K
Temperature
°C
Dodge Haber MOLFRA Brandmair & Harnett MOLFRA
325 10.38 11.59 « 2 3.6569 3.6567
350 7.35 8.04 8 . 2 1 HgO 40.7310 40.7273
375 5.25 5.85 OH 9.5222 9.5216
400 3.85 4.12 4.21 CO 7.3355 7.3350
425 2.80 3.08 CO2 10.4574 10.4563
450 2.04 2 . 2 1 2.28 ^ 2 23.2108 23.2170
475 1.61 1.71 NO 0.9386 0.9387
500 1 . 2 0 1.27 1.31 N 0 . 0 0 2 1 0 . 0 0 2 1
H 0.9554 0.9553
0 0.6136 0.6136
° 2
2.5780 2.5780
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The method is then repeated with the resulting identity matrix.
ENTALl; The enthalpies of the various species as a function 
of temperature are calculated in subroutine ENTALl. It is called 
by MOLFRA and KINET after the species compositions are calculated. 
Values of the enthalpy are calculated at a reference temperature 
of 298°K and modified by the heat capacity term as is usually done.
Non-Equilibrium Flow Model
Like the equilibrium flow model, the concentrations and heats 
of reaction vary with the temperature. However, in the non-equili­
brium flow model, changes in the mole flux with temperature must be 
calculated as part of the Runge-Kutta analysis. That is, for each 
temperature generated in the Runge-Kutta analysis, a corresponding 
set of concentrations, heats of reaction, etc. must be calculated.
Because of the added complexity, a Runge-Kutta stability 
analysis, identical to those methods described for the frozen flow 
models, was made. The results shown in Table A-7 for step sizes of 
100, 200, 400, 1000 show slightly higher differences in the various 
temperature profiles as compared with the frozen flow results in 
Tables A-1 and A-2. However, the results are within the convergence 
tolerance of 1% and the solution for 100 steps is valid. Over the 
temperature range from 500° to 3000°F, there is no incentive in a 
smaller increment for the added investment in computer time.
The substitution of KINET for MOLFRA and INOUT for MATINV 
completes the necessary transformations required to make the non­
equilibrium flow calculatioms. KINET functions as MOLFRA, but uses
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Table A-7. Comparison of Various Runge-Kutta Increment Sizes for the Non-Equilibrium
Flow Model.
(O'
3" Dimensionless Temperature °F
i Char Distance Runge-Kutta Increment Size
3
CD
(z/L)
1 0 0 2 0 0 400 1 0 0 0
"nc
3.
0 . 0 0 500.000 500.000 500.000 500.000
3"
CD 0.25 694.189 696.354 696.595 696.707
CD
■D 0.50 1053.285 1056.442 1056.760 1056.912
O
Q.
C 0.75 1615.478 1618.567 1618.779 1618.933
a
O
3
■D
O
1 . 0 0 2500.000 2500.000 2500.000 2500.000
3"
CT 21—H
CD
Q.
Conditions : W = 0.05 lb/ft -sec L = 0.0208 ft € = 0 . 8
g
1—H
Gas Composition (Mole/Mole Gas):
O
=
0.062, HgO = 0.489, CO = 0.037, COg = 0.Oil, CH^ = 0 .067, Hg = 0.334
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a kinetic analysis instead of the equilibrium treatment for calculat­
ing the mole flux of each species. All pertinent kinetic data are 
entered through INOUT, a general input-output routine. A detailed 
discussion follows on each new addition to the TEMPRE system.
KINET: This program uses the kinetic data read into the system
in INOUT for calculating the change in the species mole fluxes as a 
function of temperature. The new mole flux values are then used to 
calculate the heat of reaction, which for endothermie reactions, 
result in energy absorption.
This absorption is accounted for in the energy equation which solves 
for the next temperature based on the change in composition and heat 
of reaction values calculated. The interdependence between the mole 
flux and temperature requires a simultaneous solution of the differ­
ential energy and species continuity equations. KINET integrates the 
species continuity equation using a fourth order Runge-Kutta method.
INOUT: This subroutine contains the kinetic data needed to in­
tegrate the species continuity equation. The specific reactions, 
activation energies, frequency factors and stoichiometric coefficients 
are typical data read. The system is designed to handle any number 
of chemical reactions and chemical species.
In summary, the discussion thus far has been concerned with the 
development of a general computational system for analysing the energy 
transfer associated with the flow of pyrolysis gases through the char 
zone for frozen, equilibrium and non-equilibrium conditions. In addi­
tion to the solutions of the energy equation which results in a temp­
erature distribution, the pressure distribution and surface heat flux
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are needed to further describe the phenomena taking place within 
the char layer. This is the topic of the following sections.
Calculation of the Pressure Distribution and Surface Heat Flux
The pressure distribution across the char zone, and, the 
front surface heat flux are calculated by a Simpson's Rule inte­
gration of the differential momentum and heat flux equations, 
(3-12) and (3-23). Because these equations are uncoupled from 
the energy equation, their solutions are calculated after a 
valid temperature distribution has been obtained. Therefore, 
the integration method is the same in the iterative and non­
iterative calculations. Interpolation using subprogram OMEGA 
of both char distance and collision integral as a function 
of the temperature distribution across the char is required. 
These operations allow the calculation of the gas mixture 
viscosity as a function of char distance. In addition the 
stored reaction rate and heat capacity data needed in the heat 
flux calculation are also interpolated for using OMEGA.
At the end of these calculations, all pertinent input and 
output information are printed for comparison with experimental 
or other analytical data.
Simpson's Rule Integration: As discussed in Chapter III,
the Simpson's Rule formula is used to integrate the specific 
terms in the momentum and heat flux equations. As in the case
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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of the Runge-Kutta analysis, a stepsize must be selected to 
produce an accurate, yet efficient, solution to the true solution. 
Table A - 8  compares the solution of the momentum equation for 
various interval sizes. As noted, the solution becomes stable 
for a stepsize of twenty. A similar comparison for the heat 
flux calculation likewise indicated twenty units as a valid 
stepsize to insure accuracy. In the case of the pressure 
distribution, the solution for one case was compared with a 
graphical integration using a desk calculator and very good 
agreement was obtained.
Summary
This appendix introduced the TEMPRE System and discussed 
the various functions of each subprogram used in the analysis. 
More importantly, however, was the factual information presented 
which insured the calculations to be accurate, efficient and 
functioning as expected. This formed the basic proof of the 
integrity of the TEMPRE System.
In Appendix B a complete listing of the TEMPRE System will 
be presented with instructions regarding the use and interpre­
tation of the input and output specifications. Specific 
examples will be illustrated for calculation of the temperature, 
pressure and concentration profiles within the char zone, the 
surface heat flux and change in mass flux for frozen, equilibrium 
and non-equilibrium flow of pyrolysis gases.
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Table A- 8 . Comparison of Various Simpson's Rule 
Increment Sizes for the Frozen Flow, Variable 
Physical Properties Model
Dimensionless
2
Pressure (lb/ft )
Char Distance Simpson's Rule Increment Size
(Z/L) 2 0 50 100 200
0 . 0 0 2175.5921 2175.5918 2175.5913 2175.5912
0.33 2173.4147 2173.4144 2173.4139 2173.4138
0.67 2168.7373 2168.7368 2168.7364 2168.7364
1 . 0 0 2160.0000 2160.0000 2160.0000 2160.0000
Conditions: W == 0.05 lb/ft^-sec L = 0.0208 ft c = 0.8
Gas Composition (Mole/Mole Gas):
CO = 0.245, COg = 0.046, Ng = 0.073, CH^ = 0.570, C^H^ = 0.068
W
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B. ITERATIVE AND NON-ITERATIVE TEMPRE SYSTEMS
As discussed in Appendix A, the TEMPRE System is comprised of two 
main programs and eight subprograms. The iterative main program is 
for the analysis of a two point boundary value problem requiring an 
iterative solution technique, and the non-iterative main program is 
for an initial (or final) value problem which is non-repetitive in 
nature.
These two distinctive main programs are called "IT" and "NONIT" 
for obvious reasons. The complete analysis is thus generalized with 
the exception of the main programs which must be interchanged for a 
specific application. Figure B-1 graphically illustrates the com­
plete TEMPRE System. The remaining sections of this appendix include 
a complete listing of the TEMPRE System with typical input and output 
formats for using and interpreting the system. The following outline 
will help locate the particular programs in the system.
Listing B-1 Iterative TEMPRE (Main) Program
Listing B-2 Non-Iterative TEMPRE (Main) Program
Listing B-3 TEMPRE Subprograms
a - PROPT (Physical Properties) 
b - OMEGA (Interpolation) 
c - CHAR (Char Thermal Conductivity) 
d - MOLFRA (Free Energy Minimization) 
e - MATINV (Matrix Inversion) 
f - ENTALl (Enthalpy of Gas Mixtures) 
g - KINET (Chemical Reaction Rates)
h - INCUT (Kinetic Data)
Listing B-4 Input Format
Listing B-5 Output Format
372
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ITERATIVE
DATA
NON-ITERATIVE 
DATA
INOUT
KINET
m m
LPRA
CHAR;
OMEGA
PROPT
TEMPRE
SUBPROGRAMS
ITERATIVE
TEMPRE
(IT)
ÎON-ITERATIVE 
TEMPRE 
(NIT)
Figure B-1. TEMPRE System for Calculating the Energy 
Transfer in the Char Zone of a Charring Ablator.
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Listing B-1. Iterative TEMPRE (Main) Program.
TEMPRE - GENERAL ITERATIVE SYSTEM ANALYSIS FOR STUÜY OF THE 
ENERGY AND MASS TRANSFER IN THE CHAR ZONE OF ABLATORS
DIMENSION IC0DE(20),ALPA(20),AA(20,6),
S1(4),S2(4),S3(4),S4(4),S5(4),A11(4),A22(4),A33(4),A44(4),A55(4) 
DIMENSION AI(20),Bl(20),C l (20),DI(20),El(20),FI(20),GI(20),
AI I (20) ,PII(20),CII(20),DII(20),CII(20),FII(20),GlI(20),Fw(20),
Y I (20),EK(20),S1G(20),Y(20),DELH(20)
DIMENSION RSC(15,15),PSC(15,15),NREX(15,15),NPEX(I 5,15),AF(30), 
SF(20),AEF(20),AR(20),SR(20),AER(20),EQN(20,12),TABLE(70,20) 
DIMENSION T(300),DT(300),XTKE(I00),ZOMGA(100),XN(300),FN(300),
TT(300),TP(300),LP(20),COND(20),CV(20),VIS(20),XAXIS(300),
YAXIS(300),QT(300),UDT(300),Z(300),PROD(300),CAPAC(300), 
PRUDR(300),PR0DCP(300),ZX(300),P(300),ZY(300)
DIMENSION WFLUX(IO),YCOH?(20,10)
COMMON NC,NS,MM,W1,PL,Rk,TZERÜ,DELTK,I CODE,ALP A,AA,S 1,S2,S3,
1 S4,S5,All,A22,A?.3,A44,A55
COMMON AI,LI,Cl,Ul,El,FI,Gl,AII,PII,CII,DII,tII,FII,GII,FW,YI 
COMMON EK,SIG,EPS,Y,DELh
c o m m o n  RSC,PSC,NREX ,NPEX,AF ,i>F ,AEF ,AR,SR, AER, EQN, t a b l e
READ INPUT p a r a m e t e r s
NC=\0. OF GAS COMPONENTS
NS=NO. OF CONDENSED PLUS Ga S COMPONENTS
''M=NO. OF ELEMENTS
ROOT =1 CONDUCTIVIlV OF CHAR WITH GAS IN PORES 
ROUE=2 CONDUCTIVITY OF CHAR WITH PORES EVACUATED
1 0 REAin 1 , 4C ,.NS,MM,KODE 
BO 15 J^l.MM
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8  
9
10
1 1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26 
2 7 
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
u>
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18 F0RMAT(F15.5) IT 70
c IT 71
c ALPHA=VISCOUS COEFFICIENT IN DARCY EQUATION (I/FT) IT 72
c i3ETA = INERTIAL COEFFICIENT IN DARCY EQUATION (1/FT2) IT 73
c IT 74
REA022,ALPHA,BETA IT 75
c IT 76
c NDATA=NO. OF XTKE VS. ZOMGA DATA POINTS IT 77
c NDIM1=NG. CF DIMENSIONED LOCATIONS FOR EQUILIBRIUM PROGRAM CALCULA IT 78
c IN SUBPROGRAM OMEGA IT 79
c NJDIM2=N0. OF DIMENSIONED LOCATIONS FOR TEMPERATURE-DISTANCE CALCUL IT 80
c IN SUBPROGRAM OMEGA IT 81
c NDIM3=N0. OF DIMENSIONED LOCATIONS FOR PHYSICAL PROPERTY CALCULAT! IT 82
c IN SUBPROGRAM OMEGA IT S3
c KEY = 1 (FROZEN FLOW) IT 84
c KEY = 2 (EQUILIBRIUM FLOW) IT 85
c KEY =» 3 (NON-EQUILIBRIUM FLOW) IT 86
c MTYPE = TYPE OF PROBLEM BEING CONSIDERED IT 87
c I = EXPERIMENTAL IT 88
c 2 = THEORETICAL IT 89
c IT 90
READ23, 'iDATA,NDIMl ,NDIM2,NDIM3,KEY,MTYPE IT 91
c IT 92
c <TKE=PRODUCT OF TEMPERATURE AND I/EK VALUE IT 93
c TQMGA=CJLLISI0N INTEGRAL TABULATED VS XTKE IT 94
c IT 95
REA024,(XTKE(I),ZOMGA(I),I=1,NDATA) IT 96
22 FOR3AT(2EI5.5) IT 97
2 3 FORMAT!616) IT 98
24 E'JR.'iAT( 2F15.5) IT 99
c IT 100
c PR IM-XRY PARAMETtLS INITIALIZED IT 101
c IT 102
JCH\R=1 IT 103
K6= L IT 104
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JO z(1)=0.0 
IJKL=l
EPS^CHAR POROSITY 
READ18,EPS
TL=TEMPÉRATURE AT Z=L (OF)
T(l)=TEMPERATURE AT Z=0 (OF)
OT(l)=TEMPERATURE GRADIENT AT Z=0 (OF/FT)
ZL=CHAR THICKNESS (FT)
HI=RUNGE-KUTTA INCREMENT SIZE (FT)
HSIMPI=SIMPSON RULE INCREMENT SIZE (FT)
20 READ21,T(l),TL,0T(i),ZL,HI.HSIMPI,HS
21 FORMAT(TFIO.O)
WI=INITIAL GAS MASS FLUX VALUE AT Z=0 (LB/FT2-SEC)
PL=ORESSURE AT Z=L (LB/FT2)
RR=GAS CONSTANT (1.987 BTU/LB-MOLE/OR)
TZERO=REFERENCE TEMPERATURE (298.2 OK)
DELTK=TEMPERATURE INCREMENT USED TO CALCULATE DKC/DT (OK) 
REA0I2.WI,PL,RR,rZERO.OELTK 
FW=MOL£CULAR WEIGHT
YI=INITIAL MOLE FRACTION UF GASES AT Z=0 
ALPA=COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION 
ICOOE=0 (GAS), =l (SOLID)
1)ELH = ENTHALPY OF FORMATION AT 298 OK
READI3,(FW(I),YI (I ),ALPA(I),ICUDE(I ),DELHI I),I = l,NS) 
SUM-0.
Oü 126 1=1,NC 
126 SüM=SUM+YI(l)
105
106
107
108
109
110 
111 
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120 
121 
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
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DTC=0THETA+0.5*0A2 IT 280
MX=3 IT 281
IF(TC)133,133,103 IT 282
130 A3=ARK IT 283
DA3=DA IT 284
TC=THETA+A3+0.5*DA3*H IT 285
DTC=0THETA+DA3 IT 286
MX=4 IT 287
IF(TC)133,133,103 IT 288
133 PRINT 2222,TC IT 289
2222 FORMAT!IHO,3HTC=,1X,FI5.6,8X,8HNEGATIVE) IT 290
DT(1)=DT(11*0.5 IT 291
GO TO 40 IT 292
135 A4=ARK IT 293
DA4=DA IT 294
C IT 295
C CALCULATE NEXT TEMPERATURE AND DERIVATIVE POINT USING FOURTH IT 296
C ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA EQUATIONS IT 297
C IT 298
T(N+l)=T(N)+(1.0/6.0)*(0A1+DA2+DA3)*H + Al IT 299
0T(N+1)=DT(N)+(1.0/6.0)*(DA1+2.0*DA2+2.0*DA3+DA4) IT 300
C IT 301
C TEST NEW TEMPERATURE POINT IF GREATER THAN 500 OF(2000-3000 OF IT 302
C SURFACE TEMPERATURE) ADJUST UT/DZ AT Z=0 AND RETURN TO IT 303
C INITIALTION STEP IF NEW TEMPERATURE POINT IS NAGATIVE RETURN TO IT 304
C INITIALIZATION STEP. AFTER AUJUST DERIVATIVE (DT/DZ AT T=0) IT 305
c IT 306
TLIMIT=TL+500.0 IT 307
ANDY1=T(N+1) IT 308
IF(ANDY1.GT.TLIMIT)G0 TO 6000 IT 309
3000 IFIANDYI.GT.0.0)00 TO 138 IT 310
136 PRINT 137, T(N+1) IT 311
137 FORMAT!IH0,7HT!N+1)=,1X,F15.6,8X,8HNEGATIVE) IT 312
DTC 1 )=DT!1)*0.5 IT 313
GO TO 40 IT 314
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1F(ANDY2.LE.0.00001)G0 TO 150 IT 350
145 N=N+1 IT 351
GO TO 101 IT 352
150 0T(N0)=T(N+1) IT 353
ODT(NO)=DTl1) IT 354
CAPAC(N+1)=CAPAC(N) IT 355
PRINT 1501,DT(1),T(N+1) IT 356
1501 FORMAT!IHO,14HINITIAL SLOPE=,F15.5,4X,18HFINAL TEMPERATURE:,F15.5) IT 357
0IFF=ABS(TL-T(N+1) ) IT 358
STEP=(10.0*(ZL/Hl)+5.01/10.0 IT 359
LSTEP=STEP IT 360
LCHAR=LSTEP + 1 IT 361
C IT 362
C IF T-FINAL (CALCULATED) IS NOT EQUAL TO +,r 1 OF T-FINAL IT 363
C (ACTUAL) ADJUST INITIAL SLOPE AND RETURN TO INITIALIZATION STEP IT 364
C IF T-FINAL (CALCULATED) IS +,-1 OF T-FINAL (ACTUAL),STORE THE IT 365
C TEMPERATURE PROFILE IT 366
C IT 367
IF(DIFF-25.1155,155,153 IT 368
152 TRATI0=(TL-T(N+1))/TL IT 369
DT(I)=DT(1)$(1.0+0.9*TRATI0) IT 370
TCHECK.= T(N + 1 ) IT 371
N0=NU+1 IT 3 72
GU TO 40 IT 373
153 IF(NO.Lt.l)G0 TO 152 IT 374
154 RATIO=(TL-QT(NO))/(QT(NO-1)-QT(NO)) IT 375
RDASH=RAT10*(QDT(NO-1)-OOT(NO)) IT 376
HT( I )=DT(I)+RDASH IT 377
%0=N0+1 IT 378
GO TO 40 IT 379
C IT 380
C IT 381
C CALCULATION OF PRESSURE PROFILE USING SIMPSON RULE INTEGRATION IT 382
c OF MOMENTUM EQUATION (WITH RESULTS FROM ENERGY EQUATION) IT 383
c IT 384
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C IT 385
155 DELTT=(TL-T(1)) IT 386
C IT 387
C INITIALIZATION STATEMENTS. NOTE SINCE P AT THE CHAR SURFACE IS IT 388
C SPECIFIED, INTEGRATION METHOD WILL PROCEED FROM Z=L TO Z=0. IT 389
C IT 390
SIMP1=0.0 IT 391
S:MP2=0.0 IT 392
SIMP3=0.0 IT 393
SIMP4=0.0 IT 394
ZS=ZL/HS IT 395
C IT 396
C DEFINE JS AS THE TOTAL NO. OF SLICES IN THE CHAR IT 397
C IT 398
JS»(10.0*ZS+5.0)/10.0 IT 399
LS=JS+1 IT 400
WFLUXI1)=WI/EPS IT 401
ZX(LS)=ZL IT 402
TP(LS)=TL IT 403
P(LS)=PL IT 404
AC0N1=2.6693*10.**(-3) IT 405
AC0N5=2.42/3600. IT 406
AC0N7=778.16/32.2 IT 407
DO 260 N=1,JS IT 408
NBAR=N-I IT 409
HN*NBAR IT 410
LO=LS-NBAR IT 411
ZX(LO)=ZX(LS)-HN*HS IT 412
ZSIMP=HS/HSIMPI IT 413
MS=(10.0*ZSIMP+5.0)/lO.O IT 414
c IT 415
c DEFINE MP AS THE TOTAL NO. OF POINTS OVER WHICH SIMPSON'S RULE IT 416
c IS TO BE APPLIED IT 417
c IT 418
MP=MS+l IT 419
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C STORED TABLE AT THE SPECIFIC CHAR DISTANCE IN QUESTION IT 455
c IT 456
CALL OMEGA(TVAR.TABLEI1,1).TABLE(1 ,KL) ,KMAX-,NDIM1,VARY) IT 457
IF(KL.GT.2)G0 TO 214 IT 458
REACT=VARY IT 459
GO TO 217 IT 460
214 IF(KL.GT.3)GÜ TO 215 IT 461
AVGFW=VARY IT 462
GO TO 217 IT 463
215 IF(KL.GT.4)G0 TO 219 IT 464
W=VARY IT 465
GO TO 217 IT 466
219 Y(KL-4)=VARY IT 467
ANDY3=Y(KL-4) IT 468
IF(ANDY3.GT.0.0)G0 TO 2170 IT 469
218 Y(KL-4)=1.0E-10 IT 470
2170 IFIM.GT.DGO TO 217 IT 471
2171 WFLUX(LO)=W IT 472
KYC0MP=KL-4 IT 473
YCOMP(KYCOMP,LO)=Y(KYCQMP) IT 474
217 CONTINUE IT 475
222 VM1X=0.0 IT 476
GO TO (2220,2221,2221).KEY IT 477
2220 WFLUX(LU)=WI/EPS IT 478
2221 DO 237 J=1,NC IT 479
TERM=1.0 IT 480
223 DO 230 L=1,NC IT 481
IF(L.NE.J)GO TO 226 IT 482
225 GU TU 230 IT 483
C IT 484
C CALCULATE THE VISCOSITY OF THE GAS MIXTURE IT 485
C IT 486
226 AC0N4=VIS(J)/VIS(L) IT 487
AC0N20=SQRT(SQRTIFW(L)/FW(J))) IT 488
TOPV=(l.+SQRT(ACUN4)*ACUN20)**2 IT 489
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5981 
598 3
5982
5984
59 89
5985 
599
5 986
5990
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60 3
60 4
60 5
J-ÜRMAI ( 11X,59H 
I TEMPRE/)
GU TU 5989 
PRÎNT5983 
FORMAT!11X,61H 
1 - TEMPRE/)
GO TO 5989 
PRINT 5984 
FORMAT!1IX*63H 
lEL - TEMPRE/)
GU TU!5985,5986),MTYPE 
PRINT 599 
FORMAT!12X,5IH 
1/ )
GU TU 5991 
PRINT 5990 
FORMAT I12X,5IH 
1/ )
PRINT600,T!I),NC
FORMAT!18X,26HINITIAL TEMPERATURE !ÜF 
IGAS COMPONENTS =,1X,I2/I 
PRINT60l,ÜT!I)
FORMAT!I8X,?3HINITIAL SLOPE !QF/FT) = 
INF MOLE/MOLE GAS/) 
PRINT602,TL,ALPA!1),Y1 !1)
FORMAT!18X,24HFINAL TEMPERATURE !0F) 
10.4/)
P R M T 6 0  3,PL,ALPA!2) ,YI !2) 
hÜRMAT ( 18X.-25HFINAL PRESSURE (LB/F12) 
110.4/)
'-•RINT604,WI ,ALPAI3) ,YI(3)
FORMAT!I8X,24HMASS FLUX (LP/FT2-SEC) 
10.4/)
P R INT605,ZL,ALPA!4 ) ,Y1(4)
FURMAT!IttX,21HCHAR THICKNESS (FT) =,1
FROZEN FLOW MODEL -
EQUILIBRIUM FLOW MODEL
NON-EQUILIBRIUM FLOW MOD
EXPERIMENTAL/
THEORETICAL/
) =,IX,F7.I,I4X,26HNUMBER OF
,IX,FI0.1,I4X,29HN0. COMPUNE
=,IX,F9.I,15X,1HI,3X,A4,6X,FI
=,1X,F8.1,15X,1H2,3X,A4,6X,F
=,lX,f9.4,15X,1H3,3X,A4,6X,F1
X,F 12.4, 15X,1H4,3X,A4,6X,F10.
IT 560
IT 561
IT 562
IT 563
IT 564
IT 565
IT 566
IT 567
IT 568
IT 569
IT 570
IT 571
IT 572
IT 573
IT 574
IT 575
IT 576
IT 577
IT 578
IT 579
IT 580
IT 581
IT 582
IT 583
IT 584
IT 585
IT 586
IT 587
IT 588
IT 589
IT 590
IT 591
I T 592
IT 593
IT 594
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14/) IT 595
PRINT606,EPS»ALPA(5),YI(5) IT 596
606 FORMAT!18X.15HCHAR POROSITY =,1X .F 18.2115X,1H5 ,3X,A4,6X,F10.4/) IT 597
PRINT607,ALPAI6),YI(6) IT 598
607 FORMAT!18X,50H 6.3 IT 599
IX,A4,6X,F10.4/) IT 600
PRI.>jT60e0tALPA!7) ,YI ! 7) IT 601
6080 FORMAT!18X,50HPERMEABILITY COEFFICIENTS 7,3 IT 602
IX,A4,6X,FI0.4/) IT 603
PRINT608,ALPHA,ALPA!8),YI!8) IT 604
60 8 FORMAT!18X,19H ALPHA (FT-2) =,IX,E 14.2,I5X ,IH8,3X,A4,6X,F10.4/ IT 605
I) IT 606
PR1NT6C9,BETA,ALPA!9),YI(9) IT 607
609 FORMAT!I8X,I8H BETA !FT-I) =,IX,EI5.2,I5X, IH9,3X,A4,6X,F10.4/) IT 608
PRINT6I0,ALPA!10),YI! 10) IT 609
610 FORMAT!I8X,50H 10,3 IT 610
IX,A4,6X,FI0.4/) IT 611
PRINT6II,ALPA!II),YI!11) IT 612
61 1 FORMAT!I8X,50H 11,3 IT 613
IX,A4,6X,FI0.4/) IT 614
PRINT6I2,JRKSS,ALPA!I2),YI112) IT 615
612 FORMAT!I8X,23HRUNGE-KUTTA STEP SIZE =,IX ,IIO,14X,2HI2,3X,A4,6 X ,F10 IT 616
1.4/) IT 617
PRINT6I3,JSRSS,ALPA!13),YI(13) IT 618
61 3 FORMAT!18X,25HS1MPSUNS RULE STEP SIZE =,lX,Ib, 14X,2H13,3X,A4,6X,FI IT 619
10.4/1 IT 620
PP.INT586 IT 621
536 FORMAT!IHl) IT 622
C IT 623
C PRINT OUTPUT p a r a m e t e r s  CORRESPOND ING TO JS , GRID SIZE IT 624
L IT 625
IKE = 1 IT 626
/ IKE = 5 IT 627
1 IKfc=l IT 628
2602 PRINT 59 7 IT 629
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READ17,{EKtI),SIG(I),ALPA(I),1=1,NC) NIT 070
c NIT 071
c FPS=CHAR POROSITY NIT 072
c NIT 073
READ18,FPS NIT 074
11 F0RMATI4I6) NIT 075
12 F0RMAT(4F15.6) NIT 076
14 F0RMAT(7E10.4) NIT 077
17 F0RMAT(2F15.5,A4) NIT 078
18 FORMAT!F 15.5) NIT 079
c NIT 080
c ZL=CHAR THICKNESS (FT) NIT 081
c H!=RUNGE-KUTTA INCREMENT SIZE (FT) NIT 082
c HSIMPI=SIMPSON RULE INCREMENT SIZE (FT) NIT 083
c NIT 084
20 READ21,ZL,HI,HSIMPI,HS NIT 085
c NIT 086
c AL'»HA=VISCOUS COEFFICIENT IN DARCY EQUATION 11/FT) NIT 087
c BFTA=INERTIAL COEFFICIENT IN DARCY EQUATION (1/FT2) NIT 088
c NIT 089
REA022,ALPHA,BETA NIT 090
c NIT 091
c NDATA=NO. OF XTKE VS. ZOMGA DATA POINTS NIT 092
c NniMl=NO. OF DIMENSIONED LOCATIONS FOR EQUILIBRIUM PROGRAM CALCULA NIT 093
c IN SUBPROGRAM OMEGA NIT 094
c NDIM2=N0. CF DIMENSIONED LOCATIONS FOR TEMPERATURE -DISTANCE CALCUL NIT 095
c IN SUBPROGRAM OMEGA NIT 096
c NDIMB = N(1. OF DIMENSIONED LOCATIONS FOR PHYSICAl PROPERTY CALCULATI NIT 097
c IN SUBPROGRAM OMEGA NIT 098
c KEV= 1 (ERGZEN FLOW), =2 (EQUILIBRIUM FLOW), = ^ (NON-EQUILIBRIUM NIT 099
r MTYPE = TYPE OF PROBLEM NIT 100
r 1 = EXPERIMENTAL NIT 101
r p = THEORETICAL NIT 102
c NIT 103
R F A D? 3, N DAT A , NP I M1, NO 1 iM 2 , NO r-Ti , KE Y , MT YPE NIT 104
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c NIT 105
c XTKE = PRO()UCT OF TEMPERATURE AND 1/EK VALUE NIT 106
c 70MGA=CnLLISIÜN INTEGRAL TABULATED VS XTKF NIT 107
c NIT 108
READ24,(XTKF(I),Z0MGA|I),1=1 ,NOATA) NIT 109
c NIT 110
c EMIS=CHAR EMISSIVITY NIT 111
c SIGMA=STFPHAN-BOLTZMAM CONSTANT (0.481 X 10-12 BTU/FT2-SEC-0F4) NIT 112
c
REA025,EMIS,SIGMA
NIT
NIT
113
114
c NIT 115
c 0PMIN=L0WER LIMIT ON THE HFAT OF PYROLYSIS!RTU/LB) NIT 116
c OPINC=INCREMENT BY WHICH THE HEAT OF PYROLYSIS IS VARIED NIT 117
c QPMAX=UPPER IIMIT ON THE HFAT OF PYROLYSIS NIT 118
c
READ26,QOMIN,0PINC,QPMAX
NIT
NIT
119
120
c NIT 121
c WIMIN=LOWER LIMIT ON THF GAS MASS FLUXILRS/FT2 -SEC) NIT 122
c WIINC=INCREMFNT BY WHICH THF GAS MASS FLUX IS VARIED NIT 123
c WIMAX=UPPER LIMIT ON THE GAS MASS FLUX NIT 124
c
READ26,WIMIN,WIINC.WIMAX
NIT
NIT
125
126
?1 F0RMAT{4F-10.0) NIT 127
?? F0RMAT(?F15.5) NIT 128
23 FORMAT!616 ) NIT 129
24 FORMAT!2F15.5) NIT 130
25 FGRMAKF I5.5,F20.5) NI T 131
26 FORMAT!5F15.5) NIT 132
c NIT 133
c FW=MOIFCULAR WEIGHT NIT 1 34
c YI=INITIAL MOLE FRACTION OF GASFS AT Z=0 NI T 135
c ALPA=COMPONFNT IDENTIFIC AT ION NIT 136
c ICOOE=^ (GAS), =1 (SOLID) NIT 137
c OFLH=FNTHALPY OF FORMAT IO.N AT 2D.3 OK NI T 138
r. NIT 139
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READ27,(FW( I > , YI ( I ) , ALP A U  ) , ICODE ( lï , DELHI I) , I = 1 ,NS) MIT 140
c MIT 141
c. T0=TEMPERATURE AT THE SURFACE WHERE Z=0 MIT 142
c NIT 143
READ 28,T0,TFMAX NIT 144
27 FORMAT(20X,2E10.4,2X,A4,16♦1F10.6Ï NIT 145
28 F0RMAT(2F15.5) NIT 146
C NIT 148
C INITIALIZATION OF PARAMETERS NIT 149
c NIT 150
QP=QPMIN NIT 151
WI=WIMIN NIT 152
JCHAR=l NIT 153
K 6 =l NIT 154
K7 = l NIT 155
29 SUM=0. NIT 156
DO 126 1=1,NC NIT 157
126 SUM=SUM+YI(II NIT 158
DO 127 1=1,NC NIT 159
127 YIC I)=Y!(IJ/SUM NIT 160
YICNSI=VHNS)/SUM NIT 1 6 1
T(I)=TC NIT 162
RKSS = 7L/HI NIT 163
SRSS = HS/HSIMPI NI T 164
JPKSS=(RKSS*I0.0+5.0)/l0.0 NIT 165
JSRSS=(SRSS«I0.G+5.0)/lO.O NIT 166
30 7A I) = 0.0 NIT 167
W=WI/EPS NIT 168
QFIUX=1P*W NIT 169
n031 1=1,NC NIT 170
Y( I)=VI( I ) NIT 171
31 CONTINUE NI T 172
NN4=NC 1-4 NIT 173
KO'JNT=I NIT 174
TP l=T ( 1 ) NI T 175
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40 N=1 NIT 176
H=HI NIT 177
KN=1 NIT 178
KAXISC11=0.0 NIT 179
YAXIS(11=0.0 NIT 180
50 ZI 11=0.0 NIT 181
C NIT 182
C RUNGE-KUTTA ANALYSIS FOR INITIAL SLOPE AND INITIAL TEMPERATURE NIT 183
C SPECIFIED AT THE BACK SURFACE. NON-LINEAR, SECOND ORDER NIT 184
C DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION (ENERGY BALANCEl. FIRST POINT NIT 135
c ESTIMATED BY EULER METHOD NIT 136
c NIT 187
10 l TC=T(N1 NIT 188
THETA=T(N1 NIT 189
MX=1 NIT 190
103 RANKIN-TC+460.0 NIT 191
TVAR=RANKIN/1,8 NIT 192
f. NIT 193
C USE PROPT TO GENERATE NEEDED PHYSICAL PROPERTY DATA NIT 194
C (HEAT CAPACITY,GAS AND CHAR CONDUCTIVITY AND DERIVATIVE OF NIT 195
C OVERALL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY VAIUESI NIT 196
C NIT 197
104 CALL DROPT(TVAR,JCHAP,KCDF,NOATA,XTKF,ZOMQA,NDIM3,CPMX,CDO,OCDO1 NIT 198
JCHAR=2 NIT 199
55 IF(N.GT.l)GCj TO 1010 NIT 200
5f> DT(N1=OFLUX/CDO NIT 201
T(N+11=H*DT(N1+T(NI NIT 202
DT(N+1 )=OT(N) NIT 203
TPRFV=T(1) NIT 204
GO TO 134 NIT 205
1010 A->K = H*DTC NIT 206
RHO T\'0>i= ir. NT T 207
OFLf=H NIT 208
GO TO (54,60,51),KEY NIT 209
C NIT 210
W
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IF(TC»133,133.103 NIT 281
120 &2=ARK NIT 282
DA2=DA NIT 283
TC=THETA+0.5*A2+0.125*DA2*H NIT 284
DTC=DTHETA+0.5*DA2 NIT 285
MX = 3 NIT 286
C NIT 287
C IF TC RFCOMES NEGATIVE READJUST ASSUMED VALUE OF DT/DZ AT Z=0 NIT 288
C AND RETURN TU INITIALIZATION STEP NIT 289
>c NIT 290
IFITC 1 133, 133,103 NIT 291
n o A3=ARK NIT 292
DA3=DA NIT 293
TC=THFTA+A3+0.5*DA3*H NIT 294
0TG=0THETA+DA3 NIT 295
MX=4 NIT 296
IFITC1133,133,103 NIT 297
133 PRINT 2222,TC NIT 298
2272 FORMAT!1H0,3HTC = ,IX,F 15.6,8X,8HNEGATIVE) NIT 299
135 A4=ARK NIT 300
0A4=DA NIT 301
C NIT 302
C CALCULATE NEXT TEMPERATURE AND DERIVATIVE POINT USING FOURTH NIT 303
C. ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA EQUATIONS NIT 304
c NIT 305
T(N+1)=T(N)+(1.0/6.0)$(DA1+DA2+DA3)*H + Al NIT 306
HT ( N + n  = DT(N ) + ( 1 .0/6.n)»(nAl + 2.ü*DA2 + 2.0*DA3+DA4) NIT 307
c. NIT 308
c TEST LAST TFMprRATURE CALCULATED AGAINST THE MAXIMUM VALUE. NIT 309
r. IF TTMAX IS EXCEEDED,PRINT SUGGESTED ADJUSTMENT TO MASS FLUX NIT 310
r AND PROCEED TO NEXT JCR (OR CASE). IF TFMAX IS NOT EXCEEDED NIT 311
C PROCEED TO CHAR DISTANCE CHECK TO SEE IF PROFILE IS COMPLETED. NI T 312
C NIT 313
IF{T(M+1)-TFMAX)133,136,135 MIT 314
135 WRINT 586 NIT 315
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PRINT 597 NIT 316
PRINT 1361 NIT 317
1361 FORMAT!14X.66HCALCULATED TEMPERATURE EXCEEDED THE ALLOWABLE LIMIT NIT 318
IFOR THIS MODEL/) NIT 319
PRINT 1362 NIT 320
1362 FORMAT!16X,62HRF0UCE THF MASS FLUX VALUE IN PROPORTION TO N DIVIDE NIT 3 21
10 BY JRKSS/) NIT 322
PRINT 1363,JRKSS,N NIT 323
1363 FORMAT!14X,23HRUNGE KUTTA STEP SIZE = ,1X,I6,2X,27HLAST STEP IN ANA NIT 324
ILYSIS !N) =,1X,I6) NIT 325
PRINT 1364,TFMAX,T!N+1) NIT 326
1364 FORMAT!14X,21HMAXIMUM TEMPERATURF =,1X,F8.1,2X,24HLAST TFMPFRATURE NIT 327
1 !N+1I =,1X,F9.1/) NIT 328
C0R=!N+1)/JRKSS NIT 329
FLUXCO=COR*W NIT 330
PRINT 1365,FLUXC0 NIT 331
1365 FORMAT!17X,50HSUGGESTE0 VALUE OF MASS FLUX TO COMPLETE PROFILE =,l NIT 332
1X,F9.3) NIT 333
GO TO 2722 NIT 334
133 Z!N+1)=Z!N)+H NIT 335
ANDY2=ABS(ZL-Z(N+1)) NIT 336
IF!ANDY2.LE.0.00001)G0 TO 150 NIT 337
145 N=N+1 NIT 338
DTC=DT!N) NIT 339
0THFTA=DT(N) NIT 340
GO TO 101 NIT 341
150 CAPAC(N+l)=CAPAC(M) NIT 342
TL=T(N+1) NIT 343
STFP=I 10.0*=! ZL/HI)+ 5.0)/10.0 NIT 344
lSTER=STEP NIT 345
LCHAR=LSTEP + 1 NIT 346
C NI T 347
C IF NON-MEGATIVH AND LESS THAN 500 OF, TEST FOP CHAR DISTANCE NIT 348
r NIT 349
C IF CHAR DISTANCE LESS THAN CHAR THICKNESS GO TO NEXT STEP IN NIT 350 Ow
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C RUNGE-KUTTA ANALYSIS NIT 351
c IF CHAR DISTANCE EQUALS CHAR THICKNESS, GO TO PRESSURE PROFILE NIT 35?
c CALCULATION. NIT 353
c NIT 354
c NIT 355
c CALCULATION OF PRESSURE PROFILE USING SIMPSON RULE INTEGRATION NIT 356
c OF MOMENTUM EQUATION (WITH RESULTS FROM ENERGY EQUATION) NIT 357
c NIT 358
c NIT 359
OELTT=(TL-T(I)I NIT 360
c NIT 361
c INITIALIZATION STATEMENTS. NOTE SINCE P AT THE CHAR SURFACE IS NIT 362
c SPECIFIED, INTEGRATION METHOD WILL PROCEED FROM Z=L TO Z=0. NIT 363
c Z=L TO 7=0 NIT 364
c NIT 365
SIMPI=0.0 NIT 366
SIMP2=0.0 NIT 367
SIMP3=0.0 NIT 368
SIMP4=0.0 NIT 369
ZS=ZL/HS NIT 370
c NIT 371
c DFFINF JS AS THF TOTAL NO. OF SLICES IN THE CHAR NIT 372
c NIT 373
JS=(10.0*ZS+5.0)/10.0 NIT 374
LS=JS+1 NIT 375
WFLUX(l) = WI NIT 3 76
ZX(LS)=7L NIT 377
TP(lS)=Tl NIT 378
P(LS)=PL NIT 379
ACnNl=2.6693*10.**(-3) NIT 390
ACÜN5=?.42/3600. NIT 381
ACUN7=778.16/32.2 NIT 3 92
DO 260 N=1,JS NIT 333
ISj3AR = N-l NIT 394
HN=NHAP NIT 385 O
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PRINT 602,ALP&(1),YI(1) NIT 561
602 FORMAT!18Xt50H 1,3 NIT 562
1X,A4,6X,F10.4/; NIT 563
PR!NT603»PL»ALPA(2I,YI(2) NIT 564
603 FORMAT!18X.25HFINAL PRESSURE ILB/FT2I =,1X ,F8.1,15X,1H2,3X,A4,6X,F NIT 565
110.4/1 NIT 566
PRINT604,MItALPA!31,Yf!31 NIT 567
604 FORMAT!18X,24HHASS FLUX !LB/FT2-SEC1 =,1X, F9.4,15X,IH3,3X,A4,6X,F1 NIT 568
10.4/1 NIT 569
PRINT605,ZL,ALPA!41,YI!4) NIT 570
605 FORMAT!18X.21HCHAR THICKNESS !FT1 =,1X,F12 .4,15X,1H4,3X,A4,6X,F10. NIT 571
14/1 NIT 572
PRINT606,EPS,ALPA!5l,YI!51 NIT 573
606 FORMAT!18X,15HCHAR POROSITY =,1X,F18.2,15X ,1H5,3X,A4,6X,F10.4/1 NIT 574
PRINT607,ALPA!61,YI!61 NIT 575
607 FORMAT!18X,50H 6,3 NIT 576
1X,A4,6X,F10.4/I NIT 577
PRINT6080,ALPA!71,YI!7) NIT 578
6080 FORMAT!1RX,50HPEPMEABILITY COEFFICIENTS 7,3 NIT 579
1X,A4,6X,F10.4/I NIT 580
PRINT608,ALPHA,ALPAC 81.Y! (81 NIT 581
608 FORMAT!18X,19H ALPHA (FT-2) =,1X,E14.2 ,15X,1H8,3X,A4,6X,F10.4/ NIT 582
1 1 NIT 583
PPINT609,3FTA,ALPA(9),YI(9) NIT 534
609 FORMAT!18X,18H BETA (FT-1) =,1X,E15.2, 15X,1H9,JX,A4,6X,F10.4/| NIT 585
PRINT610,ALPA(10),YI(10) NIT 586
610 FORMAT!1BX.50H 10,3 NIT 587
1X,A4,6X,F10.4/) NIT 588
PRINT611,ALPA(11),YI!11) NIT 589
611 FORMAT!1BX,50H 11,3 NIT 590
1X,A4,6X,F10.4/) NIT 591
PRTNT61?,JRKSStALPA!12),YI ! 12) NIT 592
612 FORMAT! 1BX,23HRUNGE-KUTTA STEP SI7E =,1X,I10,14X,2H12,3X,A4,6X,F10 NIT 593
1.4/) NIT 594
PRINT613,JSRSS,AIPA(13),YI!13) NIT 595 h-»O
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PRINT2721,(TP(KK),KK=IKE,MIKF) NIT 631
2721 FORMAT*14X,16HTEMPERATURF (OFI ,5X,5FI3.I) NIT 632
PRINT2730,(P(KK),KK=IKE,MIKF) NIT 633
2730 FORMAT*14X,17HPRESSURE *LB/FT2 ) ,4X,5FI3.l) NIT 634
PRINT2723,*WFLUX*KK),KK=IKEfMIKE) NIT 635
2723 PQRMAT*14X,21HMASS FLUX*LB/FT2 -SEC),5F13.4/) NIT 636
PRINT2724 NIT 637
2724 FORMAT*14X,66H GAS COMPONENT COMPOSITION * NIT 638
IMOLE/MOLE GAS)/» NIT 639
GO 70*2726,2727,2727),KEY NIT 640
2726 002728 KICK=i,LS NIT 641
n02728LL=l,NS NIT 642
YCOMP*LL,KICK)=YI*LL) NIT 643
2 728 CONTINUE NIT 644
2727 002729LL=I,NS NIT 645
YCOMP*LL,I)=YI*LL) NIT 646
PRINT2725,ALPAILL),*YCOMP*LL,K K ),KK=IKE,MIKF) NIT 647
2725 FORMAT*I8X,A4,llX,5EI3.4) NIT 648
2729 CONTINUE NIT 649
IF*MIKE.GE.LS)GO TO 2800 NIT 650
LIKE=LIKF+l NIT 651
MIKE=MIKF+5 NIT 652
IKE=IKE+5 NIT 653
GO TO 2602 NIT 654
2800 PRINT586 NIT 655
27 8 QP=QP+QPINC NIT 656
9879 IFlOP-QPMAX)29,29,2 80 NIT 657
280 OP=QPMIN NIT 658
WI=WI+WIINC NIT 659
IF* Wl-V;IMAX)29,29,2 722 NIT 660
?722 GO TO 20 NIT 661
30 0 STOP NIT 662
PNO NIT 663
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Listing B-3. TEMPRE Subprograms. (a) PROPT
2, L
5  c
o  C SUBROUTINE PRUPT (HEAT CAPACITY AND CONDUCTIVITY VS. TEMPERATURE)
■S c
^  SUBROUTINE PROPT(TVAR,JCHAR,KODEtNDATA,XTKEtZOMGA,NOIMT,CPMX,CDO,
0 I DCDUl
1 DIMENSION IC0DE(20),ALPA(20),AA(20,6),
r 1 Sl(4),S2(4),53(4),54(4),S5(4),A II(4),A22(4),A33(4),A44(4),A55(4)
-n DIMENSION AI (20),BI (20),Cl (20),DI (20),El (20),FI (20),GI (20),
3 I AI I(20),81 1(20),Cl I(20),DII(20),El I(20),FI I(20),GII(20),FW(20),
^ 2 YI(20),EK(20),SIG(20),Y(20),DELH(20)
^ DIMENSION RSC(15,15),P5C(15,15),NREX(15,15),NPEX(15,15),AF(30),
^ 1SFI20),AEF(20),AR(20),SR(20),AER(20),EQN(20,12).TABLE(70,20)
Q. d i m e n s i o n  CP(20),CV(20),C0ND(20),XTKE(100),Z0MGA(100)
a c o m m o n  NC,NS,MM,WI,PL,RR,TZER0,DELTK,IC0DE,ALPA,AA,S1,S2,S3,
i  1 S4,55,A11,A22,A33,A44,A55
-o COMMON AI,BI,CI,DI,EI,FI,GI,AII,BII,CII,DII,EII,FII,GII,FW,YI
§■ COMMON EK,SIG,EPS,Y,DELH
S COMMON RSC,PSC,NKtX,NPLX,AF,SF,A6F,AR,SR,AER,EQN,TABLE
Q. RANKIN^l.8*TVA«
i. FAREN=KANKIN-460.0
I T=TVAK
a TC = T + DtLfK
■g AAA = 2.6693*10.**(-5.)
I AC()M = 30.48/( 252.*! .8)
^ A1 = TC
5 A2=Al*TC
^ A3=A2*TC
A4=A3*TC 
50 0 00516 1=1,MC
TKE=(1.0/LK( I ) )*Iu
1MAX=NUAFA
r.o rri(5 j4,5f)3) ,KCOc
PR 1
PR 2
PR 3
PR 4
PR 5
PR 6
PR 7
PR 8
PR 9
PR 10
PR li
PR 12
PR 13
PR 14
PR 15
PR 16
PR 17
PR 18
PR 19
PR 20
PR 21
PR 22
PR 23
PR 24
PR 25
PR 26
PR 27
PR 28
PR 29
PR 30
PR 31
PR 32
PR 33
PR 34
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Listing B-3. TQIPRE Subprograms, (b) OMEGA.
8
T3
3
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C/)
c OH 1
c OH 2
c OMEGA - GENERAL INTERPOLATION SUBPROGRAM OM 3
c ON 4
c OM 5
SUBROUTINE OMEGA (VAR,X«F,I MAXtNAME« SOM) OM 6
DIMENSION X(NAME)fF(NAME)tXN(300)«FN(300) OM 7
NPTS=3 OM 8
60 7 XUP=l.E30 OM 9
00611 I=1,IMAX OM 10
T=VAR-X(I) OM 11
IFIT.GE.Q.OGO TO 609 OM 12
608 T=-T OM 13
609 IF(T.GE.XUP)GO TU 611 OM 14
610 IP = I OM 15
XUP=T OM 16
61 1 CONTINUE OM 17
IN = 1 OM 18
NPP=NPTS+1 OM 19
006181=1,NPP OM 20
FN(1)=F(IP) OM 21
XN(I)=X(IP) OM 22
IFIIN.GT.OIGO TO 613 OM 23
61/ IU=IP-I OM 24
GÜ ru 615 OM 25
ol 3 IQ=1P+I OM 26
IFUMAX.GE. IQIGO TO 615 OM 27
61 4 IP=1P-1 OM 28
GÜ Tü 610 OM 29
61 5 IF(IQ.GT.OIGO TO 617 OM 30
616 IP=IP+1 OM 31
(10 TO 613 OM 32
61 f IP=IÜ OM 33
IN=-IN OM 34
h-*
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Listing B-3, TEMPRE Subprograms, (d) MOLFRA
8 c
5  c MOLFRA CALCULATES THE COMPOSITION,RATE,AND HEAT OF REACTION FOR
(g C THE EQUILIBRIUM MODEL
3  C
g C CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IN COMPLEX M IXTURE-METHOD OF WHITE-JOHNSON-DA
I C RAND METHOD!STEEPEST DESCENT),JOURNAL-CHEMICAL PHYSICS-V0L-2B-N05-
? C
Tl C
g. SUBROUTINE MOLFRA(K0UNT,KPT3,K6,TPI)
“  DIMENSION IC0DEI20),ALPA(20),AA(20,6),
I S K 4 I  ,S2(4) ,S3(4),S4(4) ,S5(4) ,A11 (4) ,A22(4) ,A33(4),A44(4I,A55(4)
^  DIMENSION AI(20),BI(20),CI(20),DI(2G),EI(20),FI(20),GI(20»,
8 1 AI I(20),BII(20),CII(20),DII(20),EI1(20),FII(20),611(20),FW(20),
§■ 2 Y K 2 0 )  ,EK(20) ,SIG(20) ,Y(20) ,DELH(20)
a  DIMENSION RSC(15,15),PSC(15,I5),NREX(15,15),NPEX(15,15),AF(30),
g 1SF(20),AEF(20),AR(20),SR(20),AER(20),EQN(20,12),TABLE(70,20)
-o DIMENSION XMH(20),X(20),FY(20),C(20),FORT(20),R (6,6),B (6,I),PI(6),
I  1IPIV0T(6),BB(6),INDEX(6,2),BBP(6),DELT(20),ENT(20),DOTA(70,20),
g  2D0TA1(70,20),CPDT(20),CP0T1(20),FSUM(20),YSUM(20),XY (20),XMASSI 20)
CD 3, YX( 20) ,PERC (20) , HO ( 4 ) , YPRE VI< 20 ) , XLAM ( 20 ) , Y Y( 20 >
g COMMON NC,NS,MM,WI,PL,RR,TZER0,DELTK,IC0DE,ALPA,AA,S1,S2,S3,
I  1 S4,S5,A11,A22,A33,A44,A55
o COMMON AI,BI,CI,DI,EI,FI,GI,AII,BII,CII,DII,EII,FII,GII,FW,YI
5- COMMON EK,SIG,EPS,Y,DELH
■g COMMON RSC,PSC,NREX,NPEX,AF,SF,AEF,AR,SR,AER,EON,TABLE
3 IF(K6.GT. DG0TO3174
^ c
5 C XT=INITIAL TEMPERATURE AT WHICH EQUILIBRIUM PROGRAM IS STARTED
P C TMAX=FINAL TEMPERATURE AT WHICH EQUILIBRIUM PROGRAM IS ENDED
C TINC=TEMPERATURE INTERVAL IN EQUILIBRIUM PROGRAM CALCULATIONS
C CRIT=CRITER10N FOR CONVERGENCE IN EQUILIBRIUM PROGRAM
C
READ 7,TMAX,TINC,CRI T MO 33 f-
7 FORMAT!10X,4E10.4) MO 34 S
MO 1
MO 2
MO 3
MO 4
MO 5
MO 6
MO 7
MO 6
MO 9
MO 10
MO 11
MO 12
MO 13
MO 14
MO 15
MO 16
MO 17
MO 18
MO 19
MO 20
MO 21
MO 22
MO 23
MO 24
MO 25
MO 26
MO 27
MO 28
MO 29
MO 30
'^ 0 31
KÜ 32
3
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KK=MM+1 MO 140
KL=JJ MO 141
IF(KCODE.EQ.0IG0T0105O MO 142
DO 29 I=LL,NQ MO 143
KK=KK+1 MO 144
DO 29 MO 145
R(J,KK)=AA(I,J) MO 146
29 CONTINUE MO 147
KL=NQ-NN+JJ MO 148
KK=MM+2 MO 149
DO 95 K=KK,KL MO 150
D097 MO 151
97 R(K,J)=R(J,K) MO 152
95 CONTINUE MO 153
KM=MM+1 MO 154
DO 1052 J=I,MA MO 155
DO 1053 I=LL,NQ MO 156
KM=KM+l MO 157
1053 8(KM,J)=F0RT(I) MO 158
1052 CONTINUE MO 159
1050 CONTINUE MO 160
DO 1044 J=JJ,KL MO 161
DO 1045 K=JJ,KL MO 162
1045 RtJ,K)=0.0 MO 163
1044 CONTINUE MO 164
N=NA MO 165
M = MA M3 166
CALL MATIN V (R,N ,B,M , N M A X , I P I V D T , I N D E X , I SCALE,DETERM) MO 167
D0100I=l,JJ MO 168
PI(I)=B(I,M) MO 169
100 CONTINUE MO 170
U=PI(JJ) MO 171
XBAR=U*YBAR MO 172
IF(KC0DE . E Q . 0 ) G G T 0 5 9 MO 173
KK=MM+2 MO 174 N>U)
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LW=LL MO 175
DO 1002 J=KK,KL MO 176
X(LW)=B(J,M) MO 177
1002 LW=LW+1 MO 178
59 00601=1,NN MO 179
60 FSUMII»=-FY(I)+(Y(I)/YBAR)*XBAR MO 180
001101=1,NN MO 181
PSUM=0. MO 182
00l20J=l,MM MO 183
120 PSUM=PSUM+PI{J)*AA(I,J» MO 184
YSUM(I)=PSUM*Y(I) MO 185
110 X(I)=FSUMÎI)+YSUM(I) MO 186
XLAMB0=1.0 MO 187
310 00 86 (=1,NQ MO 188
OELTfI)=X(I)-Y(I> MO 189
IFIOELTCIl.GE.O.)G0T086 MO 190
IFIXII).GT.0.)G0T086 MO 191
X < 1)=l.E-25 MO 192
XLAM{ I )=-Y( n/DELT(I ) MO 193
XLAMB0=AMIN1(XLAMBD,XLAM(I)) MO 194
XLAMB0=0.99*XLAMBD MO 195
86 CONTINUE MO 196
0EBAR=0. MO 197
00871=1,NN MO 198
87 OEBAR»DEBAR+DELT(I) MO 199
93 DF0L=0. MO 200
00881=1,NO MO 201
IF(ICODEII).EQ.1)G0TG83 MO 202
96 FAC=(Y(1|+XLAMB0*DELT(1))/(YBAR+XLAMBO*DEBAR) MO 203
98 IFIFAC-GT.O.)G0TÜ82 MO 204
991 XLAMB0=.9*XLAMBD MO 205
IFlXLAMBO.GT.l.OE- 6)G0r096 MO 206
82 DFDL=DFÜL+DELT1I)*(C(I)+ALOG(FAC)) MO 207
G0T088 MO 208
83 DFDL=DFDL+DELT(I)*FORT(I) MO 209 hO4>
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88 CONTINUE MO 210
IF(DFDL.LT.0.01)GOT08081 MO 211
XLAMBD=.9*XLAMBD MO 212
IFIXLAMBD.GT.i.OE- 6)G0TG93 MO 213
8081 IFIDFDL.LT.O.>G0T089 MO 214
PRINT2222fDFDL*NT MO 215
22*22 FORMAT(///1X,IE20.8,IX,1I6) MO 216
89 00761=1,NQ MO 217
Y( n = Y (  I )+XLAMBD*DELT( I ) MO 218
IF(Y(1).LT.1.E-25)Y(I)=l.E-25 MO 219
76 CONTINUE MO 220
SUMY=0. MO 221
003701=1,NN MO 222
370 SUMY=SUMY+Y(I) MO 223
003401=1,NQ MO 224
340 PERC( n = (Y( I)/SUMY)*100. MO 225
350 BETA=0. MO 226
00851=1,NQ MO 227
85 BETA=BETA+ABS(DELT( I) ) MO 228
IF(BETA.LT.XBBTA)G0T0800 MO 229
560 IF(NT.GE.MAXNT)G0T060ü MO 230
NT=NT+1 MO 231
IF(NT,GT.51)GOTÛ801 MO 232
GOT0300 MO 233
600 XBETA=XBETA+0.001 MO 234
MAXNT=MAXNT+10 MO 235
NT=NT+1 MO 236
GOT0300 MO 237
800 NN=NC MO 238
KX=KX+1 MO 239
IF(KX.LT.2)G0TÜ300 MO 240
NT=NT+1 MU 241
00 321 J=1,MM MO 242
PRINT 322,BB(J) MO 243
322 FORMAT!IX,6HBB(J)=,FI2.d) MO 244
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321 CONTINUE MO 245
801 XSüMY*0. MO 246
005801=1,NN MO 247
XSUMY=XSUMY+Y(1) MO 248
580 CONTINUE MO 249
XNWGAS=0.0 MO 250
00811=1,NN MO 251
XMWGAS=XMWGAS+XMW(I)*Y(I1 MO 252
81 CONTINUE MO 253
00 1911=1,NQ MO 254
XNASSfI)=Y(Il«XMH(I)/XMMGAS MO 255
191 CONTINUE MO 256
C MO 257
C YSUM IS BEING SENT AS A DUMMY NUMBER TO ENTALl,SINCE IN MOLFRA MO 258
C THE RATE AND THE HEAT OF REACTION IS COMPUTED LATER IN THE PRO - MO 259
C GRAM. MO 260
c MO 261
CALL ENTALIIT,HEATl,ENT,ENTALP,YSUM, KEY) MO 262
XMWGAS=XMWGAS/XSUMY MO 263
XBETA*CRIT MO 264
KPT=KPT+1 MO 265
171 TABLECKPT,1)*T MO 266
TABLE(KPT,3)=XMWGAS MO 267
C MO 268
C REDIFINE MOLE BASIS MO 269
C MO 270
IF(T.NE.XT)G0TO823 MO 271
SUM1=0. MO 272
DO 822 1=1,NN MO 273
YI I ) = ;W/XMWGAS;*PERC(I)/100. MO 274
822 SUM1=SUM1+Y(I) MO 275
Y(NQ)=PERCINQ)*SUM1/100. MO 276
RIN=PERC(NQ)/100.*XMW(NQI/XMWGAS MO 277
ROUT=RIN MO 278
DO 79 J»1,MM MO 279 too\
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1050 DETERM=DETERM*R1 MA 70
ISCALE = ISCALE-1 MA 71
1060 IF(ARS(PIV0TI)-R1) 1090,1070,1070 MA 72
1070 PIV0TI=PIV0TI/R1 MA 73
ISCALE=ISCALE+l MA 74
IFCABS(PIVOTI)-R1)320,1080,1080 MA 75
1080 PIVniI=PIVOTl/Rl MA 76
ISCALF=ISCALE+1 MA 77
GO TO 320 MA 78
1090 IF(ABSIPIVOTI)-R2)2000,2 000,320 MA 79
?000 PIVOTl=PIvnTI*Rl MA 80
ISCALE=ISCALE-1 MA BI
IF(A8S(PIVOT n - R 2 ) 2010,2010,320 MA 82
2010 PIVOTI=PIVOTI*P1 MA 33
ISCALE=ISCAI e-1 MA 84
320 DETEPM=DETEPM*PIV0TI MA 85
C MA 86
C DIVIDE PIVOT ROW BY PIVOT ELEMENT MA 87
c MA 88
3 30 A(ICOLUM,ICOLOM)=1.0 MA 89
340 DO 350 L = l ,N MA 90
350 A n C O L U M , L )  = A(ICGLlJM,Ll / PIVOT MA 91
355 IF(M) 380, 380,360 MA 92
360 DO 370 L=1,M MA 93
3 70 B( ICOLüM,L) = 13 ( IC0LUM,L)/PIVOT MA 94
C MA 95
C REDUCE NOM - P I V O T  ROWS MA 96
C MA 97
3 30 on 550 Ll=i,N MA 98
390 IF(I I-lCni.ÜM)400,350,400 MA 99
400 T=A(L1,IC0LUM) MA 100
420 A(LI, ir.nLUM)=0,0 MA 101
430 00 45 0 1 = 1 ,M MA 102
450 A ( L 1 , L ) = A ( L I , L ) - A { I C 0 L U 4 , L ) * T MA 103
45 5 ir(M) 550,550,460 MA 104 W
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L is t in g  B*3. IIHPEE Subprogram , (h ) INOUT
1  c
0 C
1 C GFNERAL INPUT-OUTPUT SUBPROGRAM FOR KINETIC ANALYSIS
ÇD C
C
? SUBROUTINE INOUTIKSPItNEOtTINC.Y1.XFUI
a DIMENSION IC0DEf20)«ALPA(20)tAA(20»6)>
CD 1 SH4),S?*'* '"*• *•••-•
1 DIMENSION
CD • .■D I
o 2
DIMENSION RSCCl S. 1511 PSG (I5f 15) yNREXI 151151 »NPEXU5115 ) t AFf 30) * 
1SF(20)»AEFI20)»AR(20).SR(2D)tAFRI20).EQN(20fl2)fTABLE(70t20)t
° 2Yl(20)tXFU(20)
-o COMMON NC.NSfMMyWltPLtRRfTZERO.DELTKtICODEtALPA,AA«SltS2*S3»
o 1. S4,S5yAll,A22,A33,A44,A55
COMMON AlyBI.CItOIfEltFI.GIyAII.BIIfCII.DIItEII.FIIyGIItFW,YI 
COMMON EK,SIGtEPStY,OELHuunniin civtdiu cr>fT fucun
COMMON RSCfPSCtNREX,NPEX,AF,SF,AFF,AR,SRfAFR,EQNtTABLE 
READ EQN 1 CH4 = H2 + 0.5C2H6
3= J=1
g READ 21,CEQN(J,I),I=ltl2)
^ C
m c READ THF STOCHIOMETRIC COEFICIENTS OF THE EQUATION
C
(/)
(/)
5 C
READ 22,RSCI1,2),PSC(1,1),PSC(I,3)
C . READ THE EXPONENTS OF THE RATE EQUATION
C
READ 2 5,NREXIl,2),NPEXll,l),NPEX(1,3)
C
C READ THE COEFFCIFNTS OF THE FORWARD AND REVERSE REACTION RATE CONS
C UNITS OF AF AND AR ARE IN GM-MOLFS,CUBIC-C«,AND SECONDS IN 33 ^
C UNITS OF AEF AND AER ARE IN KCAL PER GM-HOLE
IN 1
IN 2
IN 3
IN 4
IN 5
IN 6
IN 7
IN 8
IN 9
IN 10
IN 11
IN 12
IN 13
IN 14
IN 15
IN 16
IN 17
IN 18
IN 19
IN 20
IN 21
IN 22
IN 23
IN 24
IN 25
IN 26
IN 27
IN 28
IN 29
IN 30
IN 31
IN 32
IN 34
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Listing B-4. Iterative TEMraE Input Format, (a) Non-equilibrium flow.
8
T3
(D
33"
(D
(D
T3
O
Q.
C
a
o3
T3
O
(D
Q.
T3
(D
(/)
(/)
12 13 4 1
1.^63?5F001.B5A05F-3-7.66 75F-7l.5104E-10-1.139E- 
-7.1244E-17.34065F-3-5.5262E-6 1 .514E-09-2.382E- 
3.04369En0 6.1187F-4 - 7 .3 9 9 E - 9  -2.03E-11 2.459E- 
?.84A085E04.1932E-03-9.6 1 19E-69.5123F-09-3.309E- 
2.854576E0 1 . 5976F--Î-6. 2566E-7 1, 13 16E-I0-7.69F- 
3.69I615F0-1.3333E-32.65031E-6-9.769E-10-9.977E- 
3.59 7613F07.«1456F-4-2.2387E-74.2490F-l1-3.346F- 
3.7189q5F0-2.5167F-38,583 74F-6-8.2999F-92.70R2F- 
n.OOOOOOFO 2.00000EO O.OOOOOEO O.nOOOOFO 
3.04369E00 6.1I87E-4 -7.399E-9 -2.03E-11 2.459E- 
2.846085F04.l932F-03-9.6119E-69.5123F-n9-3.309F- 
l.OOOOOFO 4.0000FOO O.OOOOFOO O.OOOOFOO 
l.fSnoOEO 1.0950F-2-4.0620E-6 7.137F-10-4.749E- 
4.24Q768F0-6.9127E-3 3.1602E-5-2.9715F-89.5I03E- 
?.0 0 0 0 0 r 0 6.00000F0 O.OOOOOEO O.OOOOOEO 
l.43080F001.88898F-2-7.0441F-61.18720F-9-7.450F- 
2.882036E01.03220E-21.19144F-5-1.48337-84.4750F- 
2.00000FO 4.O9O00F0 O.OOOOOEO 0.90000FO 
T.5023F00 1,1507-02-4.4745F-6 7.945E-10-5.323E- 
1.120244F0 1.1906F-2 2.6568E-6-1.1560F-85.23B7E- 
2.00000E0 2.00000FO O.OOOOOEO O.OOOOOFO 
4.4 966E00 5.269HF-3-1.840E-063.1054F-10-2.000F- 
7.90333F-1 2.3466F-2-3.5542F-5 2.79517-8-8.44BE- 
A.OOnoOFO 6.09900FO 0.9OO00FO O.OOOOOEO 
4.619872E02.88096E-7-1.1245F-51.95763F-9-I.258F- 
7.51119F-13,7S399F-2-7.9472F-6-7.5090F-93.0385F- 
O.nOOOOOFO O.OOOOOFO 2 .O0 O0 0 F 0 O.OOOOOEO 
7.054576EO 1.5976F-3-6 .2566F-71.13 16F-10-7.69E- 
■ 3.69 1615F0-1 .3 7 3 3 7 - 3 7 .65031F-6-9,7 6 9 F - 1 0-9.977F- 
O.OOOOOEOO 3.00000FO l.OOOOQFO O.OOOOOFQ 
2 . 1 4 9 3 99F06.4928 5 F - 3 - 2 . ? 695F-67.7394F-10 - 2 .361F-
3 . 7 7 16 7F n o - 4 , 8 6 7 1 E - 4 9 ,3 7 4 2 F - 0 6 - 9 . 5 6 7 9 F - 9 3 . 1 313F- 
6. 0 0 0 0 0 F O O  6. n n n o o r o  O . O O O O O F O  l.OOOOOFO
14
14
15 
12 
15
14
15 
12
15-8.5491F02 -1.648E00 
12-9.67254F2 -1.4118F0
14-9.8556E03 1.2506F01 
12-1.01866E4-9.I755E-1
14 O.OOOOFOOl.450804E1 
12 0.0000EO07.589O57F0
14 4.5439E03 2.4667E00 
125.332889E3 1.58378E1
142.56 37F004-3.14481EO
12 2.6255F04 1.4005F01
13 0.00000E0-1.16780F0 
12 O.OOOOOFOl.986012E1
15-8.90174E2 6.39029EO 
14-1.06283E3 2.28750E0
14-6.40I96F3 9.23891FO 
12-6.72810F3 1.4654F00
C H 
C L 
H2 H 
H2 L 
N2 H 
N7 L 
02 H 
02 L 
H?
H2 H 
H2 l 
CH4 
CH4 H 
CH4 L 
C2H6 
C2H6 H 
C246 I 
C2H4 
C2H4 H 
C2H4 L 
C 2 H 2  
C2H2 
C242 
C6H6 
C6H6 
C6M6 
N2 
N2
N2 L 
NH3 
MH3 H 
NH3 L 
C6H60
0
D
H
L
H 0 
L n
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O O I J X -I
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XT^'fS;(M C C C X _J«0»ûOOOCDOCMtVifM 
U U U O O U U C ^ X X X U O U
"4 f-lo-l C O  O «-H O C
ILiU. I ti. O UJ UJ I O UJ
r- r- uj«t ujir muj uj«c
-j >o ^  IT eo>o 0 (M 
00 OC r-«o #4 m m —< (r m
h" h- eco m m eo»c ocff-
00 00 (MO u><c 00 00 O' r-
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Listing B-4. Iterative TQIPRE Input Format (c) Frozen Flow
8
T3
(D
3.3"
(D
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Q.
C
a
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(/)
(/)
12 13
1.36325E001. 
-7.1244F-17. 
3.04369F00 6 
2.846085E04. 
2.R54576E0 1 
3.691615F0-1 
3.597613E07. 
3.718995F0-2 
n.noooooFO 2
3.04369F00 6 
2.8460R5F04. 
l.OOOOOFO 4 
I.IBOOOEO 1 
4.249768F0-6 
2.0000050 6 
l.43080F001. 
2.882036E0I. 
2.00000F0 4  
3.5023*^00 1 
1.120244F0 1 
?.00000E.O 2 
4.4Q66F00 5 
7.00333F-1 2 
6.00000FO 6 
4.619R72F02. 
3.S1110F-13. 
o . o o o m o F O  0 
?.R54576cn 1 
^.60l5l5Pn-l
O.OOnoOFOO 3 
2.149309506. 
3.77152509-4 
5.0O0O0F0O 6
4 1
85605F-3-7.6675E-71.5104E-l0-l.139E- 
34065F-3-5.5262E-6 l.514E-09-2.382F- 
.1187E-4 -7.399F-9 -2.03E-11 2.45 E- 
1932F-03-9.6119E-69.51235-09-3.309E- 
.5976E-3-6.2566E-71.1316E-10-7.69F- 
.3333E-32.65031F-6-9.7696-10-9.977E- 
81456F-4-2.238 7E-74.2490E-11-3.346F- 
.5167F-38.58374E-6-8.2999F-92.7082E- 
.0000060 O.OOOOOFO O.OOOOOFO 
.1187E-4 -7.399E-9 -2.03E-1I 2.459E- 
193 2E-03-9.6119F-69.5123E-09-3.309F- 
.0000600 O.OOOOFOO O.OOOOFOO 
.0O50E-2-4.0620E-6 7.1376-10-4.749F- 
.9127F-3 3.1602F-5-2.9715F-89.51036- 
.noOOOFO O.OOOOOFO O.OOOOOEO 
88A98E-2-7.04416-61.187206-9-7.450F- 
03220F-21.191446-5-1.4833 6-84.47506- 
.0000060 0.0000060 O.OOOOOFO 
.159F-02-4.4745F-6 7.9456-10-5.32 36- 
.39066-2 2.65686-6-1.15606-85.23876- 
.0000060 O.OOOOOFO 0.0000060 
.26986-3-1.8406-063.1054E-10-2.0006- 
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. 0 9 9 0 0 6 0 2 . 9 9 0 0 0 6 0 O.OOOOOFO 
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. 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 l.OOOOOFO O.OOOOOFO 
40? 856-3-2.2695F - 6 3.73946-10-2.3616- 
.85?16- 4 0 .8 7426-06-9.56796-93.13136- 
. 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 O.OOOOOFO l.OOOOOFO
14
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15 
12 
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14
15 
12
15-8.5491E02 -1.648E00 
12-9.67254F2 -1.4118E0
14-9.8556E03 1.2506E01 
12-1.01866E4-9.1755E-1
14 O.O000EOO1.45O804E1 
12 0.00006007.58905760
14 4.5439603 2.4667600 
125.33288963 1.5837861
142.56376004-3.1448160
12 2.6255604 1.4005601
13 O.OOOOOFO-1.1678060 
12 O.OOOOOFOl.98601261
15-8.9017462 6.39029F0 
14-1.0628363 2.2875060
14-6.4019663 9.23891F0 
12-6.72B10F3 1.4654F00
C H 
C L 
H2 H 
HZ L 
N2 H 
N? l 
nz H
oz i
HZ 
HZ H 
HZ I 
CH4 
CH4 H 
CH4 L 
C2H6 
CZH6 H 0 
C246 L 0 
C2H4 
C2H4 H 
C2H4 L 
C2H2 
C2H2 H 
C2H2 L 
C6H6
C.6H6 H D 
C6H6 L n 
N2 
N2 
NZ L 
NH3 
NH3 H 
NH3 L 
C6H60
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Listing B-5. Iterative TEMPRE Output Format for Non-Ecjuitibrlum Flow.
NON-EQUILIBRIUM FLOW MODEL - TEMPRE
EXPERIMENTAL
INITIAL TEMPERATURE (OF) = 920.0 NUMBER OF GAS COMPONENTS
INITIAL SLOPE (OF/FT) = 21359.9 NO. COMPONENT MOLE/MOLE
FINAL TEMPERATURE (OF) = 1350.0 1 H2 0.3497
FINAL PRESSURE (LB/FT2) = 2160.0 2 CH4 0.4366
MASS FLUX (LB/FT2-SEC) = 0.0039 3 C2H6 0.0000
CHAR THICKNESS (FT) = 0.0208 4 C2H4 0.0000
CHAR POROSITY = 0.50 5 C2H2 0.0000
6 C6H6 0.0000
PERMEABILITY COEFFICIENTS 7 N2 0.1359
ALPHA (FT-2) 0.50E 09 8 NH3 0.0000
BETA (FT-1) 0.50E 05 9 C6H60 0.0000
10 C02 0.0290
11 CO 0.0490
RUNGE-KUTTA STEP SIZE = 100 12 H20 0.0000
SIMPSONS RULE STEP SIZE = 20 13 C 1.5491
12
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C/) NON-EQUILIBRIUM FLOW MODEL - TEMPRE 
EXPERIMENTAL
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TEMPERATURE DROP (OF) 930.0
PRESSURE DROP (LB/FT2) 1.0
SURFACE HEAT FLUX (BTU/FT2-SEC) 0.69
CHAR DEPTH (FT) 0.0000 0.0052 0.0104 0.0156 0.0208
TEMPERATURE (OF) 920.0 1030.0 1138.1 1244.6 1350.0
PRESSURE (LB/FT2) 2161.0 2160.8 2160.6 2160.3 2160.0
MASS FLUX (LB/FT2-SEC) 0.0039 0.0039 0.0039 0.0039 0.0039
GAS COMPONENT COMPOSITION (MOLE/MOLE GAS)
H2 0.3497E 00 0.3497E 00 0.3497E 00 0.3497E 00 0.3497E 00
CH4 0.4366E 00 0.4366E 00 0.4366E 00 0.4366E 00 0.4366E 00
C2H6 0.5084E-16 0.3661E-13 0.1547E-11 0.3831E-10 0.1687E-09
C2H4 0.999GE-20 0.5288E-19 0.1638E-16 0.2837E-14 0.1394E-13
C2H2 0.9990E-20 0.9991E-20 0.1066E-19 0.4033E-18 0.1969E-17
C6H6 0.9990E-20 0.9990E-L0 0.9990E-20 0.9990E-20 0.9990E-20
N2 0.1359E 00 0.1359E 00 0.1359E 00 0.1359E 00 0.1359E 00
NH3 0.9990E-20 0.9990E-20 0.9990E-20 0.9990E-20 0.9990E-20
C6H60 0.9990E-20 0.9990E-20 0.9990E-20 0.9990E-20 0.9990E-20
C02 0.2897E-01 0.2897E-01 0.2897E-01 0.2897E-01 0.2897E-01
CO 0.4895E-01 0.4895E-01 0.4895E-01 0.4895E-01 0.4895E-01
H20 0.9990E-20 0.9990E-20 0.9990E-20 0.9990E-20 0.9990E-20
C 0.1549E 01 0.1549E 01 0.1549E 01 0.1549E 01 0.1549E 01 G\
ç. PHYSICAL AND THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
This appendix contains a series of tables, figures and charts 
relating physical and thermodynamic data necessary for the calcula­
tions in the TEMPRE system. In all cases, the information presented 
represents abstracted data applicable to this research. References 
to the original and more complete sources of information are pro­
vided. The following outline will be helpful in locating the parti­
cular data contained in this appendix.
Table C-1. Empirical Constants for Calculating the Heat 
Capacity of Elements to 1000°K.
Table C-2. Empirical Constants for Calculating the Heat 
Capacity of Elements Above 1000°K.
Table C-3. Empirical Constants for Calculating the Hear
Capacity and Free Energy of Compounds to 1000°K.
Table C-4. Empirical Constants for Calculating the Heat 
Capacity and Free Energy of Compounds Above 
1000°K.
Table C-5. Lennard-Jones Potentials and Enthalpy of 
Formation of Compounds.
Table C-6. Values of the Collision Integral Used to
Calculate the Pure Component Viscosity and 
Thermal Conductivity.
Figure C-1. Cornell-Katz Plot for a Low Density Nylon- 
Phenolic Resin Char.
Figure C-2 "bar Thermal Conductivity as a Function of 
Temperature.
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Table C-■1. Empirical Constants for Calculating
the Heat Capacity of Elements to 1000°K
C /R 
Pi
= a + b(T) + c(T ) + d(T ) + e(T )
Element Molecular Constants for C to 1000“K
Name Weight, M^ a b X 10^
^ 7  10 
c X lo' d X 1 0^ e X 10^^
C 12 tO.71244 7.34068 -55.262 15.140 -2.382
«2
2 2.84617 4.19321 ^96.1193 95.1226 -330.934
«2 28 3.69161 -1.33326 26.5031 -9.7688
-9.9772
°2 32 3.71899 -2.51671
85.8374 -82.9987 270.8218
McBride, B. o., Sheldon Himel, J. G. Ehlers, Sanford Gordon, Thermodynamic Properties
to 6000“K for 210 Substances Involving the First 18 Elements, NASA SP-3001 (1963).
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Table C-2. Empirical Constants for Calculating 
the Heat Capacity of Elements Above 1000°K
C /R = a + b(T) + c(T^) + d(T^) + e(T'^ )
Pi
Element
Name
Molecular 
Weight, M a
Constants for C Above 1000°K
3 ^ 7  10 
b X 10^ c X lO' d X 10 e X 10^^
C 12 1.36325 1.85605 -7.6675 1.5104 -1.139
«2
2 3.04369 0.61187 -0.0740 -0.2033 0.2459
«2
28 2.85458 1.59763 -6.2566 1.13158 -0.76897
°2
32 3.59761 0.78146 -2.23867 0.42490 -0.33460
McBride, 
to 6000°
B. J.. Sheldon Himel. J. G. Ehlers, Sanford Gordon, Thermodynamic 
K for 210 Substances Involving the First 18 Elements, NASA SP-3001
Properties
(1963).
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Table C-3. Empirical Constants for Heat Capacity 
and Free Energy Calculation to 1000°K.
Cp./R = a + b(T) + c (t 2) + d(T3) + e(T^)
2 2
F°/RT = a(l-loggT) - b(|) - c(^) - d(^) - e(^) - f(^) - g
Species
Name
Molecular 
Weight, a b X 10^ c X 10^ d X 10^° e X 10^^ f g
CH4 16 4.2498 -6.9126 316.0213 -297.1543 951.0358 -10186.632 -0.9175
C2H6 30 2.8820 10.3220 119.1441 -148.3300 447.5010 0.000 7.5890
C2H4 28 1.1202 13.9057 26.5684 -115.6027 523.8693 5332.889 15.8377
C2H2 26 0.7903 23.4661 -355.4193 279.5055 -844.8413 26254.844 14.0052
CôHô 78 0.3511 37.5399 -79.4720 -75.0901 303.8520 0.000 19.8601
cgHeo 94 -3.9317 69.3818 -521.0600 124.9670 209.1500 -13303.800 41.8782
C02 44 2.1701 10.3781 -107.3394 63.4592 -162.8070 -48352.602 10.6640
CO 28 3.7871 -2.1709 50.7573 -34.7377 77.2168 -14363.508 2.6335
c 12 -0.7124 7.3406 -35.2618 15.1399 -2.3815 -68.053 2.7932
«2 2 2.8461 4.1932 -96.1193 95.1227 -330.9342 -967.254 -1.4117
H20 18 4.1565 -1.7244 56.9823 -45.9300 142.3365 -30288.770 -0.6861
HCN 27 2.1681 10.7290 -150.8809 119.3302 -370.0445 14682.900 9.2810
NH3 17 3.7716 -0.4862 98.7423 -95.6789 313.1324 -6728.093 1.4654
N2 28 3.6916 -1.3332 26.5031 -9.7688 -9.9772 -1062.834 2.2875
O2 32 3.7189 -2.5167 85.8374 -82.9987 270.8218 -1057.671 3.9080
McBride, B . J., Sheldon Heimel, J. G. Ehlers , Sanford Gordon, Thermodynamic Properties
to 6000°K for 210 Substances Involving the First 18 Elements, NASA SP-3001 (19631.
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Table C- 
and
C /R 
Pi
F°/RT = a(l-
-4. Empirical Constants for Heat Capacity 
Free Energy Calculation Above IGOO^K.
= a + b(T) + c(T^) + d(T^) + e(T'^ )
2 3 4 
-log^T) - b(^) - c(^) - d(^) - e(|^) - f( U^) - g
Species
Name
Molecular 
Weight, M^ a b X 10“ c X 10^ d X 10^° e X  10^^ f g
CH4 16 1.1795 10.9505 -40.6221 7.1370 -4.7490 -9855.66 12.5059
30 1.4308 18.8898 -70.4410 11.8720 -7.4500 0.00 14.5080
^2«4 28 3.5023
11.5921 -44.7452 7.9452 -5.3235 4454.40 2.4667
26 4.4965 5.2698 -18.4026 3.1054 -2.0004 25637.19 -3.1448
78 4.6198 28.8096 -112.4510 19.5763 -12.5810 0.00 -1.1678
94 -3.9317 69.3818 -521.0600 124.9670 209.1500 13303.800 41.8782
C02 44 4.4129 3.1923 -12.9782 2.4147 -1.6743 -4894.400 -0.7288
CO 28 2.9511 1.5525 -6.1911 1.1350 -0.7788 14231.830 6.5314
C 12 1.3633 1.8560 -7.6675 1.5104 -1.1389 -649.670 -7.9890
«2 2 3.0437 0.6119 -73.9936 -0.2033 0.2459 -854.910 -1.6481
H^O 18 2.6707 3.0317 -8.5352 1.1791 -0.6197 29888.994 6.8839
HCN 27 3.6538 3.4436 -12.5851 2.1692 -1.4296 14421.804 2.3726
NHg 17 2.1494 6.4929 -22.6952 3.7394 -2.3606 -6401.962 9.2389
N2 28 2.8546 1.5976 -6.2566 1.1316 -0.7690 -890.175 6.3903
«2 32
3.5976 0.7815 -2.2387 0.4249 -0.3346 -1192.792 3.7493
McBride, B. J., Sheldon Heimel, J. G. Ehlers, Sanford Gordon, Thermodynamic Properties
to 6000®K for 210 Substances Involving the First 18 Elements, NASA SP-3001 (1963) •
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Component
Name
C a)Table C-5. Lennard-Jones Potentials 
and Enthalpy of Formation(b) for the Compounds
Molecular 
Weight, M
Wi
Collision 
Diameter, q 
A“
Potential Parameter ■ 
Boltzmann Constant 
E"/K, “K
Enthalpy of 
Formation (290°K) 
cal/gram mole
CH4 16 3.822 136.5 -17B89.0
C2«6
30 4.418 230.0 -20316.6
G2H4
28 4.232 205.0 12496.0
C2H2 26 4.221 185.0 54194.0
78 5,270 440.0 19778.8
C b V
94 5.000 400.0 -23500.0
CO2 44 3.996 190.0 -94052.0
CO 28 3.590 110.0 -26416.0
«2
2 2.986 33.3 0.0
H^O 18 2.649 356.0 -57797.9
HCN 27 3.630 569.1 31100.0
NH„ 17 3.432 312.0 -11040.0
"2
28 3.681 91.5 0.0
02
32 3.433 113.0 0.0
Robert C. and Thomas K. Sherwood, The Properties of Gases and Liquids,
2nd ed ., New York: McGraw-Hill, pp. 632-633. (1966)
Perry, John H., ed. , Chemical Engineers' Handbook, 3rd ed., New York: McGraw-
Hill, 1950, pp. 236--243.
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Table C-6. Values of the Collision Integral 
Based on Lennard-Jones Potential for Calculating 
Pure Component Conductivity and Viscosity
kT/E° kT/E° 0,
0.30 2.785 1.30 1.399
0.35 2.628 1.50 1.314
0.40 2.492 1.70 1.248
0.45 2.368 1.90 1.197
0.50 2.257 2.2 1.138
0.55 2.156 2.6 1.081
0.60 2.065 3.2 1.022
0.65 1.982 4.0 0.9700
0.70 1.908 5.0 0.9269
0.75 1.841 7.0 0.8727
0.80 1.780 10.0 0.8242
0.85 1.725 20.0 0.7432
0.90 1.675 40.0 0.6718
0.95 1.587 70.0 0.6194
1.00 1.629 100.0 0.5882
1.10 1.514 200.0 0.5320
1.20 1.452 400.0 0.4811
Reid, Robert C. and Thomas K. Sherwood, The Properties of Gases and Liquids, 2nd ed.,
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1966, p. 399.
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Figure C-1. Cornell-Katz Plot for a Low Density Nylon-Phenolic Resin Char.
Smyly, E, D. and C. M. Pyron, The Permeability of an Elastomer, a Low Density 
Epoxy and a Low Density Nylon-Phenolic Resin Char, Contract NASl-5448, Task
Order 6, Southern Research Institute (June 30, 1967).^/
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Figure C-2. Thermal Conductivity of a High and a Low Density Nylon-
Phenolic Resin Char.
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D. SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS
This appendix contains a detailed summary of the experi­
mental and analytical results determined in this research. The 
Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator exit gas composition 
data listed in Tables D-2 through D-11 should be used in 
conjunction with Table D-1, a complete summary of the experiment 
conditions with comments on the overall behavior of the system 
for each case studied.
The following list of Tables will be helpful in locating 
the specific information contained in this section.
D-1 Summary of Test Data for Simulated Pyrolysis Gas
Flow Through Porous Chars and Graphite in the Char 
Zone Thermal Environment Simulator
D-2 Flow of Simulated Pyrolysis Products Through Low
Density Nylon-Phenol Resin Chars. Comparison of the 
Experimental Exit Gas Composition (Mole Percent) with 
the Frozen, Equilibrium and Non-Equilibrium Flow Models
D-3 Flow of Simulated Pyrolysis Products Through Graphite 
Specimens. Comparison of the Exit Gas Composition 
(Mole Percent) with the Frozen Equilibrium and Non- 
Equilibrium Flow Models
D-4 Flow of Simulated Pyrolysis Products Through Graphite 
Specimens in the Presence of Heterogeneous Catalysts 
Coated on the Specimen Surface
D-5 Flow of Simulated Pyrolysis Products Through
Graphite Specimens in the Presence of Homogeneous 
Catalysts Contained in the Inlet Stream
D-6 Air Oxidation of Porous Graphite Specimens Between 
1485°F and 2047°F
D—7“* 11
Summary of Radioactive Tracer Analyses of the Various Exit 
Product Streams Leaving the Char Zone Thermal Environment 
Simulator
471
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Table D-1. Summary of Test Data for Simulated Pyrolysis Gas Flow Through Porous 
Chars and Graphite In the Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator.
RUN
NUMBER
LAMP
SYSTEM
PYROLYSIS DESCRIPTION OF POROUS MEDIUM PYROLYSIS GAS 
MASS FLUX
EXPERIMENTAL 
AP, lb/ft?
GAS BLEND I.D. NO. THICK,
ft
C. S. A.
ft? Ib/ft^ -sec tot CHAR+LINES CHAR
I-l 1000T3 HELIUM LRC-LDC9-S46 0.0208 0.0127
0.00001-0.0002 -
II-2
3
4
1000T3 HELIUM 
FEED MIX 1
LRC-LD
C9-S46
0.0208 0.0127 0.00001-0.0005
0.00154
0.00058
0.50
0.39
0.22
0.40
0.25
0.15
III-5
6
7
1000T3 HELIUM 
FEED MIX 1
LRC-LD
C10-S52
0.0208 0.0035 0.031-0.012
0.0375
0.0205
82-25
12.4
6.2
59.0
11.5
5.8
IV-8
9
1000T3 HELIUM 
FEED MIX 1
LRC-LD
C10-S52
0.0208 0.0035 0.0017
0.0051
1.3
2.4
0.9
1.7
V-10
11
12
13
14
1000T3 HELIUM 
FEED MIX 2
LRC-LD
C10-S52
0.0208 0.0035 0.00037
0.00144
0.00072
0.00635
0.035-0.087
0.52
1.56
0.78
2.08
12.55
0.48
0.70
0.20:
1.30
6.75
VI-15
16
17
1000T3 HELIUM
AIR
HELIUM
LRC-LD
C10-S52
0.0208 0.0049 0.00134
0.00970
0.00134
4.2
2.6
2.38
1.78
VII-18
19
1000T3 HELIUM 
FEED MIX 2
LRC-LD
C10-S52
0.0208 0.0049 0.00027
0,00095
1.04
0.78
0.54
0.40
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Table D-1. Summary of Test Data (Continued)
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RUN
NUMBER
TEMPERATURE (°F) RUN TIME 
(Hrn>
OVERALL
MATERIAl
BALANCE
(%)
REMARKSFRONT
SURFACE
BACK
SURFACE
LnAMDlLK iWULi
1/4" FROM BACK PERRUN
TOTAL
TIME
I-l 1300-1345 960-995 10 10 Leak around quartz cover plate.
Thermocouple wire severed.
II-2 1250 890 - 6 6 System response to changes fast.
3 1275-1285 790 - 9 15 92.4 Helium to Feed Mix change-over good.
4 1295-1300 820-892 - 6 21 Leak around cover plate.
No samples taken of exit gas.
III-5 1140-1175 80-115 - 8 8 Small leak in system-AP loss.
6 1175-1275 170-335 - 21 29 89.0 Leak around inlet line and plate.
7 1340-1440 410-490 - 5 34 Fire. No samples taken of exit gas.
IV-8 1250-1360 490-620 - 5 5 98 3 No noticeable leaks (New cement).9 1450-1645 630-895 - 23 28 No samples of exit gas taken.
V-10 1365-1560 705-735 490-650 14 14
11 1560-1590 705-750 650-750 10 24 Samples of exit gas collected.
12 1590-1618 750-818 750 14 38 100.2 Manometer blew near end of run 14.
13 1610 760-780 700 13 51 Lamp burnout, insulation melted.
14 1530-1580 460-485 465 5 56 Short in high voltage line resulted
VI-15 1500-1560 820-840 650-760 10 10 AP drop caused by char oxidation.
16 1590-1600 775-810 760-785 4 14 86.7 Air injected through exit line.
17 1600 830-1150 800-1050 2 16 Gas samples collected through inlet
line. Fire terminated experiment.
VII-18 1520-1640 570-685 - 17 17 62 5 Cover plate cracked resulting in a
19 1680-1770 690-720 - 10 27 fire and the poor material balance.
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Table D-1. Summary of Test Data (Continued).
RUN LAMP PYROLYSIS
DESCRIPTION OF POROUS MEDIUM PYROLYSIS GAS 
MASS FLUX
EXPERIMENTAL
.T,
NUMBER SYSTEM GAS BLEND I.D, NO. THICK. C. S. A. nr, J.o/1
ft ft2 Ib/ft^. .-sec tot CHAR+LINES CHAR
VIII“20
21
22
23
1000T3 HELIUM 
FEED MIX 2
LRC-HP
GRc-25
0.0208 0.0055 0.00027
0,00095
0,00375
0.05200
57.2
57,4
0.8*
1.7*
IX-24
25
26 
27
1000T3 HELIUM 
FEED MIX 2
LRC-HP
GRc-25
0.0208 0.0055 0,00027
0,00095
0,00390
0.05700
1.04
1.04 
2.08
26,05
0.8
0.9
2.2*
28.2*
X-28
29
1000T3 HELIUM
AIR
LRC-HD
CHAR
0,0104 0,0081 0.0008
0.0057
2,08
2.60
2.05
2.45
XI-30
31
32
33
1000T3 HELIUM 
FEED MIX 2
LRC-LP
GR-45
0,0208 0,0055 0,00027
0,00095
0.00390
0,05700
0,84
1.04
2.08
34,04
0.76
0,80
2.00
36.18%
XII-34
35
36
1000T3 HELIUM 
FEED MIX 2
LRC-LP
GR-45
0,0208 0,0055 0,00027
0.00095
0.00390
0.52
0,72
2.48
0.46
0.60
2.30
XIII-37
38
39
40
500T3 HELIUM LRC-HP
GR-25
0,0208 0,0055 0.00027
0,00095
0.00390
0,00095
0.80
1.04
5.10
1.75
0.67
0.55
4.20
1.56
* Estimated From Previous Experiments.
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Table D-1. Summary of Test Data (Continued)
RUN
TEMPERATURE (°F) RUN TIME OVERALL
REMARKS
BACK
SURFACE
(Min; MATERIAL
jNUrlD&K J^ KUri 1
SURFACE 1/4" FRCW BACK
PER
RUN
TOTAL
TIME
BALANCE
(%)
VIII-20 1250-1270 370-390 277-309 7 7 Wet test meter plugged. No
21 1330-1410 475-590 353-548 11 18 material balance calculated.
22 1440-1500 673-805 600-785 13 31 High AP caused by leak in
23 1440-1460 560-580 674-703 7 38 exit gas line. Manometer out.
IX- 24 1320-1350 770 - 8 8 Wet test meter being repaired.
25 1330-1370 770-860 - 15 23 no material balance made. H2O
26 1370 740-860 - 2 25 line to holder jacket broke;
27 1340-1360 710-740 - 10 35 experiment terminated.
X-28 1370-1430 640-690 - 5 5 Air injected at front surface.
29 1450-1520 705-790
■
52 57 Red glow at back surface. Run 
terminated when AP was zero.
XI-30 1150-1280 450-750 - 5 5 Increased air coolant flow to
31 1280-1390 750-861 - 29 34 95 0 lamp terminals. Nylon blocks
32 1380-1400 863-865 - 12 46 melted. Crack in cover plate
33 1350-1360 562-635 7 53 terminated experiment. Fire.
XII-34 1250-1360 562-874 - 4 4 Red glow at back surface noted
35 1380-1420 897-953 - 26 30 93.7 through quartz covered sight­
36 1340-1360 886-953 - 22 52 ing tube.
XIII-37 1500-1635 888-1163 - 10 10 Red glow at back surface.
38 1660-1725 1205-1218 - 15 25 98.7 Front surface temperature in­
39 1725 1218-1220 - 13 38 creased by reducing the air
40 1725-1770 1227-1260 - 9 47 coolant flow across lamp banks
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Table D -1. Summary of Test Data (Continued).
DESCRIPTION OF POROUS MEDIUM PYROLYSIS GAS EXPERIMENTALRUN
NUMBER
LAMP
SYSTEM
PYROLYSIS 
GAS BLEND I.D. NO. THICK, C. S. A.
MASS FLUX AP, lb/ft2
ft ft2 lb/ft2 -sec tot CHAR+LINES CHAR
XIV-41 500T3 HELIUM LRC-LD 0.0208 0.0049 0.00027 2.5 1.7
42 FEED MIX 3 C22-S106 0.00095 1.3 0.4
43 0.00390 5.2 1.3
XV-44 500T3 HELIUM LRC-HP 0.0208 0.0055 0.00027 2.2 1.8
45 FEED MIX 3 GR-25 0.00095 1.9 1.2
46 0.00011 0.7 0.2
XVI-47 1200T3 HELIUM LRC-LD 0.0208 0.0167 0.00009 0.05 0.0
48 FEED MIX 3 CHAR 0.00031 0.20 0.1
49 0.00003 0.55 0.4
50 0.00120 2.44 1.5
51 0.01700 15.62 5.3
52 0.00480 1.51
XVII-53 1200T3 HELIUM LRC-LD 0.0208 0.0167 0.00502 52.0 37.8
54 AIR CHAR 0.03500 25.2 16.7
XVIII-55 1200T3 ARGON LRC-LD 0.0104 0.0050 0.0182 28.0 7.9
56 FEED MIX 4 CHAR 0.0208 3.5 0.8
57 0.0101 3.5 2.6
58 0.1080 56.1 17.5
XIX-59 1200T3 HELIUM LRC-LD 0.0208 0.0120 0.00013 2.4 1.6
60 FEED MIX 4 CHAR 0.00248 3.0 0.7
61 0.00220 3.4 0.9
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RUN
NUMBER
TEMPERATURE (°F) RUN TIME 
(Min)
OVERALL
MATERIAL
BALANCE
(%)
REMARKSFRONT
SURFACE
BACK
SURFACE
LAMP
TERMINAL PERRUN
TOTAL
TIME
XIV-41 1780-1800 708-977 - 15 15 Wire Insulation burned. Short in
42 1795-1800 945-977 - 22 37 99.3 power supply terminated experiment
43 1800 895-913 - 14 51 Increased heating from new lamps.
XV-44 1520-1665 698-1065 - 8 8 Red glow noted at back surface
45 1670-1750 1065-1180 - 26 34 ■ 101.7 through sighting tube. Lamp cool­
46 1750-1760 1180-1188 - 7 41 ing system modified.
XVI-47 1795=1965 607-874 5 5
48
49
1985-2045
2055-2060
974-1264
1259-1262
- 20
8
25
33
Increased heating capability by 
using 1200T3 lamp (1.5 rated vol­
50 2035 1262 6 39 97.5
tage) . Air coolant flow effects
51 2025-2040 1002 17 56 front surface temperature. Red
52 2030-2040 985-996 - 5 61 glow noted at back surface.
XVII-53 1990-2005 295-337 - 8 8 101 2 AP large due to leak in exit gas
54 2030-2065 289-337 - 8 16 line. Run terminated when AP
dropped to zero.
XVIII-55 1500-1680 630-1020 - 14 14
56 1680-1695 923-1020 - 16 30 101 8 Liquid feed system tested with
57 1680-1700 993-1046 - 18 48 water. Liquid-gas separator test­
58 1680 640-737 - 10 58 ed in exit gas line.
XIX-59 2000-2055 1070-1270 300 6 6 Tested water-phenol feed system.
60 2095-2165 1340-1410 450 22 28 84.5 Cooling line to holder ruptured
61 2100-2175 1000-1200 460 14 42 terminating experiment.
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Table D- L. Summary of Test Data (Continued).
RUN LAMP PYROLYSIS
DESCRIPTION OF POROUS MEDIUM PYROLYSIS GAS 
MASS FLUX
EXPERIMENTAL 
AP, lb/ft2
NUMBER SYSTEM GAS BLEND I.D. NO. THICK. C. S. A.
ft ft2 Ib/ft^ -sec tot CHAR+LINES CHAR
XX-62 1200T3 ARGON LRC-LD 0.0208 0.0085 0.00018 3.2 0.7
63 FEED MIX 4 CHAR 0.00224 2.1 0.6
64 0.00133 1.2 0.2
XXI-65 1200T3 ARGON LRC-LP 0.0208 0.0055 0.00215 5.0 0.2
66 FEED MIX 4 GR-45 0.00297 7.1 - ■
67 0.00436 14.9 -
XXII-68 1200T3 ARGON LRC-LP 0.0208 0.0055 0.00226 4.3 -
69 FEED MIX 4 GR-45 0.00334 2.4 -
KXIII-70 1200T3 ARGON LRC-LP 0.0208 0.0055 0.00269 5.2 1.7
71 FEED MIX 4 GR-45 0.00309 2.2 0.7
72 0.00241 2.1 0.4
73 0,00230 1.4 0.2
74 0.00200 1.0 0.1
XXIV-75 1200T3 ARGON LRC-LP 0.0208 0.0031 0.00450 - -
76 FEED MIX 4 GR-45 0.00280 - -
77 0.00142 - -
78 0.00425 - -
XXV-79 1200T3 ARGON LRC-LP 0.0208 0.0031 0,00137 5.2 1.8
80 FEED MIX 4 GRb-45 0.00356 4.7 1.3
81 0.00376 4.5 1.1
82 0.00648 6.1 2.4 ■P'
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RUN
TEMPERATURE (°F) RUN TIME OVERALL
MATERIAL REMARKS
NUMBER FRONT
SURFACE
(Min;
DxVCK
SURFACE
LArlr
TERMINAL PER
RUN
TOTAL
TIME
BALANCE
(%)
XX-62 2235-2280 1030-1148 210 6 6 Air supply to lamps cut off; run
63 2280-2295 1150-1210 350 18 24 89.9 terminated. High AP caused by HgO-
64 2295-2300 1180-1200 375 11 35 phenol vaporization in feed lines.
XXI-65 1800-2030 720-980 310 7 7 Fire terminated experiment. H^O-
66 2030-2140 810-980 460 11 18 81.0 phenol vaporization in feed burets
67 2135 880-950 485 3 21 due to high temperature in box.
XXII-68 1820-1930 1090-1150 375 11 11 81 5
Severe evaporation of HgO and phenol
69 1920 1150-1225 460 3 14 caused termination of experiment.
XXIII-70 1810-2040 440-900 235 3 3
71 2040-2090 900-1315 375 24 27 Modified HgO-phenol feed system by
72 2092-2114 1200-1315 410 18 45 92.0 placing burets outside box. Tested
73 2114-2123 1150-1200 420 9 54 new liquid feed system with no gas
74 2112 1150 425 6 60 flow. New system okay.
XXIV-75 1760-1810 760-830 230 3 3
76 1810-2000 830-950 450 27 30 96.5
Manometer blew at high argon flow
77 2000-2020 880 510 24 54 rate. Operated without A? measure­
78 2010-2020 910-895 515 4 58 ment.
XXV-79
80
81
1980-2040
2000-2080
1990-2000
700-900
900-1270
1130-1210
235
355
357
3
27
18
3
30
48
98.9
Bromine water used as H2O feed (4%wt) 
Wet test meter plugged during run 82.
82 1990-2100 1080-1130 375 12 60
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Table D-1. Summary of Test Data (Continued) •
RUN LAMP PYROLYSIS
DESCRIPTKDN OF POROUS MEDIUM PYROLYSIS GAS 
MASS FLUX
EXPERIMENTAL
AP, lb/ft2
NUMBER SYSTEM GAS BLEND I.D. NO. THICK. C, S, A.
ft ft% lb/ft2j.Qj.-sec CHAR+LINES CHAR
XXVI-83 1200T3 ARGON LRC-LP 0.0208 0,0031 0.00098 - -
84 FEED MIX 4 GR-45 0.00313 3.5
85 0.01010 - -
XXVII-86 1200T3 ARGON LRC-LP 0.0208 0.0031 0.00110 8.5 4.2
87 FEED MIX 4 GR-45 0.00320 3.9 1.7
88 0.00421 2.5 1.1
89 0.00514 1.4 0.7
90 0.00490 - -
XXVIII-91 1200T3 ARGON LRC-LP 0.0208 0.0031 0,00400 3.0 1.8
92 FEED MIX 4 GR-45 0,00438 2.3 1.1
93 0.00338 3.5 2.2
XXIX-94 1200T3 FEED MIX 4 LRC-LP 0,0208 0.0031 0.00503 4.2 2.6
95 GR-45 0.00591 5.7 3.5
XXX-96 1200T3 FEED MIX 4 LRC-LP
GRb-45
0.0208 0.0031 0.00753 14.3 8.5
XXXI-97 1200T3 FEED MIX 4 LRC-LP 0.0157 0.0031 0.00638 14.8 10.3
98 GRa-45 0,00478 8.2 6.8
XXXII-99 1200T3 FEED MIX 4 LRC-LP 0,0157 0.0031 0,00490 - -
100 GRa-45 0.00979 - -
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Table D-1. Summary of Test Data (Continued)
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CD
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CD
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C/)
RUN
NUMBER
TEMPERATURE (°F) RUN TIME 
(Min)
OVERALL
MATERIAL
BALANCE
(%)
REMARKS
FRONT
SURFACE
BACK
SURFACE
LAMP
TERMINAL PER
RUN
TOTAL
TIME
XXVI-83 1800-1980 820-890 235 7 7 Manometer blew during run 84.
84 1980-2060 890-925 295 .36 43 90.5 Bromine added to water in experi­
85 2055 881 325 13 56 ment XXV diluted to 2% wt.
XXVII- 8 6 1780-1840 800-880 235 5 5
87 1840-2010 880-1080 340 24 29 Radioactive phenol fed to system.
8 8 2 0 1 0 1080 340 9 38 99.2 Manometer blew during run 90.
89 2 0 1 0 1040-1080 340 15 53 Possible leak in exit gas line.
90 2 0 1 0 1065 345 7 60
XXVIII-91 1910 480 160 3 3 Radioactive phenol fed to system.
92 1910-1930 660-1125 2 2 0 35 38 98.6 Gas samples checked for radio­
93 1930-1960 1080-1135 225 2 2 60 activity and product distribution.
XXIX-94 1850-1930 580-944 215 33 33 1 m  R Radioactive methane fed to system.
95 1930-1940 852-944 230 16 49 Possible leak in exit gas line.
XXX-96 1640-1930 781-958 225 48 48 99.6 Radioactive methane fed to system.
Bromine water fed as 4% wt.
XXXI-97 1800-1940 763-922 2 1 0 27 27 Oft 1 Radioactive methane fed to system.
98 1940-1950 922-982 215 17 44 Coated char with 3% wt. Mo and 3%
wt. W for catalyst experiment.
XXXII-99 1800-1920 730-980 235 48 48 07 0 Radioactive phenol fed to system.
1 0 0 1920 950-861 275 12 60
7 / . 7 Coated char with 3% wt. Mo and 3%
wt. W for catalyst experiment.
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Table D-3. Flow of Simulated Pyrolysis Products Through Graphite Specimens (Continued).
RUN NUMBER 
MASS FLUX 
FRONT TEMP 
BACK TEMP
FLOW
MODEL
«2
MOLE
%
%
MOLE
%
CO
MOLE
%
CO2
MOLE
%
«2
MOLE
%
HgO
MOLE
%
MOLE
%
C2H4
MOLE
%
C2*2
MOLE
%
MODEL
P 9cz
XXIX-94 FROZEN 25.6 4.1 2.9 0.8 0.0 55.2 11.5 0.0 0.0 0.3 3.33
0.0050 EQUILIBRIUM 61.8 1.1 34.9 0.7 0.0 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 >5.77
1925°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 28.1 5.8 7.8 2.1 0.0 45.1 10.9 0.0 0.3 0.3 3.68
920°F EXPERIMENTAL 25.5 5.8 10.5 2.7 0.0 42.7 12.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 -
XXIX-95 FROZEN 21.7 4.6 2.8 0.8 0.0 57.1 13.1 0.0 0.0 0.5 7.34
0.0059 EQUILIBRIUM 61.1 1.4 34.0 1.3 0.0 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 >9.85
1935°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 22.9 5.1 4.7 1.2 0.0 53.1 12.9 0.0 0.1 0.5 7.65
930°F EXPERIMENTAL 21.9 6.6 8.4 2.1 0.0 52.0 11.3 0.3 0.4 1.0 -
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Table D-4. Flow of Simulated Pyrolysis Products Through Graphite Specimens in the 
Presence of Heterogeneous Catalysts Coated on the Specimen Surface.
RUN NUMBER 
MASS FLUX 
FRONT TEMP 
BACK TEMP
FLOW
MODEL
« 2
MOLE
%
CH4
MOLE
%
CO
MOLE
%
CO2
MOLE
%
^ 2
MOLE
%
HgO
MOLE
%
MOLE
%
S « 4
MOLE
7o
MOLE
%
CATALYST
VIII-21
0 . 0 0 1 0 0
1370°F
532°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
35.0 
77.5
35.0 
25.9
43.7 
5.0
43.7
48.7
4.9 
6 . 0
4.9
5.2
2.9 
0 . 2
2.9 
4.2
13.6 
9.9
13.6 
13.0
0 . 0
1.4
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
Platinum 
l%(wt) 
as PfcCl^
VIII-22
0.00380
1470°F
739°F
FROZEN
EQUILIBRIUM
NON-EQUILIBRIUM
EXPERIMENTAL
35.0 
79.8
35.0 
36.2
43.7 
3.0
43.7 
41.4
4.9 
6.7
4.9 
5.2
2.9 
0 . 1
2.9 
4.2
13.6 
9.6
13.6 
13.0
0 . 0
0.7
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
tf
IX-25
0 . 0 0 1 0 0
1350°F
815°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
35.0 
76.8
35.0
25.1
43.7 
5.6
43.7 
50.5
4.9
5.8
4.9 
7.5
2.9 
0 . 2
2.9 
3.5
13.6 
1 0 . 0
13.6 
13.4
0 . 0
1.7
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
It
IX-26
0.00390
1370°F
800°F
FROZEN
EQUILIBRIUM
NON-EQUILIBRIUM
EXPERIMENTAL
35.0
77.5
35.0
24.6
43.7 
5.0
43.7 
52.2
4.9 
6 . 0
4.9 
6 . 2
2.9 
0 . 2
2.9 
3.4
13.6 
9.9
13.6
13.6
0 . 0
1.4
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
II
IX-2 7 
0.05700 
1350°F 
725°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
35.0
79.8
35.0
26.9
43.7 
3.0
43.7 
51.2
4.9 
6.7
4.9 
5.5
2.9 
0 . 1
2.9 
2 . 8
13.6 
9.6
13.6
13.6
0 . 0
0.7
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
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Table D-4. Flow of Pyrolysis Products Through Graphite in the Presence of Heterogeneous Catalysts
(Continued).
RUN NUMBER 
MASS FLUX 
FRONT TEMP 
BACK TEMP
FLOW
MODEL
« 2
MOLE
%
C H 4
MOLE
%
CO
MOLE
%
CO2
MOLE
7.
^ 2
MOLE
%
HgO
MOLE
7.
w
MOLE
7o
%
MOLE
7o
%
MOLE
7.
CATALYST
XIII-38 FROZEN 31.7 46.4 5.5 2.5 14.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 Platinum
0 . 0 0 1 0 EQUILIBRIUM 82.3 1 . 1 7.0 0 . 0 9.5 0 . 2 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 17o(wt)
I693“F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 31.6 46.5 5.5 2.5 14.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 as PtCl^
12I1°F EXPERIMENTAL 31.2 40.2 9.4 5.4 14.8 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
XIII-39 FROZEN 31.7 46.4 5.5 2,5 14.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
0.0039 EQUILIBRIUM 82.4 1 . 0 7.0 0 . 0 9.5 0 . 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 It
1725*F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 31.7 46.4 5.5 2.5 14.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
1219°F EXPERIMENTAL 30.5 45.0 6 . 1 4.4 14.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
XIII-40 FROZEN 31.7 46.4 5.5 2.5 14.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
0 . 0 0 1 0 EQUILIBRIUM 82.5 0.9 7.0 0 . 0 9.5 6 . 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 If
1747°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 31.7 46.4 5.5 2.5 14.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
1242°F EXPERIMENTAL 27.8 45.7 6.9 5.6 14.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
XV-45 FROZEN 31.7 46.4 5.5 2.5 14.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
0 . 0 0 1 0 EQUILIBRIUM 82.3 1 . 1 7.0 0 . 0 9.5 0 . 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 II
1710°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 31.7 46.4 5.5 2.5 14.0 0 . 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
1123°F EXPERIMENTAL 25.9 51.8 4.6 2.9 14.8 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
XV-46 FROZEN 31.7 46.4 5.5 2.5 14.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
0 . 0 0 0 1 EQUILIBRIUM 82.5 0.9 7.0 0 . 0 9.5 0 . 1 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 II
1755°F NON-EQUILIBRIUM 31.7 46.3 5.7 2.4 14.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
1185°F EXPERIMENTAL 21.5 53.8 6 . 2 4.6 14.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
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Table D-4. Flow of Pyrolysis Products Through Graphite in the Presence of Heterogeneous Catalysts
(Continued).
RUN NUMBER 
MASS FLUX 
FRONT TEMP 
BACK TEMP
FLOW
MODEL
«2
MOLE
%
CH^
MOLE
%
CO
MOLE
%
CO2
MOLE
%
«2
MOLE
%
HgO
MOLE
%
MOLE
%
C2H4
MOLE
%
S«2
MOLE
%
CATALYSTS
XXXI-97
0.0064
1875°F
850°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
20.0
59.4
20.4 
21.6
4.2
1.7
4.6
5.6
2.1
33.7
3.0
4.1
0.6
2.0
0.9
1.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
62.1
3.1
60.1
58.0
11.0
0.0
10.9
9.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
Molybdenun 
& Tungster 
5-67o(wt) 
as sulfide
XXXI-98
0.0048
1945°F
950°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
26.2
62.6
28.4
29.2
5.5
1.4
6.5
11.1
2.9 
33.1
6.9 
8.7
0.8
1.0
1.5
3.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
52.7
1.9
45.2
38.0
11.9
0.0
11.4
8.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.3
II
XXXII-99 
0.0049 
1860°F 
840° F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
25.5
62.6 
26.3
27.6
5.3
1.4 
6.3
7.2
2.8
33.1
5.0
6.6
0.8
1.0
1.4
2.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
53.9
1.9
49.6
45.2
11.7
0.0
11.5
10.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.4
II
XXXII-100 
0.0098 
1920°F 
900°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
14.0
62.6
15.2
16.6
2.3
1.4
2.4 
3.2
1.5
33.1
2.8
3.7
0.4
1.0
0.6
0.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
69.4
1.9
66.8
64.0
12.4
0.0
12.2
10.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
0.0
0,0
0.0
0.5
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Table D-5. Flow of Simulated Pyrolysis Products Through Graphite Specimens in the Presence
of Homogeneous Catalysts Contained in the Inlet Stream.
RUN NUMBER 
MASS FLUX 
FRONT TEMP 
BACK TEMP
FLOW
MODEL
« 2
MOLE
%
CH4
MOLE
%
CO
MOLE
%
CO2
MOLE
%
« 2
MOLE
%
HgO
MOLE
%
=6H6 0
MOLE
%
C2H4
MOLE
%
C2H 2
MOLE
%
CATALYSTS
XXV-80 
0.0016 
2040°F 
1085°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
32.6
64.9
40.3
41.3
6 . 1
0 . 8
1 0 . 0
10,9
3.6
33.2
19.0
11.5
1 . 1
0.3
4.1
8.4
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
46.6 
0 . 8
17.7
1 1 . 8
1 0 . 1
0 . 0
8.4
5.4
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 1
0 . 0
0 . 0
0.5
0 . 6
Bromine 
4%(wt) 
in water
XXV-81
0.0018
1995°F
1170°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
31.5
64.7
36.4
40.2
6 . 1  
0.9 
9.9 
11 9
3.5
33.2
14.6
15.1
1 . 1
0.4
3.7
7.0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
47.1
0.9
25.4
17.6
1 0 . 8
0 . 0
9.5
7.2
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0.3
0 . 0
3.0
0.4
0.7
II
XXV-82
0.0065
2050°F
1105°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
36.9
6 6 . 2
40.6
41.6
• . 2
0 . 8
9.7
1 1 . 8
4.2
32.1
14.1 
18.9
1.3 
0 . 2  
2.7
3.4
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
42.3 
0.7
25.2
16.4
8 . 1
0 . 0
7.3
7.1
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0.3
0 . 0
0 . 0
0.3
0.5
II
XXVI-84 
0.0013 
2020°F 
908°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
34.3
65.0
39.5
37.8
6 . 6
1 . 0
19.7
15.3
3.9
32.5
16.6 
2 1 . 0
1 . 1
0.4
3.8
4.8
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
45.4 
1 . 0
21.5 
14.2
8.7
0 . 0
7.5
6.3
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 2
0 . 0
0 . 0
0.4
0.4
Bromine
2% (wt) 
in water
XXVI-85
0 . 0 1 1 0
2055°F
881°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
50.0
71.6
48.5
44.5
9.6
1 . 0
11.7
15.0
5.6
26.5
8 . 2
1 2 . 0
1 . 6
0 . 2
2 . 0
2.3
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
28.0
0.7
24.4
2 0 . 6
5.2
0 . 0
5.1
5.1
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 2
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 1
0.3
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Table D-5 Flow of Pyrolysis Gases Through Graphite
(Continued)
in the Presence of Homogeneous Catalysts.
RUN NUMBER 
MASS FLUX 
FRONT TEMP 
BACK TEMP
FLOW
MODEL
« 2
MOLE
%
CH4
MOLE
7o
CO
MOLE
%
CO2
MOLE
7o
« 2
MOLE
7o
HgO
MOLE
7o
MOLE
7o
C2K4
MOLE
7=
C2H2
MOLE
7,
CATALYSTS
XXVII-87
0.00320
1980°F
1060°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
2.3
73.7
2 . 8
4.8
3.4
1.5
3.5 
2.7
0.4
24.1
0.4
0 . 8
0 . 1
0.3
0 . 1
0 . 1
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0.4
0 . 0
0 . 0
93.8
0 . 0
92.7
90.2
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 1
0 . 0
0 . 0
0.4
0.3
Brg
1 .0%
XXVIl- 8 8  
0.00420 
2010°F 
1080°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
1 . 8
73.8
3.1
3.6
2 . 6
1.3
2.7
2 . 0
0.3
24.3
0.4
0 . 8
0 . 1
0 . 2
0 . 1
0 . 1
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0.3
0 . 0
0 . 0
95.2 
0 . 0
93.2 
92.0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 1
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 6
0.4
ft
XXVII-89
0.00508
2010°F
1070°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
2 . 1
51.1 
18.3
28.2
3.2
0 . 6
2 . 8
3.4
0.4
46.7
13.3
21.5
0 . 1
0.7
2 . 0
6 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
94.2
1 . 0
63.6
40.8
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0.4
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0.5
It
XXVII-90
0.00492
2010°F
1065°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
1.4
50.4
15.9
28.2
2 . 1
0.5
1.9
3.4
0.3
47.4 
11.7
21.5
0 . 1
0.7
1 . 8
6 . 0
0 . 0
O.o
0 . 0
0 . 0
96.1
1 . 0
6 8 . 8
40.0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0.4
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0.5
II
XXX-96
0.0075
1900°F
950°F
FROZEN 
EQUILIBRIUM 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM 
EXPERIMENTAL
17.7 
60.1
19.7 
46.4
3.8
0 . 8
4.1
15.1
2 . 1
37.5
4.5
15.2
0 . 6
0.5
1 . 0
5.5
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
63.6
1 . 0
58.8
8 . 8
1 2 . 2
0 . 0
11.9
8.4
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0.4
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 1
0.4
Br2
4% VOOv
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Table D-6 . Air Oxidation of Porous Graphite Specimens Between 1485°F and 2047°F.
RUN NUMBER 
AIR MASS FLUX 
FRONT TEMP 
BACK TEMP
COMPOSITION AT THE BACK SURFACE FOR THE 
MAXIMUM OBSERVED OXIDATION RATE
TIME VS. CONCENTRATION CURVES FOR 0 AND 
CO. IN THE EXIT GAS STREAM FROM THE CHAR 
ZONE THERMAL ENVIRONMENT SIMULATOR 
(Time in Minutes, Op and COp in Mole %)
MOLE % 
° 2
MOLE % MOLE 7o 
CO2
X-29 
0.0057 
1485°F 
747° F 
0.0104ft 
(Char 
Thickness)
11.4 79.5 8 . 6
2 0
15
10
5
0
- / • ----- ^ ' ^ 2
1 /  1 1 1 1 1 1
0 • 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
Time, Minutes
XVII-54
0.0350
2047°F
304°F
0.0108ft
(Char
Thickness)
4.3 79.0 16.7
2 0
15
10
5
0
C
: 1
1
A
' V
1 1 T v  1 1 1 1
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
Time, Minutes
VI-16
0.00970
1595°F
792°F
(No Analysis Made - Air Contamination After Run Terminated) VO
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Table D-7. Summary of Radioactive Tracer Analyses of the Various Exit Product Streams
From the Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator.
Experiment XXVIII labeled phenol)
Radioactivity Fed to the System (Total), cpm = 18,900,000
Radioactivity in Gas Samples ( 6 Samples), cpm = 1,707
Radioactivity of the Liquid Phase, cpm = 16,000,000
Radioactivity of the Carbon Deposit, cpm = 17,564
Radioactivity of the Vent Gas (by difference) = 1,980,729
Dilution Factor (Total Radioactivity/Gas Activity) 1 1 , 0 0 0
Gas Analysis: Char Analysis: Weight of Char = 1.326 gm
Retention Time Radioactivity % Radioactivity Slice Weight Weight % Rad ioactivity % R
Minutes cpm
1 4.8 1.7 1 0.0215 1.7 1062.4 6 . 0
2 2.5 0.9
3 3.9 1.4 2 0.0841 6.5 5076.0 28.9
4 76.7 27.1
5 74.4 26.3 3 0.1059 8 . 1 4325.1 24.6
6 13.3 4.7
7 3.7 1.3 4 0.0737 5.7 2684.9 15.3
8 11.3 4.0
9 42.9 15.2 5 0.1071 8 . 2 1608.0 9.2
1 0 5.3 1.9
11 3.1 1 . 1 6 0.1226 9.5 1208.0 6.9
12 13.9 4.9
13 12.9 4.6 7 0.7115 60.3 1600.0 9.1
14 4.4 1 . 6 I.3264 1 0 0 . 0 17564.4 1 0 0 . 0
15 4.0 1.4
16 5.5 1.9
Total 282.6 1 0 0 . 0 4>vO
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Table D-8 . Summary of Radioactive Tracer Analyses of the Various Exit Product 
From the Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator.
Streams
Experiment XXIX labeled methane)
Radioactivity Fed into the System (Total) , cpm = 874,000
Radioactivity in Gas Samples (5 Samples] , cpm = 3,989
Radioactivity of the Liquid Phase, cpm = 1,848
Radioactivity as Carbon Deposit, cpm = 4,390
Radioactivity in Vent Gas (by difference) , cpm = 863,773
Dilution Factor (Total Radioactivity/Gas Activity) = 219
Gas Analysis: Char Analysis: Weight of Char = 0.9812 gm
Retention Time Radioactivity % Radioactivity Slice Weight Weight % Radioactivity % R
Minutes cpm
1 15.0 1.9 1 0.0215 2 . 2 265.5 6 . 0
2 7.0 0.9
3 3.7 0.5 2 0.0841 8 . 6 1269.0 28.9
4 3.7 0,5
5 235.9 29.6 3 0.1059 10.7 1081.3 24.6
6 228.3 28.6
7 108.4 13.6 4 0.1737 17.7 671.3 15.3
8 59.3 7.4
9 4.7 0 . 6 5 0.1071 1 0 . 8 402.0 9.2
1 0 7.1 0.9
1 1 45.8 5.7 6 0.1226 12.3 302.1 6.9
12 6 . 8 0.9
13 4.2 0.5 7 0.3663 37.7 399.2 9.1
14 30.3 3.8 0.9812 1 0 0 . 0 4390.4 1 0 0 . 0
15 30.0 3.8
16 7.7 1 . 0
Total 797.8 1 0 0 . 0 vD
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Table D-9. Summary of Radioactive Tracer Analyses of the Various Exit Product Streams
From the Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator.
Experiment XXX (Cl4 labeled phenol)
Radioactivity Fed into System (Total), cpm = 29,575,000
Radioactivity in Gas Samples ( 6 Samples) , cpm = 4,290
Radioactivity in the Liquid Phase, cpm = 18,973,000
Radioactivity as Carbon Deposit, cpm = 27,978
Radioactivity in Vent Gas (by difference), cpm = 10,569,732
Dilution Factor (Total Radioactivity/Gas Activity) = 7,400
Gas Analysis: Char Analysis: Weight of Char = 0.4818
Retention Time Radioactivity % Radioactivity Slice Weight Weight % Radioactivity % R
Minutes cpm
1 5.0 1.7 1 0.0145 3.1 1810.8 6.5
2 5.6 1.9
3 3.5 1 . 2 2 0.0414 8 . 6 1 2 1 1 . 1 : 4.3
4 5.3 1 . 8
4.5 7.0 2.4 3 0.0331 6.9 2194.2 7.8
5 6 6 . 6 23.1
5.5 15.9 5.5 4 0.0555 11.5 8485.8 30.3
6 51.4 17.8
7 3.5 1 . 2 5 0.0565 11.7 7791.3 27.8
8 5.1 1 . 8
9 58.5 20.3 6 0.0484 1 0 . 0 3729.6 13.3
1 0 16.6 5.7
11 4.6 1.7 7 0.0565 11.7 1254.3 4.5
1 2 4.3 1.5
13 9.5 3.3 8 0.1759 36.5 1500.5 5.4
14 5.3 1 . 8 0.4818 1 0 0 . 0 27977.6 1 0 0 . 0
15 2.9 1 . 0
16 6.5 2.3
17 7.6 2 . 6
18 3.7 1.3
Total 715.0 1 0 0 . 0 Ln
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Table D-IO. Sumnary of the Radioactive Tracer Analyses of the Various Exit
From the Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator.
Product Streams
Experiment XXXI (Cl4 labeled methane)
Radioactivity In System (Total), cpm = 774,000
Radioactivity In Gas Samples (7 Samples) , cpm = 2,464
Radioactivity In Liquid Phase, cpm = 3,626
Radioactivity In Carbon Deposit, cpm = 1,625
Radioactivity In Vent Gas (by difference), cpm = 766,285
Dilution Factor (Total Radioactivity/Gas Activity) = 310
Gas Analysis: Char Analysis: Weight of Char = 1.1869 gm
Retention Time Radioactivity % Radioactivity Slice Weight Weight % Radioactivity %, R
Minutes cpm
1 6.5 1 . 8 1 0 . 0 1 1 1 0.9 206.4 5.7
2 4.7 1.3
3 6.4 1 . 8 2 0.0373 3.1 310.8 8 . 6
4 6.3 1 . 8
4.5 31.2 8.9 3 0.0792 6.7 867.0 23.9
5 122.4 34.8
5.5 78.2 2 2 . 2 4 0.0783 6.5 606.8 16.7
6 2.9 0 . 8
7 1.8 0.5 5 0.0853 7.2 135.2* 3.7*
8 29.3 8.3
9 11.2 3.2 6 0.1015 8 . 6 483.0 13.3
10 3.4 1 . 0
11 5.5 1 . 6 7 0.0822 6.9 403.9 1 1 . 1
1 2 6 . 0 1.7
13 5.8 1.7 8 0.7420 60.1 613.2 16.9
14 10.3 2.9 1.1869 1 0 0 . 0 3626.0 100.0
15 11.2 3.2
16 4.4 1.3
17 4.0 1 . 1 * Sample Spilled.
Total 351.5 1 0 0 . 0
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Table D-11. Summary of Radioactive Tracer Analyses of the Exit Product Streams 
From the Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator.
Experiment XXXII (0 ^ 4 labeled phenol)
Radioactivity Fed into System (Total), cpm = 33,645,000
Radioactivity in Gas Samples ( 6 Samples), cpm = 2,280
Radioactivity in Liquid Phase, cpm = 27,654,000
Radioactivity in the Carbon Deposit, cpm = 19,829
Radioactivity in the Vent Gas, cpm (by difference) = 5,968,891
Dilution Factor (Total Radioactivity/Gas Activity) = 14,967
Gas Analysis: Char Analysis: Weight of Char = 1.2369 gm
Retention Time Radioactivity % Radioactivity Slice Weight Weight % Radioactivity % R
Minutes cpm
1 5.7 1.5 ' 1 0.0374 3.0 1031.0 5.2
2 2 . 6 0.7
3 3.2 0 . 8 2 0.0736 5.9 7296.5 36.8
4 64.2 16.9
4.5 110.9 29.2 3 0.1526 12.3 3824.2 19.3
5 21.3 5.6
5.5 1 0 . 2 2.7 4 0.1550 1 2 . 6 2305.2* 1 1 . 6
6 2 . 8 0.7
7 4.7 1 . 2 5 0.1490 1 2 . 0 2512.3 12.7
8 14.3 3.8
9 4.3 1 . 1 6 0.1480 11.9 1644.3 8.3
10 3.0 0 . 8
11 1 2 . 1 3.2 7 0.5211 42.2 1215.0 6 . 1
12 4.1 1 . 1 1.2367 1 0 0 . 0 19828.5 100.0
13 9.3 2.4
14 15.1 4.0
15 5.2 1.4 * Sample Spilled.
Total 380.0 1 0 0 . 0
un
O
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E. INTEGRITY OF ^  ANALYTICAL METHODS
The accuracy and integrity of the analytical methods used in 
this research were determined by calculating the standard devia­
tion from a mean value at a 95% confidence limit. This technique 
was used for analyses by chromatographic and liquid scintillation 
speetrometric methods on replicate samples. From these measure­
ments an average was calculated by equation (E-1).
N
X = JC^x^/N (E-1)
2
From these averages the variance, s^, of any measured value, x^,
from the average value, x, can be calculated.
s^ = ill ~ ^i) (e-2 )
^ N - 1
The standard deviation was calculated by applying the t test at the 
95% confidence limit for the stated degrees of freedom (N - 1).
std.dev. =  ^ (E-3)
95%,N-1 ^ 95%,Nt1''
Therefore, the measured quantities were expected to be x ^ (s^)^^^t,
503
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Obviously, the lower the range about x the more accurate the method 
for determining x^.
For the cases where analytical measurement of values varied 
over a wide range, a weighted variance based on the number of 
degrees of freedom in each subgroup was calculated.
■ --------------------------------------------
(N^-1) + (Ng-l) + ... + (N^-1)
(E-4)
The standard deviation was calculated as before (equation E-3).
The following pages present typical data and results of this method 
for determining the integrity of the analytical procedures used.
Determination of thé Accuracy of the Gas Chromatographic Analyses 
The gaseous portion of the exit stream from the Char Zone 
Thermal Environment Simulator was sampled in one hundred cubic 
centimeter containers and analysed by gas chromatography. The 
particular gases contained in the samples were methane, carbon 
monoxide, carbon dioxide, ethylene, acetylene and nitrogen in 
varying quantities. In order to determine the accuracy of the 
analytical method, the data in Table E-1 were obtained. The 
variance in each subgroup was calculated in Table E-2 and the 
standard deviation at 95% for each gas species in the system 
and the overall or net standard deviation were calculated in 
Table E-3. The range for these analyses was ^ 0.97% (net).
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Table E-1. Measured Compositions of the Gas Species in the 
Feed Stream to the Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator
Stream
Identification
Composition, x^ (Mole %)
« 2
CO CH4 CO2 « 2
Feed Mix 1
1 2 . 0
1 2 . 8
14.0
4.5 
4.9
3.6
42.0
40.7
40.9
5.7
6.3
5.3
35.8
37.7
36.8
2 x 38.8 13.0 123.6 17.3 110.3
X 12.93 4.33 41.20 5.43 36.77
N-1 2 2 2 2 2
15.8 8 . 6 33.0 6 . 8 36.5
16.1 8.7 34.0 6.78 37.5
Feed Mix 2 16.0
8 . 1 33.5 6.75 36.5
16.0 8.4 34.0
Sx 63.9 33.8 134.5 20.33 110.5
X 15.97 8.45 33.83 6.78 36.83
N-1 3 3 3 2 2
14.0 4.95 45.0 3.0 35.0
14.0 5.0 43.9 2 . 6 35.0
13.6 4.95 45.0 2.5 35.0
14.0 4.9 45.0 3.0 33.9
13.7 5.0 45.2 2 . 6 35.0
Feed Mix 3 14.6 5.9 44.1 3.0 35.2
14.6 4.6 43.5 3.0 35.0
13.5 4.5 2.4 34.1
13.95 5.5 2.7
3.0
Sx
X
N-1
125.95
13.99
8
45.30
5.03
8
311.7
44.52
6
27.3
2.73
9
278.2
34.78
7
Feed Mix 4
Sx
X
N-1
- 7.5
7.5
1 2 . 8
1 2 . 8
1.9
1 . 8
66.3
66.25
-
15.0
7.5
1
25.6
1 2 . 8
1
3.7
1.85
1
132.55
66.275
1
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Table E-2. Calculation of the Variances for Each of the
Gas Species Listed in Table E-1 .
Stream
Square of the Differences (x -
Identification
^ 2
CO
C«4 CO2 * 2
0.8704 0.0289 0.6400 0.0044 0.9409
0.0176 0.3249 0.2500 0.2180 0.8649
Feed Mix I 1.1384 0.5329 0.0900 0.2840 0.0009
E 2.0264 0.8867 0.9800 0.5064 1.8067
s2
X
1.0132 0.4434 0.4900 0.2532 0.9034
0.0306 0.0225 0.3906 0.0005 0.0900
0.0156 0.0625 0.1406 0 . 0 0 0 1 0.4900
Feed Mix 2 0.0006
0.0006
0.1225
0.0025
0.0156
0.1406
0.0007 0.0900
E 0.0474 0 . 2 1 0 0 0.6874 0.0013 0.6700
s2
X
0.0158 0.0700 0.2291 0.0007 0.3350
0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 2 0.2304 0.0707 0.0484
0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 0.3844 0.0179 0.0484
0.1552 0 . 0 0 0 2 0.2304 0.0547 0.0484
Feed Mix 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0.0176 0.2304 0.0707 0.7784
0.0864 0 . 0 0 1 0 0.4624 0.0179 0.0484
0•3672 0.7516 0.1764 0.0707 0.1764
0.2440 0.2840 1.0404 0.0707 0.0484
0.3672 0.1874 0.1115 0.5624
0.0019 0.2180 0 . 0 0 0 1
0.0547
1 . 2 2 2 2 1.4610 2.5748 0.5396 1.7552
s2
X
0.1527 0.1826 0.4591 0.0599 0.2507
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0025 0.0006
Feed Mix 4 - 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0025 0.0006
E - 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0050 0 . 0 0 1 2
=x
O.OOOU 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0050 0 . 0 0 1 2
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Table E-3. Calculation of thf Net Variances, Standard Deviation of Each Species
and the overall Standard Deviation.
Components
%2
CO
C»4 CO2 « 2
Overall Gas 
Analysis
N
3.2960 2.5577 4.4222 1.0523 4.2331 -
N
.Z^(N^-l) = d.f. 13 14 12 14 12 65
0.2535 0.1827 0.3685 0.0752 0.3528 0.24
0.503 0.428 0.607 0.274 0.594 0.485
^95%, d.f. 2.160 2.145 2.179 2.145 2.179 1.995
'Ssr., d.f.)(°x)
1.086 0.918 1.323 0.588 1.294 0.97
Composition Range 12-16 3.6 -8 .7 33-45.2 2.4-6 . 8 34.1-37.7 2.4-45.2
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Combined Accuracy of the Sampling and Analytical Methods for the 
Gas Phase
The accuracy of the sampling plus analytical technique was 
determined by taking replicate samples of the exit gas stream from 
the Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator. These samples were 
analysed for each gas species (methane, hydrogen, carbon monoxide, 
carbon dioxide, ethylene and acetylene) with tabulation of the 
average compositions, variances and standard deviations in Tables 
E-4 and E-5. Comparison of the overall standard deviation for 
sampling plus analytical technique with the value for analytical 
technique only, indicated the reproducible nature of the sampling 
system. These values are 0.97% for the analytical standard devia­
tion and 1.03% for the sampling plus analytical standard deviation. 
All of the data in Table E-4 were compiled for a simulated pyrolysis 
gas composition described by Feed Mix 4 (or 5) in Table 4-3.
Accuracy of the Liquid Analysis for Phenol in Aqueous Solutions 
The standard deviation of the liquid analysis over a range 
of phenol compositions from 2 to 70% (by weight) was t 0.71%.
This compares well with the results reported in ASTM Bulletin 
D 2145 which was + 0.5% for concentrations near 85% (by weight).
The variance and standard deviation calculations for this analysis 
are presented in Table E-6 .
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Table E-4. Measured Compositions of Replicate Exit Gas Samples 
From the Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator.
Sample
Composition, x^ (Mole %)
Identification
«2 %
CO CO2 S « 4 S « 2
Experiment
XXVI
61.6
60.0
61.4
16.7
17.1
15.6
16.0
16.1
16.7
4.9
5.4
5.0
0.7
0 . 8
0.7
0 . 8
0 . 6
0.7
Samples 10, 2 
and 7
Sx
X
N-1
183.0
61.0
2
49.4
16.47
2
48.8
16.27
2
15.3
5.1
2
2.2
0.73
2
2 . 1
0.7
2
Experiment 
. XXVI
70.8
69.6
15.3
15.3
10.5
1 1 . 6
3.0
2 . 8
0.23
0.34
0 . 2 2
0.34
Samples 4 & 13 Sx
X
N-1
140.4
70.2
1
30.6
15.3
1
2 2 . 1
11.05
1
5.8
2.9 
1
0.57
0.285
1
0.56
0.28
1
Experiment
XXV
65.2
65.7
15.4
15.2
1 0 . 2
9.6
8.4
8.7
0.7
0.7
0 . 1 2
0.16
Samples 5 & 7 Sx
X
N-1
130.9
65.45
1
30.6
15.3
1
19.8
9.9
1
17.1
8.55
1
1.4
0.7
1
0.28
0.14
1
Experiment
XXIII
Samples 10,4 
and 11
58.7
57.7 
56.9
20.4 
2 0 . 2
21.5
13.6
14.6 
14.1
7.3
7.6
7.6
Sx
X
N-1
173.3
57,77
2
62.1
20.7
2
42.3
14.1
2
22.5
7.5
2
Experiment
XXIV
Samples 15, 1 
and 4
54.9
56.2
56.7
15.6
15.1
15.3 \ 4.74.7 5.6 0.630.810.7f 1.070.920.93
Ex
X
N-1
167.8
55.93
2
46.0
15.33
2 \ 15.05.02 2.180.7272 2.920.9732
Experiment
XX
Samples 1 & 4
63.3
63.1
16.7
15.7
1 1 . 0
1 0 . 8
6 . 2
7.1
0.7
0 . 8
0.34
0.40
Ex
X
N-1
126.4
63.2
1
32.4
16.2
1
2 1 . 8
10.9
1
13.3
6.65
1
1.5
0.75
1
0.74
0.37
1
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Table E-4. Measured Compositions of Replicate Exit Gas Samples 
From the Char Zone Thermal Environment Simulator (Continued).
Sample
Identification
Composition, x^ (Mole %)
* 2 CH4 CO CO, C,H4  C,H,
Experiment
XXIII
Samples 5, 9 
and 10
54.6 
54.1
53.7
Ex 162.4 
X 54.13 
N-1 2
13.5
12.5
11.9
37.9 
12.63
2
Table E-5. Calculation of the Net Variance, Standard Deviation 
for Each Group of Samples and the Overall Standard Deviation.
« 2 CH4 CO CO2 C2H4 =2 * 2
Over­
all
llll(*i-l)(»x)i
6.092 4.146 1.592 1 . 2 1 0 0.048 0.043 -
N
.E3^ (N.-1 ) = d.f. 11 11 7 9 7 7 50
0.55 0.37 0.23 0.13 0.007 0.006 0.26
(^x^net
0.74 0.61 0.48 0.36 0.084 0.077 0.51
^95%, d.f.
2 . 2 0 1 2 . 2 0 1 2.365 2.262 2.365 2.365 2 . 0 0
(^95%,d.f.)(^K)
1.64 1.34 1.14 0.82 0 . 2 0 0.18 1.03
Composition Range 54-71 1 2 - 2 0 9.6-17 2.8-9 0.23-0.81 0.16-1.: . -
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Table E-6 . Variances and Standard Deviation for the Analysis of Phenol in Water.
Sample Number 1 2 3 4
Run 1 16.2 1 2 . 2 8 .3 63.82
2 16.4 13.0 8 .4 63.75
3 16.1 12.7 62.98
4 15.9 63.59
5 63.62
Ex 64.6 37.9 16 .7 317.76
X 16.1 1 2 . 6 8 .35 63.55
Tabulated Standard Deviation of the Overall Analysis
N , 2
i5 i (i = 1, 2 , 3, 4) 0 .920
N
i=l = d.f. 1 0
x-'net = 0.092 (*x) = 0. 304 *=95%, 10 = 2.350 (^95%,lo)(^x)
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Accuracy of the Liquid Scintillation Counting Analyses
The accuracy of the radioactive analyses were determined in the 
same way as the gas chromatographic analyses. Replicate samples of 
the effluent stream from the gas chromatograph were collected as 
carbon dioxide after first passing through a combustion furnace. In 
general the radioactive level of the gas samples were very low be­
cause of the large dilution factor associated with the Char Zone 
Thermal Environment Simulator. Typical values for samples collected 
at one minute intervals are presented in Table E-7. The varying 
radioactive concentrations correspond to the location where a de­
composition product separated in the gas chromatograph. By com­
paring the chromatogram with a plot of the radioactive concentra­
tions (vs. time), the identification of the important products 
of decomposition of a particular radioactive labeled pyrolysis 
gas can be made.
The standard deviation of the reported values are listed in 
Table E-8 . Very good agreement was obtained with the value of 
the deviation estimated by equation (4-4). These values were 
t 1.03 cpm calculated by the usual procedure and ±0.90 cpm 
estimated for an average count of 2070 and an average radio­
active level of 40.9 cpm over the samples listed in Table E-7.
The standard deviation and percent error of the liquid and 
solid samples were estimated by equation (4-4) for counting levels 
exceeding 1 0 0 0 0 .
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Table E-7. Measured Radioactivity of Gas Species in the 
Gas Chromatographic System.
Effluent Stream of the
Experiment XXVIII 
Sample No. A2 A3
Counts per Minute (cpm) 
A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 AlO A15
22.70 19.57 21.08 97.53 94.32 31.09 2 1 . 2 1 28.30 62.50 21.80
22.81 19.57 21.04 97.58 94.33 31.15 21.60 29.15 59.05 21.90
20.80 21.50 2 2 . 2 0 95.65 90.50 30.70 21.24 28.30 62.50 21.45
20.95 21.50 22.15 95.80 90.55 30.65 21.65 29.05 59.10 21.45
23.60 20.50 20.25 96.00 92.10 31.50 20.90 27.90 61.50 22.35
23.60 20.75 20.30 96.05 92.30 31.40 20.90 27.90 61.50 22.45
X 22.41 20.57 21.17 96.10 92.35 31.08 21.25 28.43 61.04 21.90
Background 17.65 18.09 17.30 19.41 17.94 17.82 17.59 17.10 18.10 17.55
Net Count 4.76 2.48 3.87 76.69 74.41 13.26 3.66 11.33 42.94 4.35
Note: The background count is an average of ten values counted for 1 0 0 minutes.
The small values for the Net Count are caused by the large dilution factor introduced
in the gas sampling and analytical system Radioactivity levels of the liquid and
solid samples discussed in Chapter V are several orders of magnitude greater.
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Table E-8 . Determination of the Standard Deviation of Radioactive Gas Samples 
of the Effluent Stream from the Gas Chromatograph.
Experiment XXVIII 
Sample No.
N. = 5
s(x - x.y
(s2 )
A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 AlO A15
0.0841 1 . 0 0 0 0 0.0081 2.0449 3.8809 0 . 0 0 0 1 0.0016 0.0169 2.1316 0 . 0 1 0 0
0.1600 1 . 0 0 0 0 0.0169 2.1904 3.9204 0.0049 0 . 0 0 0 1 0.0169 2.1316 0 . 0 0 0 0
0.1521 0.8649 1.0609 0.2025 3.4225 0.1444 0.1225 0.5184 4.0401 0.2025
0.2916 0.8649 0.9604 0.0900 3.2400 0.1849 0.1600 0.3844 4.2436 0.2025
1.4161 0.0049 0.8464 1 . 2 1 0 0 0.0625 0.1764 0.1225 0.2809 0.3136 0.2025
1.4161 0.0324 0.7569 0.9025 0.0025 0.1024 0.1225 0.2809 0.2116 0.3025
3.5200 3.7671 3.6496 6.6403 14.5288 0.6131 0.5292 1.4984 13.0721 0.9200
0.7040 0.7534 0.7299 1.3281 2.9058 0.1226 0.1058 0.2997 2.6144 0.1840
(txx%,5o)(^x)
(=x)net = 0.9875
95%
t 1.97 cpm
^95%,50 2 . 0 0
68%
■i 1.03 cpm
^68%,50 I'OS
68%
+ 0;90 cpm
Calculated as N ]  x 100 for N (Number of Counts) = 2070,
Lnh-*
F, ISOTHERMAL FLOW ANALYSIS (1)
There is a sizeable number of possible reactions that can 
occur in the char layer as was discussed in Chapter III. To 
attempt to include all of these reactions in the solution of the 
energy equation to predict the energy absorbed within the char 
for non-equilibrium flow would be very difficult. Consequently 
it was necessary to devise a screening procedure to eliminate 
from consideration the reactions that were not important in the 
temperature range of current interest (500°F to 3000°F). The 
following reasoning was applied.
The rate of reaction increases with temperature. For a 
particular reaction, if a significant conversion of reactants 
to products was obtained with the char at a uniform and high 
temperature, then it was assumed that there could be a significant 
conversion when the char was subjected to a temperature gradient 
between 500°F and 3000°F. Thus these reactions should be con­
sidered in any analysis of the char zone.
Conversely if there wasessentially no conversion at a high 
temperature (3000°F) for the char at this uniform temperature, 
there would be no conversion for a temperature gradient with 
3000°F the maximum temperature. Thus these reactions were 
eliminated from consideration. Correspondingly if there is 
complete conversion within the char at a low temperature,
515
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there would be complete conversion for the case of a temperature 
gradient. Thus this kind of reaction would also be eliminated 
from the analysis, although the products of such a reaction may 
indeed be present as important species in the pyrolysis products 
entering the char at 500°F.
To determine the important chemical reactions in the temper­
ature range from 500°F to 3000°F, the conversion of an equal molal 
mixture of the reactants flowing in the char was determined using
the kinetic data reported in reference (2) for each reaction. The
2
mass flux rates used for the reactants were 0.01 and 0.05 lb/ft -sec
and the char was 0.25 inches thick with a porosity of 0.8. These
results are presented in Tables F-1 through F-4 for the temperature
2
range considered at 500°F intervals and a mass flux of 0.01 lb/ft - 
sec. The lower mass flux rate gave a longer residence time of the 
species in the char layer, and consequently a higher conversion. 
However, in comparing the conversions there was only a relatively 
small decrease in conversion due to the five-fold increase in the 
mass flux rate.
In Figure F-1 the conversion for two reactions are presented as 
a function of temperature. These are the thermal decomposition of 
ethylene and acetylene. It can be concluded by examining this figure 
that there would be no conversion of ethylene within the char for 
temperatures less than 1 0 0 0 °F and no conversion of acetylene for 
temperatures less than 2000°F. However the thermal cracking of 
ethylene would be important for temperatures above 1000°F and for 
acetylene above 2000°F.
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1.0
0.8
0.6
co•l-lco
S
8
0.4
0.2
0.0
Conditions;
Mass Flux 
Pressure 
Porosity 
Thickness
= 0 . 0 1  Ib/ft^: 
= 1 atm.
=  0<8 
= 0.25 in.
Ethylene:
^2*4 = C2%2 + * 2
Acetylene: 
CgHg = 2C +
— i. ^
500 1000 1500 2000 2500
Temperature, °F
3000
Figure F-1. Conversion of Pure Ethylene &.nd Pure 
Acetylene at Isothermal Conditions (500°F-3000“F)
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To make the discussion quantitative, the conversion of a 
reactant is defined as the ratio of the amount consumed by reaction 
to the amount initially present. To determine the conversion of a 
chemical reaction of the form:
aA + bB + cC = nN + oO + pP (F-1)
a material balance is made on component j flowing through a 
volumetric section of the char having a cross sectional area, À, 
and a width, A  z, as shown in Figure F-2. If is the molal flux 
of component j at z, the material balance on component j for steady 
flow in the z direction is:
a: ‘ W j V ’» + A z  ' °
(F-2)
where is the rate of formation of component j by chemical reaction. 
Rearranging the above equation and taking the limit as z approaches 
zero gives:
dN,
- 1  = (F-3)
dz J
The fractional conversion of component j is defined as:
X. = (N. - N ) / N. (F-4)
J Jo j Jo
where Nj is the molal flux of component j entering the char zone.
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ÇMar Layer
z= 0 Az z=L
Figure F-2. Schematic Diagram of the Char Layer
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Differentiating the above equation with respect to z gives:
dX. dN.
= - - d ^  (f-5)
The continunity equation in terms of the volumetric flow rate, Q, 
of a gas entering the char is:
Q = (Hjo/xjo) (F-*)
Equation (F-3) using equations (F-5) and (F-6 ) becomes:
PX;. dXi
(-=— ) (---) = ê dz (F-7)
»w„ Q
This equation can be integrated from the back surface of the char
where X. and z are zero to the front surface where X- = X ( z = L )  
J J J L
and the result is:
X;
f ”jo f  fii . . I . S( (F-8 )
where is the average residence time or space time; i.e., the 
average time a molecule stays within the char.
The reaction rate, Rj, for component A of reaction (F-1) is:
“a  ' (-k( [ 4  4  ' 3  '‘r ['n =p]) ^ (f-*)
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Equation (F-9) is needed in order to perform the indicated integra­
tion in equation (F-8 ). A trial an error solution of the above in­
tegral equation is necessary to determine the final conversion, Xj^, 
since the average residence time, S^, is known for a given char 
depth and decomposition product mass flux.
A computer program was written to calculate the solution of 
equation (F-8 ). The final conversion was varied in the solution 
technique until the calculated value of corresponded to the known 
average residence time. A tolerance limit of 1" 0.1% of the known 
value w'as specified. A Simpson's Rule integration was used to 
evaluate the integral in equation (F-8 ). A listing of the Fortran 
IV program is presented in Listing F-1.
The results of the computations using this program are pre­
sented in Tables F-1 through F-4. This includes the conversion for 
each reaction as a function of temperature from 500“F to 3000“F in 
intervals of 500“F. As seen there are a number of reactions which 
have a significant conversion in this temperature range. Excluding 
any other logical reasons which would eliminate a particular reaction 
from consideration in the non-equilibrium flow analysis, these 
reactions must be considered if a realistic mathematical model is to 
be formulated.
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Listing F-1. Computer Program for Calculating the Conversion of a Reaction at
Isothermal Conditions.
8
( O '
3.3"
CD
CD
T3
O
Q.
C
a
o3
T3
O
CD
Q.
T3
CD
(/)W
o'
3
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
1111
729
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
r
CALCULATION OF THF CONVERSION FOR CHEMICAL REACTIONS 
THAT POSSIBLY OCCUR IN THE DECOMPOSITION ZONE OF 
CHARRING ABLATORS. THE RESULTS COMPUTED ARE FOR THE 
ISOTHERMAL FLOW IN THE CHAR ZONE AT TEMPERATURES 
FROM 500.0-0F TO 3000.O-OF
EVALUATION OF THE ENERGY TRANSFER IN THE CHAR ZONE DURING ABLATION
DIMENSION Y(150), EQN(I50)
READ THE EQUATION RI£R26R3=PI£P2EP3 
CALL FPTRAPI-3) 
READ729,(EQN(I),I=I,I2I 
F0RMAT(I2A6)
READ THF STOCHIOMETRIC COEFFICIENTS OF THE RATE EQUATION 
1112 READ730,R1,R2,R3,P1,P2,P3
RFAD EXPONENTS ON THE COMPOSITIONS OF THE RATE EQUATION 
READ 730,R4,R5,R6,P4,P5,P6
730 F0RMATC6F4.0)
READ THF MOL WGT OF THE COMPONENTS 
READ731,FWRI,FWR2,FWR3,FWP1,FWP2,FWP3
731 F0RMATI6F5.0)
READ THE INITIAL COMPOSITION OF THF REACTANTS IN MOLE FRACTION 
READS,XP1,XR2,XR3,XP1,XP2,X03 
P0RMAT(6F10.0)
READ THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE FORWARD REACTION RATE CONSTANT 
UNITS OF AF ARE IN CUBIC-CM,GM-MOiES AND SEC
10 0001
10 0002
10 0003
10 0004
10 0005
10 0006
10 0 0 0 7
10 0008
10 0009
10 0010
10 0011
10 0012
10 0013
10 0014
10 0015
10 0016
10 0 0 1 7.
10 0018
10 0019
10 0020
10 0021
10 0022
10 0023
10 0024
10 0025
10 0026
10 0027
10 0028
10 0029
10 0030
10 0031
10 0032
10 0033
10 0034
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FHAP=FWPl*XPl6FWP?*XP2eFWP3*XP3 10 0070
FWA=FW4RGFWAP 10 0071
c 10 0072
c CALCULATION OF THE MOLAl FLOW RATE OF THE GAS,FTO 10 0073
c FTO HAS UNITS OF GMMOLES PER FT-FT SEC 10 0074
FTO=(454.0*W)/FWA 10 0075
c 10 0076
c CALCULATION OF MOLAL FLUX OF THE INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS 10 0077
c MOLAL FLUX UNITS ARF GMMOLES PER FT-FT SEC 10 0078
FRIO=XR1+FTO 10 0079
FR20=XR?*FT0 10 0080
FR30=XR3*FT0 10 0081
FP10=XPI*FT0 10 0082
FP20=XP2*FT0 10 0083
FP30=XP3*FTO 10 0084
c 10 0085
c CALCULATION OF THF SPACE TIME,ST,IN CUBTC-CM SEC/GMMOLES 10 0086
ST=IO.25*144.0)/(FTO*0.06103) 10 0087
c 10 0088
c CONVERSION OF 100 PERCENT IS ASSUMED INITIALLY 10 0089
c XCAF IS THF CONVERSION OF COMPONFNT A, INITIALLY 1.0 10 0090
XCAF=1.0 10 0091
c NO CONVERSION OF PRODUCTS INITIALLY 10 0092
XCA=0.0 10 0093
r INITIAL INCREMENTAL CHANGE,SA,OF THE CONVERSION XCAF 10 0094
SA=0.1 10 0095
c 10 0096
c CALCULATION OF SPACE TIME FOR AN ASSUMED CONVERSION,XCAF. 10 0097
c REPEAT CALCULATIONS UNTIL CALCULATED SPACE TIME IS EQUAL 10 0098
c TO THE KNOWN VALUF. THIS DETERMINES THF CORRECT VALUE 10 0099
c OF THE FINAL CONVERSION 10 0100
c 10 0101
c FIRST 10 0102
c DETERMINE CONCENTRATION OF COMPONENTS FOR VARIOUS 10 0103
c INTERMEDIATE CONVERSIONS,XCA.CONCENTOATION ARF 10 0104
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c READ NEW DATA IF THF CONVERSION IS 100 PERCENT 10 0245
c CONVERSION WILL RE 100 PERCENT FOR ALL HIGHER TEMPERATURES 10 0246
IFIXCAF,GT.0,99) GO TO 2208 10 0247
c 10 0248
c THEN REPEAT THE CALCULATIONS AT THE NEW TEMPERATURE 10 0249
c 10 0250
c INCREASE THE TEMPERATURE BY 500-OE 10 0251
T=T&500. 10 0252
c 10 0253
c RESET XCAF AND SA 10 0254
SA = O.l 10 0255
XCAF=1.0 10 0256
c 10 0257
c IE THE TEMPERATURE IS LESS THAN OR EQIJAI TO 7000-0F 10 0258
c CONTINUE THE CALCULATION 10 0259
IE(T.LE.7000.0)GOTO 2222 10 0260
c 10 0261
c 10 0262
c PRINT DATA 10 0263
2?na PRINT 2209,W 10 0264
2209 FORMAT!1H0,25H MASS FLUX(LB/ET2-SEC) = , E8.4) 10 0265
PRINT2210,AE,SE,AFF 10 0266
2210 FORMAT!1H0,3HAF=,E9.2,5H SF=,FA.?,6H AEF=,F6.1) 10 0267
PRINT2211,AP,SR,AER 10 0268
2211 FORMAT!1M0,3HAR=,F9.2,5H SR=,E6.?,6H AER=,E6.1) 10 0269
PRINT2212 10 0270
221? FORMATtlH0,29HFWRl FWR2 FWR3 FWPl FWR2 FWP3) 10 0271
PRINT?213,FWR1,FWR2,FWP3,FWP1,FWP2,FWD3 10 0272
2213 FORMAT!IX,6FA.1) 10 0273
PRINT 2218 10 0274
?21 B FORMAT!1H0,?BH STOCHIOMETRIC COEFFICIENTS) 10 0275
PRINT2214 10 0276
2214 FORMAT!1H0,24H R1 R2 R3 PI P2 P3) 10 0277
PRTNT2215,R1,R2,R3,P1,P2,P3 10 0278
2215 FORMAT!1X,AF4.1) 10 0279
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PRINT ??19
??19 PORwiAK 1H0,45H FXOOMFNTS ON THF CPHP, HF THF RATF EQUATION» 
PRINT 2716
2216 FORMAT!1HD,24H R4 R6 P4 P5 P6»
DRINT 2217,R4,R5,R6,P4,P5,P6
2217 PGPHAT! 1X,6F4.H
r. P.EAO IN NPW DATA FOR CAl CULATIONS OF NEXT EQUATION
GOTO»111 
24 S T O d 
FNO
ISOTHERMAL FLOW ANALYSIS - INPUT-OUTPUT DATA
10 02R0 
1 0 0 2 R 1 
10 0282 
10 0283 
10 0284 
10 0285 
1 0 0286 
10 0287 
1 0 0288 
10 0239
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C + C02 = 2C0
INITIAL COMPOSITION (MOLE FRACTION)
0.5000 0.5000 0 .0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0
FINAL COMPOSITION (MOLE FRACTION) TEMP FRACTIONAL SP.TIME(CC-SEC/MOL) REACTION RATE
R1 R2 R3 PI P2 P3 (OF) CONVERSION COMPUTED 1SPECIFIED (MOL/CC-SEC)
0.4969 0.4969 0 .0 0 0 0 0.0062 0 .0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 500.0 0.0062 0.14E 23 0.36E 04 0.22E-24
0-4969 0.4969 0 .0 0 0 0 0.0062 0 .0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 .0 0.0062 0.17E 11 0.36E 04 0.19E-12
0.4969 0.4969 0 .0 0 0 0 0.0062 0 .0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 1500.0 0.0062 0.24E 05 0.36E 04 0.13E-06
0 .0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 1 .0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 .0 1 .0 0 0 0 0.13E 04 0.36E 04 0.38E-03
MASS FLUX(LB/FT2-SEC) = 0 .0 1 0 0 STOCHIOMETRIC COEFFICIENTS
AF= 0.15E 11 SF=: 0 .0 0 AEF= 85.0 R1 R2 R3 PI P2 P3
AR= O.IOE- 29 SR== 0 .0 0 AER= 0.0 1 .0  1 .0 0 . 0  2 .0 0 . 0  0 . 0
FWRI FWR2: FWR3 FWPl FWP2 FWP3 EXPONENTS ON THE COMP. OF THE RATE EQUATION
12.0 44.C1 0 . 0 28.0 0.0 O.C1 R4 R5 R6 P4 P5 P6
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Table F-1. Conversion of Pyrolysis Reactions
Char Thickness = 0.25
in Mole 
inches,
Percent for 
Porosity =
a Mass Flux 
0.8
of 0.01 lb/ft^-sec
Conversion. Mole Percent
Reaction 500“F 1000°F 1500°F 2000*F 2500*F 3000°F Ref
C \  = 1/2 CgHg + Hg 0 0 0 0 20.3 100 (2 )
CH^ = C + 2 Hg 0 0 0 2.6 6. 6 12.4 (3)
CH^ = 1/2 CgHg + 3/2 Hg 0 0 0 0 4.2 7.4 (2)
= (Hg, CH^, CgH^, C) 0 0 15.8 100 100 100 (2)
CgH^ = (CgHg, CgH^, CH^, Hg) 0 0 8.9 87.9 100 100 (2)
CgHg = (CHg, TrC^Hg - 900“K) 0 0 0 0 1.8 6.7 (2)
CgHg = (CgHg, C3H4 , CH^, Hg) 0 0 31.1 100 100 100 (2)
CgHg = (Hg, CH^, CgH^, etc.) 0 0 2.7 100 100 100 (2)
0 0 0 1 0 15.2 60.9 (2)
Cyclobutane = 2 CgH^ 0 1.2 100 100 100 100 (2)
Methylcyclobutane = CgH^+C^Hj3 ° 1.1
100 100 100 100 (2)
t-butanol = isobutene + H-0 0 0 29.0
100 100 100 (2)
Cyclopentene = Cyclopentadiene
+ 1*2 0
0 70.1 100 100 100 (2)
n-C^Hio - CH^ + CgHg 0 1.6 100 100 100 100 (2)
Isobutene = Products 0 0 1,4 97.3 100 100 (2)
CgHg « 3 CgHg 0 0 0 35.7 99,3 100 (2)
%  “ Cl2"lO + Hg 0 0 54.2
97.0 99.5 9 9 . 8 (2)
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Table F-2. Conversion c)f Hydrogen, Oxygen and Hydrogen-Oxygen Reactions in Mole 
for a Mass Flux of 0.01 Ib/ft^-sec.
Char Thickness = 0.25 inches. Porosity =0.8
Percent
Reaction 500°F
Conversion, Mole 
1000°F 1500°F
Percent
2000*F 2500°F 3000°F Ref
Hg + M = 2H + M 0 0 0 0 0 0 (2 )
Og + M = 20 +  M 0 0 0 0 0 0 (2 )
2 O2 “ O3 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.5 (2 )
O3 + M = 0 + Og + M 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 (2 )
0 + M = 0+ + e- + M 0 0 0 0 0 0 (2 )
H + Og = OH + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (2 )
q + Hg = OH + H 0 0 0 0 0 0 (2 )
0 + HgO = 2 OH 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 (2 )
HgO + M “ OH + H +  M 0 0 0 0 0 0 (2 )
HgO + H = Hg + OH 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 (2 )
Hg + Og = 2 OH 0 0 0 0 0 4.7 (2 )
0 H + M  = 0 +  H +  M 0 0 0 0 0 0 (2 )
Hg + 0 = HgO 100 100 100 100 100 100 (2 )
H + Og + M = HOg + M 100 100 100 100 100 100 (2 )
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Table F-3. Conversion of Nitrogen and Annnonia Reactions in Mole Percent for a Mass
Flux of 0.01 Ib/ft^-sec.
Char Thickness = 0.25 inches. Porosity = 0.8
Reaction
Ng + M = 2N + M 
2 NO = NO^ + N 
2 NO = Ng + Og
N + 0 + M 
= NO + 0 + M
NO + M =
NOg + M 
NgO + M = N g + 0 + M
NgO = Ng + 1/2 Og 
NgO + 0 = Ng + Og
NgO + 0 = 2 NO
NO + 0 
NO + N = N
Og + N
+ 0
NO + Og = NOg + 0
NO + N, NgO + N
NO + NgO = NOg + Ng
NOg + Og 
NOg + Og
Ng + Og + 0
NO + 0„
NOg + M = NOg + 0 + M
500*F
Conversion. Mole Percent 
1000*F 1500°F 2000°F 2500°F 3000“F
0 0 0 0 0 0 (2 )
0 0 0 0 0 1.3 (2 )
0 0 0 0 0 1 . 1 (2 )
0 0 0 0 0 0 (2 )
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 (2 )
0 0 0 0 0 3.5 (2 )
0 0 0 47.0 1 0 0 1 0 0 (2 )
3.4 62.0 90 0 95.7 97.4 98.1, (2 )
0 71.5 99.1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 (2 )
0 0 0 0 0 0 (2 )
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 (2 )
0 0 0 0.7 7.4 30.3 (2 )
0 0 0 0 0 0 (2 )
0 0 0 . 6 27.8 85.6 95.0 (2 )
0 0 0 0 0 0 (2 )
0 0 0.9 54.1 1 0 0 1 0 0 (2 )
0 0 0 0 0 0 (2 )
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Table F-3. Conversion of Nitrogen and Ammonia Reactions (Continued).
Reactions 500°F
Conversion, Mole Percent 
1000°F 1500°F 2000°F 2500°F 3000°F Ref
H + NgO = Ng + OH 98.4 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 (2 )
NHg(g) + C(s) = HCN(s) + Hg 0 0 0 0 0 0 (2 )
NH^ = 1/2 Ng + 3/2 Hg 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 6 (2 )
NHg +5/2 0 =  3/2 HgO + NO 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 (2 )
N + M  = N’^ + e" + M 0 0 0 0 0 0 (2 )
N + NO = Ng + 0+ + e- 0 0 0 0 0 0 (2 )
nJ + e" = 2N 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 (2 )
Ng + N = Ng + N+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 (2 )
Oj + e- = 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 (2 )
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Table F-4. Conversion of Carbon,
for a Mass 
Char Thickness
Hydrocarbon and Oxygen Reactions 
Flux of 0.01 Ib/ft^-sec.
= 0.25 inches. Porosity =0.8
in Mole Percent
Reactions
500“F
Conversion, Mole 
1000°F 1500°F
Percent
2000°F 2500»F 3000®F Réf.
C(s) + COgCg) = 2 CO 0 0 0 55.6 1 0 0 1 0 0 (2 )
CO- + M = C0 + 0 +  M 0 0 0 0 4.9 1 0 0 (2 )
CH^ + Og = (CO, COg, HgO, etc) 0 2 0 . 2 59.3 78.0 1 0 0 (2 )
CH^ + Og = (CO, COg, HgO, etc) 57.6 86.5 93.2 95.5 97.8 (2 )
CH^ + 0 + M = CO, COg HgO, etc) 0 0 0 0 0 (2 )
CgOg = C(s) + 2 CO 0 7.0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 (2 )
CO + OH = H + COg 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 (2 )
CH^ + OH = CHg + HgO 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 (2 )
(/)(/)
Ln
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G. METHODS FOR ESTIMATING PYROLYSIS PRODUCT COMPOSITIONS (1)
Three methods were used to determine accurately the typical 
pyrolysis product composition entering the char zone. These were:
(1) Analysis of the gases evolved during the thermal 
degradation of nylon-phenolic resins reported in the literature 
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5).
(2) Calculation of the heat of pyrolysis using heats of 
formation data for the reactants and reported pyrolysis products 
followed by a comparison with experimentally determined heats of 
pyrolysis.
(3) Qualitative inspection of the molecular structure of 
the plastic materials to determine possible decomposition products 
based on the relative strength or weakness of bond energies.
Each technique will be discussed in the following sections.
Products of Nylon-Phenolic Resin Thermal Degradation by 
Pyrolysis Gas Chromatography
The most direct method of determining the products of degrada­
tion is analysis by pyrolysis gas chromatography. This has been 
done by Sykes (2, 7) in which the hot degradation products were 
injected directly into the gas chromatograph. However there is 
a certain amount of condensation of heavy molecular weight species 
which remain unidentified and a possible source of error. The
538
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method has, however, reduced the total amount of unidentified liquid 
phase species from fifty percent obtained with the more conventional 
methods, to seventeen percent (by weight). Also the kind and con­
centration of the species are more precirely determined. These 
analyses form the basis for quantitatively selecting a pyrolysis 
product composition. The remaining methods are used to make ad­
justments to the analytically determined composition, especially 
with regard to the species which could logically make up the 
unidentified portion of the pyrolysis product stream.
A Comparison of the Experimental and Calculated Heat of Pyrolysis 
Based on the Heats of Formation of the Analytically Determined Gases
The pyrolysis products are obtained by the thermal degradation 
of virgin plastic materials such as nylon, phenolic resin and com­
posites of these polymers.
Virgin iNylon, Phenolic Resinj 
Lastics |_ and Composites I ^Gaseous ^ CharPl L | A Products
(G-1)
The heat of reaction is the heat of pyrolysis, AHpy^ ., and is 
calculated knowing the heats of formation of the products (char 
plus gases) and reactants (nylon and phenolic resin), along with 
sensible enthalpy corrections from the reference temperature of 
25°C.
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K+1 r  ïp 1
Ah  - Xp^ AHfp^ + J Xp^ Cppi dT I
L- m_ O C O r» —J
pyr
T=25°C 
T
jS i  f ^ r j  J ^ r j Cprj j (G -2)
L- T=25°C -JT=25°C
For nylon-phenolic resln composites, the temperature, , where 
degradation starts is approximately 250°C and the final tempera­
ture attained by the products leaving, Tp, is 1000°C. Mean molal 
heat capacities evaluated at a weighted average temperature of 700°C 
based on mass loss rates from differential thermal analyses, and 
heacs of formation at 25°C are tabulated in Table G-1. Values of 
the heats of pyrolysis of nylon, phenolic resin and their compo­
sites were reported by Sykes (2) and Nelson (3). Heats of forma­
tion of the reactants are calculated from experimental heats of 
combustion data presented in Table G-2 and G-3, respectively.
Details of the experimental procedure and apparatus are contained in 
the original reference (1 ).
The combustion of nylon or phenolic resin forming carbon 
dioxide and water is represented by the following expression:
P h io U c  Resin +  °2   “ 2 + «2°
The heat of formation of nylon (or phenolic resin) is then simply:
K+1
“ f Nylon - ■ l5l -PI “ fpi (G-4)
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Table G-1. Heats of Formation and Heat Capacities of Various
Pyrolysis Products. (8 )
Species AH^, BTU/lb
*tp.ean Mw
■
Phenol -415.3 0.3* 94.1
MethylPhenol -511.6 0.3* 108.1
DimethylPhenol -570.0 0.3* 1 2 2 . 2
TrimethylPhenol -600.0 0.3* 136.1
Benzene 456.3 0.3* 78.1
Toluene 226.6 0.3* 93.1
Hydrogen 0 . 0 3.5 2 . 0
Methane -2013.8 0.7 16.0
Carbon Monoxide -1697.1 0.25 28.0
Carbon Dioxide -3850.2 0.35 44.0
Water -5780.0 0.5 18.0
Ammonia -1160.5 0.67 17.0
Butylamine -384.1 73.1
Acetone -2214.7 0.44 42.1
Methylamine -387.8 31.1
Formaldehyde -1697.9 0.41 30.0
Ethylene 804,3 0 63 28.0
Ethane -1 2 1 2 . 0 0 . 6 30.0
Acetylene 3752.3 0 . 6 26.0
Butane -923.2 0.7 58.1
Butene 9.7 0.74 56.1
Cyclohexane -629.1 0.44 84.2
Cyclopentane -475.0 0.47 70.1
EthylBenzene 120.3 106.2
Hydrogen Cyanide 2080.0 0.4 27.0
Methyl Cyclohexane -676.8 0.46 98.2
Methyl Cyclopentane -545.1 0.5 84.2
Pentane -871.2 0 .6* 72.2
Propane -1 0 1 2 . 2 0 . 6 44.1
Xylene 76.3 0.3* 106,2
Amorphous Carbon 390.0 0.3 1 2 . 0
Note: * Estimated heat capacity by (malogy with homolog(s).
** Mean heat capacity calculated over a temperature range
from 250°-1000°C .
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Table G-2. Heat of Formation of Nylon- 6 6  from the Experi­
mental Heat of Combustion Data,
Reaction: ‘^^i2”22”2°2^n 2^ " '^°2 ”2° ^°2
Basis: 1 gram of nylon (Molecular weight of monomer = 226)
0.00442 gm moles1 gram nylon _ 
226 gr/gr mole
gm moles CO^ = 
gm moles H^O = 
gm moles NO^ =
0.00442 X 12 = 0.053
0.00442 X  11 = 0.049
0.00442 X 2 = 0.009
A H fCOg = -94,052 cal/gm mole (0.053) = -5004 cal/gm
15 cal/gtr
72 cal/gn
AHfH Q = -57,800 cal/gm mole (0.049) - -28
A H fN0 2 ” 8090 cal/gm mole (0.009)
S A H fprod = -7747 cal/gtr
A h , = -7214 cal/gm (Experimental)- Reference (1)
A H
fR
= s a h
^prod
A h ,C
-7747 - (-7214)
-533 cal/gm (-959 BTU/lb)
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Table G-3. Heat of Formation of Phenolic Resin from the 
Experimental Heat of Combustion Data.
Reaction:
CH2 —
+ O2 7n COg + 3n HgO
Basis: 1 gram phenolic resin (Molecular weight of monomer = 106)
= 0.00943 gm moles1 gram phenolic resin 
106 gram/gram moles
gm moles COg 
gm moles HgO
A H
0.00943 X 7 = 0.0660
0.00943 X 3 = 0.0283
fCOg = -94,052 cal/gm mole (0.0660) = -6207 cal/gm 
AHfH 2 0 ~ “57,800 cal/gm mole (0.0283) = -1636 cal/gm
S A H fprod = -7843 cal/gm
A H ç = -7386 cal/gm (Experimental) - Reference (1)
AHfR = Z AH,p^^, - A H ^
-7843 (-7386)
-457 cal/gm (-823 BTU/lb)
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Therefore, for a known composition of the various species in a 
nylon-phenolic resin composite, the heat of formation of the 
composite is:
M
“ f Composite " jSl AHfj : J * Phenolic
resin, etc.
(G-5)
Now all of the pertinent data are available to evaluate the 
heat of pyrolysis. In doing so, a selected composition determined 
by some analytical or numerical method is postulated to be valid.
If the calculated value of the heat of pyrolysis is approximately 
equal (to t 1 0% of the desired value, for example), the compo­
sition is judged a representative composition. If, on the other 
hand, a mismatch is obtained for the heat of pyrolysis value, the 
composition proposed as a valid set of values is either in error 
or incomplete.
Correction of the mismatch is made using any similar logic to 
that listed below:
(1) Inspect the literature data over a wide range of 
conditions by several authors, when available.
(2) Select those pyrolysis products which always appear 
in the analyses.
(3) If various fractional analyses are presented, weight 
each composition according to the size of each fraction. For example 
if gases are collected for fractions corresponding to a ten percent
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weight loss of initial virgin plastic, twenty percent weight loss 
and fifty percent weight loss, each fractional composition should 
be weighted according to the size of sample (percent weight loss) 
to calculate an average composition.
(4) Superimpose these results and construct an overall 
species listing.
(5) Average values of species that appear within a 
reasonable range of values.
(6 ) Use the species that appear in only one analysis 
to make minor adjustments to the composition being corrected.
(7) Continue the evaluation until an energy.balance- 
calculated heat of pyrolysis matches the literature value. Now 
based on the best possible literature composition, decide whether 
the corrections made to obtain a match are logical and reasonable. 
If so, the procedure is ended; if not, repeat the procedure with 
other more reasonable species.
When no previous analytical data are readily available, 
an analysis using the kinetic theory approach is suggested to 
arrive at pyrolysis products which are reasonable. A great deal 
of chemical engineering judgement is necessary to decide whether 
a set of proposed pyrolysis gases are representative or just an 
arbitrary combination of some fictitious system.
Either procedure requires a detailed literature survey of 
available analytical results and some background regarding the 
particular system under study. Used in connection with analytical
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data, it becomes a powerful method for establishing the correct 
composition of the pyrolysis products.
Pyrolysis Product Composition by Relative Strength or Weakness 
of Bond Energies
The thermal degradation of char forming ablative materials is a 
complex process. As a result, little quantitative data indicating the 
decomposition mechanism have been reported. The high resistivity of 
the char layer to aerodynamic stresses and high temperatures has been 
known for many years. This ability is attributed, in part, to the 
highly crosslinked nature of the aromatic polymers such as phenolic 
resin. The already strong C-C bonds are reinforced by resonance 
effects resulting from the crosslinked structure. Therefore, during 
thermal degradation, these C-C bonds remain intact, and, the weaker 
bonds (C-H, C-0, C-N, etc.) break producing the pyrolysis gas pro­
ducts. It is the purpose of this section to indicate the origin of 
likely pyrolysis products based on the bond energies of the polymers.
A qualitative discussion for nylon and phenolic resin and composites 
of these is presented in the following paragraphs.
Decomposition of Phenolic Resin; Parker (6 ) indicated a possible 
mechanism for the thermal degradation of phenolic novalac resins. 
Emphasis was placed on the final char structure, however, a great 
deal of information regarding the origin of some pyrolysis products 
was also reported. Representing the phenolic novalac polymer as
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shown below,
r  OH H OH H OH H 1 
C ■ MM Cmmm i^ n^ M f! —I—
(G-6 )■ [ ■ 0 " h " 0 “ S ~ 0 ~ h X
Parker pointed out the place where cleavage was most likely to be 
initiated was at the methylene bridge (-CHg-) linkage. This re­
sulted in the formation of a variety of free radicals including 
those of phenol, the cresols and many shorter polymeric units of 
the novalac resin which undergo still further degradation. A 
schematic diagram of the proposed mechanism is reproduced in 
Figure G-1. In addition to the above mentioned products, water, 
hydrogen, carbon monoxide and methane are also shown to be formed.
Decomposition of Nylon- 6 6 (Hexamethylenediamine-Adipic Acid): The
nylon- 6 6  polymer is formed by the polymerization of one monomer 
of adipic acid with one monomer of hexamethylenediamine in al­
ternating steps. Q
r H H H I 1
—I— N ---(C)^ N Ç  ( 0 4 ---- G — 4- (G-7)
L H « 5 « 1
Inspection of the bond energies between atoms of the CHON system 
listed in Table G-4, neglecting considerations of resonance and 
electronegativity effects that exist in the polymer. Indicates 
that the most logical place for cleavage to occur is at the C-N 
bond. This essentially separates the polymer into shorter chain 
polymers and monomer units. From this point cleavage of bonds 
within the monomer structure can occur forming such species as
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CHg— ; 0OH
INITIATION 0OH-CH--0OH— * + 0OH-CH;r-*
-|0OH-CH2-0OHj- + 0OH~*
300°Cr
-^ 0OH-CH2-0OHj- + 0OH(;h
300°C
^OH-ÇH-0 O K ^
^OH-ÇH-0 OI^ + 0 OHCH3
+ 0OH
(Phenol)
(Cresols)
0 OH-CH2 -0 OH-CH-*
300°C
|0 OH-CH2 -0 O*-CH^
{ T 300°C r 10OH-CI^0^ j -  ------ -|0 -g-0 *J-
■+0OH-C-0* j-
L 0 -•
500°C
+ 0OH-CH„-0O*-CH- ---------- 0OH-CH_-0-CH_
/ j 2 I J
G
CH^ + GO + G
4 "
G
-|^ç6 —  0  ^
\> —  0  ^
G
500°C
DECARBGNYLATIGN
I I
CHAR FORMATION
500°G ^  H2O + H 2 +
.0 .
1
•0 -^ »
1 I
— 0 --- 0 -
I I
Figure G-1. Mechanism of Phenolic Novalac Degradation to Char.
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Table G-4. Bond Energies Between Atoms in the 
CHON System (7).
Bond Bond Energies, Kcal/gram
.H T H 104
H - C 99
H - N 84
H - 0 1 1 0
C - C 80
C - N 62
C - 0 81
N - N 32
0 - 0 33
c = c 142
C S C 186
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NHg, CO, COg, HgO, Hg, CH^, CgH^, etc. In fact, reported experi­
mental data shows that only about seven percent (by weight) of 
nylon- 6 6  is degraded to residue (2,3). The remaining ninety- 
three percent forms gaseous products. From this analysis, it 
is evident that the char structure of a charring nylon-phenolic 
resin composite is primarily composed of the phenolic degrada­
tion to carbon, while a major portion of the pyrolysis gases 
are formed from the nylon-6 6 .
Decomposition of Nylon-Phenolic Resin Composites; Combining of 
these two polymers with subsequent thermal degradation would 
necessarily result in all of the above mentioned products with 
relative quantities based on the weight fraction of each poly­
mer in the composite. A detailed listing of various pyrolysis 
products identified by gas chromatographic and/or mass spectro- 
graphic analyses is presented in Table G-5. Many of the species 
may only exist in small quantities, however, the large number 
forms a very good reference of typical products which may be 
formed when nylon-phenolic resins undergo thermal decomposition.
Comparison of the Methods with Various Analytically Determined 
Pyrolysis Product Compositions and Heats of Pyrolysis
To illustrate the use of the above discussed methods, two works 
reporting pyrolysis gas compositions and heats of pyrolysis values 
will be compared. These are the analyses by Sykes and Nelson (2,3) 
and by Freidman (5).
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Table G-5. Various Species Identified as Pyrolysis Gas Products by Gas Chromatographic 
and/or Mass Spectrographic Analysis of Thermally Degraded Nylon- 
Phenolic Resin Composites.
Hydrogen Pentene Methanol
Nitrogen Pentane Propyne
Oxygen Benzene Ethanol
Methane Cyclohexane Diacetylene
Carbon Monoxide Hexadiene Vinylacetylene
Carbon Dioxide Hexene Acrolein
Water Hexane Propanol
Ethylene Toluene Isopropanol
Ethane Dimethyl Benzene 2-Pentene-4-yne
Propadiene Dimethyl Phenol Isopentanes
Propylene Hexadiene n-Butanol
Propane Methyl Phenol Phenyl Acetylene
Butadiene Phenol Styrene
Butene 2-Propanol Xylenes
Butane Acetone 4-Ethyl-1-Cyclohexane
Isoprene Benzaldehyde Methyl Phenyl Acetylene
Cyclopentene Formaldehyde Methyl Styrene
Cyclopentadiene Ammonia C9 Aromatics
Cyclopentanone Acetylene CIO Aromatics
Pentadiene Hydrogen Cyanide Dimethyl Styrene
UiLn
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Identification of Pyrolysis Products from the Thermal Decomposition 
of Phenolic Resin and Nylon-Phenolic Resin Composites: Sykes (2,7)
reported typical pyrolysis gas compositions for eighty-three percent 
of the total decomposition products evolved during the thermal de­
gradation of nylon-phenolic resin composites. His techniques in­
cluded differential thermal analysis, thermogravimetric analysis 
and pyrolysis gas chromatography of the hot gases evolved during 
rapid heating of the composite materials. The remaining seventeen 
percent was reported as an unidentified, dark tarry substance. The 
compositions from this research are presented in Tables G- 6  and G-7. 
Also shown are the comparisons of the heat of pyrolysis calculations 
with the experimental values of Sykes (2). A very good agreement is 
obtained in Table G - 6  indicating a high reliability in the reported 
analysis. The unidentified portion of the pyrolysis products was 
taken as phenol for calculating the heat of pyrolysis. In an earlier 
work, the results were somewhat poorer as indicated by the larger 
difference in the calculated and experimental heat of pyrolysis 
values. This was probable caused by either improper curing of the 
specimen resulting in the higher water content or an inaccurate 
analysis of the evolved pyrolysis products.
As a third example the pyrolysis products reported by Freidman
(5) are compared in Table G-8 . In this case the composition was 
determined from near room temperature samples analysed by gas 
chromatography. The absence of the higher molecular weight species 
such as phenol and the cresols is evident. This resulted in a much 
poorer comparison between the calculated and experimental heat of
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Table G-6 . Comparison of the Experimental Heat of Pyrolysis with Calculated Values
Based on Heats of Formation of the Reported Pyrolysis Gas Components (7).
Component Weight Fraction by: Average Weight ^i ^^fni Xi Cp AT
Name Flash 50°C Inc • Fraction, x^ BTU/1§ BT0 fîS
Phenol 0.124 0 . 1 1 2 0.118 - 49 34
Methylphenol 0.067 0.061 0.064 - 33 18
DimethyIpheno1 0.049 0.052 0.051 - 29 14
Trimethylphenol 0.040 0.042 0.041 - 25 12
Benzene 0.004 0 . 0 0 1 0.003 2 2
Toluene 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 1 1 1
Cyclopentanone 0.019 0.039 0.029 - 18 9
Hydrogen 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 34
Methane 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 - 2 0 10
Garb. Monoxide 0.025 0.016 0 . 0 2 1 - 18 6
Garb. Dioxide 0.087 0.047 0.067 - 36 5
Water 0.059 0.066 0.062 -258 23
Ammonia 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 2 - 2 2
Unidentified* 0.173 0.173 0.173 - 72 51
Carbon Residue - - 0.340 133 99
1 . 0 0 0 -742 320
Reactants Weight Cpmean^T
Fraction, Xj BTU/lb BTU/lb Ah pyr(Calculated) = 213 BTU/lb
Nylon 0.4 -384
Phenolic Resin 0 . 6 -501 250 Ah pyp(Experimental) = ~  200 BTU/lb
1 . 0 -885 250 Ref. (2)
* Unidentified materials considered phenol in calculation of AHpy^.
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Table G-7. Comparison of the Experimental Heat of Pyrolysis with Calculated Values 
Based on the Heats of Formation of Reported Pyrolysis Products (2).
Component
Name
Pyrolysis Gas 
Analysis Average Weight Fraction, x^
Xi AHfi 
BTU/lb
Cpmean
BTU/lbMoles Pounds
Garb. Dioxide 1 . 6 70.4 0.019 - 74 6
Garb. Monoxide 5.5 154.1 0.042 ■■ 71 1 0
Benzene 0 . 2 15.6 0.004 2 2
Toluene 0.3 32.4 0.009 1 5
Phenol 7.1 6 6 8 . 2 0.181 - 75 52
Methylphenol 1 . 8 219.9 0.060 - 34 17
Methane 1 0 . 0 160.0 0.043 - 87 29
Water 23.4 421.0 0.114 -661 55
Hydrogen 50.1 1 0 0 . 2 0.027 0 91
Unidentified* - - 0.150 - 62 43
Carbon Residue - - 0.350 137 1 0 1
1 . 0 0 0 -924 411
Phenolic Resin (Only)
XjAHfrj
BTU/lb
-823
^pmean^^
BTU/lb
2 0 0
AHpyr(Calculated) = 110 BTU/lb
AHpyr(Experimental) = ~  146 BTU/lb 
Ref (2)
* Unidentified Materials considered phenol in calculation of AH,pyr
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Table G-8 . Comparison of the Experimental Heat of Pyrolysis with Calculated Values 
Based on Heats of Formation of the Reported Pyrolysis Gas Components (5).
Component
Name
Hydrogen
Methane
Ammonia
Water
Acetylene
Hydrogen Cyanide
Carbon Monoxide
Nitrogen
Ethylene
Ethane
Carbon Dioxide
Diacetylene
Acetone
Benzene
Toluene
Xylene
Isopropanol
Propane
Carbon Residue
Reactants
Nylon 
Phenolic Resin
Pyrolysis Gas 
Analysis
Moles
23.9
4.1
4.1 
15.3
10.9
3.5
10.9 
0 . 1
14.0
0 . 2
2 . 2  
0.9 
0.7 
0.9 
0.5 
0.3 
1.3
1.5
Pounds
47.8
65.6
69.7 
275.7 
283.4
94.5
305.2
2 . 8
392.0
6 . 0
96.8
45.0
40.7
70.2
46.2
31.8
78.0
63.0 
2270.9
XjAHfj
BTU/lb
-384
-501
-885
Average Weight 
Fraction, x^
0.011 
0.015 
0.016 
0.064 
6.066 
0 . 0 2 2  
0.071 
0.001 
0.091 
0.001 
0.023 
0.011 
0.010 
0.016 
0.011 
0.007 
0.018 
0.015 
0.529 
1.000
Cpmean^T
BTU/lb
250
250
XiAHfi
BTU/lb
0
- 31
- 19 
-371
248
46
- 1 2 1
0
73
- 2
- 87 
45
- 2 1
8
2
1
- 10
- 7
206
- 40
Xi
0.4
0 . 6
1 . 0
*^^Pmean
BTU/lb
AT
37 
11  
10  
31
38 
13 
17
2
53
1
7
6
6
10
6
5
7
5
127
392
AHpyr(Calculated) = 987 BTU/lb
Ah  (Experimental) = 200-500
BTU/lb
Ref (5)
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pyrolysis as would be expected if important species were omitted 
from the composition. The inclusion of phenol and similar high 
molecular weight species which are liquids at room temperature 
where the particular samples were collected should be included.
The quantity of each species added to correct the composition to 
a more representative value can only be determined by investigating 
the literature for the specific conditions of the experiment and 
subsequent analysis. If no such information is available, com­
parison with an analogous system (similar composite materials, 
for example) is a logical approach.
Conclusion
As a result of these methods applied to several reported 
pyrolysis gas compositions in the literature (1 ), it was con­
cluded that the composition in Table G-9 best represented the 
products evolved when nylon-phenolic resin thermally degrades.
It is this composition that is used as the simulated pyrolysis 
product stream in this research.
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Table G-9. Most Representative Composition of the 
Pyrolysis Products Evolved During the Thermal 
Degradation of Nylon-Phenolic Resins.
Component
Pyrolysis Product Composition
Mole % Weight%
Hydrogen 33.4 3.6
*Water 48.9 47.8
Methane 6.7 5.8
*Phenol 4.7 24.1
Carbon Monoxide 3.7 5./
*DimethyIpheno1 1 . 2 8.7
Carbon Dioxide 1 . 1 2.5
*Toluene 0 . 2 1 . 2
*Benzene 0 . 1 0 . 6
1 0 0 . 0  , 1 0 0 . 0
* Liquids at rooir temperature.
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H. MIMIC SOLUTIONS OF THE FROZEN FLOW. VARIABLE 
PROPERTIES ENERGY EOUATION
The purpose of obtaining MIMIC solutions to the frozen flow, 
variable properties energy equation was to provide a method of 
stepwise checking the fourth order Runge-Kutta analysis in the 
TEMPRE System. MIMIC is an analog-digital simulator program 
which permits the integration of functions with built-in 
numerical integration formulae. A fourth order Runge-Kutta 
technique is used by MIMIC, and is a direct method of comparing 
solutions or portions of solutions in each program. It essen­
tially provided a rapid means of determining the capability 
of the TEMPRE System for calculating the correct solution to 
the differential energy equation.
MIMIC solutions were calculated for two forms of the 
frozen flow energy equation. In the first, the following 
form of the second order differential equation was solved.
A second solution to the energy equation after differentiating 
the conductive heat transfer term, followed by rearrangement, 
was also calculated.
560
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dk
ff = f (^  - #)
dz e e
This second equation was identical to the form used in the
TEMPRE System. The solutions to these two equations were obtained
dk
to determine whether the calculation of the term, , by 
interpo?ition from a table of k^ versus T data was being performed 
correctly. It also proved to be a very fast and easy technique 
for defining the incremental temperature necessary in the 
interpolation routine.
A comparison of the temperature distributions for the 
frozen flow of pyrolysis products in a one-quarter inch thick 
char between 500°F and 2000°F is presented in Table H-1.
Very good agreement is obtained for a step size of one hundred 
units in the fourth order Runge-Kutta method (TEMPRE). The 
slight differences in the temperatures are attributed to round­
off or truncation errors. Based on comparisons like these, 
the numerical integration method in the TEMPRE System was proven 
to give an accurate solution to the energy equation.
Copies of the MIMIC programs for solution of each form 
of the differential energy equation are provided in Listings H-1 
and H-2 with typical input and output data.
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Table H-1. Comparison of the Runge-Kutta Solution for Frozen Flow Variable 
Physical Properties with Two Solutions Obtained Using MIMIC (Analog-Digital Simulator)
Dimensionless 
Char Distance 
(z/L)
M i m e  (a) 
Solution
Temperature (°F)
MIMIC (b) 
Solution
Runge-Kutta
Solution
0 . 0 500.00 500.00 500.00
0 . 2 626.52 627.11 625.48
0.4 821.89 821.95 819.45
0 . 6 1105.76 1104.90 1102.78
0 . 8 1492.95 1494.89 1492.83
1 . 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 0 2 0 0 0 . 0 0
2
Conditions: W = 0.05 lb/ft -sec e = 0.8 L = 0.0208 ft (dT/dz)^ = 24172 °F/ft
Gas Composition (mole/mole gas):
CO = 0.245, COg = 0.046, Ng = 0.073, CH^ = 0 .570, CgHg = 0.068
(a) solution of equation (H-1)
(b) solution of equation (H-2)
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